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Summary 

The study of language acquisition across languages shows that there are different 

orders and rates of acquisition depending on each language's individual grammatical 

features and characteristics. This study investigates the acquisition of Arabic gender and 

number agreement of adjectives and verbs with corresponding nouns in the performance 

of ninety-eight Saudi children between the ages of six and twelve years, and also of seven 

adults, in a cross-sectional study. Their comprehension and production is investigated 

through using a picture selection test and an elicited production test. Three other children 

between the ages of 1; 4' and 4; 5 have been tape recorded to investigate their language 

productivity and language input in a longitudinal study. 

Our main results indicate that grammatical forms become productive at a very 
2 

young age- 16.22 , while mastering of the forms occurs at a later age between eight and 

twelve years, with some forms being mastered even after the age of twelve. Our findings, 

on the whole, show that the gender system is mastered between the ages of eight and ten, 

while errors in the use of the plural system are retained even after the age of twelve. The 

number system findings also show that singular forms are mastered earlier than dual 

forms, while dual forms are mastered earlier than plural forms. 

1 1; 4 (year; month. day), thus, 1; 4 indicates: one year and four months of age. 
2 16.22 indicates: 16 months and 22 days. 
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In addition, the study reveals that transparency, form frequency, and language input 

and CDS are some of the main factors contributing to the early mastery of grammatical 

forms, while abstractness and irregularity in grammatical forms, opaque agreement, and 

infrequency of language input and CDS result in later acquisition and mastery of 

grammatical forms. 

In general, our results show that the rate of mastery of the Arabic gender system is 

consistent with the rate of acquisition of the Welsh gender system. Acquisition of the 

Arabic number system appears consistent with the late acquisition of the German 

number system, while the late mastery of the Arabic verb system is consistent with 

Modem Greek acquisition. 

Finally, it has become clear that there is a need for further studies on the acquisition 

of different Arabic dialects and on the main factors behind the late acquisition of Arabic. 

However, this study has answered many important questions. It has also highlighted 

areas to investigate, and hopefully these areas will be addressed in future research. 
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Introduction to the Thesis 

The main purpose of this research is to study the rate and order of acquisition 

(comprehension and production) of Arabic gender and number systems in the 

performance of children between the ages of six to twelve and adults. We will also 

investigate the acquisition of subject-number, verb and adjective agreement by 

conducting both a cross-sectional and a longitudinal study. 

To achieve this purpose, this thesis is structured into chapters as follows. Chapter I 

presents the acquisition of different grammatical systems. The systems which are 

acquired early are presented first, followed by the systems acquired later. Characteristics 

that affect language acquisition will also be discussed. 

Chapter 2 includes descriptions of the Arabic noun gender system and number 

system, an explanation of adjective and verb agreement with gender and number, and a 

description of some relevant characteristics of the Saudi Arabic vernacular. 

Chapter 3 outlines prior research which has been done to investigate the acquisition 

of Arabic gender and number systems in four different dialects and in various age groups. 

In Chapter 4 our studies are introduced with respect to aims, expected outcomes, 

goals and questions of the studies, and the research hypotheses. 

Chapter 5 describes our comprehension section, methods, and results. 

Chapter 6 describes our production section, divided into real and novel words, and 

presents their methods and results. 

Chapter 7 explores errors made by our participants during the production task. Their 

errors are grouped into categories and exarnined. 
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Chapter 8 describes our longitudinal study. In this chapter, children's language 

productivity, language input and CDS and errors are reviewed. 

Chapter 9, the concluding chapter of the thesis, discusses the results of this research 

(cross-sectional and longitudinal) in regard to classical and vernacular Arabic. The results 

are also compared with the results of other studies. 



Key to transcription of Arabic used in this research 

Glottal stor L Voiceless retroflex 
stop. 

a: Long vowel Fricative 
b Voiced bilabial Voiced pharyngeal 

stop. fricative 
t Voiceless Y Voiced velar 

alveolar. fficative 
0 Voiceless inter- f Voiceless labio- 

dental central dental central 
fricative fricative 

3 Voiced palato- q Voiceless uvular 
alveolar central stop. 
larninal fficative. 

h Voiceless k Voiceless velar 
pharyngeal stop. 
central fricative. 

x Voiceless velar Voiced alveolar lateral 
fricative. approximant 

d Voiced dental m Voiced bilabial 
nasal. 

6 Inter-dental n Voiced nasal 
central fricative. 

r Voiced apico- h Voiceless glottal 
alveolar trill. central fricative. 

z Dental central W Voiced rounded 
fricative. labiovelar 

approximant. 
s Voiceless Voiced palatal 

alveolar central central 
fricative. approximant. 

f Voiceless palato- a Short vowel 
l l t l a veo ar cen ra 

larninal fricative. 

-6 Fricative Short vowel 
(L VoTced retroflex u Short vowel 
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Chapter 1 

The Acquisition of Different Grammatical Systems 

1.0 Introduction 

When we acquire our mother tongue, we learn its vocabulary and various 

grammatical forms, such as gender, tense, person, and number, that are encoded in the 

language (Simoes & Stoel-Gammon, 1979). These grammatical constructs vary among 

languages, so that every language has its own grammatical features and characteristics. 

Cross-linguistic studies report that different language systems pose different types of 

acquisition problems and influence the course of a child's language development (Slobin, 

1985, a). However, children acquiring a particular language seem, in general, to acquire 

forms in more or less the same order (Gleason, 1993). 

This chapter will focus primarily on the acquisition of gender and number systems 

in distinct language systems. Many factors 
, such as language input, complexity of forms, 

and the regularity of the system, influence the acquisition of linguistic systems. The 

review below is organised into sections examining the acquisition of gender, number, and 

verbs, followed by some factors that affect language acquisition, such as language input, 

input frequency, linguistic complexity, transparency, and productivity. 
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1.1 Gender acquisition 

Types of noun categories differ from one language to another. Some languages are 

considered grammatical gender languages and others are natural gender languages. 

Cross-linguistic research comparing the development and mastering of noun gender 

across languages has indicated differences among languages. Some of these studies 

indicate that learning the gender system in a grammatical gender language occurs earlier 

than in natural gender languages. Gender is easier to acquire in language systems 

containing gender marks which are clearly attached to the noun than in language systems 

that use different words to distinguish between males, females and objects. For example, 

Corbett (1991) reports that the acquisition of gender, e. g. he, she, and her, is late in 

English in comparison with German. English-speaking children make frequent errors in 

gender usage at the age of four, whereas German children make few errors in using the 

appropri ate gender forms at the age of two. Mills (19 8 5) suggests two reasons for such 

results. First, in German gender is marked in many parts of speech, which gives German 

children more opportunities to learn it. Second, there is a clear phonetic contrast between 

the German masculine forms er and der on the one hand and the German feminine forms 

sie and die on the other. In English, he, she, and her are less clearly differentiated. 

There are other factors that may contribute to the early acquisition of a specific 

noun gender system. According to Smoczynska (1985), most Polish children acquire 

gender distinctions by the age of two. Yet Russian children acquire gender at a later stage 

despite the fact that the two languages apparently have similar systems in which the 

feminine singular noun ends in /-a/, the masculine ends in I-ol, and the neuter ends in I-ol 
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or/-e/ Smoczynska suggests two reasons for the later acquisition of Russian. First, in 

Russian unstressed /-o/and /-a/are pronounced identically, which leads the children to 

make mistakes and delays their language encoding. Second, Russian has a diminutive 

masculine form which ends with I-al rather than with I-ol, yet its declension is typical of 

feminine nouns (for example in Ikoljal, a boy's or a man's name). In contrast, Polish 

children have clearer input regarding declension and agreement, with more clear-cut 

correspondence between form and gender. 

Another language that is acquired at an early stage in comparison to other languages 

with similar characteristics is Turkish. Aksu-koc & Slobin (1985) report that Turkish 

children acquire numerous grammatical morphemes at a very early age, as early as fifteen 

months. They also find that two-year-old children rely on inflections rather than word 

order for the identification of grammatical relations; many of these are suffixed to the 

noun. Japanese and Korean share this characteristic with Turkish, yet children acquire 

grammatical inflections later. Aksu-koc & Slobin (1985) point out that such findings 

could be due to the fact that Turkish grammatical morphemes are mainly obligatory in 

Turkish, whereas in contrast, many of these morphemes are optional in Japanese and 

Korean. 

The Spanish gender system is also one of the early-acquired gender systems, 

according to P6rez-Pereira (1991). Spanish children learn the gender system at around 

three years of age, and master Spanish gender agreement by the age of four to five. 

P6rez-Pereira points out that masculine endings are more recognizable than feminine 

endings because the masculine form is unmarked and therefore easier to acquire. 
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A more recent study by Gathercole (2002) points out, based on the work of 

Hemindez Pina (1984), that when grammatical genders are transparent, children do not 

have difficulty in accurately acquiring gender distinction at an early age. For example, in 

the case of the Spanish language, monolingual Spanish-speaking children usually work 

out the agreement rules between articles and nouns (the masculine article is lell, and the 

feminine article is fiaý by thirty-one months of age and are able to choose an approprýate 

article on the basis of the endings of the noun by three to four years of age. 

Previous literature also suggests that leaming the gender system in grammatical 

gender languages can occur early. In fact, the phonological properties determining 

inflectional patterns are mastered between the ages of two and seven (Levy, 1983). Some 

influences on early acquisition are transparency and consistency of the system, as well as 

obligatoriness of morphemes. Cross-linguistic comparisons of children's gender system 

acquisition show that when these properfies are not present, acquisition of gender can be 

a protracted process. For instance, Welsh gender acquisition is considered late in 

comparison with other languages. Gathercole, Thomas, & Laporte (2001) examine the 

acquisition of Welsh grammatical gender between the ages of 4; 0 and 11; 1. Their results 

suggest that up until the age of 9; 0 children do not acquire the gender system expressed 

through "mutation". In general, masculine nouns do not undergo phonological changes 

because of their gender; feminine nouns do but only in certain contexts. The Welsh 

system is considered opaque because of complex form-function mappings concerning 

mutation. Children usually use the correct basic forms of nouns when the nouns are 

masculine. Yet feminine forms are not always used in the inappropriate forms. Overall, 
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the acquisition and development of complex and opaque gender systems are generally 

delayed in comparison to less complex systems (Gathercole, el al., 2001). 

Such evidence, indicating that the structure of the language plays a role in how 

easily children learn gender systems, is echoed in studies examining the acquisition of 

number systems. 

1.2 Number acquisition 

Number systems across languages differ in their divisions and formations. For 

example, English and Spanish number systems are divided into two categories--singular 

and plural, whereas the Arabic number system is divided into three--singular, dual, and 

plural, Studies that have investigated the acquisition of number across different languages 

report some differences in acquiring the system; some categories are acquired early, 

others late. The following studies indicate early number acquisition followed by later 

acquisition. 

The acquisition of the English number system has been studied and described 

extensively. De Villiers & De Villiers (1986) report that children learning English as their 

first language start producing plural forms during the two-word stage. Robinson & 

Mervis (1998) report that plurals pass through a pre-plural stage when the plural 

morpheme is not used in obligatory contexts, usually before 1; 6. Between 1; 6 and 1; 8, the 

plural morpheme appears to be used less than 90% of the time; by 1; 8 to 1; 11, correct 

plural forms are used over 90% of the time in obligatory contexts. Thus, by 2; 0 children 

usually reach mastery of pluralizing in English. Leonard & Swanson (1999) report 
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similar results. Nevertheless, Ferenz & Prasada (2002) report that children as young as 

1; 9 can determine which form (singular or plural) to use in a sentence. Cohn (2001: 202 - 

203) notes, that children and adults apply the plural regular form to words that it does not 

apply to. For example, for "n-ke" many children will say "mouses" by adding the /s/ to 

the noun. 

The primary means of encoding English plurals is the suffix I-sl. In other 

languages, alternative means of encoding number are often used. In French, articles are 

considered the primary source of information about number. A small number of nouns 

have a plural form that is pronounced differently from the singular, and these tend to end 

in I-all or I-aill. Number appears to be acquired and mastered at an early age, Aith very 

few errors. One of the reasons for such early acquisition is probably that "noun forms 

themselves do not change in pronunciation with a change in number", but instead are 

marked in the article (Clark, 1985). Thus, children acquiring French as a first language 

usually acquire the appropriate article at a young age. 

Another language with early number system acquisition, Hungarian is an 

agglutinative language, with complex morphology and many suffixes. The plural suffix is 

I-okl, and it emerges at around 1; 10 (MacWhinney, 1985). 

The modem Georgian plural is formed regularly, by adding a suffix /-eb-/. It is also 

acquired early; the first use of the plural suffix by one of the children investigated by 

Imedadze and Tuite (1992) occurs around the age of 1; 9. By the age of Ij I children 

overextend using the plural suffix on words that in adult utterances come in the singular 

form; they also pluralize mass nouns that do not take the plural form in adult language. 
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. 
Finnish is also an agglutinative language with a rich suffixal inflection system; 

however, it is not always regular at every point. The regular plural is formed by adding 

t/to the stem of the word, but other, less straightforward forms also occur in the 

language. Production of the plural suffix 141 emerges by the age of two (Toivainen, 1997: 

90). While the first oblique plural form emerges around the age of three, such later 

acquisition could be due to the difficulty and complexity of the form (Dasinger, 1997: 

75). 

The Modem Greek (MG) number system is also divided into singular and plural, 

and again number is acquired early. Children leaming Greek as a first language achieve 

consistent marking of number between 1; 9 and 2; 6. Number marking in MG is tied to 

gender and case. Distinctions between them appear when producing neuter and feminine 

nouns because these are more frequent in the language than masculine nouns (Stephany, 

1997). 

Looking at Hungarian, Finnish, and Georgian we can see that what we can call 

regular plural forms (i. e. forms that are shaped by adding an affix to the stem of words) 

emerge at approximately the same time in different number systems. Other number 

systems are reported to be learned late, with mistakes occurring at older ages. German 

number system is an example of such languages. 

Park (1978) investigates the acquisition of plural in two German-speaking children 

and reports that the plural fornis appear in obligatory contexts by the age of 2; 7 to 3; 5, 

and at this stage children usually apply the plural form instead of the singular in singular 

obligatory contexts. The late acquisition of the plural system in German could be because 

singulars and plurals often share the same surface endings. It appears difficult for 
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children to draw a distinction between the plural mark I-el of, e. g. Hunde "dogs" and 

Hande "han&', from the ending of singulars: such as h1ume "flower" and hase "rabbit". 

At the beginning of acquiring the German plural system, children use the singular form 

where the plural is required, yet after the appearance of plurals in the children's 

utterances, the plural is often used in place of the singular. For example, a child might say 

Ida kinderl ('her children') while pointing to a single doll, instead of Ida kindl ('her 

child'). 

Mills (1985) has also researched the German plural system, and found that during 

the one-word stage children produce nouns in singular forms, except for a few nouns that 

are normally used in the plural form. During the two-words stage nouns are still used in 

the unmarked singular form, along with a few plurals, yet forms appear to be rote- 

learned, not rule-produced. At the age of 4; 0, children continue making mistakes by over- 

generalizing the regular plural suffix I-enl Even with unmarked pluralized nouns, for 

example, children will add the plural mark to them, indicating a tendency to mark all 

forms clearly. Mistakes are also reported in seven-year-olds' utterances. Such results 

indicate that the earliest rules acquired are usually those applied to the greatest number of 

forms. In general, children learning the German plural system continue making mistakes 

even after the age of 11; 0. Such late mastery of the system is likely to be because of "the 

complexity of the system and the lack of regularity, which makes the system appear late 

and to continue to be problematic for a considerable time" (Mills, 1985). 
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1.3 Verb Acquisition 

Some studies that investigated the acquisition of language during the 1970s and 

early 1980s focused on the acquisition of verbs; yet, the researchers did not study verb 

acquisition as frequently as they studied the acquisition of nouns (Merriman & 

Tomasello, 1995). As with the acquisition of nouns, the acquisition of verbs depends on 

many factors that may prompt early or late acquisition. Cross-linguistic studies 

investigating the acquisition of verb systems have revealed different development time 

and patterns in children's mastering of the system across languages. For example, 

Braunwalad (1995) reports in her research that a child acquiring English as a first 

language starts producing verbs with correct word order by 1; 7: 4 of age; in general, the 

period between 1; 7 to 2; 0 of age demonstrates rapid verb acquisition. However, the 

knowledge of morphology is minimal. The English present tense inflection Ainglis 

reported to be used productively around the age of 3; 1 to 3; 8, several months earlier than 

the past tense inflection 1ý*dl (Akhtar & Tomasello 1997). Nevertheless, Jeschull (2003) 

states that both the past and present tense inflections, as well as irregular forms, emerge 

at the same time, around stage one before the age of 2; 0. 

Gathercole, Sebasfiýn & Soto (1999) examine the acquisition of the Spanish verb 

system, and indicate that at a young age children produce a wide range of verb structures 

in their speech, but most of these structures are not productive. Around the age of 1; 11 

verb productivity begins to emerge. A child leaming Spanish as a first language shows 

productivity in infinitive, imperative, and third person singular present tense at the age of 

Ij 1. The first person singular present becomes productive at around the age of 2; 1. By 
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the age of 2; 4, the second person singular becomes productive. The results also show a 

high percentage of errors, such as the use of the third person in place of the second, 

overregularizing, and other errors, between the ages of 1; 6 and 2; 6. 

Looking at another language, Bantu, with early verb acquisition and a rich system 

of verbal inflectional morphology and a complex tense/aspect marking system, Demuth 

(2003) investigates the acquisition of Bantu and reports that by the age of 2; 1 the present 

tense is produced frequently, and by the age of 2; 5 the past continuous and recent past 

appear. Finally, the past tense emerges at around the age of 2; 9. Overall, the Bantu verbal 

inflectional system is productive in children's language before the age of 3; 0. 

In a cross-linguistic study comparing French and Austrian German, researchers 

Bassano, Laaha Maillochon, & Dressler (2004) report that in both languages the 

imperative present is the first tense to be produced, and the singular forms appear in all 

tenses before the plural forms. However, the past tense emerges earlier in French than in 

Austrian German, possibly due to the complexity of Austrian German's past tense form. 

In general, the results indicate that French children have higher verb-token production 

than Austrian children in the second half of their third year. 

We turn our attention now to other languages that have been shown to have later 

acquisition, such as Finnish and Greek. Finnish verb suffixes mark voice, mood, temporal 

relations, person and number, and nominalization. Toivainen (1997) reports that the third 

person singular forms and imperatives emerge by the age of 1; 4, while the past tense 

form appears by the age of 1; 8. Past tense negative suffixes are employed by around 2; 0. 

By the age of 2; 4, more verb suffix combination emerges; for example, the first person is 
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used in the past tense, while the passive form is produced in the plural form. Overall, the 

results indicate that the acquisition and mastery of Finnish verb suffixes continued 

beyond the age of 4; 0. 

Modem Greek is also acquired late, possibly due to the fact that its verb 

morphology is considered complex. Stephany (1997) investigates the acquisition of 

Modem Greek and reports that by 1; 10 imperative mood occurs in the child's language, 

and by 2; 4 imperfect past forms emerge. However, present and past perfect appear rarely 

until 3; 2, while passive forms occur more frequently in the language of 3; 0 year-olds. 

Stephany also indicates that singular verb forms are detected more frequently in 

children's language than are plural verb forms. On the whole, in Modem Greek the full 

adult language verb system is usually acquired by the age of 12; 0 at the earliest. 

Looking at the results of verb and noun acquisition across languages we can see 

that, in general, nouns are mastered before verbs. Such an idea is widely accepted; 

children are assumed to use object names in their early speech well before action words. 

However, Gopnik & Choi (1995) disagree with such claims. They have compared 

English and Korean children's language acquisition, and report that Korean-speaking 

children use verbs more frequently than English speaking children. They also compare 

Korean-speaking mothers' speech with English-speaking mothers' speech and the results 

show that Korean mothers produce more verbs than nouns, and also that they usually 

direct their children to engage in activities rather than to label objects. In general, Korean 

children acquire some verbs earlier than English-speaking children, while naming objects 
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appears later. Korean children also use verbs productively as young as 1; 3 of age, and 

some of them acquire more verb types than nouns. 

In another study investigating the acquisition of Korean, Kim (1997) indicates that 

both imperative and past-tense forms are acquired by children learning Korean as a first 

language by the age of 1; 9 to 1; 11. They also usually inflect the verb correctly with low 

errors; and errors are usually limited to very early stages. Kim's results also point out that 

Korean children neither overgeneralize nor omit inflections; their use of inflection is 

basically the same as the adult's from the earliest developmental stage. These results 

indicate that children are sensitive to concrete distributional characteristics of inflection 

in the input, rather than to an abstract characteristic of an inflectional paradigm such as 

the morphological uniformly condition (Kim, 1997). 

The cross-linguistic results above show a strong correlation between the parent's 

frequent use of words and the age at which their children acquire words (Smiley & 

Huttenlocher, 1995). 

1.4 Linguistic Characteristics Relevant to Understanding 

Gender, Number, and Verb Acquisition 

The acquisition of any language system is influenced by many factors. Looking at 

these different factors might help us understand the overall process of first language 

acquisition. 
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1.4.1 Language input and Child direct speech (CDS) 

One of Chomsky's arguments was that the spoken language children hear is not 

always grammatically formed (because of slips of the tongue, pauses, the inconsistent use 

of number and tense, and so on). Therefore, such spoken language cannot provide an 

accurate guide to acquiring a given language. Such claims as this have prompted child 

language researchers to study adult speech and its effect on children (Harris, 1992). 

Consequently, many have challenged Chomsky's claims regarding the linguistic 

environment in which the child learns a language. Many have emphasized the 

characteristics of mothers' speech to their children (Furrow & Nelson, 1979) and pointed 

to the importance of this input and CDS on one's first language acquisition (Giv6n, 

1985). 

The first studies regarding mothers' speech to their young children were published 

in the early 1970s. Most of the results were consistent: the characteristics of the language 

used with children, in essence, were simplicity, brevity and redundancy (Harris, 1992). 

This indicates that when mothers address their children they usually modify their speech, 

which may help children comprehend and produce these language characteristics later on 

(Ervin-Tripp, 1971; Hu, 1994). According to Ervin-Tripp (1971) children are exposed to 

a great deal of speech that is not addressed directly to them, and they probably do not pay 

attention to uninteresting or overly complicated language. The most important part of the 

language input they are exposed to is the speech addressed to them. In addition to the 

characteristics of the mother's language, researchers have studied conversational 
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interaction between parents and children because these conversations are likely to be one 

of the foundations in the study of child language development. It is through such 

interactions that children are guided toward the acquisition of grammatical forms in their 

mother tongue (MacWhinney, 1994). Many cross-cultural studies have focused on the 

importance of language input and CDS in determining exactly what the child learns. Choi 

(1997), for example, investigates Korean and American caregivers' language input and 

CDS. Choi finds that Korean children are exposed to action verbs in language input and 

CDS more than Americans are, while Americans are exposed to nouns in their CDS more 

than verbs. As a result, Korean children talk more about actions than American children 

do 

Sandhofer, Smith & Luo (2000) similarly evaluate nouns and verbs in English and 

Mandarin-speaking parents' language input to their children between the ages of 0; 11 and 

2; 11. Children learning English hear more nouns than verbs, while children learning 

Mandarin hear more verbs. The English-speaking children in this study produce more 

nouns, while children learning Mandarin produce more verbs. 

Kolth, Janssen, Kraaimaat & Brutten (1998) investigate monolingual Dutch- 

speaking mothers and their interactions with their three-year-old children. They find that 

children whose mothers speak a lot with them and answer their questions with extensive 

explanations usually have high language levels. This finding also highlights the effect of 

language input and CDS on the richness of the child's language. 

Wittek and Tomasello (2002) compare German children's use of tensed inflected 

forms. They point out that the German perfekt (present perfect) occurs more frequently in 

the language input and CDS than infinitives do. In their data, the perfekt is produced 
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productively earlier than infinitive constructions, even though both constructions are 

regularly formed. This study highlights the importance of language input and frequency 

of CDS for early acquisition and mastery of a linguistic form, In general, what children 

are exposed to or hear can affect how and what they learn; therefore language input and 

CDS usually plays an impotant role in language acquisition. 

1.4.2 Input Frequency 

Some suggest that input frequency is one of the determining factors in the 

acquisition of some linguistic forms (Moerk, 1992; Schlesinger, 1994). High frequency 

input helps the transfer of acquired linguistic forms from short-term to long-term 

memory as well as helping to provide a basis for recognition of concepts and rules. This 

might explain a child's ability to acquire and produce complex forms early when these 

forms are frequent in the input (Moerk, 1992). 

Gathercole (1986) indicates that frequency of input is a major contributor to 

differences found in the acquisition of the present perfect between Scottish and American 

children. Scottish adults use the present perfect more frequently than American adults; 

and Scottish children learn the present perfect earlier than Americans. Gathercole argues, 

however, that input frequency interacts with other factors such as cognitive and syntactic 

simplicity and functional load, in determining NNhat is learned early. 

In addition, Moerk (1992: 98) indicates that "low input frequency results in slow 

improvement"; therefore, when mothers employ a form frequently in their language 

input, that form is usually acquired earlier by their children than other forms that are less 
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frequent in the input. For example, when the regular past tense is detected frequently in 

the input, the child examined in Moerk's study produces the regular past tense frequently 

and overregularizes few irregular forms. However, when the input is reduced, the child's 

production of regular past tense also lessens. 

In their research on the acquisition of English plurals, Leonard & Swanson (1999) 

report that one of the factors that helps children acquire English plural noun inflection Av/ 

prior to the third singular verb inflection Asxis input frequency. The noun plural 

inflection occurs more frequently in the input than the verb inflection (148 plural tokens 

vs. 9 verb inflections). 

Ragnarsdottir, Simonsen & Plunkett (1999) state that while acquiring 

morphological Icelandic and Norwegian inflections, children acquire the morphemes 

repeated more frequently in the input earlier than other less-repeated morphological 

inflections. 

Overall, frequency input seems to play a role in determining the early forms 

acquired (Gathercole, el. al., 1999). On the one hand, through high-frequency input, 

children are able to categorise words and forms accurately; on the other hand, infrequent 

words are usually difficult to categorise (Mintz, 2003). 

Looking at the evidence presented concerning input frequency, we can see how 

clear its importance is on early language acquisition. However, another frequency factor 

which may also have an effect on acquisition is form frequency in the language. This is 

where low frequency forms usually generate more errors than high frequency ones. For 

example, in Spanish, children mostly replace irregular suffixed forms with regular 

suffixed forms. This result, according to Clahsen, Aveledo & Roco (2002), can be linked 
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to the fact that there are relatively few (approximately 30) verbs that take irregular 

suffixes. Therefore, children do not have many opportunities to foster associative 

generalizations. They have more opportunity with regular suffixed forms. 

On the one hand, grammar acquisition order probably reflects the frequency of 

specific grammatical forms in the input; on the other hand, it could suggest that such 

order may reflect the linguistic complexity of the form acquired (Messer, 1994). 

1.4.3 Linguistic Complexity and Irregular-Acquisition 

Two assumptions are made about linguistic complexity. The first assumption is that 

complex sentences (forms) involve more effort to comprehend and produce than less 

complex sentences. The second assumption is that children learning a first language 

usually acquire less complex sentences before more complex forms and sentences (Smith 

and Kleeck, 1986). However, forms that are frequent in language input and have 

complex forms are not necessarily acquired later than frequent simple forms (Gathercole, 

ct at, 1999). Irregular forms could be considered one of the complicated forms in a 

language (Dabrowska, 2001) and they are not usually learned later than regular forms. In 

fact, they might be used appropriately earlier on, as some studies have indicated. 

Many studies have examined the acquisition of regular and irregular forms in 

different grammatical categories in different language systems, and most agree on the 

later mastery of irregular forms. Accordingly, Slobin (1971, a) examines the acquisition 

of English regular and irregular past tenses and reports that English-speaking children use 

the irregular past tense correctly at an early stage. For example, they are able to say fell, 
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broke, and weni correctly. However, when they learn regular past tense forms by adding 

I-ed/ to the verb, as in walked and helped, children tend to replace the correct irregular 

form to the incorrect regular form by inflecting it with the past tense suffix /- ed, making 

them likely to say "breaked" instead of broke, and "goed" instead of weni. State (1971) 

indicates that irregular past tense forms occur more frequently in the input than regular 

forms do, which may be one of the reasons behind the early production of irregular 

forms. 

Kuczaj (1977) also investigates the acquisition of English past tenses and the results 

show that children master the regular form by the age of 3; 0. In contrast, irregular past 

tense forms are mastered later than the regular. Portuguese also has irregular forms in its 

linguistic system. Simoes & Stoel-Gammon (1979) report that Brazilian children in 

general memorize the irregular forms and go through different stages in order to master 

them: stage one repeating irregular forms; stages two to four indicate irregular forms 

which are regularized by applying different regular marks; and stage five is the final 

memorization of irregular forms. 

In general, complex irregular forms are difficult to acquire and are therefore 

mastered later than regular forms. Nevertheless, regular forms may be mastered earlier 

than irregulars because they could be considered transparent. 

1.4.4 Transparency 

The children's errors highlight the effect of transparency in that children usually 

show stronger performance while producing transparent forms. For example, Dabrowska 
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(2001) points out that children learning the Polish genitive plural show a strong 

performance in the transparent forms (forms ending with an overt ending /-6w/) in 

comparison to stem alteration. Demuth (2003) also indicates that learning complex 

morphological paradigms is easy when they are transparent. Transparency and 

complexity of form could possibly be linked to each other; thus, a form that is usually 

transparent is, more often than not, considered 'uncomplicated'. 

One final characteristic to be considered when aiming to discuss the acquisition of 

morphology is whether a form is productive to the child. 

1.4.5 Language Productivity 

"Language development is reflected in the appearance of productive forme' 

(Furrow & Nelson, 1979). Productivity is "the extent to which a particular 

word-formation device can be used to form new words" (Clark, 1985: 759). Many have 

argued that children begin producing words with many rote learned or formulated "island 

constructions" during the preschool years. Children between the ages of three and five 

years move beyond island constructions, showing evidence of more abstract linguistic 

constructions (Tomasello & Brooks, 1999). Linguistic productivity truly flourishes when 

children begin to extract different patterns across words (nouns, verbs, and so forth). In 

general, when a grammatical form is productive in the child's utterance, s/he will 

probably be able to apply the same rule to other different words and utterances. 

Many researchers have suggested multiple ways of assessing productivity at early 

stages. In a study by Gathercole, SebastiAn & Soto (1999; 2000) to determine the early 

command and productivity of Spanish verb forms, two monolingual Spanish children 
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between 1; 6 and 2; 6 years of age are examined. The researchers find that by 1; 6 to 1; 8, 

verbs occurr only in a single form, indicating that the first use of verb forms is restricted. 

By 1; 10 to 1; 11, some of the verbs occur in different forms; for instance, one verb may be 

used in the third person singular present tense and another verb form may be used only in 

the imperative form. The results also indicate that the development of forms within the 

verb paradigm does not appear to occur suddenly, even within a given inflectional 

morpheme. For example, the development of the productive command of the first person 

singular within one tense does not guarantee the productive use of the same verb within 

another tense. In general, the results of Gathercole, et al, (1999) suggest that command of 

a full productive system does not occur at a very young age, and it only takes place after 

accumulation of some contrastive forms of a given type. 

On the whole, acquiring grammatical systems is affected by many factors. The rate 

and order of acquiring a gender system in a language is likely to differ among languages 

depending on the characteristics of the system itself. whether the system is transparent or 

opaque, frequently used, and so forth. Each and every grammatical aspect of a language 

differs within the same language. For example, a grammatical gender system could be 

formed regularly, while the number system of the same language is formed irregularly. 

The acquisition of many languages has been examined and reported, but to date few 

studies have been conducted on Arabic in general and the Saudi dialect in particular. The 

following chapter will first describe the Arabic gender, number, verb, and adjective 

systems, and then present the results of some existing studies that have been carried out 

regarding the acquisition of Arabic. 
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Overall, acquiring and mastering the gender and number grammatical systems (or 

any linguistic form) differs across languages. For example, English gender is acquired 

later than the German gender system, because the German gender is marked in many 

parts of speech (Mills, 1985. and Corbett, 1991). Polish is mastered earlier than Russian; 

one of the reasons behind this result is the fact that Polish have a clear-cut 

correspondence between form and gender in comparison to Russian (Smoczynska, 1985). 

Turkish grammatical morphemes are acquired earlier than the Japanese and Korean, 

because many of the Turkish morphemes are obligatory in the language, yet optional in 

Japanese and Korean (Aksu-koc & Slobin, 1985). Spanish gender system is also acquired 

and mastered at an early age, between the ages of two and five P6rez-Pereira (1991). 

The early acquisition detected across languages is due to many reasons such as 

transparency and consistency of the system, as well as obligatoriness of morphemes. 

However, when a gender system is opaque and complex it is usually acquired late, where 

errors occur beyond the age of six, as detected in the acquisition of Welsh (Gathercole, ei 

al., 2001; and Thomas, 2001). 

Studies of the acquisiflon of number systems across languages show that number in 

English, French, Hungarian, Georgian and Greek is acquired around the age of two and 

six months, while the German number system is mastered around the age of eleven, 

which is due to the complexity of the system and its lack of regularity (Nfills, 1985). 

On the whole, acquiring grammatical systems is affected by many factors. The rate 

and order of acquiring a gender system in a language is likely to differ among languages 

depending on the characteristics of the system itself: whether the system is transparent or 
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opaque, or frequently used. Even within a single language, one system can be learned 

early while another can be learned late. For example, a grammatical gender system could 

be formed regularly, while the number system of the same language is formed irregularly. 

The acquisition of many languages has been examined and reported, but to date few 

studies have been conducted on Arabic in general and the Saudi dialect in particular. The 

following chapter will first describe the Arabic gender, number, verb, and adjective 

systems, and then present the results of some existing studies that have been carried out 

regarding the acquisition of Arabic. 
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Chapter 2 

Arabic noun gender and number systems 

2.0 Introduction 

In this chapter, the Arabic gender and number systems (forms investigated in this 

research) in the classical and the Saudi vernacular are presented. 

2.1 The Arabic Language 

During the pre-Islarnic era (before the fifth and sixth centuries AD), the Arabic 

language is spoken primarily in the Arabian Peninsula. Arabs comprised of different 

tribes. Each tribe had its own culture and colloquial language; although they spoke 

dialects of the same language, they did not pronounce it in the same way (11ijazey, 1978). 

Some of these tribes settled and lived in cities. They were called lha, ýW ('city 

people'),. ý . The other tribes moved from one part of the Arabian peninsula to the other, 

searching for water and food in the large deserts of the Arabian land. These travelling 

tribes were called /Agdo('Bedouins').,... 4 These different tribes came together to trade 

amongst each other on big market days. During these days, poets recited their poetry 

before critics and judges, and it was during this time that ajoint language began. It had 

features of every Arabic colloquial variety, and it carne to be considered the best form of 
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Arabic. They called it 1a&! wh,? IY('the clear language'). /ýk&bs/Uliwas closest to the 

colloquial language of the tribe, who lived in the city of Makkah, and it wa's used 

by the Arab tribes when they were communicating in literature or in political gatherings. 

However, when they were talking in their daily lives they would use their tribes' 

colloquial dialects (Shaheen, 1990). This linguistic situation is called Diglossia. 

Diglossia was defined for the first time by Ferguson (1959) as a linguistic situation 

in which two divergent varieties of the same language co-occur within the same 

community and serve different communicative functions. Matthews (1997) further 

defined it as a case in which a community uses two distinct forms of the same language, 

in which one is acquired before formal education and is appropriate to one range of 

contexts, and the other is acquired by education and is appropriate to another range of 

contexts. In languages with two varieties existing side-by-side, one is considered a "high" 

variety and the other a1ow" variety. The high variety is not restricted to any 

geographical area or social class because it is taught to everyone who goes through the 

educational system. The high variety is used in official contexts and in a formal style, and 

the low variety is used in domestic contexts and with an informal style (Wilce, no date). 

In olden days poets and speakers used la&W. Wll whether they were from lqzmj,. f, 

waz&77, or other Tribes living in the Arabian Peninsula. /a/lbs/w/i/started, 

developed, and prospered long before Islam. When the Arabs talked using laffysha. 11, it 

was difficult to tell which tribe the speakers were from because it did not have any of the 

native colloquial language's special characteristics (Al-Janaby, 1981). The same situation 

still exists in the Arabic speaking world where modem Arabic diglossia shows that AW 

. Awhahltends to be used only in formal situations, such as lecturing in a classroom, at 
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work, on the radio, and on television, and it is mostly used by teachers and radio or 

television broadcasters. In general, 1W. IW., ah1is viewed as suitable for official and 

educational functions, and not suitable for domestic and daily life use (Sawaie, 1988). 

During early school years, the majority of children are faced with a major new task: 

leaming the written form of their language. For most Arab children, in addition to 

learning the written form they are also faced with a different form of spoken language /W 

A&IwAl However, many Arab children are exposed to /W. /i&, t7a1z/during their early 

years while watching television, since most children's programs and animated films in 

many Arab countries are presented in 1W. Ibshahlrather than in vernacular dialects. 

In the following section, the structure of Arabic gender and number systems are 

presented in the confines of the Diglossia situation. Verb and adjective agreement with 

gender and number will also be presented. 

2.2 Noun Gender Patterns 

All Arabic nouns are either masculine or feminine. Masculine nouns are unmarked 

for gender, while most feminine nouns are marked for gender by overt gender markers. 

Arabic feminine nouns follow four patterns: nouns marked as feminine by a suffix; 

collective nouns; inanimate feminine nouns with no overt gender marking; and pairs of 

unrelated words, one referring to a male animate and the other referring to a female 

animate. The first three patterns are tested in this research. 
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2.2.1 First Pattern: Nouns Marked as Feminine by a SuffLx 

There are three feminine overt gender suffixes: first, the I-atl or I-alil suffix 

(examples given in Table (1)) with the suffix sometimes changed into I-ahl; second, the /- 

&/suffix; and third, the /-a.? / suffix. The acquisition of only the first suffix is tested in this 

research; I-atu / for example, is shown in Table 1: 

Table 1: Example of feminine marked nouns and masculine unmarked nouns 
Human Animal Inanimates 

Feminine Masculine Feminine Masculine Feminine Masculine 

Morpho-phonemic /TrU777- 

English queen king cat-f Cat table chair 

Arabic 46 IAL4 ALS 
IS 

&XL. 11ýý 

This pattern applies to all animacies (human, animal, and inanimate); however, the 

other patterns are not applied to all three animaces, as shown below. 

2.2.2 Second Pattern: Collective Nouns 

Some animal and inanimate object nouns are marked with the feminine overt 

gender suffix I-ah, l; in this case it encodes a singular meaning. However, when the suffix 

is omitted, the noun encodes the plural meaning as shown in Table 2: 
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Table 2: Examnle of animal and inanimate collective nouns 
Animals Inanimates 

Femmme- sg Masculine - pI Feminine- sg Masculine - pl. 

Morpho-phonernic ATOM9,61 "Alowl /)MA IhAU-Iffil 

English One cow More than 2 cows Dne date tree More than 2 &te trees 

Arabic $A 
IA 4k; 1 

Iýk; 

2.2.3 Third Pattern: Inanimate Feminine Nouns with No Overt Gender 

Marking 

A few inanimate feminine nouns are unmarked for gender. Most of these nouns are 

names for body parts, the sun, and the earth for example, /f, V. -V eye &. %., , and //, aaix/`sun 

All Arabic nouns (all patterns), adjectives, verbs, adverbs, and pronouns come 

either in a singular, dual, or plural forms. In the next section number forms are presented. 

2.3 Number System 

There are three number divisions in the Arabic language: singular, indicating one 

thing; dual, indicating two things; and plural, indicating three things or more things. 
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2.3.1 Singular Forms 

All masculine and feminine singular forms are unmarked for number, as shown in 

the example in Table 3: 

Table 3: Examnles of masculine and feminine sinaular forms 
Human Animal Inanimates 

Feminine Masculine Feminine Masculine Feminine Masculine 

Morpho7ýh-on-ermc lviildx7ývxhl 1b7&d&yv1 /171,751P &V I'twirl 

English a female 

teacher 

a male 

teacher 

tigress tiger city mountain 

A L+L* JIM, 

All three animate (human and animal) and inanimate noun categories are 

investigated in this research. For the animal category in laffbshahý in some cases the 

feminine is formed by adding the word "feminine" to the noun, as shown in the example 

in Table 4: 

Table 4: Example of masculine and feminine animal fonns 
Masculine Feminine 

Morpho-phonemic 15,71'-wl" 

English Penguin (female a penguin) a female penguin 

Arabic 

Nevertheless, in most vernacular dialects, the feminine suffix I-ahl'is added to the 

stem of the word to indicate femininity, as shown in Table (3) above. 
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2.3.2 Dual Forms 

Both feminine and masculine nouns are marked as dual and are formed by adding 

the suffix I-a: nl. However, the feminine form contains the feminine and the dual marks /- 

at-a: W, where the /-at/ is the feminine mark and la: nl the dual. The masculine form is 

marked only for number, as shown in Table 5: 

Table 5: Examples of masculine and feminine dual forms 
Human Animal Inanimates 

Feminine Masculine Feminine Masculine Feminine Masculine 

Morpho-phonernic 

English two female 

teachers 

two male 

teachers 

tigress-du tiger-du city-du mountain-du 

Arabic ; )L-. j- ýUt)j- 

2.3.3 Plural Forms 

The Arabic plural noun takes one of two possible forms: 

sound plural forms, and broken plural forms. 

2.3.3.1 Sound plural Forms 

Under this possibility, adding a suffix to the base of the noun forms the plural. The 

masculine sound plural is formed by adding 1-u: nl, and it is only applicable to human 

nouns. The feminine sound plural is formed by adding I-a: tl to the base of the noun, and 

it is applicable to all feminine animacys, as shown in Table 6. 
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Table 6: Examples of feminine and masculine sound plural nouns 
Human Animal Inanimates 

Feminine Masculine Feminine Masculine Feminine Masculine 

Morpho- 

Phonemic 

linadws h, '. fJ711--v, '4/ 

English teachers teachers tigresses Cars 

Arabic coL. _j. L4 

2.3.3.2 Broken Plural Form 

In this case the root of the noun changes internally for the broken forms, and these 

forms are applicable to all noun categories: masculine and feminine; and human, animal, 

and inanimate. Relevant examples are shown in Tables 7 and 8. 

Table 7: Examnles of masculine broken nlurals 
Human masculine Animal masculine Inanimate masculine 

singular broken 

plural 

singular broken 

plural 

Singular broken 

plural 

Morpho-phonemic IP&W 17-1151 /1711S. 2112,27 

English a doctor doctors a dog dogs a garden gardens 

Arabic 
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Table 8: Examples of feminine broken plurals. 
Feminine animal Feminine inanimate 

singular broken 

plural 

singular broken 

plural 

Morpho-phonernic lq-1l-, Ihl 411r-ffhl 1. ýVuwarl" 

English a cat cats a picture Pictures 

Arabic ALS jaw f. ). 9-O )-*. 0 

Broken plurals have many patterns, depending on the root of the word (three-, four-, 

or five-consonant root words). Approximately 64% of the roots are composed of three 

consonants (Khoja, Garside, and Knowles, 2001). There are approximately fifteen 

patterns for the three-consonant root words, and many of these fifteen patterns have two 

or more forms. Four-consonant root words have about six patterns, and the five- 

consonant root words have about three patterns (Al-Yaseen, 1996). 

Under some conditions nouns do not take the plural form when following certain 

numerals (eleven and above). 

2.3.4 Quantified Nouns 

In the quantified noun category, when the numbers three to ten precede the noun, 

the noun takes a plural form. For example: 

/sabT ? awla: d/ 

seven boy-pl 

Seven boys. 
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On the other hand, when the numbers eleven and above precede the noun, the noun 

takes a singular form. For example: 

Id. aam. folam w,? Iad,?, al 

two - ten boy-sg 

Twelve boys. (Greenberg, 1978; b) 

In the next section, adjective and verb structures are presented. 

2.4 A(tiectives 

In Arabic, adjectives agree with the gender and number of the nouns. 

2.4.1 Adjectives in Agreement with Noun Gender 

The Arabic adjective is in agreement with the noun gender and its number (singular, 

dual, and plural), as shown in Table 9: 

Table 9: Examples of human singular adjectives 
Human 

Feminine Masculine 

Morpho-phonemic /W &wtv Aizz. 77-ahl /W waisda ha&. 7e 

English the girl sad-f 

the girl is sad 

the boy sad 

the boy is sad 

Animal 

Morpho-phonemic 

English 

L-- 

the giraffe-f big-f 

the giraffe is big 

the horse big 

the horse is big 
II 
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Inanimates 

Morpho-phonemic -vlzl 1kke., b -S,? J-72. -I' 

English car-f small-f 

a small car 

book small 

a small book 

2.4.2 Adjectives in Agreement with Genders and Numbers (Dual and 

Plural) 

Adjectives are also in agreement with duals and plurals, because they are marked 

for both. Dual adjectives are marked with the suffix Aa. nl, as shown in table 10. 

Table 10 Examples of human, animal and inanimate dual adjectives 
Hiunan 

Femininc Masculinc 

Morpho-phonemic IA-11 bM, 7t-&77 haZ1,77-&-, 22-1 1W walvd-&77 

English the girl-du sad-f-du 

the two girls are sad 

the boy-du sad-du 

the two boys are sad 

Animal 

Morpho-phonemic /ýzl hikaxex kabiz-aze 

English the giraffe-f-du big-f-du 

the two giraffes are big 

the horse-du big-du 

the two horses are big 

Inanimate 

Morpho-phonemic -sapx-, ax/ 

English car-f-du small-f-du 

two small cars 

book-du small-du 

two small books 

The adjective dual form is not frequently used in Arabic vernacular dialects. 
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Adjective agreement with plurals: 

Adjectives are in agreement with noun plural forms. Adjectives referring to human 

masculine nouns take both sound and broken forms, as shown in Table II below. 

However, adjectives referring to human feminine nouns take the feminine sound forms, 

as shown in an example given in Table 12. Animal and inanimate feminine and 

masculine adjectives take only the feminine singular form, as shown in Tables 13 and 14. 

Table 11: Examples of adiectives referring to human masculine nouns in both sound and broken forms 
Human 

Sound adjective masculine form Broken adjective masculine form 

Morpho-phonemic' -7y7, ýý7ý'79-, 'fliOýyzlv, 7, '-'4, " --F-hM /, Vfj,, 7U a 

English the boys-pl, br sad-pl, bi 

the boys are sad 

the teachers-pl-sa tall-br-pl 

the male teachers are tall 

Table 12- Fxamr)le of adiectives referrina to a human feminine noun 
Hurnan 

Sound a4jective feminine form 

Morpho-phonemic Affzivt homx-&-zl. ' 

English girls-pl sad-pl 

the girls are sad 

Table 13: Examples of animal plural adjectives 
Animal 

Feminine Masculine 

Morpho-phonernic A-biy---&h1 
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Animal 

Feminine Masculine 

English 

I 

the giraffe-fpl big-fsg 

the giraffes are big 
I 

the horse-pl, br big-fsg 

the horses are big 
II 

Table 14: Examples of inanimate plural adjectives 
Inanimates 

Feminine Masculine 

Morpho-phonemic aJkvwb-sayir-, ah 

English car-fpl small-fsg 

small cars 

book-pl, br small-fsg 

small books 

In the previous examples regarding adjective agreements, suffixes are used to 

indicate gender and number. Verbs, on the other hand, are marked Arith prefixes and 

suffixes to indicate gender and number, as is shown next. 

2.5 Verbs 

Arabic verbs are also in agreement with the gender and number of nouns. 

2.5.1 Verbs in Agreement with Noun Gender 

Arabic verbs come in three tenses: past, present, and imperative. The masculine past 

tense is unmarked for gender or number, while the feminine form is marked for gender by 

a suffix /4/lbe masculine present tense is marked for gender by a prefix the 

feminine present tense is also marked for gender by a prefix A.? -. /. The masculine 
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imperative is unmarked, while the feminine imperative is marked by a suffix 

shown in Table 17. 

2.5.2 Verbs in Agreement with Gender and Number (Dual and Plural) 

Verbs are also in agreement with duals and plurals. Dual verbs are marked for 

number by the suffix Ae. w/for both feminine and masculine and on all animacy types 

(human, animal, and inanimate). Present tense dual verb forms are also marked by the 

suffix Awi/The masculine plural verb forms are marked by a suffix The feminine 

plural verb forms are marked by a suffix Azzl. Feminine imperafive verb forms are marked 

for gender by a suffix Azzl, as shown in Table 15. 

Table IS: Examples of Arabic verb tenses 
Feminine Masculine 

Past (went) 

sg 
went-f went 

;. ý. 61 '. 01, 

du 1&h&b-. vt-. v41 1&hvb-s,;, ' 

went-f-du went-du 

L441 

PI 1&thsb-fil 

went-fpI went-pl 

Present (going) 

sg 
f-going m-going 
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Feminine Masculine 

du f-going-du m-going-du 

P1 f-going-pl m-going-pI 

Imperative (go) 

lh&sb-il Adhabl 
sg 

go-1 90 

du lffelzab-&-/ 

go-du go-du 

L'AS1 ýAsl 

PI 1hAhjb-jz1 1ffMsb-a, 7' 

go-fP1 go-mpl 

Verbs are in agreement vvith noun gender, singular, and dual form for all animacy 

types (human, animal and inanimates). Plural forms of verbs are also in agreement with 

human nouns, whereaswith animal and inanimate nouns verbs take the feminine singular 

form even if the noun is masculine and in a plural form, as shown in Table 16: 
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Table 16: Examples of verbs referring to animal and inanimate plural nouns 
animal Inanimates 

Morpho-phonemic /& faqlaxiv Wzubl' 

English rhe lions-pl, br fsg-eat 

The lions are eating. 
I 

rhe pens-pl-br fpl-writ 

rhe pens are writing 
I 

All of the above forms apply to classical Arabic. However, spoken dialects vary 

from classical, as shown in the next section. 

2.6 The Arahic Vernacular 

Modem Arabic vernacular dialects were established by the interaction between /W 

JW. wh/Arabic, the old Arabic vernacular dialects, and the languages of the countries into 

which the Arabs spread Islarn (Qasim, 1983). 

Bentahila (1983) reports some considerable differences between ,, Wtbshah1Arabic 

and Moroccan colloquial Arabic in terms of phonology, grammar and vocabulary. Some 

of the phonemes of lallbshahlArabic have no counterparts in colloquial dialects, which 

also lack many of the inflections of and some of the vocabulary differs 

between the two varieties of the language. There are also differences between /af 

Avshohland vernacular Arabic in gender and number. 
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2.6.1 The Saudi Arabic Vernacular 

2.6.1.1 Nouns 

Nouns in the vernacular Arabic share many characteristics of /Wfi&17,7lz/Arabic, 

though in some cases people add the feminine morpheme AM/When it is not needed, 

because there is a difference in the noun form between the masculine noun and the 

feminine noun, for example: 

Groom 

Bride (cl) 

Bride (vr) lrx-, vadly ý. Jjf- 

2.6.1.2 Numbers 

For nouns, number divisions in the vernacular are the same as in IW. Ibsl,,? hlArabir-. 

For adjectives and verbs, however, the dual is not marked in the vernacular dialects. 

Here, verbs take the masculine plural forms, as shown in Table 17: 

Table 17: Examples of masculine dual verbs in the vernacular dialect 
Masculine 

/W fashwh Vernacular 

Morpho-phonemic lal walad-im nai: m-i: nl 

English The boy-du sleeping-du 

The 2 boys are sleeping. 

The boy-du sleeping-pl. 

The 2 boys are sleeping. 

Feminine plural verbs are marked with masculine plural forms in the vernacular 

dialect, as shown in Table 18: 
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Table 18: Examples of feminine dual verbs in the vernacular dialect 
Feminine 

fas, "If Vernacular 

Morpho-phonemic 

English The girl-fpl went out-fpl. 

'The girls went out. 
I 

The girl-fpl went out-m, pl. 

The girls went out. 
I 

In these two examples, the subjects and verbs are in agreement in the A, /. Aw/, aJz/ 

form, while subjects are not in agreement with number or gender in the vernacular forms. 

2.7 Summary 

In this chapter, the Arabic noun gender patterns and the number systems 

investigated as part of this research have been presented, and the agreement of adjectives 

and verbs with noun gender and number in AVAMUA/and in the Saudi vernacular 

dialects in general have been discussed. 

Children are exposed to A., I. 1W7ah1Iess frequently than the vernacular dialects; /W 

A&hah1l)ecomes a more frequent part of language input when children begin their 

formal education (by the age of six), and by the age of ten (fourth grade) they start 

studying lVibshalz/grammar. As with any language, Arabic has some straightforward 

and transparent grammatical forms, including the sound plural (others such as the broken 

plural forms are more complex); moreover, some forms appear more frequently in the 

language input, as in the case of plural verb forms, while others appear less frequently, as 

in the case of dual verb forms. Both varieties interact side by side around Arabic- 
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speaking children, who are required to comprehend and produce both varieties in 

appropnate situations. 

Overall, the vemacular dialects share many characteristics with 1aIJ! &17e1z1'For 

example noun gender categories in all number forms are identical. See matrix (1), where 

it shows that the singular, dual, and plural forms are used in correspondence with human 

feminine and masculine nouns, and with animal feminine and masculine nouns in both 

varieties (IalAwhahland the vernacular). 

Matrix (1). The similarities and differences between classical Arabic and the Saudi vernacular dialect for 
noun gender and number. 

Type of Feminine nouns Masculine nouns 

dialect A 11 A 

Singulat ver' 

a\ cl 

Fsx 

Fsx 

u 

U 

U 

U 

u 

Uý 

Dual ver N ver 

Cla 

Fsx+Dsx X+ 

Fsx+Dsx 

sx+Dsx sx+Dsx \Fsx+Dsx Dsx 

Dsx 

Dsx [Dsx 

Plu ral 

I 

\vei 

c cl la 

Fplsx NFplsxsx Fplsx 

Fsxpl 

Isx or BrpI 

Mplsx or Brp 

Brpl 

BrPl 

' Abbreviations used for matrixes (1) 
ver = Vernacular. cla = Classical. Fsx = feminine suff ix. Dsx= dual suffix. 
Fplsx= feminine plural suffix. Mplsx= masculine plural suffix. Brpl= broken plural form. 
u= unmarked for gender or number. 
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However, there are some differences between the 71fiAliali 'and the vernacular 

when it comes to verbs, see matrix (2). Where singular forms with both genders and all 

animacies are identical. The dual is only obligatory in the 'aNwhali/but not in the 

vemacular dialect, instead the masculine plural form is used. Plural forms are identical 

within all animcies except for the human feminine form, where the masculine plural form 

is usually used in place of the feminine plural form. 

Matrix (2): The similarities and dilTerences between classical Arabic aid the Saudi vemacular dialect foi 
verb uender and iminbci. 

Type of Feminine verbs Masculine verbs 

dialect 11 A In If A In 

SingFulal Vel , 

Cla 

ýr Fj)N F11 
-N 

Fpx 

]. '))X 

Fp\ 

FPx 

Fp\ 

\\, 
\, \"Pý\ 

mpX 

mpX 

")x mpX 

Mpx 

x N1px \\___ Nip, 

mpX 

Dual Vel 

Cla 
Fp. -\+DS, Fpx+1 N mpx+DS, mpx+ MPIXX+ mpX+1 

Plural Vel 

d'i 

I)X+Ml)]SX 

FPN+FP1S, 

Fj)N-F. ',, USX 

I- px +1 ý's 

Fj)N+F. ', ý-, SX 

1-p\+Fs, 'X 

mpx+N1p1, s\ 

MI)N+Ml) 

, I)X+l. sg.,, x 

J. p, \+FS, -x 

., Px+l. -i, -, S\ 

1,1) \+1, 

I Abbieviations uscd I'Or nialrIN (2) 
ver = Vernacular cla = Classical. Fpx = feminine prefix. Mpx= masculine prefix. 
Dsx= dual suffix. Ml)lsx= masculine plural suffix, I-'plsx= t'eiiiiiiiiie plural Suffix 
Fsgsx- feminine singular suffix. -= the forni does not occur iii the language input. 
I'he highlighted fomis are the forins that differ between the two varieties. 
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The adjective singular forms are also identical in both varieties as shown in matrix 

(3), while the dual differs, and in this case the masculine plural form is used in place of 

the dual. However, plural forms are identical across gender and ammacy, except . in tile 

vernacular with the human Feminine form, the masculine plural could be used in place of 

the feminine and is considered appropriate. This case is to some extent different from the 

verb situation, because verbs referring to human feminine forms do not exist in the CDS 

and it is always substituted with the plural masculine forin in the vernacular dialect. Yet, 

the plural adjective Feminine form is used in the input and CDS in alteration with the 

plural adjective masculine form. 

Matrix (3). The similarities and differences between classical Arabic and the Saudi vcniacular dialcet for 
adjectivc unclerand niunbcr. 

Type of Ferninine adjectives Mascu line adjecti-, es 

dialect If A In if A In 

Singular Vel 

clýl 

Fs\ 

I'SN 

FS\ 

Fsx 

FS\ 

I ̀ ý, ýx 

U 

II 

U 

11 11 

Dual \e] 

clýl Fsx I 1)sx FsXH), Fsx, 11), Dsx Dsx Dsx 

Abbreviations used for nialrix (3). 
ver = Vernacular. cla = Classical. FSX = fCMulllle SUffi-A. Dsx= dual suffix. 
FpIsx- 1ernininc plund suffix. Mpl,, x= masculine plural sutl'ix. Fsgsx= ferninine sinpular suffix. 
Brpl- broken plural forni. u- uninark-ed for gender or number. 

-= tile form does not occur in the language input. 
rhe highlighted forius are the forms that differ between the two varieties. 
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I PC of Feminine adjectives Masculine adjectives 

dialect 11 A in if A In 

Plural Vel Fp1sx 01 Fsg. "'x sgsx Mp S, \ or Hrp Fsý, S\ Fsosx 

Mp1s. or Brp1 

ch) FpI. S\ 1,. Sgs, \ 1-'sgsx Mp1sx or Br FS. L! sx Fsgsx 

The acquisition of Arabic has not been studied thoroughly. To date, few studies 

have been conducted on the acquisition of different Arabic dialects. Some of these studies 

are presented in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 3 

Review of Related Research 

3.0 Introduction 

In the preceding chapter, Arabic gender and number systems were presented, as 

were adjective and verb agreement systems. In this chapter, the small amount of research 

conducted to date on the acquisition of Arabic gender and number systems is presented 

and reviewed. Specifically, six studies related to this research are discussed. 

Significantly, only one of these six. was conducted on the comprehension of the Saudi 

dialect. 

3.1 Acquisition of Arabic 

Omar (1969) investigates the developmental stages of acquiring the Arabic 

Egyptian dialect as a native language. Thirty-seven monolingual Egyptian Arabic- 

speaking children, ranging in age from six months to fifteen years are studied. Children's 

spontaneous speech was observed and tape-recorded, and through tests of im. itation, 

comprehension, and production, their language development was tested. Adults from the 

same speech community as the children were also interviewed to determine the social 

attitudes that may affect language acquisition. Some of the results of this study provide 

information on the development of number and gender. The first stage of using the dual 

form is the use of the numeral two followed by the uninflected singular noun for 

example, 1M17h, 7. kaII71('two dog') for the correct fbn-n,,, X-a/I, 4. v7/(dog-du) ('two dogs') 
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This pattern appears at around four to five years of age. The second stage is the 

use of the numeral two followed by a pluralized noun--for example: 19wix jU/a., 17A('two 

dogs', pl-br). This pattern is used mostly by five-year-olds, sometimes along with stage 

one. The dual suffix A&V is acquired late and does not appear consistently until about 

the ages of five to six. "Most children older than age 6; 6 used the dual in alternation with 

the construction of numeral two plus noun, tending to dualize real and familiar nouns, 

more often than unfamiliar and nonsense nouns" (Omar, 1969: 3 80). This is considered 

stage 3, and once the dual suffix is acquired it is used accurately. 

The development of the use of plurals is also studied in Omar's research. The 

youngest age group in the study does not inflect nouns for the plural. Thus, stage one can 

be considered use of the uninflected forms. Stage two starts when the plural form is 

acquired; overgeneralization occurs during this stage with the feminine suffix Aer<, but 

never with the masculine suffix. This is most likely due to the fact that sound masculine 

plural forms are restricted to human masculine nouns, while the regular (sound) feminine 

suffix is used with all nouns types (animate and inanimate). These results also show that 

in general when children learn the irregular (broken) plural forms they do not "back 

slide" into overregularizing irregular plurals once these are learned. All children in this 

study pluralize nonsense nouns in the sound feminine form. 

Overall, according to Omar, pluralizing nouns is the most difficult and latest aspect 

of the language structure to be mastered; older children err while pluralizing even 

familiar nouns. Correct irregular plural nouns are acquired item-by-item, just as singular 

vocabulary words are. 
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This research also sheds light on the development of the use of nouns Arith numerals 

(quantified nouns). When the numerals three to ten come before nouns, young children 

use the singular*noun form instead of the plural form; for example, a child might 

substitute Italaze kalbl('three dog') for the correct form , W= Wa,, I71 ('three 

dogs', pl, br). However, when numerals eleven or above come before the noun, younger 

children use the correct singular noun form. This is because children of this age have not 

acquired the plural form yet. This pattern could be considered stage one. After they 

acquire plural forms, children tend to use them with all numerals, including eleven and 

above; for example, they might use lHaVý7rkuwarl('sixteen balls') for the correct form 

1v'h? 1,? r. ku. 7vIz1('sixteen ball', sg). This finding is not surprising. For a time after learning 

plural forms, children apply them with all numerals. No age groups studied in this 

research master this category; incorrect responses are detected frequently in all of them. 

The overall age and order of acquiring the Arabic number system as presented in 

Omar's research is: 

2; 6 The beginning of using the morphological inflections. Stagel, in pluralizing 

nouns, by using an uninflected noun form, instead of a plural form. 

3; 0 Mastery of some regular nouns. 

3; 6 Stage 2 in plural development (overregularizing), and using plural noun forms 

vAth numerals. 

4; 0 Stage I in dual development--use of numeral 2 with an inflected noun. 

5; 0 - 5; 6 Beginning of mastery of some irregular (broken) noun plurals. Stage 2 in 

dual development involves the use of numeral two with plural nouns. Stage 3 in acquiring 

the dual also starts around this time, where the mastery of the dual form begins. 
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7; 0+ Further acquisition of some irregular noun plurals. 

Rules and stages for adjective inflection and agreement: 

The study shows that ad . ective inflections for gender are acquired at an early stage; U 

this is because the feminine and masculine adjective forms are considered simple and 

their structure is regular. The inflection for adjective plurals appears to follow the same 

stages of development found for the acquisition of noun plurals. Stage one of acquiring 

adjectives begins when younger children use the uninflected adj ective for the plural--for 

example, usinglffl-wila,, dkal;. irl'('the boys', pl, br 'big', sg) for the correct form IN-wffa., d 

. 
kaI7a, 7; A('the boys', pl, br 'big', pl, br). At stage two the children have a tendency to 

regularize all plurals . ý, rith the regular (sound) masculine suffix Aiwl, for example, they 

use 127-wj7a, -d, (awV-i. 7,, /('the boys tall'-pl, sa) for the correct form 1: a. 7-wt7a. -d[, vwaY1'('the 

boys tall', pl, br). Although the feminine suffix /4.0(but never the masculine suffix 

is used by children in this study for regularizing noun plurals. The acquisition of irregular 

plural structures for adjectives is considered stage three. 

The overall age and order of acquiring Arabic adjective inflections and agreement 

are 

3; 0 Mastery of adjective gender inflections; stage I in using some plural regular 

adjective inflections. 

3; 6 Stage 2 of adjective plurals: the use of overregularized. adjective plural 

inflection, and the mastery of adjective agreement. 
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Acquisition of verb inflections and their agreement: 

In general, children in this study know all inflections for verbs and use them 

correctly at an early stage. Most verb inflections are mastered by the age of 3; 0. 

Overall, all the above data shows late acquisition in general; however, the results of 

this study indicate that the children comprehend some grammatical contrasts by the age 

of 3; 0. This study also points out that the first use of grammatical inflections began by 

age 2; 6. Some grammatical forms can be mastered by the age of six to seven, yet errors 

are detected in other grammatical forms as late as ages fourteen and fifteen. This late 

acquisition could be due to the complexity of the native language. 

According to Hermiz (1987), children's vocabulary increases between the second 

and third year of life. By the end of two and the beginning of three years of age, feminine 

and masculine forms are produced. The use of plural forms goes through several stages. 

At the first stage, children use the singular form in place of the plural. At the second 

stage--between 2; 6 to 3; 0--they learn the concept of plural. The feminine sound plural Is 

acquired first, then the sound masculine. Production of broken plurals is delayed until the 

age of five. At the age of three, many grammatical mistakes occur; by the age of four to 

five children produce grammatical forms more frequently. 

In a more recent study conducted on the acquisition and production of the Arabic 

Egyptian dialect, Ahmad (1993) investigates, in a longitudinal study, the acquisition of 

some aspects of Arabic and detects some subject-verb or adjective agreement errors. 

Ahmad reports that three-year-old children exchange suffixes, using the feminine forms 
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in place of an obligatory masculine form and vice versa. For exarnple, a child uses 

'went out'-f), where the correct form is lba. ýmxsi2UI 

('daddy'-m 'went out'-m); in the correct form neither subject nor verb are marked for 

gender. However, children also use the masculine form in place of the feminine, as in the 

case of laIlVatlawid ('the girl tall'-m). In this example, the masculine adjective form is 

used in place of the correct feminine adjective form, /albint tawi: lah/, in which the I-, ale 

suffix is attached to the adjective. 

Ahmad (1993) also detects the use of the sound plural instead of the broken plural 

form. For example the plural of lffRsaml ('a person') ýLjl is in the broken form 

.,. U-, I, but a three-year-old child may add the sound plural lffassmwz, ýUL.; J by adding 

the feminine plural suffix to the noun. 

Common errors are also detected in children attempting to use dual forms. Three- 

year-old children sometimes use the word "two" after a subject in the dual form to 

support the dual meaning. For example, a child could say q,? 1az,,, -a&i 

A9k-w&z/('dad bought me pen-du two'), or s/he might use the noun twice to explain two 

things, as in the example 

Zam: z, h., galam wa qa1mul ('dad bought me a pen and a pen'). In this example 

the child did not use the dual suffix on the noun, but used the noun twice to indicate the 

presence of two things. 

Overall, the results of this investigation show that three-year-old children produce 

subject-verb and adjective errors, and they also make mistakes while producing plural 

and dual forms. 
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A more recent study conducted on the comprehension of Arabic concerns the Saudi 

dialect. Al-Akeel (1998) investigates the rate, order, and developmental patterns of the 

acquisition and comprehension of some morpho-syntactic structures. This research is 

divided into two studies; twelve Saudi children (eight boys and four girls) between the 

ages of 2; 4 and 5; 6, and their fathers, participated in the Child-Directed Speech (CDS) 

section. For the morpho-syntactic structure section, 120 Saudi children participated (sixty 

boys and sixty girls), ranging in age between 3; 0 and 6; 0 and divided into six age groups. 

A language comprehension object and picture test (children were asked to point to the 

correct picture of four) was used to collect the data for the second section. 

The results of the CDS section show that fathers in the study use singular nouns 

more frequently than verbs inflected for gender. These results also indicate that fathers of 

children in the older age groups use both a greater variety of structures and more complex 

forms in comparison with fathers of children in the younger age groups. Fathers of 

younger age group children also use verbs less frequently in their utterances than those of 

older group children. Nevertheless, the fathers of all age groups use inflected forms V'hile 

talking to their children, and do not omit any inflections in general. The use of non- 

standard sentences (sentences with an element that violates the rules of Arabic grammar) 

is detected in the utterances of only five fathers, who use wrong gender, wrong number 

(use of the singular instead of the plural form), and incorrect pluralizations. As stated by 

the researcher, these results may be attributed to the fact that the fathers might have been 

simplifying their language when talking to their children. It could also be attributed to the 

fact that the fathers might have been treating these inflections as non-essential to 
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meaning. Al-Akeel also points out that the fathers, while talking to their children, use 

some vocabulary words that are used only in their regional vernacular dialect. 

The results for the morpho-syntactic structures section in general show that age has 

a strong effect on performance; children aged 5; 6 to 5; 11 perform much better than 

children in the younger age groups. However, the results show no effect of children's 

gender on the acquisition of these structures. The results show early comprehension (3; 0 

or younger) of verb inflection for gender, and suggest that nouns and verbs inflected for 

number are comprehended by 4; 0 to 4; 5 of age, whereas children of the younger age 

group do not distinguish between dual and plural forn-is. The outcomes of the 

comprehension task of singular noun and verb forms include more mistakes than on dual 

and plural forms. Almost all the children who did not point to the correct singular picture 

did point to a single item in the plural form picture. It could be argued that the children 

were pointing to one representative in the plural picture; in other words, instead of 

choosing 'a cat', they chose 'the cats' but pointed to only one of the cats in the picture. 

This response was considered incorrect. The study also points out that children easily 

comprehend the most frequent structures used by their fathers. Overall, the findings 

suggest that the younger children rely on their lexical knowledge, while the older children 

rely on both lexical and syntactic knowledge for comprehending many linguistic 

structures. 

Palestinian Arabic has also been researched by Ravid and Farah (1999), who 

investigate the acquisition of the Arabic noun plural forms in the Palestinian dialect of 48 

Arabic native-speaking children (24 boys and 24 girls) aged 2; 0 to 5; 0 years. The 
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children are divided into four age groups. The participants were asked individually to 

give the plural forms for forty-two familiar nouns, divided into three groups (masculine 

sound plural, feminine sound plural, and broken plural forms). 

The results indicate a corresponding rise in the number of correct responses vAth 

age. The results also indicate that the sound feminine plural is easier to acquire than the 

broken and sound masculine plurals. The errors that the children produce are analysed 

and categorised into six error groups: 

I- No response, or repetition of the noun presented. This response appears only in the 

two-year-olds' responses. 

2- Analytical response, in which plurality is indicated by a separate lexical item, for 

example: 

1.3wj7,, al, ', camel' J.,. 

/: Ud, r. 7, v,,., aJ/, many camel'. 

The correct broken form is camels' . JL.,. 

3- Overregularization, broken to sound, where the broken stem is treated as a sound stern, 

for example: ýrvbbaV window' J, L, ý 

The children's form is sound /)'vII7a. tax/('window'-fpl) windows 

The adult plural form is broken //. TI? a-&. ̀k/Avindows' aLL, - 

This response type indicates a U-shaped curve, in which the middle age group (three- 

year-olds) has more overregulariýtion errors than the younger and older age groups. 
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4- Suffix exchange, masculine sound form to the feminine sound form, for example: 

farmer' C: ýu . 

The children's form is lWa. ha., & ffarmer'-fpl) 'female farmers' c, 6W 

The adult plural form is 1YMa. Au. 771 ('farmer'-m, pl) 'male farmers' ýý)U 

The children use the feminine suffix instead of the masculine suffix in this example. 

5- Suffix exchange, feminine sound form to the masculine sound form, for example: 

Is, a 
, 
ymmlil car'-f. 

The children's plural form is Isv 
, ýwx j', car-m, pl 

The adult's plural form is formed by attaching the feminine plural suffix 1; kz1Aamr-, a. r1 

, car'-f, pl (cars) 

The children pluralize the feminine inanimate object by adding the masculine suffix /1,7v! 

In these situations children make more mistakes by changing masculine forms to 

feminine than by changing feminine forms to masculine, which appears more frequently 

at the ages of three and four. 

6- Illicit stem change broken to broken, and broken to sound, for example: 

-Broken to broken: Itabif drum' J-6 

The adult broken plural is Itabudl drums' J,.,. 6 

The children's broken plural is ltiba. VJL, ý 

These types of error occur more frequently at the age of 5 than at the younger ages. 

-Sound to broken: lbal=i balloon' . ý, A 
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The adult plural form is broken lbalah, 7i balloons'-br . ý&N 

The children's form is in the feminine sound form /1w/V`., a. r/, balloon'-fpI 

This error appears almost exclusively in the sound feminine forms. 

These results indicate that the acquisition of the feminine plural is completed by the 

age of three. In contrast, five-year-olds still make mistakes in the sound masculine and 

broken plural forms. The results also show that the sound masculine plural is learned 

after broken plurals. In their conclusions, the researchers argue that the sound feminine 

and the broken plurals are acquired earlier than the masculine sound plurals because both 

feminine sound and broken plural forms are used on animate and inanimate items, and 

are less constrained semantically. The sound masculine plural, on the other hand, occurrs 

only on human nouns, making it semantically restricted and therefore harder to acquire. 

87% of all overregularized forms were the feminine sound plural suffix 

I enaie (2000) examines the emergence of verb tense in the Kuwaiti dialect 

through two longitudinal studies of two Kuwaiti children. The children, between the ages 

of 2; 0 and 2; 6, were audio recorded in free-speech settings by the investigator. The results 

of this study show that the children's use of inflection increases over time. Both children 

appear to share a similar developmental order regarding the present tense inflection 

paradigm. In this order, the first person singular appears first, third person second, and the 

first plural comes last. Masculine forms also appear before feminine and singular before 

plural. However, the results of the past tense inflection paradigm reveal more differences 

than similarities in their production; in fact, two different developmental orders appear. 
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One of the children shows early implementation of the first singular, third masculine, and 

third feminine, while the other child makes use of the third person inflections before the 

first singular. This study reveals that the children's verb system is not limited to a few 

adult inflections; on the contrary, by the age of 2; 6 they acquire a variety of verb 

inflections. 

More recently, Ravid and Hayek (2003) investigated the acquisition of Sound 

Feminine Noun Plurals (SFP), dual forms, and collective nouns, in Palestinian Arabic. 

Fifty-eight Palestinian monolingual children (twenty seven boys and thirty one girls) 

between the ages of 3; 6 and 8; 0, were divided into four age groups. The data was 

collected through thirty target noun picture stimuli denoting types of fruits and vegetables 

familiar to pre-school children. The results are organised into correct and incorrect 

responses. Results show that the children's correct responses increase with age. The 

results also show that in the SFP and dual forms, three- to four-year-olds perform worse 

than the older age groups, while on the collective nouns the performances of the different 

age groups are equivalent to each other. 

Error analysis: 

Incorrect responses were classified into ten types: 

I- Repetition responses: repeating the singular stimuli indicates that the youngest 

age group uses no morphological strategy. 

2- Numeral word: between the ages of three and six on the dual category, the 

participants give only a numeral word instead of the required morphological 

forms. 
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3- Quantifier + singular form: by expressing number lexically in a word such as 

/Hd, 7; /('a lot of) followed by the singular stimuli. 

4- Erroneous broken plural: instead of using the collective plural fonn, a broken 

form is used, for example: 

Awvz-, al., /('banana'-f, sg) bj.,, 

/ý7.,, vwaz/('bananas'-br, pl)--the children's incorrect broken form. 

Awu. z/I('bananas')--the adults collective plural. This type of error occurs only in the 

middle age group in the study. 

5- Inappropriate dual: producing the dual form in place of the SFP form. This type of 

error occurs only in the youngest age group in the study. 

6- Inappropriate collective: occurs in both SFPs and duals when required. It occurs 

on FSP more than on duals. 

7- Numeral followed by inappropriate collective: the participants sometimes give an 

inappropriate collective preceded by a numeral word. This happens only in the 

dual context in the study; for example, Itinim mu: zl ('two bananas, br) is used 

instead of the correct form Imuza-l-i: nl ('banana'-f-du). 

8- Inappropriate SFP: this type consists of inappropriate SFP responses in both 

contexts-where duals are required and where collectives are required; for 

example, Imu: z-a: tl is used for /muzt-i: n/('banana'-du), or lmu: zl 

('banana', pl, col). 
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9- Numerals followed by inappropriate SFP: the participants sometimes give a 

numeral followed by an inappropriate SFP; for example, they use lfinkn muz-a: tl 

('two banana'-fpl) for Imuz-t-i: nl ('banana'-f-pl). 

10- Erroneous sound masculine plural: the participants sometimes give the masculine 

sound plural in place of a SFP; for example, they use / ('eggplant'- 

m, pl) for , NdzZ3-. aa-, at1 ('eggplant'-fpl). This type of error occurs only in the 

middle age group responses. 

Overall, the youngest age group in the study attains 50% accuracy, the middle age 

group attains 85% accuracy, and the children reach the mastery point by the age of seven. 

It seems that the dual form shows a similar learning curve, starting with a 40% rate of 

correct responses in the middle age group and reaching 90% correct performance by the 

age of seven. Both SFP and dual forms are considered simple and transparent because 

both are formed by adding a suffix, which explains their early acquisition and clear 

leaming patterns. However, collective nouns have a different acquisition pattern than 

SFPs and duals. All age groups tested in this study reach a 50% average success rate. The 

collective acquisition results could be due to the fact that collective nouns are a restricted 

category (fruits, vegetables, and animals), which are less consistent than other forms and 

should be learned lexically. Moreover, forming a collective noun requires the omission of 

the final vowel from the singular form. The opaqueness of this form might explain the 

late acquisition of collectives. 
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3.2 Summary 

On the whole, the results of the six previous studies show that some grammatical 

forms are acquired and mastered much earlier than other forms, some of which are 

acquired and mastered after the age of 15; 0 because of the complexity of their forms. 

Further, Omar and Hermiz have indicated that the Arabic sound plural is acquired 

by the age of three, while Ravid and Farah have clarified this by demonstrating that the 

feminine sound plural is acquired by the age of three and mastered by the age of seven. 

Al-Akeel reports that nouns inflected for numbers are usually comprehended around the 

age of four. Both Omar and Ravid's results indicate that children generally overregularize 

by applying the plural feminine suffix I-atl 

It is also evident that the dual noun form is acquired around the age of five to six 

and mastered by the age of seven, and that children begin to master sound plural forms 

around the age of three, particularly feminine forms. Moreover, broken plural forms are 

considered one of the latest grammatical forms acquired. Overall, Subject-adjective 

agreement is acquired around the age of 3; 6, whereas (according to Omar, 1969) verb 

forms and inflections are acquired by the age of 3; 0. Significantly, language input seems 

to affect the early comprehension of some grammatical structures. 

Finally, according to most of the studies presented in this chapter; simplicity and 

complexity of grammatical forms are important factors that affect the acquisition and 

command of these forms. The effect of these factors on the acquisition and command of a 

language seems to be shared by many languages, but each language has different 

characteristics. Complexity and input frequency as a situation or a factor existing in the 
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language would differ from one to another, depending on the system itself. As mentioned 

in Chapter 1, irregular forms are considered complex forms and are therefore learned 

later (Dabrowska, 2001). Regular and irregular forms occur differently across languages. 

For example, in English, irregular forms occur in the verb plural system, whereas in 

Arabic, the verb system does not have irregular forms but does have irregular agreement 

(Chapter 2). 

All in all, complexity differs across languages; therefore, differences detected 

between languages even when their systems are similar could be attributed to the 

language system and the situation within which the language exists in a community. 

The research presented here will differ in a number of respects from previous 

studies. First of all, this research will be conducted on the acquisition of Arabic by 

monolingual Saudi children. To our knowledge there has been only one such study 

conducted, and it was focused on comprehension of the language by 3; 0- to 6; 0-year- 

olds. This study aims to investigate the comprehension and production of some 

grammatical and morphological structures over a wider age range, because the previous 

studies conducted on the acquisition of Arabic show that some of the grammatical forms 

investigated in this research are not mastered by the age of six. Therefore, this study will 

investigate these forms and try to pinpoint the age at which the children reach adult 

performance levels. 

This research will also differ from previous research in terms of the methodology 

used to collect data, as it vAll not rely on children's spontaneous speech (except in the 

case of the longitudinal study's participants). 
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The test used to collect the cross-sectional data is also different. Al-Akeel's test 

contained four pictures for each item (Al-Akeel, 1998). The test we will be using contains 

six pictures. Similarly, where the distracters in Al-Akeels tests were lexical and syntactic, 

the distracters for our tests are syntactic. 

Most of the prior studies did not present all the grammatically possible forms. E. g. 

Ravid and Farah (1999) investigated plural noun forms alone with out adjectives and 

verbs, while in the present study we will investigate plural forms in nouns, verbs and 

adjectives. On the whole, most of the earlier studies conducted on the acquisition of 

Arabic have concentrated on one or two forms of a grammatical category. However, in 

our study we will try to widen the grammatical forms studied to include all gender and 

number categories for nouns, verbs, and adjectives and, different noun types including 

collective nouns, quantified nouns and feminine nouns with no overt gender markings. 

This investigation will also examine the language input that three Saudi children are 

exposed to. In addition, we will consider the children's ability to apply the Arabic gender 

and number morphology system on novel words. In general, the research presented here 

will attempt to explore the acquisition of the Arabic gender and number system as well as 

adjective and verb agreement with gender and number (in both comprehension and 

production). 
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Chapter 4 

Present studies 

4.0 Introduction 

In the following chapter, our research will be explained in terms of our aims, 

expected outcomes, goals, questions, and hypotheses. 

4.1 Aim of the studies 

After exploring the few studies that have investigated the acquisition of the Arabic 

gender and number systems in four different dialects, our aim is to investigate the rate 

and order in which Saudi children acquire the gender and number system and their 

agreement with adjectives and verbs (comprehension and production). A further aim of 

the study is to examine language input, Arabic language productivity, and some errors 

children of different age groups produce, by conducting both a cross-sectional and a 

longitudinal study, 

4.2 Expected outcomes of the studies 

The structure of language differs from one language to another and these 

differences affect the process of acquiring (comprehending and producing) the language. 
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Ibis invesfigation ANill add to the understanding of Arabic acquisition in general, and 

grammar acquisition (gender and number system) in particular. 

e It will shed light on the acquisition of a grammatical gender language (Arabic); 

* it will shed light on the acquisition of a three-way number system (singular, dual, 

plural); 

* it %rill shed light on the acquisition of Arabic noun-gender agreement. 

4.3 Goals of the studies 

The goals of these studies are to investigate: 

* the acquisition of the Arabic gender system and children's ability to comprehend 

and produce feminine and masculine real and novel word forms; 

the acquisifiQn of the three-way Arabic number system and children's ability to 

comprehend and produce singular, dual, and plural real and novel words; 

* the acquisition of Arabic adjective, noun, and verb gender and number 

agreement; 

9 language input and CDS and its role in acquiring Arabic adjective, noun, and 

verb gender and number agreement; 

* the acquisition of Arabic gender and number systems in the context of two 

language systems (diglossia). 

The studies also aim to: 

* identify some of the elements that affect the acquisition of Arabic gender and 

number system acquisition; and 
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* analyse some of the errors children produce to help us understand how and why 

some children comprehend and produce grammatical forms earlier or later than 

others. 

4.4 Questions of thestudies 

This investigation will answer the following questions: 

I- When do children acquire (comprehend and produce) the noun gender 

system? 

2- The Arabic number system is a three-way number system. When do children 

acquire (comprehend and produce) the Arabic number system and when do 

they distinguish between the number divisions (singular vs dual vs plural)? 

3- The Arabic number system is in agreementAith noun gender. When do children 

acquire number- gender noun agreement? 

4- All Arabic human nouns are pluralized in sound and/or broken forms; the 

masculine animal and inanimate nouns are pluralized only in the broken forms. 

When do children acquire the Arabic sound and broken plural forms? 

5- Arabic adjectives and verbs are in agreement "ith noun gender and number. 

When do children acquire (comprehend and produce) adjective and verb 

agreement with noun gender and number systems? 

6- What makes an Arabic grammatical form easy or difficult to acquire? 
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7- According to Tomasello and Brooks (1999), children between the ages of three 

and five become linguistically productive. When do children acquiring Arabic 

as a first language start producing grammatical forms productively? 

8- What are the errors produced by different age groups and why do these 

errors occur? 

4.5 Hypotheses 

I- Masculine gender agreement with singular and dual forms will be acquired 

earlier than feminine gender agreement with singular and dual forms, but feminine 

gender agreement with plural will be acquired earlier than masculine forms. 

Masculine noun forms are not marked for gender while feminine forms are. Both 

masculine and feminine dual forms are marked for number; therefore, feminine forms are 

expected to be acquired later than masculine forms. 

The feminine regular plural mark is the suffix I-a: tl, which is applied to all 

animacies (human, animal and inanimate nouns). In contrast, the masculine regular plural 

marks are the suffixes 1-u: nl or 1-i: nl, which are restricted to human nouns only, and this 

might make the acquisition of the masculine regular plural more complex than the 

feminine regular plural. The feminine plural form seems to occur more frequently in the 

language input and CDS than the masculine regular plural form does. Low-frequency and 

restricted forms are usually acquired later than frequent and transparent forms (Kopcke, 

1998). 
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2- Singular forms will be acquired earlier than dual and plural forms. 

Arabic singular forms are unmarked for number, unlike dual and sound plurals. 

That is why the marked duals and plurals are expected to be acquired later. 

3- Plural forms will be acquired earlier than dual forms. 

Plural forms occur more frequently in the Arabic vernacular dialects, and in general 

are applied in place of the dual. Accordingly, the plural forms are expected to be acquired 

earlier than the dual forms. 

4- Sound plural forms will be acquired earlier than broken forms. 

Sound plurals are formed regularly by adding suffixes to the stem of the word. 

However, broken plurals occur in many different forms depending on the root of the 

word, and when children are exposed to many varieties of irregular (broken) forms, it 

increases the difficulty of learning these forms (Bybee &Slobin, 1982). Regular (sound) 

plurals will be acquired earlier because children find principle bases to distinguish 

between forms (Slobin, 1985, a). 

5- Children will over-regularise the broken plural to the sound plural forms. 

According to Slobin (1971, b) and Kuczaj (1977), children acquire regular past 

tenses and use them correctly at a young age; on the other hand, irregular past tense 

forms are acquired later than the regular forms. Children start to over-regularize the 

regular past tense after achieving a sufficient amount of control over the regular past 

tense form. 

On the whole, this research examines the acquisition of Arabic gender and number 

systems by Saudi children. The following chapter is the first part of the cross-sectional 
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study conducted in this research. The methodology and results for the comprehension test 

are described first, followed by production methodology and results, error analysis, and 

then the longitudinal study. 
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Chapter 5 

Comprehension 

5.0 Introduction 

_-The- previous chapter states that this research is divided into three different studies: 

comprehension, production, and a longitudinal study. This chapter reports on 

comprehension, beginning with the participants from whom we collected the data and the 

stimuli used, followed by results and general discussion. 

5.1 Methods 

5.1.1 Participants 

Ninety-eight normally developing children (having no reported language disorders) 

participated in this research: fifty-one girls and forty-seven boys from six schools, five of 

which were in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, and one of which was in London, U. K. All 

participants were Ll monolingual speakers of Arabic (most of the children tested in the 

London-based school learn English as a second language but have not reached a mastery 

level because most of them have been living in London for less than a year. In addition, 

most of them are surrounded by Arabs and therefore do not use English frequently). 

They were divided into four age groups: age group six (N = 22, mean age = 5; 9, age 

range = 5; 0-6; 9); age group eight (N = 23, mean age = 7; 7, age range = 7; 0-8; 6); age 

group ten (N= 26, mean age= 9; 7, age range= 9; 1-10; 11); and age group twelve (N= 

23, mean age= 11; 9, age range= 11; 1-12; 11). In addition, seven female adults associated 
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with a school in Riyadh participated in all tasks, and they are considered age group A (N 

= 7, mean age = 35; 6, age range = 28; 0-43; 0). In total, 105 individuals participated in 

this research. 

101 subjects participated in the comprehension tasks. Four out of the 105 

participants for this part of the research were excluded from the youngest age group (age 

group six) because they were not concentrating on the task and were instead pointing to 

any picture even before the experimenter said the target word. 

5.1.2 Stimuli 

A picture selection task was designed to test Saudi children's ability to comprehend 

Arabic nouns, verbs and adjectives, with special focus on agreement for noun gender and 

number. 

5.1.2.1 Picture stimuli 

In the picture selection task, participants were asked to choose one picture from a 

set of six pictures. The six pictures were designed to represent three number options- 

singular (sg), dual (du), and plural (pl)--as well as two gender options--fen-ýinine (f) and 

masculine (m). For example, the stimulus shown in Figure I consists of three pictures 

representing female falcons and three representing male falcons. Both females and males 

are represented in sets of sg, du, and pl. A ribbon was used to distinguish between the 

female and the male animal. A ribbon was also used in some inanimate object categories. 
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Similar stimuli were used for nouns, as shown in Figure 1, adjectives ("angry") as shown 

in Figure 2, and verbs ("playing") as shown in Figure 3. 

I It 

ItII&& 

Figure I. An example of noun tasks 

La 

Figure 2 an cxample ol'adjective tasks 
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10 
1. & 's .4 

#04 

Ir 
f; % 

lot 

I 
! 
Nzý 

60; - 

Figure 3. An example of %erb tasks 

5.1.2.2 Linguistic stimuli 

Five sets of constructs were tested as follows: 

1- Humans and animal nouns: In this category, the experimenter presented noun 

stimuli, such as the stimuli shown in Figure ('dragon'-f) 'a 

female dragon'. (The arrow pointing to the female dragon indicates the picture 

that correctly corresponds with what the experimenter asked for). All feminine 

nouns used here were marked for gender by the suffix, 44. Masculine nouns 

were unmarked. There were six trials for each gender and number within human 

and animal nouns, for a total of seventy-two trials (see appendix 1.1.1 for 

stimuli used). 
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Figure 4. An example of animal nouns tested 

2- Adjectives: In this category, adjective stimuli were presented, as shown in the 

example in Figure Adjectives referred to 

humans, animals, and manimates, both feminine and masculine, in the singular, 

dual, and plural forms. All adjectives referring to feminine nouns were marked 

for gender and number. Adjectives referring to masculine nouns were marked 

for number. Each construction included four to six trials, for a total of 102 trials 

(appendix 1.1.2). Adjective trials referring to inanimates were conducted by 
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naming the objects in the picture (e. g., "Now we will see a lazuh, 717, light bulb, 

and a., ý&jY; ý,, v, 7., /television"), always In the noun's singular form. The nouns 

were never repeated after that. The researcher then said, "show me the (e. g. 

z7,, xx'zJ-vzz ý )"6 as shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 5. An example of adjectives tested 

/ 
3- Vei-bs: In this category, the experimenter presented verbs, such as ta-AffbIza/ 

(f-'playIng'-pl) 'playing', ýý. as shown in Figure 3 above. All verbs in this 

category were presented in the present tense form. Verbs referring to feminine 

" Such constructions do not technical IN appear in an isolated sentence in Arabic. Adjectives and verbs 
referring to aninials and inanimates take the feminine singular form onIN, even if the noun is in the plural 
masculine forni (see section 2.4 2), 1 lo%%cxer, (lie goal %%as to see to k%liat extent children could reIN on the 
form ofthe adjecti ve and -, erb to determine gender and number. 
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referents were marked for gender by the prefix while verbs referring to 

masculine referents were marked for gender by the prefix,., -/). Verbs referring 

to humans, animals, and inanimate objects were presented in the singular, dual 

and plural forms. For each form there were four to six trials, for a total of 102 

trials (appendix 1.1.3). The experimenter conducted trials involving verbs that 

referred to Manimates by naming the objects in the picture (e. g., "Now we Will 

see and adder')"), always in the singular 

form. The nouns were never repeated after that. The researcher then said, "Show 

me the (e. g. as shown in Figure 6. 

alb �I- IIaj 

LIN) 
dot 9.1 

CIA 
Figure 6. An example of,, erb tasks 

4- Collective nouns: In this category, the experimenter presented collective nouns 

--for example, /*bX5af/-'swans'-m-pI E.,, a5 shown in Figure 7. All nouns in this 
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category were presented in the feminine singular and in the masculine plural. 

(These two forms are the only forms investigated in this category because they 

are the main forms and they are different from other categories. The dual form 

is not investigated in this category because it is similar to all dual forms in all 

categories. ). Adjectives and verbs were also presented. For each form there 

were four to six trials, for a total of ninety-eight trials (appendix 1.1.4). Trials 

involving noun, adjective and verb forms were conducted just as in the first 

three categories, where the participants were also asked to point to the picture or 

pictures that represents the target word. 

2ýý 
Z 

117a 

Figurc 7. An example of collective nouns category 

5- Inanimate feminine nouns with no oveft gendei- i-efei-ent: In this category, 

adjectives and verbs referring to inanimate feminine nouns %vith no overt gender 
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referent were presented and investigated. An example 

I sleeping'-f-du ý, L--; L. shown in Figure 8. Adjectives and verbs in this category 

were presented in both the feminine and masculine, and in the dual and plural 

forms only. Two trials were conducted for a total of twenty trials (appendix 

L 1.5). Adjectives and verbs in this category were conducted In the same way as 

all the previous categories. 

0 
41 

411 

1/ 
/ 

çJ /' 
IJ/ 

'rrç< S? - 

FigUre 9. An example of the inanimate feminine nOUns \Nith no overt gender referent category 

In addition to these five categories tested, nine practice items were introduced. The 

practice items did not concern gender and number, but were simply included to allow 

children to realise that they were to point to a picture in response to the experimenter's 

questions. For example: the child was shown the stimuli in Figure 9, and was asked 
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"Where is the boxT' After pointing to a box, s/he was asked whether there was another 

box. The aim was to teach the participant that s/he could point to more than one picture if 

the additional picture(s) corresponded to the target word. All of our practice items 

involved pointing to singular objects. 

Figure 9. An example of the comprehension test practiceitems 

5.1.3 Procedure 

The order of testing between comprehension and production tasks was balanced, so 

that roughly half the participants per group received the comprehension task first, and 

half received the production task first. Within the comprehension task, the trials for all 
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five construct types were randomised and then grouped into three folders: 1,2, and 3. 

Approximately equal numbers of children received folder 1, folder 2, and folder 3 first. 

Children were tested individually, at school, and in a quiet room set aside for this 

purpose. Including comprehension and production tasks, the trials were distributed across 

three to seven sessions per participant. For the comprehension task, the participants were 

instructed to point to the picture(s) that corresponded to what the experimenter asked 

("Where is the ('dragon'-f)? ") After pointing at a picture, the participant was 

asked whether there was any other lbiýz. z&vhll(see Figure 4 above). Responses were scored 

for the respondent's choice on recording sheets. Their responses in both comprehension 

and production tasks were scored according to whether the participant chooses a picture 
7 

with a gender or a number that differs from what is encoded in the construction. For 

example, if the target form was a verb in the plural feminine, and the participant choose a 

picture with male referents in the comprehension task, or used a plural masculine form in 

the production task, this was scored as a non-match with the linguistic form. In some 

cases, as noted earlier, the classical and vernacular forms diverge with regard to 

application. Thus, the scoring sometimes diverged from one of these varieties. Thus, the 

score does not necessarily represent a correct choice (for the particular dialect) but choice 

according to the linguistic form. This scoring method was chosen as a means to be able to 

compare children and adults' performance. The adults' performance would be taken as 

the 'norm' for comparison. 
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5.2 Results 

The participants were tested on five sets of constructs. Each construct was analysed 

separately. Raw numbers were transformed into proportions because the trials across 

categones were not equally balanced, with between four and six trials in each category. 

5.2.1 Human and animal nouns 

The first set of analyses examine the responses for stimuli involving nouns for 

humans and animals. A multivariate test was conducted on the raw data (because the 

stimuli of this category were balanced). The variables tested were: age group (6,8,10,12 

and A); animacy (human (h), animal(an)); number (singular, dual, and plural); and noun 

gender (feminine (f) and masculine (m)). 

The test revealed main effects of animacy (F(l, 92) = 22.47, p<. 001), number (F 

(2,18) = 20.09, p<. 001), and age group (F(4,92) = 23.29, p<. 001), (see appendix 1.2.1 

for Means and Std. Errors of human and animal nouns results). 

The effect of animacy was that the participants in general performed significantly 

better on human nouns (M = 5.04) than on animal nouns (M = 4.79). 

The effect of number was that the participants generally performed on singular (M = 

5.13) and dual (M= 5.04) forms better than on plural forms (M=4.58). 
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Performance by age group is shown in Figure 10. These results reveal that the effect 

of age was that six-year-olds performed significantly worse than all other age groups on 

human and animal nouns--all pairwise comparisons p< . 001. These results in general 

show that by the age of eight, children have comprehension of gender and number in 

human and animal nouns equivalent to that of adultS7 . According to Brown's 90% correct 

responses as a criterion of mastery of a given grammatical form (Brown, 1973), the 

children seem to master human and animal gender and number by the age of ten. 

However, our data show that the difference between the performance of eight-year-olds 

and adults is not significant. Therefore, we have considered that eight-year-olds have 

reached adult levels in comprehending noun gender and number agreements. 

'Using the significant differences between the children's groups and the adult group to establish mastery of 
a grammatical form is used through the study, because this criterion points to the age children reach adult 
levels of comprehension and production. 
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Figuic 10, The effect ofage group on noun comprehension 

The main effects were moderated by the significant interactions of number x age 

group (F(8,18) ý 2.6 1,1,, < .01), noun gender x number (F(2,18) = 8.45, p< . 00 1 ), 

ge group (11' (4,92) = 2.72,1,, < . 
03), noun gender x number x Lqnimacy x noun gender x a. 

age _group 
(/, '(8,18) = 2.42,1; <. 02), and aniniacy x noun gender x number x age group 

(F(8,1 8) ý 2.44,1,, < . 
02). 

Performance by number x age group is shown in Figure 11. Simple effects analysis 

for each number reveals that on the singular, dUal, and plural noun forms. six-year-olds 

performed significantiv worse than all other age groups. On the plural noun forms, eight- 

year-olds performed significatitly worse than twelve-year-olds, pairwise comparison I; s-- 

02 
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Figure 11. The effect ot'number x age group on noun comprehension 

Performance by noun gender x number is shown in Figure 12. Simple effects 

analysis for cacti [lumber reveals that on the singular form participants performed 

significantly better on masculine than on feminine nouns, and on dual forms they 

performed significantly better on ferninine than on masculine nouns, all pairwise 

comparisons ps< . 
02. The results generally show that the participants performed better on 

singular masculine than on ferninine, and on feminine dual better than on masculine, 

while on plurals they performed equivalently on masculine and feminine forms. 

sg du pl nmbers 
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Figure 12 I'lic effect oftioun gcilder x nurnbcr on noun comprchension 

Performance bv anitnacy X 11OUn gender x age group is shown in Figure 13. This 

interaction shows that oil the whole, age group six lagged behind all other age groups on 

both aninlacies and ocriders. Yet the results demonstrate that, overall, eight, ten, and 

twelve-year-olds wid adults performed better on feminine forms than on masculine forms. 

It is assumed that masculine forms are more complex than feminine forms, because the 

masculine forms take sound and broken structures, while feminine forms usually take a 

sound structure. These results could be due to this complexity. 

sg du pl numbers 
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1"I'Lall C 13. The CITCCI ol"llilillao, x noun gender x age group on noun comprehension 

Performance by noun gender x number x age group is shown in Figure 14. These 

interaction effects generally indicate that on both genders, singular fornis scored higher 

than duals and plurals across all age groups, while dual, up until the age of ten, generally 

scored higher or equivalent to plurals. However, the performance of twelve-year-olds on 

the feminine dual and the masculine dual forms became equivalent to their performance 

on singular forms. This result suggests that singular forms are comprehended before other 

forms, followed by the feminine dual forms and then the dual masculine forms, Plural 

ferninine forms also seem to be comprehended better than the masculine plural forms. 

mfm 
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F1gUFC 14. 'Hic effect ofnoun gciidcr x nurnbcr x age group on noun comprehension. 

Performance by animacy x noun gender x number x age group is shown in Figures 
0 

15,16,17,18, and 11), Overall, the pattern of interactions for age group six seems to be 

different from that of other age groups. Age group six performed better on liuman 

masculine aind fenunine duals than on the other forms, while age groups eight, ten, 

twelve, and adult comprehended the singular form better thari the dual and plural forms. 

Comprehension 
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Figure 15. The effcci ol'aninwev x noun gendcr x number x age group 6 on noun comprehension 
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Figure 16. Tlic clTect ol'aniniacv \ noun gcnder x nunibcr x age group 8 on noun coniprelicnsioil 
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Figure 17, Thc effect ol'aniniacN x noun gender x number x age group 10 on noun comprehension 
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Figure 19. The elTect ofanimaev N noun gender x number x age group A on noun comprehcnsion 

Summary: Nouns 

To summarize the comprehension of human and minial tiouns we can say that these 

results demonstrate that hunian nouns are comprehended before animal nouns. 

Singular and dual 11OUn forms are also comprehended earlier than plural noun -1 

forms. For the three number categories, the results of this study illustrate that singular and nI In 

dual noun forms are mastered around the age of eight, while plural noun forms are 

mastered around the age of ten. Another result indicates that singular masculine forms are 

comprehended before feminine forms. Feminine dual forms are comprehended prior to 

masculine dual forms. However, the participints of this study perform similarly on the 

masculine and ferninine plural forms. 

11 sg 0 cill 
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Discussion: Nouns 

Data regarding human and animal nouns in this study show that animacy, number, 

and age group have significant effects on acquisition. The findings of this research reveal 

that human nouns are acquired earlier than animal nouns. This could be due to an 

animacy hierarchy, wherein human nouns are usually acquired before animals (Dixon, 

1994; Aissen, 2001). This result could be attributed as well to the fact that animal 

feminine forms are not usually used in a normal conversation, however, people tend to 

use the masculine form. Iberefore, animal feminine forms used in this test might be 

novel forms for our participants, which may explain the lower performance detected on 

animal nouns vs. human nouns. 

Comprehension of singular and dual noun forms before plural noun forms may be 

attributed to the fact that the plural is structured in two possible forms (sound and 

broken), whereas singular and dual nouns take only one form each by adding a suffix. 

Comprehending structures that come in one form appears easier than comprehending 

structures that take more than one form, as the plural does. 

These results also indicate that, in general, at around the age of eight children 

perform equivalently to adults. The results also reveal significant differences in number x 

age group; six-year-olds lag behind all other age groups on all three number categories, 

while eight-year-olds lag behind twelve-year-olds on plurals only. These data also 

indicate that by the age of eight children comprehend dual forms equivalently to adults, 

and by the age of ten they comprehend the plural forms. Such results could be due to the 

transparency of singular and dual structures, which seems to make them easier to acquire 

than the plural. 
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The outcomes of this study also show significant interactions between gender x 

number. The results regarding singular forms may be attributed to the fact that masculine 

singular forms are not marked for gender while the feminine noun is, which may be a 

reason for better comprehension of the masculine singular form than the feminine 

singular form. However, the children's better performance on feminine dual forms than 

on masculine forms may be attributed to the transparency of the feminine dual structure, 

because it is marked for both gender and number whereas the masculine dual form is 

marked only for number, making it perhaps less transparent than the feminine. 

5.2.2 Adjectives 

The second set of analyses examines the responses to stimuli involving adjectives. 

A multivariate test was conducted in which the variables tested were age group (6,8,10, 

12, and A), animacy (h, an and in), gender (f and m), and number (sg, du, and pl). 

The test reveals main effects of animacy (F (2,18) = 15.22, p<. 001), gender (F (1, 

92) = 38.39,, p<. 001), number (F(2,18) = 33.42, p<. 001), and age group (F(4,92)= 

21.68, p<. 001). Means and Std. Errors (appendix 1.2.2). 

In terms of the effect of animacy, the outcomes reveal that the participants, in 

general, perform significantly better on adjectives referring to humans (M = . 8) than on 

those referring to animals (M=. 78) and inanimates (M=. 56), and significantly better on 

adjectives referring to animals than on those referring to inanimates. 
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In terms of the effect of gender, the outcomes reveal that participants generally 

perform significantly better on feminine adjective forms (M=. 74) than on masculine 

adjecfive forms (M=. 68). 

In terms of the effect of number, the participants generally perform significantly 

better on singular (M=. 76) and dual adjective forms (M= . 74) than on plural adjective 

forms (M =. 65). 

Performance by age group is shown in Figure 20. The main effects reveal that six- 

year-olds perform significantly worse than all other age groups. Eight-year-olds perform 

significantly worse than ten and twelve-year-olds and adults. Ten-year-olds perform 

significantly worse than adults, all pairwise comparisons ps< . 05. This result generally 

shows that in terms of adjectives, by the age of twelve, children's performance was 

equivalent to adults. 
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Figure 20. The clTect ofagc group-adlectives 

The main effects were moderated by the significarit interactions of animacy x age 

group (l, '(8,18) - 4.08,1; < . 
001), an imacy x gender (11'(2,18) = 7.56, /; < . 

001), gender x 

number (F(2,18) = 3.06,1; < . 
05), and atilmacy x number x age group (F(I 6,37) = 2.36, 

/ý< . 
002). 

Performance by aniniacy x age group is shown in Figure 2 1. Simple effects analysis 

for each animacy type reveals that on adjectives referring to humans and animals six- 

year-olds perform significantly worse than all other age groups. Elght-vear-olds perform 

significantly worse than twelve-year-olds and adults. On adjectives referring to 

inaniniates, six- and eight-year-olds perform significantly worse than ten and twelve- 

year-olds and adultsl ten-year-olds likewise perform significantly worse than twelve- 

81 () 1'2 A age glou 
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year-olds and adults, all pairwise comparisons ps< . 
03, These results, in general. sho", 

that by the age of twelve. children's performance becomes equivalent to adults' 

performwice in comprehending aniniacy. 
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Figurc 2 1. Tlic effect ol'aniniaev x age group-adjective 

Performance by aniniacy x gender is shown in Figure 22. Simple effects analysis 

for each animacy type reveals that oil adjectives referring to human and inanimate nouns, 

participants perform significantly better oil feminine than on masculine forms, all 

paii-xvise comparisons p< . 
00 1. 
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Figure 22. The efTcct ol'aninlacv \ gendcr-adjective. 

Performance by gerider x number is shovoi in Fi,,,, ure 23. Simple effects analysis for 

each gender reveals that on feminine forms the participants perform significantly better 

on singulars and duals than on plurals. On masculine forms they perform significantly 

better on singulars than on duals and plurals, and better on duals than on plurals, all 

pairwise comparison ps< . 001. These results overall show that the adjective plural forms 

are harder to comprehend in comparison to singular and dual forms. 
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Figure 23. The effect ot'gender x iiumlxýr-idjectlve 

Performance by aninlacy x number x age group is sliovai in Figure 24. On animacy 

types and numbers the effect of age is clear, age group six performs worse than all other 

age groups. Ho\vever, improvement can be seen in performance on both anirnacy and 

number between the ages oFeight and ten. Figure 24 also shows that performance on I- 

singular forms is better than on dual and plural forms, yet the results indicate that, 

overall, around the age of twelve the participants perform similarly on both singular and 

dual forms. 
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Suminai-y: Adjectives 

In the results related to adjective comprehension, we can see that in general the 

participants perform better on adjectives referring to humans than on aturnals, while 

performance on adjectives referring to animals is better than on inanimates. The results 

also show that the participants comprehend feminine adjective forms better than 

masculine adjective forms, and they comprehend the singular and dual adjective forms 

prior to the plural forms. Performance by age group indicates that at around the age of 

twelve children reach adults' level on adjectives and subject-adjective agreement forms. 
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The results also illustrate that adjectives referring to humans and animals are 

comprehended by the age of ten, while adjectives referring to inanimates are 

comprehended by the age of twelve. Performance by animacy x gender reveals that the 

participants perform better on adjectives referring to humans and inanimates; than on the 

adjective masculine forms. In general, these results indicate that singular and dual 

adjective forms with both feminine and masculine structures are mastered before plural 

forms. 

Discussion: Adjectives 

Data on noun-adj ective agreement reveals that on adjective structures in this study, 

the animacy hierarchy is likely to be the reason behind children's better performance on 

humans than on animals and on animals than on inanimates (Dixon, 1994; Aissen, 2001). 

This study also illustrates that feminine forms are comprehended better in comparison to 

masculine forms. This could be due to the fact that masculine adjective forms have more 

broken forms than their feminine counterparts do; the result could correspond to Simoes 

& Stoel-Garnmon's (1979) results on the acquisition of Portuguese irregular forms, 

wherein regular forms are shown to be mastered earlier than irregulars, because the latter 

have to be memorized by children. 

Noun-adjective agreement seems to be more complicated than noun forms. In this 

study, in the noun category children had only to comprehend the noun form, while in the 

adjective category they had to comprehend the adjective in regard to the subject. This 

may explain the later comprehension (twelve years of age). 
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The differences found between gender x number show that participants perform 

better on feminine singular and dual adjectives than on feminine plural adjectives. 

Performance on masculine adjective forms shows that participants perform better on the 

singular than on the dual, and better on the dual than on the plural adjective forms. The 

participants' higher performance on feminine adjective forms could be due to these 

forms' transparency, because they are marked for both gender and number, while the 

masculine form is marked only for number. This result could indicate that because the 

feminine form is clear with its two marks attached to it, it would enable children to 

identify grammatical relations easily (Aksu-Koc & Slobin, 1985). 

5.2.3 Verbs 

The third set of analyses examines the responses to stimuli involving verbs for 

humans, animals, and inanimates. A multivariate test was conducted in which the 

variables tested were age group (6,8,10,12, and A), animacy (human, animal, and 

inanimate), gender (feminine and masculine), and number (singular, dual and plural). 

The test reveals main effects of animacy (F (2,18) = 13.91, p<. 001), gender (F (1, 

92)= 10.47, p<. 002), number (F(2,18) = 13.83, p<. 001), and age group (F(4,92) = 

19.40, p<. 001). Means and Std. Errors (appendix 1.2.3). 

In terms of the effect of animacy, participants in general perform significantly better 

on verbs referring to humans (M = . 75) and animals (M = . 74) than on those referring to 

inanimates (M=. 54). 
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In terms of the effect of ender, participants . in general perform significantly better 9 

on masculine verb forms (M = . 
69) thw) on ferninine verb forms (Af = . 

65). 

In terms of the effect of number, participants on the whole perform significantly 

better on singular verb forms (A, / = . 77) than on duals (Af - . 74) and plurals (M = 522), and 

they also perform better on dual verb forms than oil plurals. 

Performance by age group is shown in Figure 25. The data reveal that the main Z:, 

effect of a _ge gFOLIJ) is that on subject-verb agreement six-year-olds perform significantly 

worse than all other age groups. Eight-year-olds also perform significantly worse than 

ten- and twelve-year-olds and adults. Ten-year-olds perform significantly worse than 

twelve-year-olds and adults, all pairwise comparisons /; s< . 
04 These results demonstrate 

that up until the age of ten, children lag behind adults on comprehending verbs. 
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Figure 25. Thc effect ofage group--verl- 
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The main effects were moderated by the significant interactions of animacy x age 

group (F(8,18)=5.44, p<. 001), number x age group (F(8,18) =3.26, p<. 002), 

animacy x gender (F(2,18) = 17.64, p<. 001), animacy x number (F(4,37) = 6.25, p-e 

. 001), gender x number (F(2,18) = 37.37, p<. 001), animacy x gender x age group (F(8, 

18) = 2.04,, p<. 04), animacy x number x age group (F(16,37) = 1.83, P<. 03), gender x 

number x age group (F (8,18) = 2.76, p< . 007), and animacy x gender x number (F (4, 

37) = 6.06, p<. 001). 

Performance by animacy x age group is shown in Figure 26. Simple effects analysis 

for each animacy reveals that on verbs referring to humans, six-year-olds perform 

significantly worse than all other age groups. Eight-year-olds perform significantly worse 

than twelve-year-olds and adults. On verbs referring to animals, six-year-olds perform 

significantly worse than all other age groups. Eight-year-olds perform significantly worse 

than ten- and twelve-year-olds and adults. On verbs referring to inanimates, six- and 

eight-year-olds perform significantly worse than ten- and twelve-year-olds and adults. 

Ten-year-olds perform significantly worse than twelve-year-olds and adults, all pairwise 

compansonps<. 005. 

These results in general show that six-year-olds lag behind all other age groups on 

the three animacy types. Between the ages of eight and ten their comprehension 

increases, yet they still lag behind adults. By the age of twelve children's comprehension 

becomes equivalent to adults'. 
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Figure 26. Thc effect ot'aniniao, x age group--veft. 

Performance by number x age group is shown in Figure 27. Simple effects analysis 

for each number reveals that on singular verb forms, six-year-olds perform significant]), 

worse than all other age groups. Eight-year-olds perform significantly worse than twelve- 

year-olds and adults, Ten-year-olds perform significantly worse than adults. On dual verb 

forms, six-year-olds perform significantly worse than all other age groups. Eight- and 

ten-year-olds perform significantly worse than twelve-year-olds and adults. On plural 

verb forms, six- and cight-year-olds perform significantly worse than ten- and twelve- 

year-oids and adults, all pairwise comparison I; s< . 
04. 

These results generally show that on singular verb forms, rapid development occurs 

between age groups eight and ten. For the dual verb forms, children's performance 

changes between the aocs often arid twelve. However. perforniatice on verb plural forms 

reveals differences in the pattern between age groups eight and ten. 
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Figure 27. The effect ot'number x age group--verb. 

Performance by animacy x gender is shown in Figure 28, Simple effects analysis 

for each animacy reveals that on verbs referring to animals, participants perform 

significantly better on masculine forms than on feminine forms, all pairwise comparisons 

/)< . 
001. These results generally indicate that verbs referring to humans and inaniniates In 

both genders do not result in any differences, however, the participants perform better on 

verbs referring to masculine animal Subjects than on those referring to feminine animal 

subj ects. 
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Figure 28. The effect ol'aniniacy -. -, gender--verb 

Performance by animacy x number is slio\, wi in Figure 29. Simple effects analysis 

for each aniniacy reveals that oil verbs referring to humans and animals, participants 

perform better on singular forms than on dual forms, and better on duals than on plurals. 

On verbs referring to inaniniates, participants perform significantly better on singular and 

dual forms than on plurals, all pairwise comparisons ps< . 
05. Overall, these results show 

that singular verb forms referring to humans and animals are comprehended more easily 

than dual forms referring, to hunians and animals, while on forms referring, to inanimates, 

singulars and duals are comprehended equivalently. However, plural verb forms on all 

ammacy categories are the most difficult to comprehend. 
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Figure 29. The effect of anlinaev x iiuiiil)er--vcrb 

Perfornuince by gender x number is shown in Figure 30. Simple effects analysis for 

each gender reveals that on verbs referring to feminine subjects, participants perform 

significantly better on singular and dual forms than on plurals. On verbs referring to 

masculine subjects, participants perform significantly better on singular verb forms than 

on duals and plurals, and better on dual than on plural verb forms, all pairwise 

comparisons /)s< . 002. 
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I- Igure 30. 'I'lie effect of gender x number-, vit. 

Performance by atilniacy x gender x age group is shoxvn in Figure 3 1. This 
I 

interaction, on the whole, indicates more differences between age groups in 

comprehending verbs rererring to inanimates. These differences could be attributed to an 

animacy hierarchy. Even so, these difrerences seems to occur more in the feminine forms. 

possibly due to the language input and CDS, since reminme form constructions (the 

feminine plural forrn in particular) are not frequent in the language input and CDS. 
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Figure 3 1. The effect ol'animacN, x gender x age group--vert- 

Performance by animacy x number x age group is shown in Figure 332. These results 

show different interaction patterns, in some cases singulars and duals are comprehended 

equivalently, while in other cases the singular is comprehended better than tile dual on 

animacy and across age groups. In these results, plural forms always score lower than 

singulars and duals, perhaps due to the fact that the plural verb form used in these tasks is 

restricted in tho ianguage input to hurnan nouns only. 
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Figuic 32. The elTect ol'animaev x number N age group--verb 
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Performance by gender x number x age group is shown in Figure 33. These results 

overall show that on both -singular mid dual numbers, and on both feminine and 

masculine forms, sonic similarities occur across ages. However, on plural forms some 

differences emerge in the performance between feminine and masculine f6rmsI- feminine 

plural fornis are comprehended later than masculine plural forms, as seen in the 
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performance of age groups six and eight. This may be due to the fact that plural feminine 

verb forms are not used frequently in the language input and CDS. 
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Figure 33, The clTect ot'gender x number x age group--verl- 

Performance by arilmacy x gender x number is shown in Figure 34. These 

interactions show the effect of hierarchy-, human verb forms are comprehended better 

than animals and mammates in tile study. These effects also indicate differences among 

the three masculine number forms, which were not as great as the three feminine number 

forms, especially on plurals. These findings may indicate that all masculine number 

forms are comprehended better than feminine number forms on human and animal verb 

types. However, inanimate verbs do not seem to be comprehended on the level of the 

kill pi s P, du pi 
ni 
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other two verb types, and this could be attributed to the language input and CDS in that 

participants are not used to associating verbs with inanimate objects in the language. 
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Summary: Verbs 
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Figure 34. The effect of anlmacN x gcnder x numbcr--vcrl7 

To summarize comprehension of verbs we can say that our results indicate clear 

hierarchy effects, whereby verbs referring to human subjects are comprehended before 

verbs referring to animals and inanimate subjects. The findings also show that masculine 

f III f 
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verb forms are comprehended prior to feminine verb forms. Number effects indicate sg > 

du > pl. On the whole, participants reach adult's verb comprehension level on verb forms 

at around the age of ten. 

Discussion: Verbs 

The verb data reveal that comprehension is usually affected by an animacy 

hierarchy. These findings reveal that human verbs are comprehended better than those for 

animals and inanimates. Another reason behind one form being comprehended better than 

another is the language input and CDS effect, as seen in the case of masculine forms 

being comprehended better than feminine forms. Although both forms are marked for 

gender and number, in the vernacular dialect the masculine form is used in place of the 

feminine with some number forms. This result takes us back to the results of some 

previous studies that emphasize the importance of language input, as in the findings of 

Gathercole (1986), Moerk (1992), and Leonard & Swanson (1999). 

In terms of the effect of number, these results reveal that singular verb forms are 

comprehended better than dual verb forms, and duals are comprehended better than plural 

verb forms. This result could be attributed to the fact that plural forms are either 

infrequent in the language input and CDS, as in the case of the feminine plural forms, or 

to the fact that the masculine plural verb form is restricted to human nouns only, while 

animal and inanimate nouns would take the singular feminine forms. This result disagrees 

with Al-Akeel's (1998) findings, which indicate that around the age of 4; 0 to 4; 6, 

children comprehend these forms. According to our findings, overall, children do not 

reach adults' comprehension levels unfil around the age of ten. The differences between 
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these findings and Al-Akeel's could be due to the different methodologies used, 'Where 

Al-Akeel's participants were faced with a target word and four lexical and syntactic 

distracters, while our participants were faced with a target word and five syntactic 

distracters. 

The data in this study also show that both genders (m and f) on verbs referring to 

human nouns are comprehended equivalently, perhaps because the forms used in our tests 

are the same forms existing in the input. However, participants exhibited better 

performance on the masculine animal forms than on the feminine animal forms, which 

could be attributed to the fact that the masculine forms are used in the input and CDS 

more frequently than the feminine forms are. 

Performance by animacy x number and gender x number overall shows that on both 

gender and all animacies, the plural form is the hardest to comprehend. This could be 

due, as discussed earlier, to the restrictions and infrequency of some plural forms. The 

three-way interactions detected in this category on the whole show that the language 

input and CDS contributes a great deal to comprehension of grammatical forms. 

5.2.4 Collective nouns 

The fourth set of analyses examines the responses to stimuli involving collective 

nouns for animals and inanimates. A multivariate test was conducted in which the 

variables tested were age group (6,8,10,12, and A), animacy (animal and inanimate), 

gender (feminine form, which has a unit reference, and masculine, which has a collective 

reference), and word type (noun, adjective, and verb). 
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The test reveals main effects of word type (F(2,18) =45.68,, p<. 001), animacy (F 

(1,92) = 6.99, p<. 01), gender (F(1,92) = 9.23, p<. 003), and age group (F(4,92) = 

21.09, p<. 001). Means and Std. Errors (appendix 1.2.4). 

In terms of the effect of word type, participants in general perform significantly 

better on collective nouns (M=. 79) than on adjectives referring to collective nouns (M= 

76) and verbs referring to collective nouns (M=. 62), and better on adjectives than on 

verbs. 

In terms of the effect of animacy, participants perform significantly better on 

collective inanimates (M=. 74) than on collective animals (M=. 72). 

In terms of the effect of gender, participants generally perform significantly better 

on the masculine collective forms (M=. 74) than on feminine forms (M=. 71). 

The main effect of age group is shown in Figure 3 5. Six-year-olds in this study 

perform significantly worse than all other age groups. Eight-year-olds perform 

significantly worse than twelve-year-olds and adults. These results in general show that 

six-year-olds' comprehension of collective nouns lags behind that of all other age groups. 

Between the ages of eight and ten, more rapid development occurs in the comprehension 

of collectives. By the age of ten, children in this study comprehend the collective 

category equivalently to adults. 
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Figure 35. The effect of age group-colicctive nouns 

The main effects were moderated by the signifimit interactions of word type x age 

2) = 4,25,1; < . 
003), group (l, '(8,18) = 2.66, p< . 

009), animacy x age group (F(4,9ý 

gender x age group (F(4,92) = 2.92, p< . 
03), word type x animacy (F(2,18) = 15.89, p- 

. 
001), word type x gender (F(2,18) = 13.5, p< . 

00 1), word type x animacy x age group c 

(11'(8,18) = 2.3 1,1; < . 
02), and word type x animacy x gender (F(2,18) = 20.84,1; < . 

00 1). 

Performance by word type x age group is shown in Figure 36. Simple effects 

analysis for each word type reveals that on the collective noun type--adjectives and verbs 

referring to collective nouns, age group six performs significantly worse than all other 

, nificantly worse than ten- age groups. On collective nouns, eight-year-olds perform sig 

year-olds, twelve-year-olds, and adults. On adjectives referring to collective nouns, eight- 
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, ten-, and twelve-year-olds perform significantly worse than the adult group. On verbs 

referring to collective nouns, eight-year-olds perform significantly worse than twelve- 

year-olds, all pairwise comparisonsps< . 
04. 

These results in general show that six-year-olds' comprehension of these word type 

categories lags behind that of all other aue groups. On collective nouns and verbs, the 

results indicate that by the age of ten performance is equivalent to that of twelve-year- 

olds and adults. On adjectives, all non-adult age groups lag behind adults. 
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Figure 36. The effect ol'word type x age group-collective nouns 

Performance by animacy x a, (, is shown in Fqgure 37. Simple effects analysis 
., 
e group i 

for each aniniacy reveals that on both animal and inanimate collectives, six-vear-olds 

perform significantly worse than all other age groups. On animal collectives eight- and 

ten-year-olds perform significantly worse than twelve-year-olds and adults, all pairwise 

comparisons /)s< 05. These results generally show that six-year-olds' performance on 
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both animacy categories lags behind that of all other age groups. On collective animals, 

the results indicate that by the age of twelve, children's performance is equivalent to that 

of adults. However, on mmuniate collectives, eight-year-olds' performance was already 

equivalent to that ofadults. 
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Figure 37. Thc effcct ot'animao, x age group-collective nouns 

Performance by gender x age group is shown in Figure 38. Simple effects analysis 

for each gender reveals that oil both noun (, enders (in and f), six-year-olds perform 

slunificantly worse than all other age groups. On the feminine (unit) collective cate(-Iorv 

form, eight-year-olds perform significantly worse than t"elve-year-olds and adults. Ten- 

year-olds perform significantly worse than adults. On the masculine (collective) 

collective category form, eight-year-olds perform worse than twelve-year-olds, all 

pairwise comparis; ons psý- 02. 
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These results show that twelve-year-olds' comprehension of the feminine (unit) 

collective category is equivalent to that of adults, while ten-year-olds' comprehension of 

the masculine (collective) collective category was equivalent to that of adults. 
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Figure 39. The effect ot'gender x age group-collective nouns 

Performance by word type x aniniacy is shown in Figure 39. Simple effects analysis 

for each word type reveals that on collective nouns, participants perform significantly 

better on aninial 11OLins than on inanimates. On adjectives and verbs participants perform 

significantly better on manirnates than on animals, all pairwise comparisons ps< 01 
ý 
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Figure 39. The el't'cct ol'word type x aniniacý -collective notins 

Performance by word type x gender is shown in Figure 40. Simple effects analysis 

for each word type reveals that the participants perform significantly better on adjectives 

referring to masculine (collective) form collectives than on the feminine (unit) collective 

category forms, all pairwise comparisons ps< . 
001. These results in general show that 

masculine adjectives are easier to comprehend than fen-unine adjectives, while on both 

nouns and verbs, the feminine and masculine forms are comprehended equivalently. 
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Figure 40. The effect ot'\vord type x gender-collective nouns 

Performance by word type x animacy x age group is shown in Figure 41. These 

interaction effects show that different age groups exhibit fewer differences in the 

inanimate verb category, while the largest difference detected seems to be in the adjective 

category, all pairwise comparisons 1; -.; < . 
02. 
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Figure 4 1. The effect ot'ýN ord tvpe x aninlacv x age group- -col lecti ve nouns 

gender is shown in Figure 42. These Performance by word type x animacy x noun 

findings show that on both wimiacies on tile noun and verb types, participants 

comprehend them equivalentlyl however, the pattern is different with adjectives in that 

the masculine (collective) form seems to be comprehended better than the feminine (unit) 
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adjectives, all pairwise comparisons 1; s< 001. 
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Summary: Collectives. 

To sunirnarizeý tile results repi-ding the comprehension of the collective category 

show that noun forms are comprehended better than adi . ective and verb forms. Inanimate 

forms are also conipreh ended better than aninial forms. Our findings also indicate that the 

masculine form (which has a collective reference) is comprehended better than the 

ferninine form (which has a unit reference). Overall, the collective category is 

comprehended at tile adults' level by the age of ten. 

Discussiow Collectives 

Our findings regarding the collective category generally indicate that our 

participants perform better on nouns and adjectives referring to collectives than on verbs 

referring to collectives. This result could be due to the fact that verbs are marked for 
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gender by a prefix, while nouns and adjectives are marked for gender by suffixes. It 

seems that in this case, children did pay more attention to the end of the word. According 

to Peters (1995) and Slobin (1985, b), children usually pay attention to the ends and 

beginning of words, but especially to the ends. The use of suffixes is also rich in the 

language input (e. g., noun gender, dual form, plural form, and adjective inflections for 

gender and number) in comparison to prefixes. 

Language input and CDS could also be the reason behind participants' better 

performance on collective inanimates than on collective animals. It is assumed that 

collective inanimate objects are more recognisable by children because they surround 

them more than animals do, and this could explain the difference in children's levels of 

performance on the two forms. 

5.2.5 Inanimate feminine nouns with no overt gender referent 

The fifth set of analyses examines the responses to stimuli involving feminine 

inanimate nouns with no feminine overt gender referent. A multivariate test was 

conducted in which the variables tested were age group (6,8,10,12, and A), word type 

(adjecfives; and verbs), and number (dual and plural). 

The test reveals the main effects of word type (F (1,92) = 8.86, p<. 004), number 

(F(1,92) =39.86, p<. 001), and age group (F(4,92) = 13.39, p<. 001). Means and Std. 

Effors (appendix 1.2.5). 
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In torms of the effect of \,, -ord type, the test reveals that participants in general 

perform significantly better oil ad 
- 
jectives referring to feminine nouns (M = 1.2 1) than on 

verbs (M = 1.0 1 ). 

In terms of the effect of number, participants generally perform significantly better 

on dual forms (A, f - 1.3 1) than on the plural forms (A4 = . 
91 ). 

The effect of age group is shown in Fig 
, ure 43, Six-year-olds perform significantly 

worse than all other age groups Eight- and ton-year-olds perform significantly worse 

than twelve-year-olds and adults. These results show that six-year-olds' performance, as 

usual, lags behind that of all other age groups. Between the ages of eight and ten, 

children's comprehension increases, but still lags behind adults, however, by the age of 

twelve children reach the adults' comprehension levels in this category. 

Perionnwice by age group. I einininc nouns 
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Figure 43 'I'lic effect ol'agc grour 
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The main effects are moderated by the significarit interactions of word tvpe x 

number (F(I, 29) = 8.88,1; < . 
004). 

Performance by word type x number is shown in Figure 44. Simple effects analysis 

for each word type reveals that on plural forms, participants perform significantly better 

on adjectives referring to Ferninine nouns than on verbs. These results, on the whole, 

show that the dual adjectives and verbs are easier to comprehend than plural forms are. 

These results also indicate that the plural adjective forms are easier to comprehend than 

the plural %, crb forms. 
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Summary: Inanimate feminine nouns with no overt gender referent 

The overall results regarding comprehension of inanimate feminine nouns with no 

overt gender referent reveal that the participants perform better on adjectives than on 

verbs, and on the dual forms better than on the plural forms. In general, by the age of 

twelve children reached the adults' comprehension level. 

Discussion: Inanimate feminine nouns with no overt gender referent 

The data regarding inanimate feminine nouns with no overt gender referent 

generally indicate that the participants perform better on subject-adjective forms than on 

subject-verb forms, which, as discussed earlier, could be due to the fact that adjective 

forms are marked for both gender and number by suffixes; while verb forms are marked 

for number by suffixes and for gender by prefixes. This means that children have to pay 

attention to the beginnings and the ends of verbs to comprehend their meaning, whereas 

with adjectives they have to pay attention only to the end of the word (Peters, 1985; 

Slobin, 1985). For this reason, adjectives are comprehended earlier than verbs. 

Our results also show that duals are comprehended better than plurals and, as 

argued earlier, dual forms come in only one form (created by adding the suffix . /-a, 7z/to 

the word type), while plurals come in two different forms depending on the gender. 

Moreover, one of the plural forms (the plural feminine verb form) is not frequent in the 

input and CDS. For these reasons, dual forms are comprehended better than plural forms. 
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Overall, at around the age of twelve, children in this study reach adults' level in 

comprehending the inanimate feminine nouns with no overt gender referent category. 

To conclude, our data indicate that the participants perform equivalently on both 

adjective and verbs in the dual forms; however, in the plural forms they perform better on 

a ectives, possi y, as argue ear ier, ue to te act t at ea ective orms are mar e 

with suffixes while verbs are marked with both suffixes and prefixes. 

5.3 Conclusion 

Ibis chapter has investigated the acquisition of nouns, numbers, subject-adjective 

agreement, and subjective-verb agreement within different animacy and word-type 

categories across the ages of six through twelve, in addition to adults. The data show that 

overall, children obtain a command of the gender system at around the age of eight; of 

feminine and masculine forms at around the same age depending on the subject's 

number; of singular and dual forms at around the age of eight; and of plural forms at 

around the age of ten for both sound and broken forms. 

A different pattern of acquisition is seen for collective forms; the masculine form is 

comprehended earlier than the feminine form. This could suggest that comprehending 

unmarked forms is easier and therefore acquired earlier than marked forms. 

Our results, in general, indicate that comprehension of number (sg, du, and pl) is 

affected by the transparency of the form; therefore, singular and dual forms are 

comprehended earlier than plural forms. Another aspect also revealed in regard to the 

earlier acquisition of singular and dual forms is that acquiring grammatical structures 
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with one form is usually earlier than acquiring structures with more than one form. This 

is seen in the case of plurals, which come in two different forms (sound and broken), 

while the singular and dual come in one. 

The data also indicate that when a grammatical structure is transparent and carries 

clear grammatical information, that form will be acquired early. For this reason, the 

feminine plural adjective forms are acquired earlier than the masculine plural adjective 

forms because the feminine form embodies gender and number information, while the 

masculine represents only number. 

Language input also plays a very important role in acquiring and obtaining a 

command of language, as discussed earlier. The language input has an effect on the 

earlier acquisition of masculine verb forms in comparison to fen-ýinine verb forms, and 

this can be attributed to the fact that the feminine verb form is not frequent in the input; 

therefore, the participants comprehend the masculine form prior to the feminine. 

The data also reveal that children usually pay attention to the ends of words more 

than the beginning, which, as argued earlier, may be the reason behind participants' 

acquisition of adjectives referring to collectives and inanimate nouns with no overt 

gender referent earlier than of verbs referring to collectives and inanimate nouns with no 

overt gender referent. 

Our results also show that animacy hierarchy affect the comprehension of gender 

and number, where in general our participants scored better on human nouns than on 

animals, and on animal nouns better than inanimates. However, on the collective category 

the effect of animacy shows a different pattern, where inanimate nouns score higher than 

animal nouns which as mentioned earlier (p. 126) could be due to language input and 
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CDS. These are the main factors that could affect the comprehension of gender and 

number systems in this study. In the next chapter, production data are investigated and 

discussed. 
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Chapter 6 

Production 

6.0 Introduction 

In this chapter, methods applied in collecting data for the production research are 

presented. The tests and stimuli used, with some examples and the procedures applied, 

are explained. Following this, the results of the production tasks are presented, divided 

into real and novel words. The results are explained and discussed, followed by a general 

discussion. 

6.1 Methods 

6.1.1 Participants 

All 105 participants (children and adults) participated in the production task. This 

included fifty-one girls and forty-seven boys, and also seven female adults. Participants 

were divided into five groups (6,8,10,12, and A). All participants are Arabic 

monolinguals. 

6.1.2 Stimuli 

An elicited production task was designed to test Saudi children's ability to produce 

Arabic noun, adjective, and verb forms, with special focus on agreement for gender and 
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number. Both real and novel nouns were tested. An elicited production task was applied 

because it allowed the experimenter to control the meaning that was to be associated with 

the target utterance and eliminated many of the difficulties that otherwise might arise 

when attempting to interpret a child's intended meaning. This task also enabled the 

experimenter to explore grammatical structures that occur rarely in spontaneous speech 

(Thornton, 1996). 

6.1.3 Picture stimuli: 

In the elicited production task, participants were asked to describe the given picture 

depending on the category the picture was testing. The trials were designed to test gender 

(feminine (f) and masculine (m)) and number (singular (sg), dual (du), and plural (pl)). 

Each trial tested a category. For example, the picture in Figure 45 is a picture of six 

students (the participants were expected to say /talami. 6/ ('students'-pl-br) ý, & ); this 

picture tests the noun in the plural form noun-number agreement. A ribbon was used in 

the production task, as it was in the comprehension task, to distinguish between female 

and male animals. Similar stimuli were used to elicit adjectives, verbs, quantified nouns, 

and inanimate feminine nouns with no overt gender referent. 
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Figin c45 An example of nouns used in the production tasks 

Novel nouns were tested by using a picture story embodying nouns that do not exist 

in Arabic (novel nouns). The story used began with a space shuttle leaving the earth to 

explore strange creatures living on other planets. After a long time in space, the astronaut 

saw a strange planet, so he landed on that planet and went down to explore. There he saw 

a very strange creature... and the story goes on. 

6.1.4 Linguistic stimuli 

Before we began the main test with each participant, we introduced ten practice 

items. The aim of the production practice items was simply to allow participants to 

realise that describing the picture was all that was expected of them. The participants 

were asked to describe the pictures, and were encouraged by the questions asked to do so. 
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For example, the experimenter would ask the question, "Who is in the picture? " to which 

the participant might reply, "A man" (see Figure 46) or the experimenter might ask, 

"What are they doing"" or "What is happening? " to which the participant might reply, "A 

horse is typing" (see Figure 47). 

Figure 46. An cNample of noun practice items 

Figure 47. An example of verb's practice items. 

After the training session was completed, seven sets of constructs were tested, 

divided into two sections (real nouns and novel nouns). For these two sections the 

participants were not instructed to use a specific variety (vernacular or 41-AwAvY). Each 

participant used the form he or she was comfortable with, because we aimed to try and 

make the testing situation as naturalistic as possible, therefore, they were left to choose 
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the dialectal forms they felt comfortable using, bearing in mind that most of the forms 

investigated in this study had more similarities than differences between both varieties 

(see section 2.7 matrixes 1,2 and 3). 

6.1.4.1 Real nouns: These were divided into six sets of constructs. 

I- Human and animal nounsý In this category, stimuli were used to elicit human 

and animal nouns. For example, the stimulus shown in Figure 48 represents 

Feminine nouns are marked for gender by 

the feminine I-a# suffix, while masculine nouns are unmarked for gender. 

Constructs of feminine and masculine nouns for humans and animals in 

singular, dual, and plural forms were elicited. For each construct there were five 

to six trials, for a total of seventy-one trials, see appendix 2. LI for stimuli 

used). 

Throughout the task, X"th each picture the researcher asked the 

part 1 cl pants. /hivi h.,. YJ-svjwl7,, J('Who is in the picture? ') 

1, Wire 48. An cxamptc ot'nouns used in the production tasks 
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2- Adjectives: In this category, stimull were used to elicit adjectives. For 

example, the stimulus shown in Figure 49 represents Aqftd-at-, a, 7,7 yj,; gVb- 

, et-jx'('women'-f-du 'angry'-f-du) 'two angry ladies'. Adjectives 

referring to humans, animals, and inanimates, both feminine and 

masculine, in the singular, dual, and plural forms were investigated. 

Adjectives referring to feminine nouns were marked for gender and 

number. Adjectives referring to masculine nouns were marked only for 

number. For each construction there were four to six trials, for a total of 

104 trials, (appendix 2.1.2). Throughout this category the researcher asked 

the participants 47,,, 76.4 lvluýzvl(-What is the matter voth them"") or 

, 
j5xýumv("How do they feel? -), always in the masculi 1171ý'ua& jW- I ine 

plural form. " 

FIgUre 41). An example of adjectives used in the production (asks 

8 Masculine plural fOrms are used in the Saudi vernacular dialect, even with feminine nouns. Bv using these 
forms the experimenter "as not directing the participants to the correct form, because it is used ), Nith all 
constructs 
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Vei-hs: In this category verbs were elicited. For example, the stimulus shown in 

Figure 50 represents labl-at-a. 7,7 tzi-jal7d-v. 7,7,, ('drum'-f-du f-'drumming'-du) 

'two drums drumming'. Verbs referring to feminine referents were marked for 

gender by a prefix ta-ý'while verbs referring to masculine referents were 

marked for gender by the prefix ý*--/Verbs referring to humans, animals and 

inanimate objects were elicited in the singular, dual, and plural forms. For each 

form there were four to six trials, for a total of 103 trials, (appendix 2.1.3). 

Throughout this category the researcher asked the participants 1ýzw&jw- 

What are they doing? "), always in the masculine plural form. 

Figure 50. An example of verbs used in the production tasks 

4- Collective nouns: In this category collective nouns were elicited. For 

example, the stimulus shown in Figure 51 represents . /fV., cj/-', eggs'-m-pI 

Nouns marked \Nith the feminine suffix. /-Avhave a unit reference, 
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while those in the masculine form have a collective reference. Feminine 

and masculine nouns, subject-adjectives and verbs agreement were elicited 

for this category. For each form there were four to six trials, for a total of 

sixty-nine trials, (appendix 2.1.4). Nouns, adjectives, and verbs were 

elicited in the same way as in the three previous categories. 

0 

Co 

Figure 5 1. An example of collective forms used in the production tasks 

5- Quantified nouns: In this category quantified nouns were elicited. Here 

the experimenter stated a number and the participant elicited the noun 

after repeating the number provided by the experimenter. Numbers 

between three and ten (3-10) take the plural noun forms, while numbers 

eleven and higher (11+) take the singular noun form. Examples of stimuli 

used are shown in Figures 52 and 53. Figure 52 shows Awto,,, 
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('eight books), and Figure 53 shows. 10ai7.7911? ýý7t-17afaj--zFY., sgi, 71'('eighteen 

chick'-sg). Feminine and masculine human, animal, and inanimate nouns 

in the 3-10 and I I+ construct were elicited. For each form there were one 

to five trials, for a total of forty one trials, (appendix 2.1.5).. 

7%", 

rl" 

Figure 52. An example of the 3-10 quantified nouns used in the production tasks 

Figure 53. An example of the 11+ quantified nouns used in the production tasks 
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6- Inanimate feminine nouns with no overt gender referent: In this 

category, adjectives and verbs referring to inanimate feminine nouns with 

no overt gender referent were elicited. An example is 1WIw7,7, v.: vm ta- 

sqhjýnra, j'the suns'-pl 'are showenng'-f-sg) (see Figure 54). Singular, 

dual, and plural constructs were tested in this category. For each construct 

there were two trials, for a total of twelve trials, (appendix 2.1.6). 

44 

I I4 

Figure 54. An example of inanimate feminine nouns with no overt gender referent used in the production 

tasks 

6.1.4.2 Novel nouns: Novel nouns were included in this task. Participants' ability to 

apply grammatical gender and number with novel words was tested. For example, in 
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Figure 55 a strange creature was presented by the name of (m). Each 

participant was prompted to give the feminine form In this task, the 

experimenter produced the singular form of a feminine or a masculine noun, and 

participants were encouraged to give the other grammatical gender form. Nouns and 

verbs, including both feminine and masculine singular, dual, and plural forms were tested 

Twenty-four novel noun trials and twenty-three verb trials were conducted, a total of 

forty-seven constructs were elicited, (appendix 2.1.7). 

Figure 55. An Example of a novel noun in the production tasks 
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6.1.5 Procedure 

As noted in Chapter 5, the order in which comprehension and production tasks were 

applied was balanced across participants. As in the case of the comprehension task, trials 

for the tested construct types were completely randomised and grouped into three folders. 

Again the order of testing across those three folders was balanced across participants. 

Participants were tested individually at school, in a quiet room, and were instructed to 

explain what they saw in the picture according to the experimenter's questions C'Who is 

in the picture? " for eliciting nouns; "How do they feel? " for eliciting adjectives; and 

"What are they doing? " for eliciting verbs). 

The experimenter wrote responses on a response sheet. Responses were considered 

correct when gender and number corresponded to the picture and form that is encoded in 

it. For example, if the target form encoded in the stimulus was a verb in the dual form and 

the participant produced it in the plural form this was scored as a non-match with the 

linguistic form. In some cases, as noted earlier, the classical and vernacular forms 

diverge with regard to application. Thus, the scoring sometimes diverged from one of 

these varieties. Thus, the score does not necessarily represent a correct choice (for the 

particular variety) but choice according to the linguistic form. This scoring method was 

chosen as a means to be able to compare children and adults' performance. The adults' 

performance would be taken as the 'norm' for comparison. In the following section, the 

results regarding real and novel words will be explained and discussed, starting with real 

worcN. 
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6.2 Results 

The participants in this study were tested on six sets of constructs. Each construct is 

analysed separately. Raw numbers for constructs one to five are transformed into 

proportions, because the trials across constructs were not equally balanced, with between 

four and six trials for each construct. However, construct analysis six was balanced, with 

two trials for each category; therefore in this case raw numbers are statistically analysed. 

6.2.1 Production real words 

6.2.1.1 Human and animal nouns 

The first set of analyses examines the responses for stimuli involving human and 

animal nouns. A multivariate test was conducted in which the variables tested were age 

groups (6,8,10,12, and A), animacy (human and animal), noun gender (feminine and 

masculine), and number (singular, dual, and plural). 

The tests reveal main effects of animacy (F(l, 96) = 14.73, p<. 001), noun gender 

(F(1,96) = 48.60, p<. 001), number (F(2,19) = 75.28, p<. 001), and age group (F(4, 

96)= 19.4, p<. 001). Ssee appendix 2.2.1 for Means and Std. Errors of human and animal 

nouns results) 

In ternis of the effect of animacy, the tests reveal that the participants in general 

perform significantly better on human nouns (M=. 7) than on animal nouns (M=. 48). 
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In ternis of tile effect of noun gender, the tests reveal that the participants perCorm 

slL, nificantly better on masculine nouns (Al = . 65) than on feminine nouns (Af = . 53). 

Performance on all three numbers is significantly different (sg = . 
71 > du = . 

60 > pI 

= . 
45), all pairwise comparisons /; < . 

001. 

Main effect of age is shown in Figure 56. The results reveal that six-year-old 

participants perform significantly worse than all other age groups, with eight-year-olds 

performing significantly worse than twelve-year-olds and adults, all pairwise 

comparisons I; s< . 
002. These results in general show that six-year-olds lag behind all 

other age groups. However, children's noun production increases by the age of ehlit and 

by the age of ten their performance is equivalent to adults'. 

1 
D. 9 

08 

07 

o(, 

0. ý 

04 

a. 

UigUrc 56: The effect ot'age group-nouns 

I () 12 A ALC 
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The main effects are moderated by significant interactions of animacy x age group 

(F(4,96) = 3.45, p<. 01), noun gender x age group (F(4,96) = 3.04, P<. 02), number x 

age group (F(8,19) = 1.97, p<. 05), animacy x noun gender (F(1,96) = 19.97, P<. 001), 

animacy x number (F(2,19) = 11.35,, p<. 001), noun gender x number (F(2,19) =24.29, 

p<. 001), animacy x number x age group (F(8,19) = 2.52, p<. 01), and animacy x noun 

gender x number (F(2,19) = 21.56, p<. 001). 

Performance by animacy x age group is shown in Figure 57. Simple effects 

analysis for each animacy reveals that six-year-old participants perform worse than all 

other age groups on both human and animal nouns. On human nouns, eight-year-old 

participants perform significantly worse than twelve-year-olds and adults, and on animal 

nouns their performance was significantly worse than that of twelve-year-olds, all 

pairv. ise comparisons p<. 02. These results in general show that 6-year-old children's 

production of both human and animal nouns is worse than that of older age groups. These 

results also show an increase in children's production by the age of eight; by the age of 

ten children's production becomes equivalent to adults'. 
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Figure 57. The effect ol'animaev X aý), C grOtlp--IIOLIIIS 

Performance by noun gender x age group is shown in Figure 58. Simple effects 

analysis for each noun gender reveals that six-year-old children perform significantly II in 

worse than all other age groups on both feminine and masculine nouns. The eight-year- 

olds perform significantly worse on feminine nouns than do twelve-year-olds, and their 

performance on masculine nouns is significantly worse than that of ten and twelve-year- 

olds and adults. Ten-year-olds perform significantly worse on feminine nouns than 

twelve-year-olds do, wid they perform significantly worse on masculine nouns than 

adults do, all pairwise comparisons /; s< . 
04. These results in general show that 

performance on masculine nouns reaches the adults' level at around the age of ten, 

however, the performance twelve-year-olds and adults was similar. 

11 ; tli 
ý1111111iiO 
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Figure 59. The effect of noun gender x age group-nouns 

Performance by number x age group is shown in Figure 59. Simple effects analysis 

for each number reveals that six-year-olds perform significantly worse on singular, dual, 

and plural forms than the other age groups do. Eight-year-olds perform significanfly 

worse than iNwIve-year-olds on the dual forms. On the plural forms, eight-year-olds 

perform significantly worse than ten and twelve-year-olds and adults, and teri-year-olds 

perform significantly worse than twelve-year-olds and adults, all pairwise comparisons 

/; s< . 
03. These results in general show that six-year-old children's production of all 

number categories is worse than that of the older age groups. However, by tile age of 

eight children produce singular forms equivalently to the older age groups, and on the 

dual forms ten-year-olds' production is equivalent to that of age group twelve and adults. 

On the other hand, age group twelve is the only group that has reached adults' level on 
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the plural form. Overall, these results indicate that singular nouns are the easiest to 

produce, follo\Ned by dual, wid Finally plural, which are the hardest. 

1 136 08 13 M 012 MA I 
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Figure 59. The effect ot'number x age group-nouns 

Perrorniance by aniniacy x noun gender is shown in Figure 60. Simple effects 

analysis for each anirriacy reveals that on human and animal nouns, participants perform 

significantly better on the masculine than on the feminine forms, all pairwise 

comparisons ps< . 
04 

dtl pl 
IIIIIIII)CI 
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Figilic 60. The effect oCanimacy x noun gender-nouns 

Performance by animacy x number is shown in Figure 61. Simple effects analysis 

for each aniniacy reveals that on human nouns, the participants perform significantly 

better on singular than on dual and plural forms, and better on dual than on plural forms. 

On animal nouns, they perform significantly better on singular and dual forms than on 

plural forms, all pairwise comparisons /)s< . 008. All in all, these results reveal that the 

participants' performance on human nouns is sg> du > pl, while their performance on the 

animal nouns is sg = du < pl. This indicates the late acquisition of plural forms. 

11 M) aillIM10 
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FIgUre 61. The effect ol'animacv x number--nouns 

Performance by noun gender x number is shown in Figure 62. Simple effects 

analysis for each noun gender reveals that, for both feminine and masculine nouns, 

participants perform significantly better on singular noun forms than on dual and plural 

forms. On masculine nouns they perform better on dual than on plural forms, all paii-xvise 

comparisons I; s- . 00 1. These results in general indicate that the participants perforni 

better on the singular forms than plural forms on both feminine and masculine forms. 

h an annuacy 
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FIgUrc 62 A The effect ot'noun gender x numbei-nouns 

Performance by anirnacy x number x age group is shown in Figure 63. The data of 

this interaction show in general that on animacies and numbers across ages, the 

participants perform better on singular forms than on duals and plurals, and they perform 

better on both singulars and duals than on plurals. The only notable exception detected is 

the adults' performance oil human nounsl they performed worse on the dual form. 

Generally, these results show that singular noun forms are acquired earlier than dual noun 

forms, while dual noun forms are on the whole acquired earlier than plural forms. 

noun oendct I 
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Figure 63. The effect of animacN, x number, age group-nouns 
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Performance by animacy x noun gender x number is shown in Figure 64. These 

effects demonstrate that in , eneral it makes no difference whether the subject is human or 

animal, masculine or feminine. Singular forms are always produced better than duals and 

plurals in the study. 
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Figure 64. The eff , ect ofanimacy x noun gciider \ number-nouns 

Summary: Nouns 

In terms of the human and ammal noun production category examined in this study, 

the results demonstrate overall that the participants perform better on human than on 

animal nouns. The data presented also reveal that these participants perform better on 

masculine forms than on feminine forms. Number effects show that participants score 

higher on singular forms than on duals and higher on duals than on plurals. On the whole, 

children reach adults' performance at around the age of ten, 

1 11 111 1 "ill 
Ill 
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Discussion: Nouns 

Data regarding the production of human and animal nouns reveal that animacy, 

noun gender, number, and age group have a significant effect. The results reveal that the 

participants produce human nouns and their agreement more successfully than animal 

nouns. This result is not surprising if we consider animacy hierarchy, whereby human 

nouns are usually acquired prior to animal nouns (Dixon, 1994; Aissen, 2001). 

Performance on noun gender suggests better production of masculine nouns than of 

feminine nouns in general. This result is predictable, bearing in mind that masculine 

nouns are unmarked for gender (considered the basic form of the noun), making it easier 

to acquire and produce. Feminine nouns, on the other hand, are marked for gender by 

adding a suffix to the basic form of the noun. This finding suggests that producing the 

basic unmarked forms of the nouns is easier than producing marked forms. 

Significant differences can be detected among all three numbers. Participants 

perform better on singular than on dual forms, and better on dual forms than on plural 

forms. This result may be due to the facts that the singular form is unmarked for number 

and that it occurs more frequently than the dual form. The dual form seems to be acquired 

both prior to and better than plural forms, possibly attributable to the fact that the dual 

form is marked for number and comes in only one form whereas plurals come in two 

different forms (sound and broken, as explained in chapter 2), making them the hardest to 

produce and more complicated than the singular and dual to acquire. 

Looking at the main effect of age, we can see that by the age of ten, children overall 

produce human and animal nouns as well as adults. This result could be due to the 

complexity of subject-number agreement; for plural forms the participants had to choose 
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between three possibilities depending on the gender (one sound feminine and a sound 

masculine or a broken plural form). 

The results also show significant interactions between animacy x age group; noun 

gender x age group; number x age group; animacy x noun gender; animacy x number; 

noun gender x number; animacy x number x age group; and animacy x noun gender x 

number. 

Performance by animacy x age group demonstrates an increase in production of 

human and animal nouns by the age of eight, and by the age of ten this performance 

becomes equivalent to that of adults. This finding could point to a similar developmental 

order and a different rate between human and animal nouns, because of the animacy 

hierarchy, wherein human nouns are usually acquired earlier than animals, as argued 

earlier (p. 15 6). 

The interaction detected between noun gender x age group reveals that, generally, 

the order of acquiring gender is alike between feminine and masculine nouns. However, 

acquisition of feminine nouns occurs later than acquisition of masculine nouns. The fact 

that children acquire a command of masculine nouns earlier than they acquire a command 

of the feminine form is consistent with the acquisition of the Spanish gender system, in 

which, according to P6rez-Pereira (199 1), the early acquisition of masculine forms might 

be due to the fact that unmarked forms are easier to acquire. In Arabic, the feminine form 

is marked for gender, while the masculine form is unmarked for gender and therefore 

acquired earlier. 

Testing of the significant interaction between number and age group has revealed a 

distinct rate and order between the three numbers. For the singular form, the performance 
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of eight-year-olds is equivalent to that of adults. For the dual form, ten-year-olds perform 

equivalently to adults. For the plural forms twelve-year-olds perform equivalently to 

adults. Looking at these results, it appears that in comparison with the singular and dual 

forms, the plural form is the last to be mastered. This may result from the fact that the 

plural, as explained earlier (p. 156), comes in two forms. Broken forms have many 

different possibilities depending on the word root. The masculine plural sound form is 

restricted to human nouns, while the feminine plural form is unrestricted to animacy and 

takes only one form. These findings could indicate that sound and regular forms are more 

easily acquired than broken and irregular forms are, and this result is consistent with 

findings related to other languages such as Hungarian (MacWhinny, 1985) and Georgian 

(Imedadze & Tuite, 1992), in which regular forms are acquired early while irregular and 

oblique forms are acquired later, as argued by Dasinger (1997). 

Animacy x noun gender results on the whole show that on human and animal 

nouns, the participants perform better on masculine than on feminine nouns. This could 

be because feminine nouns (on both animacies) are formed by a suffix attachment, while 

in contrast masculine forms are unmarked for gender. This result indicates that unmarked 

forms are easier to produce than marked forms, as argued earlier (p. 156). However, 

Figure 60 show that the participants performed on the human feminine forms better than 

the animal feminine forms, which could be attributed to the fact that in a normal 

conversation the animal masculine default form is the form usually used and not a 

feminine one. 

The significant interaction between animacy x number shows that participants' 

performance on human nouns is sg> du > pl, while their performance on animal nouns is 
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sg = du > pl, indicating the late acquisition of plural forms. Overall, these indications 

might suggest that singular and dual forms are easier to produce because each comes in 

one form, while the plural comes in two different forms. 

The gender x number results reveal that the participants perform better on both 

feminine and masculine singular forms than on plurals. This relates to the complexity of 

plural forms--particularly the masculine, because most of the masculine nouns are 

pluralized in broken forms while feminine nouns are pluralized in the sound form more 

than masculine nouns are. The result could also be attributed to the fact that feminine 

plural forms are less complicated because they are less semantically constrained, while 

the masculine sound plural is semantically constrained (used only with some human 

nouns). 

6.2.1.2 Adjectives 

The second set of analyses examines the responses to stimuli involving adjectives. 

A multivariate test was conducted in which the variables tested were age group (6,8,10, 

12, and A), animacy (human, animal, and inanimate), gender (feminine and masculine), 

and number (singular, dual, and plural). 

The tests reveal main effects of animacy (F (2,19) = 63.19, p< . 00 1), gender (F (1, 

96) = 76.20, p<. 001); number (F(2,19) = 36.03, p<. 001) and age group (F(4,96) = 

15.29, p< . 00 1). (Means and Std. Errors in Appendix 2.2.2). 
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In terms of the effect of animacy, the tests reveal that the participants generally 

perform significantly better on adjectives referring to humans (M=. 51) and inanimates 

(M=. 5) than on those referring to animals (M=. 39). 

In terms of the effect of gender, the participants in general perform significantly 

better on masculine adj ectives (M =. 52) than on feminine adj ectives (M = . 42). 

In terms of the effect of number, the participants generally perform significantly 

better on singular adjectives (M=. 83) than on duals (M=. 25) and plurals (M=. 33), and 

better on plural forms than on duals, all pairNArise comparisons ps< . 004. 

Performance by age group is shown in Figure 65. The results reveal that the 

performance of six-year-old participants is significantly worse than that of all the other 

age groups, and eight- and ten-year-olds' performance is significantly worse than that of 

twelve-year-olds and adults, all pair%krise comparisons ps< . 05. These results, in general, 

show that by the age of twelve children have reached the adults' level in adjective 

production. 
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Figure 65. The effect of age group-adjective 

The main effects are moderated by the significant interactions of animacy x age 

group (11'(8,19) = 2.67,1; <. 008), number x age group (F(8,19) = 3.42,1; < . 
001), 

aniniacy x gerider (F(2,19) = 6.421,1; <. 002), animacy x number (F(4,38) = 14.44, p-- 

001), animacy x number x age gro up (F( 16,38) = 1.68, p< . 
05), and anunacy x gen der x 

number (F(4,38) = 15.18, p< . 
001). 

Performarice by animacy x age group is shown in Figure 66. Simple effects analysIs 

for each anirnacy reveals that on human adjectives 6-year-oids perform worse thain all 

other age groups. Eight-year-olds perform worse than twelve-year-olds. On animal 

adjectives, six-year-olds perform significantly worse than all other age groups. On 
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inanimates, six-year-olds perform significantly worse than all other age groups, Eight- 

and ten-year-olds' perronnance is worse than that of twelve-year-olds and adults, all 

pairwise comparisons /; s< . 
05. These results overall indicate that by the age of twelve, 

children's performance becomes equivalent to that of adults. 
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Figure 66. The effect of animaeN, x age group- -adj cc tive 

Performance by number x age group is shown in Figure 67. Simple effects analysis 

for each number reveals that, on the singular forms, six-year-olds perform sign ifi 

worse than all other age groups. Oil the dual forms, six-year-olds perform significantly 

worse than ten- and twelve-year-olds and adults, Eight-year-olds perform significantly 

worse than twelve-year-olds on the dual form. On plural forms, six- and eight-year-olds 

perform significantly worse than ten- and twelve-year-olds and adults, and ten and 
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twelve-year-olds perform significantly worse than adults, all pairý\qse comparisons ps< 

04. These results, overall, show that the singular form is the easiest to acquire, and 

children reach adults' performance level by the age of eight. They reach adults' 

performance level on dual Forms around the age of twelve. However, the performance of 

all non-adult age groups on plural adjective forms lags behind that of adults. 
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Figure 67. ]'he effect of number x age group--adjectives 

Performance by animacy x gender is shown in Figure 68. Simple effects analysis 

for each gender reveals that oil feminine forms, participants perform significantly better 

on adjectives referring, to human and inanimate subjects than on adjectives referring to 

anirnal subjects. On masculine forrns, participants perform significantly better on 

adjectives referring to human subjects than on those referring to inanimates and aninial 

subjects, and they perform similarly on inanimates than on animals, pairwise- 
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comparisons ps< . 005. These results reveal that adjectives referring to human masculine 

and feminine sub . lects are the easiest to acquire and produce, followed by adjectives 

referring to inaniniates, while those referring to aninial subjects are the hardest to acquire. 
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Figure 68. The effect ol'uninmev x gender-adjective 

Performance by animacy x number is shown in Figure 69. Simple effects analysis 

for each arilinacy reveals that on all animacy categories, the participarits perform better 

on the singular forms. The data on adjectives referring to human and inanimate subjects 

reveal that participants' performance can be descnbed as sg> du< pl. On adjectives 

referring to animal subjects, performance is sg> du 
-< pl, all pairmse comparisons 1; s< 

.01. These results show that the singular and plural forms are usually easier to produce 

than dual forms, because they are usually frequent in the input and CDS. Adjective dual 
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forms are not used in the vernacular dialects, and therefore do not appear in the language 

input mid CDS frequently. 
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Figure 69. The effect ofanimacv x number --, tdl ecti ve s 

Performance by animacy x number x age group is shown in Figure 70. The results 

of this multiple interaction show different patterns. One such pattern is that the dual form 

is produced better than the plural, and another is that the plural is produced better than the 

dual. However, in all pattems the singular is produced better than both the dual and the 

plural. The most striking result is that children of age group six score the lowest mark on 

plural arunial adjectives, This result could be due to the fact that at this young age, 

children do not usually hear in the input the correct form of aninial nouns as often as they 

do other aniniacies, even though adjectives referring to inanimate subjects have similar 
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forms to those of animal subjects, for example children might hear adjective forms in 

association with inanimate objects more than animals, which could be because inanimate 

objects surround them more than animals. The results also show that, oil the whole, on 

the three aniniacy types, our partic I ipants perform better on plural forms than on dual 

forms, which may be due to language input and CDS in which plural forms are used more 

frequently than dual forms. 
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Figure 70. The effect ofaniainev x number x age group-adjective 

Performance by animacy x noun gender x number is shown in Figure 7 1. The 

effects show diverse interactions. These effects in general indicate that on the animal 

noun types, participants score closely on both feminine arid masculine forrnsl- however, 

on human arid inanimate noun types our participants seem to score higher on plurals than 
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on duals. These differences might be attributed to the language input and CDS as 

discussed in relation to the previous interaction. 
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Figure 7 1. The ctTcct ol'aniniacv x noun gender x number-adjective 

Summary: Adjectives 

In terms ofthe adjective production category examined in this study, we can say 

that overall the results indicate that participants score higher on adjectives referrinu to 

human and inanimate subjects than on adjectives referring to animal subjects. The data 

also derrionstrate that masculine adjective forms are produced better than feminine forms, 

and it seenis that singular forms are acquired better than dual and plural adjective forms, 
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while plural forms are acquired better than dual forms. On the whole, children reach 

adults' production level in the adj ective category at around the age of twelve. 

Discussion: Adjectives 

Data regarding adjectives reveal that animacy, gender, number, and age group have 

significant effects. The results of the participants' performance on animacy reveal that 

they perform better on adjectives referring to humans and inanimates than on those 

referring to animals. The participants' superior performance on adjectives referring to 

human subjects than on those referring to inanimate and animal subjects could be due to 

animacy hierarchy (Dixon, 1994; Aissen, 2001). However, their better acquisition of 

adjectives referring to inanimates than of those referring to animals is inconsistent with 

animacy hierarchy, wherein adjectives referring to animals are hypothesized to be 

acquired earlier than inanimates. This result could be due to the children perhaps being 

surrounded by inanimate objects, and therefore able to produce adjectives which refer to 

inanimates better than those referring to animals. 

The results also indicate that the participants generally perform better on adjectives 

in the masculine form than on adjectives in the feminine form. This finding could be due 

to the fact that adjectives in the masculine form are unmarked for gender (they are 

considered the basic form of the adjective), while adjectives in the feminine form are 

marked for gender by adding a suffix to the basic form of the adjective. This suggests that 

producing the basic unmarked forms of adjectives is easier than producing marked forms 

(P6rez-Pereira, 1991). 
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The participants' performance on numbers reveals that sg > pl > du. This result 

could be attributed to language input and CDS. Dual adjectives in the Saudi vernacular 

dialect are rarely produced; singular and plural adjective forms, on the other hand, are 

produced more frequently in the language input and CDS. The result could also be due to 

the fact that the singular form is unmarked for number (making it easier to produce), 

while the plural is marked for number and comes in two forms: sound and broken (see 

chapter 2). These results indicate that the language input and CDS helps our participants 

to produce plural forms better than dual forms, even though dual forms are more 

transparent than plural forms. This finding may be in agreement with the findings of 

Moerk (1992), who suggested that high input frequency helps speakers produce complex 

forms more easily in comparison to infrequent forms. 

The results also reveal significant interactions between animacy x age group, 

number x age group, animacy x noun gender, animacy x number, animacy x number x 

age group, and animacy x noun gender x number. 

The data concerning the significant interaction of animacy x age group show that by 

the age of ten, children's performance is equivalent to adults' on adjectives referring to 

human and inanimate subjects. However, on adjectives referring to animal subjects, 

eight-year-olds perform equivalently to adults. The result could be attributed to more than 

one factor. First, although adjectives referring to animals and inanimates take the same 

forms (see chapter 2), the adjectives introduced in the test used to collect the data for this 

research are not words associated with inanimates in a real conversation. For example, in 

the case of 'a sad notebook', 'sad' is not an adjective associated with notebooks in real 

life. Nevertheless, to test participants' knowledge of the gender system, this phrase was 
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introduced. Second, the late acquisition of adjectives referring to humans could be 

explained by the fact that the adjective might take either of two forms--the sound or the 

broken in the case of plurals (see chapter 2). 

The results of the interaction between number x age group reveal that on singular 

forms, eight-year-olds perform equivalently to adults. On dual forms, ten-year-olds 

perform equivalently to adults, while on plurals, none of the non-adult age groups reach 

the adults' level. These results might be explained by the fact that the singular form is the 

easiest to produce because it is an unmarked form. The dual form is also easier to acquire 

and produce than the plural, as explained earlier. The late acquisition of plurals could be 

due to the fact that plurals come in two forms--sound and broken, and broken irregular 

forms are usually mastered after regular forms, as reported elsewhere in reference to the 

acquisition of Portuguese (Simoes & Stoel-Gammon, 1979). 

The interaction between animacy x gender generally shows that adjectives referring 

to masculine and feminine human subjects are the easiest to produce, followed by 

ad ectives referring to inanimate subjects, and then adjectives referring to animal 

subjects. These results could be due to animacy hierarchy, or to the fact that feminine and 

masculine human adjectives are in agreement with both gender and number, while 

ad . ectives referring to animal and inanimate subjects are not in agreement with the 

subject number (see chapter 2). 

Performance by animacy x number generally reveals that on all animacy categories 

the singular and plural forms are easier to produce than the dual forms. These results 

could be due to the fact that the singular and plural forms for the animacy category occur 

in the language input and CDS more frequently than the dual forms do. 
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6.2.1.3 Verbs 

The third set of analyses examines the responses to stimuli involving verbs. A 

multivariate test was conducted in which the variables tested were age group (6,8 10,12, 

and A), animacy (human, animal, and inanimate), gender (feminine and masculine), and 

number (singular, dual, and plural). 

The test reveals main effects of animacy (F(2,19) = 86.69, p<. 001), gender (F(1, 

96) = 21.72, p<. 001), number (F(2,19) = 49.98, p<. 001), and age group (F(4,96) = 

17.08, p< . 00 1). (Means and Std. Errors in Appendix 2.2.3). 

In terms of the effects of animacy, the test reveals that the participants generally 

perform significantly better on verbs referring to humans (M=. 51) than on verbs 

referring to inanimate subjects (M=. 48) and to animals (M=. 35). The results also reveal 

that the participants perform better on verbs referring to inanimates than on those 

referring to animals. 

In terms of the effects of gender, participants in general perform significantly better 

on masculine verb forms (M =. 52) than on feminine forms (M =. 3 8). 

In terms of the effects of number, participants generally perform significantly better 

on singular verb forms (M=. 85) than on plural verb forms (M=. 3), and better on plurals 

than on duals (M =. 19). 
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Performance by age group is shown in Figure 72. This effect reveals that six-year- 

olds perform significantly worse than eight-, ten-, and twelve-year-olds and adults. Eight- 

year-olds perform significantly worse than twelve-year-olds and adults. In addition, ten- 

and twelve-year-olds perform significantly worse than adults, all pairwise comparisons 

ps< . 005. These results clearly show that all age groups investigated lag, behind adults in 

verb production. 
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Figure 72. The effect ol'age group--verl- 

The main effects are moderated by the significant interactions of aim-nacy x age 

group (F(8,19) = 2.78,1; < . 
006), gender x age group (F(4,96) = 3.46,1; <ý 01), number 

ender (F(2,19) = 54.48,1; <. 001)1 x age group (F(8,19) - 2.86, p< . 
005), ammacý x L, 
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animacy x number (F (4,38) = 11.19, p<. 001); gender x number (F(2,19) = 14.6, p. <' 

. 001); gender x number x age group (F (8,19) = 4.49, p<. 001); and animacy x gender x 

number (F (4,3 8) = 88.23, p<. 001). 

Performance by animacy x age group is shown in Figure 73. Simple effects analysis 

for each animacy reveals that on verbs referring to human subjects, six-year-olds perform 

significantly worse than eight-, ten-, and twelve-year-olds and adults. Eight-year-olds 

perform significantly worse than twelve-year-olds and adults. Ten-year-olds perform 

significantly worse than adults on verbs referring to humans. On verbs referring to 

animals, the effects reveal that six-year-olds perform significantly worse than eight-, ten-, 

and twelve-year-olds and adults. Eight- and ten-year-olds perform significantly worse 

than twelve-year-olds and adults on verbs referring to animal subjects. On verbs referring 

to inanimate subjects, the effects reveal that six- and eight-year-olds perform significantly 

worse than ten- and twelve-year-olds and adults. Ten- and twelve-year-olds perform 

significantly worse than adults, all pairvrise comparisons ps<. 03. On the one hand, these 

results show that by the age of twelve children's performance on verbs referring to 

humans and animals is equivalent to that of adults; on the other hand, the performance of 

all age groups on verbs referring to inanimates lags behind that of adults. 
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FiVure 73. The effect oC animacy x age group--vcrý. 

Performance by gender x age group is shov\ii in Figure 74. Simple effects analysis 

for each gender reveals that, on both feminine and masculine verb forms, six-year-olds 

perform worse than eight-, ten-, and twelve-year-olds and adults. Eight-year-olds perform 

worse than twelve-year-olds and adults. Ten- and twelve-year-olds perform significantly 

worse than adults, all pairmse comparisons I; s< .01. These results show that on both verb 

gender forms, all non-adult age groups lag behind adults. 
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Figure 74. The effect ol'gender x age group--vert 

Performance by number x age group is shown in Figure 75. Simple effects analysis 

for each number reveals that, oil the sin, -, ular verb forms, six-year-olds perform 

significantly worse than eight-, ten-, and twelve-year-olds and adults. On the dual verb 

forms, six- and eight-year-olds perform significantly worse than ten- and twelve-year- 

olds and adults. On the plural verb forms, six-year-olds perform worse than ten- mid 

twelve-year-olds and adults, and eight- and ten-year-olds perform significant1v worse 

than twelve-year-olds and adults. TNA, elve-year-olds perform significantly worse than 

adults on the plural forms, all pairwise comparison ps< . 02. It appears that on singular 

verbs, children perform equivalently to adults by the aoe of eight, while oil dual forms, 

they perform equivalently to adults by the age of ten. However, on plural forms, all 

children's age groups lag, behind adults. 
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Figure 75. The cfl'cct ot'number -, \ age group--verlý 

Performwice by arilmacy x gender is sho", n in Figure 76. Simple effects analysis 

for each of the ammacy types reveals that, on verbs referring to human and animal 

subjects, the participants perform significantly better on masculine forms than on 

feminine forms, pairwise comparison I, s< . 001. These results show that, for verbs 

referring to humans and animals, masculine forms are easier to produce than feminine 

forms, while for verbs referring to inanimates, both the feminine and masculine forms are 

produced equivalently. 
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Figure 76. The effect ofanimaev x gender--verbs 

Performance by aniniacy x number is shown in Figure 77. Simple effects analysis 

for each animacy reveals that, on verbs referring to humans, animals, and manimates, the 

participants perform significantly better on singulars than on duals and plurals. On verbs 

referring to humajis and inanimates, they perform significantly better on plural forms 

than on duals, all pairwise comparisons I; s< . 02). These results generally show that dual 

verb forms are more difficult to produce than singular and plural fornis on all ammacy 

types. 
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Figurc 77. The clTcct ofanimaev x nuiiibcr--verý 

Performance by gender x number is shown in Figure 78. Simple effects analysis for 

each gender reveals that, on verbs referring to feminine and masculine subjects, the 

participants perform better on singular forms than on dual and plural forms. On 

masculine forms the participants perform significantly better on the plural than on tile 

dual forms, all pairwise comparisons I; s< . 00 1. In general, these results show that singular 

feminine and masculine forms are, as usual, easier to produce than dual and plural forms. 
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FigUre 78. The ctTect or gciider. \ iiunil)er--,,, erl-. 

Performance by gender x number x age group is shown in Figure 79. These 

interactions overall show that production of dual and plural forms increases with age, 

especially with masculine forms in favour of plural forms. These results may suggest that 

the children do not apply the feminine plural form, just as they do not apply the dual 

form. Both dual and feminine plural forms are not produced frequently in the language 

input and CDS, and this may indicate that input and CDS has an effect on the children's 

production in these cases. In all age groups, masculine plural forms were produced better 

than Feminine plural arid dual forms. 
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Figure 79. The effect ot'gcndcr x number x age group--vcrb 

Performance by animacy x gender x number is shown in Figure 90. Tilts interaction 

reveals that participants score higher on human masculine plural verbs than on all other 

plural categories. This main result could be attributed to the clear-cut form of the human 

masculine plural. Infrequent language input and CIDS could be one of the reasons behind 

the participants' low score on human feminine plural forms, because in the vernacular 

dialects masculine plural verb forms are used in place of the feminine plural form. The 

low scores on animal and inanimate plural forms may be attributed to the fact that, with 

animal and manimate nouns, verbs do not take the plural form, but instead take the 

feminine singular (see chapter 2). This could be the reason behind children substituting 
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the incorrect masculine plural form for the correct feminine singular form (these errors 

are discussed in Chapter 7). 
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Figure 90. The effect of animaev x gender x nurnber--verl- 

Summary: Verbs 

In terms of the verb production category investigated in this research, the results on 

the whole indicate that verbs referring to human and inanimate subjects are produced 

better than verbs referring to animal subjects. The research also shows that masculine 

verb forms are produced better than feminine verb forms. The data demonstrate that 

singular verb forms are acquired better than plural and dual verb forms, while plural verb 

forms were acquired better than the dual Forms. Overall, the verb category shows that the 

children still make mistakes and tag behind adults. 
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Discussion: Verbs 

The data regarding verbs reveal that animacy, gender, number, and age group have 

a significant effect. The results show that, on verbs referring to animacy, the participants 

perform as follows: h> in > an. This result could be due to animacy hierarchy, and/or to 

the fact that verbs referring to humans are marked for gender according to the subject's 

gender under all forms. However, verbs referring to animals and inanimates would take a 

different gender form from their subjects, and this might make them more complicated 

than forms in which the verb and the subject are in gender agreement. 

The participants perform better on masculine verb forms than on feminine verb 

forms, and this result might be due to the fact that masculine forms occur in the language 

input and CDS more frequently than feminine forms. This finding is in agreement with 

those of AIjenaie (2000) who detected that masculine verbs in the Kuwaiti Arabic dialect 

were productive earlier than feminine verbs. 

The results of this study indicate that the participants' performance on number was 

sg > pl > du. The simplicity of the forms could explain the participants' better 

performance on the singular. Their better performance on plural forms in comparison to 

duals could be attributed to the language input and CDS. Dual verb forms are not usually 

produced in the language input and CDS; in fact, plural verb forms are used in place of 

duals. According to Moerk (1992), slow improvement in acquiring a grammatical form 

could be a result of low input and CDS frequency. 
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Analysing participants' performance by age reveals an improvement in performance 

between the ages of eight and twelve. Still, none of the children's age groups reach the 

adults level on verbs. This result seems to suggest that acquiring verb forms is not an 

easy task in comparison vAth acquiring nouns and adjectives. 

The results of the study also show significant interactions between animacy x age 

group, gender x age group, number x age group, animacy x gender, animacy x number, 

gender x number, gender x number x age group, and animacy x gender x number. 

Performance by animacy x age group demonstrates that children's production of 

verbs referring to humans and animals increases up until the age of twelve, at which time 

it reaches the adults' level. However, it seems that none of the children's groups tested 

reach the adults' level in producing verbs referring to inanimates. This result could be 

due to animacy hierarchy. 

Performance by gender x age group also shows that, on both genders, none of the 

children's age groups seem to reach the adults' level on producing verbs. This result 

could also point to the complexity of acquiring Arabic verb forms, and this complexity 

could be due to the language input and CDS; some of the verb forms do not occur in the 

Saudi dialect, and verbs are not always in agreement with their subjects (as explained in 

Chapter 2). 

Performance by number x age group reveals that, on the singular forms, eight-year- 

olds reach the adults' level, and on the dual forms, ten-year-olds reach the adults' level. 

On the plural verb forms, however, none of the children's age groups reach the adults' 

level. These results could be explained in the light of the simplicity of the singular forms, 
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which facilitates their early acquisition. Simplicity could explain the fact that the 

performance of children reach adults performance on the dual verb forms earlier than the 

plural verb forms, even though the dual do not occur in the Saudi dialect as frequently as 

the plural forms, if ever. The late acquisition of the plural verb forms could be attributed 

to the complexity of the plural form, since the verb is not always in agreement with the 

subject gender. 

Performance by animacy x gender reveals that, on verbs referring to human and 

animal nouns, the participants achieve higher performance on the masculine than on the 

feminine forms. This result could be due to the language input and CDS; in the Saudi 

dialect, the masculine form is sometimes substituted for the feminine form. However, on 

verbs referring to inanimates, the participants' performances are equivalent on both 

genders. 

Performance by animacy x number shows that the singular is still the easiest to 

produce; on all three animacy categories, participants achieve higher on singulars than on 

duals and plurals. They also show higher achievement on plural verbs referring to human 

and inanimate subjects, than on the corresponding dual forms, and this result could be 

attributed to the language input and CDS as explained earlier. 

Performance by gender x number demonstrates that on both genders, performance 

was better on the singular forms, possibly attributable to the simplicity of the singular 

form. On the feminine verb forms, the participants perform equivalently on duals and 

plurals, while on the masculine forms they perform better on the plural than on the dual. 

These results could be due to the fact that the feminine dual and plural and the masculine 
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dual forms do not appear as frequently in the language input and CDS as the masculine 

plural forms do. 

6.2.1.4 Collective nouns 

The fourth set of analyses examines the responses to stimuli involving collective 

nouns. A multivariate test was conducted in which the variables tested were age group (6, 

8,10,12, and A), animacy (animal and inanimate), gender (feminine form with a unit 

referent and masculine form with collective referents), and word type (noun, adjective, 

and verb). 

The test reveals main effects of animacy (F(1,96) = 5.45, p<. 02), noun gender (F 

(1,96) =68.1l, p<. 001), and age group (F(4,96) =7.59, p<. 001). (Means and Std. 

Errors in Appendix 2.2.4). 

In terms of the effect of animacy, the test reveals that the participants, on the whole, 

perform significantly better on collective inanimates (M=. 55) than on collective animals 

(M= . 5). 

In terms of the effect of gender, the participants generally perform better on 

feminine with unit referent (M=. 85) than on masculine with collective referents (M= 

. 2). 

Performance by age is shown in Figure 8 1. The main effect of age group is that six- 

year-old children perform significantly worse on collective nouns than eight-, ten-, and 
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twelve-vear-olds and adults, all pairwise comparisons i; s-' . 04 Thi's result indicates that, 

by the age of eight, children perform equally to adults on the collective categories. 
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Figure 9 1. The effect ol'age group-collectives 

The main effects are moderated by the significant interactions of gender x age 

group (F(4,96) = 5.42, /; < . 001), word type x animacy (l, '(2,192) = 7.27, /; < . 001), word 

type x gender (F(2,192) = 64.69, /; < . 
00 1), arn inacy x gender 69) ý 12.07,1, - 

001), and word type x an ii-nacy x gender (F(2,192) = 25.94, /; < . 
001). 

Performance by !,,, ender x age group is sho"n in Figure 82. Simple effects analysis 

for each noun gender reveals that on feminine form, six-year-olds perform significantly 

worse than all other age groups On the masculine form, eight-year-olds perform 

significantly worse than twelve-year-olds, all pairwise comparisons 1; < . 
02. These results 

age groups 
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indicate that the feminine form is acquired and produced at an earlier age than the 

mascullne form. 
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Figure 82. The effect of gender x age group-collectives 

Performance by word type x animacy is shown in Figure 83. Simple effects analysis 

for each word type reveals that the participants perform significantly worse on verbs 

referring to animals than on those referring to manimates, all pairwise comparisons I)<- 

, 
00 1. This result indicates that acquiring and producing verbs referring to animals were 

generally harder than acquiring nouns and adjectives referring to animals. It also shows 

equivalent performance on nouns, adjectives, and verbs referring to manimates. 
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Figure 83. The effect ot'xN, ord type x animao-collectives 

Performance by word type x gender is shown in Figure 84. Simple effects analysis 

for each gender reveals that, on the ferninine category, the parlicipants perform better on 

verbs than on nouns and adjectives. On the masculine category they perform significantly 

better on nouns and adjectives than on verbs, all pairwise comparisons ps< . 00 1. These 

results overall show that feminine verb forms are acquired and produced earlier than 

nouns and adjectivesl however, masculine verb forms are acquired and produced later 

than nouns and adjectives. 
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Figure 94. The effect of word type x gender-collectives 

Performance by animacy x gender is shown in Figure 85. Simple effects analysis 

for each gender reveals that, on feminine forms, the participants perform better on 

animals than on inanimates, but they perform better on masculine form inammates than 

on animals, all pairwise comparisons 1; s< . 04. These results indicate in general that 

animals in the feminine form are acquired earlier than inanimates in the feminine form, 

while masculine inanimates are acquired earlier than masculine animals. 
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Figure 85. The efTcct ot'animaev x geiider--collcctive 

Performance by word type x animacy x gender is shown in Figure 86. Simple 

effects analysis for each animacy and word type reveals that the lowest score recorded is 

on masculine animal adjectives, while the highest is on feminine inammate ad =I -Jectives. 
These results indicate in general that regardless of animacy or word type, masculine 

collective nouns are lower than feminine unit forms. 
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Figure 96. The effect of Nvord tN, pe x animao, x gender-collectivc 

Summary: Collectives 

In terms of the collective category investigated in this study, the findings oil tile 

whole show that the partcipants perform better on inaniniates than on animals. The results 

also indicate that they perform better on feminine with unit referent than on masculine 

with collective referent. In general, on this category children's performance reaches the 

adults' level at around the age of eight. 

all ill lili in an in 
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Discussion: Collectives 

Data from the collective category reveales that animacy has significant effects; 

participants perform better on inanimate forms than on animal forms. This result could be 

attributed to the language input and CDS, wherein the participants are surrounded by 

inanimate objects (e. g., fruits, vegetables, and plants) more than by animals. This finding 

is in agreemenoArith those of Sandhofer, et. al (2000), who show that children learning 

Mandarin produce more verbs than nouns because verbs are produced more frequently in 

the input than nouns are, while children learning English produce nouns, which are 

frequent in the input, more frequently than verbs. Choi (1997) reports similar results 

regarding the acquisition of Korean vs. of English. Thus, it is clear that language input is 

an important factor affecting early acquisition. 

Our results also reveal that gender has a significant effect; participants score higher 

on feminine (, Aith unit referent) forms than on masculine (with collective referent) 

forms. This result could be attributed on the one hand to the fact that feminine forms 

embody a unit referent, and are therefore easier to acquire and produce than masculine 

forms that embody a collective referent. On the other hand, Ravid & Hayek (2003) argue 

that the collective masculine form is acquired later because it is considered an opaque 

form, which might explain the late acquisition of the masculine form. The later mastery 

of masculine collective vs. the feminine unit could also be due to the fact that in many 

cases in the vernacular dialects the feminine sound forms replace the masculine collective 

form (Ravid and Hayek 2003). Therefore, the masculine collective scores lower than the 

feminine unit in the collective category. 
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Our findings also show that, on the whole, children at around the age of eight reach 

adults' level on collectives. Yet, when examining all age groups' performance, the results 

show that even adults do not reach high levels of scoring on this category. Here, our 

findings are in agreement with those of Ravid & Hayek (2003). This result could be 

attributed to the fact that the masculine collective form in different dialects is pluralized 

in a different way, usually in the feminine sound plural form, therefore children and 

adults did not produce the masculine collective form which resulted in the low 

performance detected in our research. 

Significant interactions between gender x age group, word type x animacy, word 

type x gender, animacy x gender,. and word type x animacy x gender are also detectable. 

Performance by gender x age group shows that at around the age of eight, children reach 

adults' level on producing feminine forms, while on masculine forms they do not reach 

adults' level until around the age of ten. This result is not surprising, and could be, as 

discussed earlier, attributed to the opaque form of masculine collectives and to the fact 

that this category is a restricted form (restricted to some fruits, vegetables, and animals) 

(Ravid & Hayek, 2003). It could also be due to the meaning held by the masculine form, 

since acquiring a collective meaning might be more complicated than acquiring a single 

meaning. Or it could be attributed to the lower frequency of the masculine collective, 

where the feminine sound plural is used sometimes in its place in the vernacular dialects. 

The results of the participants' performance by word type x animacy show that they 

display the lowest performance on verbs referring to animals as compared to on nouns 

and adjectives; this may be attributed to the language input and CDS, since verbs 
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referring to inanimates may be more frequent in the input and CDS than verbs referring 

to animals. 

Performance by word type x gender generally indicates that the participants score 

higher on verbs referring to feminine forms than on nouns and adjectives referring to 

feminine forms. The reverse is true of masculine forms; they score higher on nouns and 

adjectives referring to masculine forms than on verbs referring to masculine forms. This 

result is unexpected for the feminine, because both nouns and adjectives are marked by a 

suffix, while verbs in this case are marked by a prefix, and according to Slobin (1985, b), 

children could be paying attention to the ends of the words. The results regarding the 

masculine form are not surprising, because verbs referring to animals in the plural form 

take the feminine singular form; however, in the case of collectives, they would take the 

masculine singular, and because this rule applies only to verbs referring to masculine 

collectives, it might not be frequent in the input and CDS. 

Performance by animacy x gender shows that the participants perform equivalently 

on feminine animals and feminine inanimates; however, on masculine forms, they score 

lower on animals than on inanimate forms. This result could be due to the possible fact 

that inanimate forms are more frequent in the language input and CDS than animals are. 

The participants' performance by word type x animacy x gender is not surprising, 

because investigation of all the previous collective results reveals that, on all word types 

and animacies, participants scored the lowest performance on the masculine forms. This 

brings us back to the fact that masculine forms have an opaque form, and to the fact that 

acquisition of a form with a collective meaning usually occurs later than acquisition of a 

form with a unit meaning. 
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6.2.1.5 Quantified nouns 

The fifth set of analyses examines the responses to stimuli involving quantified 

nouns. A multivariate test was conducted in which the variables tested were age group (6, 

8,10,12, and A), animacy (human, animal, and inanimate), gender (feminine and 

masculine), and number (3 to 10 and 11 +). 

The test reveals main effects of animacy (F(2,19) = 13.79, p<. 001), number( F(I, 

96)= 23.2, p<. 001), and age group (F(4,96) =24.49, p<. 001). (Means and Std. Errors 

in Appendix 2.2.5). 

In terms of the effect of animacy, the test reveals that the participants perform better 

on inanimate quantified nouns (M=. 74) than on animal quantified nouns (M=. 67), and 

better on human quantified nouns (M = . 63) and animal quantified nouns than on human 

quanfified nouns. 

In terms of the effect of number, the participants perform significantly better on 3 to 

10 quantified nouns (M=. 74) than on I I+ quantified nouns (M=. 62). 

Performance by age group is shown in Figure 87. These results reveal that six-year- 

olds perform significantly worse than eight-, ten-, and twelve-year-olds and adults. Eight- 

year-olds perform significantly worse than ten- and twelve-year-olds and adults. Ten and 
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twelve-year-olds perform significantly worse than adults, all pairmse comparisons ps< 

02. These results indicate that all non-adult age groups lag behind adults oil the 

production of quantified nouns. 

Pal'oniiance b\ age group. Quantified nouns 
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Figurc 87. Thc effcct ol'age group-quantified nouns 

The main effects are moderated by the significant interactions of aniniacy x age 

group (F(8,102) = 2.01,1; < . 
04), number x age group (F(4,96) = 3.32, p< . 

001), 

an I niacy x gender (l, '(2,19) = 12.19, p< . 
001), an I niacy x number (F(2,19) = 13.12, 

. 
00 1), gender x number x age group (l, '(4,96) = 2.59, p< . 

04), and ammacy x gender x 

number (F(2,192) = 9.03 ), . 
00 1 

12 ape glolip 
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Performance by animacy x age group is shown in Figure 88. Simple effects analysis 

for each animacy reveals that on human nouns, six-year-olds perform significantly worse 

than eight-, ten-, and twelve-year-olds and adults. Eight-year-olds perform significantly 

worse than ten- and twelve-year-olds and adults. Ten-year-olds perform significantly 

worse than twelve-year-olds and adults. However, twelve-year-olds perform significantly 

worse than adults. On quantified animal nouns, the effects reveal that six- and eight-year- 

olds perform significantly worse than ten- and twelve-year-olds and adults. On quantified 

inanimate nouns, six-year-olds perform significantly worse than eight-, ten-, and twelve- 

year-olds and adults. Eight-year-olds perform significantly worse than ten- and twelve- 

year-olds and adults. Ten- and twelve-year-olds perform significantly worse than adults, 

all pairwise comparisons ps<. 03. 

These results show that, on human and inanimate quantified nouns, all age groups 

lag behind adults. On quantified animal nouns, however, only age groups six and eight 

lag behind adults. 
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PciTOrmance bv animacv x age proupr. Quantified nouns 
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Figure 98. The cf*tcet of animacv x age group-cluantificd nouns 

Performance by number x age group is shown in Figure 89. Simple effects analysis 

for each number reveals that on quantified nouns having numbers from 3 to 10, six- and 

eight-year-olds perform significantly worse than ten- and twelve-year-olds and adults 

Ten-year-olds perform significantly worse than adults. On the II- quantified nouns 

category, six-year-olds perform significantly worse than all other age groups. Fight-Year- 

olds perform significantly worse than ten- and twelve-year-olds and adults. Ten- and 

twelve-year-olds perform significantly worse than adults, all pairvose comparisons ps< 

, 
03. These results show that performance on the 3 to 10 quantified nouns category 

11 all 
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reaches adult's performance at around the age of twelve. On the I I+ quantified nouns, 

the performance of all rion-adult age groups lags behind the perforinwice of the adult 

(Troup. 
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Figure 89. The effect of animtc\* x age group- -quaiit I Cled nouns 

Performance by animacy x gender is shown in Figure 90. Simple effects analysis 

for each ammacy reveals that on human nouns, the participants perform sigm fi cant] y 

better on masculine than oil feminine forms. On quantified animal nouns, participants 

performe significantly better on feminine than on masculine forms, all pairwise 

comparisons ps< . 
003. 
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Figurc 90. The elYcet ol'animaev x gcnder-quantified noms 

Perrorinance by aminacy x number is shown in Figure 91. Simple effects analysis 

for each number reveals that on the 3 to 10 quantified nouns, participants perforni 

significantly worse on humans than on animals and inanimates. On the I I+ quantified 

noun category, the participants perform better on inanimate nouns than on human and 

animal nouns, all pairwise comparisons I; s< . 003. 
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F igure 9 1. The effect of animacv x number-quinti fled nouns 

Performance by gender x number x age group is shown in Figure 92. Simple effects 

analysis for each age group and ammacy reveals that most of the interactions show that 

participants score higher in the 3 to 10 category than in the I I+ cateL, , ory, except in tile 

performance of age group eight, which may have scored higher in the 11+ category than 

in the 3 to 10 category on feminine forms. This result might indicate that around the age 

of eight children start to comprehend the feminine plural form, and therefore their 

production on feminine forms showsirnprovement after the age of eight. 
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Performance by animacy x gender x number is shown in Figure 93. The results of 

this interaction shows consistency, in thatparticipants tested usually score higher in the 3 

to 10 quantified forms category than in the I I+ quantified category. The results of this 

interaction show that on the human forms, the participants perform equivalently on both 

quaritified categories and both genders. On animal nouns they perform better on the 3 to 

10 category than on tile I I+ category on both genders. On feminine inanimate forms the 

participants perform equivalently on 3 to 10 and 11+ cate(lories, while on masculine 

inanimate forms they perform better On the 3 to] 0 calegory than on the 11+ category. 
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Figure 92. '['he efTect ol'gendcr x number x age group-quantified nouns 
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Figure 93. The effect ofanimaev x gender x number-cluantified nouns 

Summary: Quantified notins 

in terins of the quantified nouns category examined in this research, our results 

show that the partcipants perform better on inanimate forms than on animal forms, and 

better on animal forms than on human forms. The findings also show that the participants 

perform better on the 3 to 10 category than on the I I+ category. Overall, the children's 

performance on this category lags behind the adults' performance. 

Discussion: Quantified notins 

The data regarding quantified nouns reveals that animacy has significant effectsl the 

findings show that participants score the highest performance on manirnates than on 

I III I III I III 
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animal and human nouns. This significant result is surprising, because according to 

animacy hierarchy the results should have been h> an > in. The data regarding 

quantified nouns reveals that animacy has significant effects, whereby participants score 

higher on inanimates than on animals and human nouns. This result is surprising, because 

according to the animacy hierarchy one might expect h> an > in. Such high scores on the 

inanimate category could be attributed to the CDS, where quantified nouns might be used 

more frequently with inanimate objects than with humans and animals. 

Our findings also show that the effect of number is significant; the participants' 

performance on the 3 to 10 quantified nouns category is higher than their performance on 

the 11+ quantified nouns category. This result is not surprising because the 11+ category 

could be considered an opaque form, while the 3 to 10 category may be considered a 

transparent form, since the 3-10 category takes the plural form as opposed to the 11+ 

category which takes a singular form. These findings are generally in agreement with 

those of Omar (1969), who reports that the 3 to 10 category is acquired earlier than the 

I I+ category. 

The results also indicate that the performance of all children up until the age of 

twelve lags behind the performance of adults. This finding is again in agreement with 

those of Omar (1969), who reports in her research that quantified nouns are not mastered 

by the age of fifteen. 

The quantified nouns category also shows significant interactions between the 

variables tested. Performance by number x age group indicates that in general, by the age 

of twelve children reach adults' performance level in producing the 3 to 10 quantified 

nouns, while on the I I+ noun category all age groups lag behind adults, This result may 
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be attributed to the fact that, as discussed earlier, the 11+ category is considered opaque 

and is therefore acquired later. 

Performance by animacy x gender shows that, on human nouns, participants 

perform better on masculine forms, possibly due to the simplicity of the plural form as 

discussed in the human noun tasks category. On the other hand, the data show that on 

feminine forms participants score higher on animal nouns, perhaps due to the fact that 

feminine forms are usually pluralized in the sound form and masculine forms are usually 

pluralized in the broken form. This result could be attributed to the fact that children 

generally gain a command of regular forms before irregular forms (Kuczaj, 1977; and 

Simoes & Stoel-Gammon, 1979). 

Performance by animacy x number shows different patterns of performance; on the 

3 to 10 human nouns category participants scored the lowest performance, and on the I I+ 

category they also had a low performance. This result could be attributed to the fact that 

children tend to use the plural form more often Yvith anything that is above two; therefore, 

most of the errors detected are errors related to using plural forms in place of the 

obligatory singular form (see Chapter 7). 

Performance results by gender x number x age group indicate that, on the whole, 

children around the age of eight notice that the quantified I I+ comes in the singular form 

and therefore apply it to all quantified nouns, even those in the 3 to 10 quantified 

category. 

Overall, the results in this category show that quantified nouns are one of the latest 

grammatical forms acquired and mastered by our participants. This is because one of this 

category's forms has an opaque formation; when the number preceding the noun is 11 or 
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above, the noun following it comes in the singular form. Children generally learn that 

anything that is quantified as 3 or more is a plural-- even numbers that are II and above, 

and therefore, the plural form is the appropriate form to use. Yet, quantified noun forms 

are divided into two fonnations: the 3 to 10 formation, which is acquired earlier, and the 

I I+ formation, which is acquired later because of its unique formation in the language. 

6.2.1.6 Inanimate feminine nouns with no overt gender referent 

The sixth set of analyses examines the responses to stimuli involving feminine 

inanimate nouns with no feminine overt gender referent. A multivariate test was 

conducted in which the variables tested were age group (6,8,10,12, and A), word type 

(adjectives and verbs), and number (singular, dual, and plural). 

The test reveals main effects of number (F(2,19) = 19.4l, p<. 001), and age group 

(F(4,96) = 15.60, p<. 001). (Means and Std. Effors in Appendix 2.2.6). 

In terms of the effect of number, the test reveals that the participants on the whole 

perform significantly better on singulars (M= 1.6) than on duals (M=. 24) and plurals (M 

= 1), and better on plurals than on duals. 

The effect of age group is shown in Figure 94. Six- and eight-year-olds perform 

significantly worse than ten- and twelve-year-olds and adults. Ten-year-olds perform 

significantly worse than adults, all pairwise comparisons ps<. 002. These results clearly 
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show that by the age of twelve, children's performance on feminine inanimate nouns with 

no ferninine overt gender referent reaches adults' level, 
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Figure 94. The effect of age group--fernininc nouns 

The nialn effects are moderated by the significant interactions of number x group (F 

(8,19) = 3.89, /; < . 
00 1). 

Performance by number x age group is shown in Figure 95. Simple effects analysis 

for each number reveals that, on the singular, six- and eight-year-olds perform 

significantly worse than ten- and twelve-year-olds and adults. On the dual forms, six- and 

eight-year-olds perform significantiv worse than tvvelve-year-olds, Wid ten-year-olds 

perform significantly worse thari twelve-year-olds. On plural forms, six- and eiglit-year- 

12 A age groups 
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olds perform significantly worse than ten- and twelve-year-olds and adults, Ten- and 

twelve-year-olds perform significantly worse than adults, all pairWIse comparisons 

. 
03. These results reveal that, overall, on singular forms ten-year-olds perform 

equivalently to adults. On dual forms, ten-year-olds' performance lag's behind twelve- 

year-olds'. On plural forms, the performances of all age groups lags behind that of adults. 
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Figure 95. The effect ot'number x age group-- feminine nouns 

Summary: Inanimate feminine nouns with no overt gender referent 

In ternis ofthe results regarding inaniniate ferninine nouns with no overt ý, ender 

referent, singulars were produced better than plurals and plurals better than duals, and the 
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children's perfonnance on this category reached the adults' level at around the age of 

twelve. 

Discussion: Inanimate feminine nouns with no overt gender referent 

The findings concerning inanimate feminine nouns with no overt gender referent 

are not surprising. Participants score higher on singulars than on duals and plurals 

because singulars are unmarked for number while duals and plurals are marked. In 

addition, participants gained a command of the plural form later than the dual form 

because the dual form is not frequent in the language input. Less frequent forms are 

usually acquired later than forms that are frequent in the input (Moerk, 1992; Schlesinger, 

1994). 

The results also show that children gain a command of this category of nouns at 

around the age of twelve--the same time that they gain a command of feminine nouns 

marked for gender. This category and its agreement are considered one of the late 

categories acquired. Al-Aqtash (1998) also reports that this category is acquired late and 

that many errors occur even among adults. 

The significant interaction between number and age group on the whole is not 

surprising. While it does show later mastery than forms marked for gender as reported 

earlier, this late mastery of the form could be due to the complexity of this form; these 

nouns appear in the masculine form while their agreement with numbers, verbs, and 

adjectives are in the feminine form, and this might confuse children. This result might be 

in agreement with Smoczynska's (1985) findings on the acquisition of Russian vs. Polish 
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gender; some Russian masculine noun forms have a similar ending to the feminine form 

and, according to Smoczynska, the un-clear-cut correspondence between form and gender 

could be the reason behind the late acquisition of Russian as compared to Polish. 

6.2.1.7 Conclusion: Production of real words 

In this part we have investigated the production of real words through investigating 

six different categories, and the results generally indicate that children do not have a 

command of any of these categories by the age of six. The results generally show that 

singular forms are acquired and mastered earlier than dual and plural forms. While plural 

adjective and verb forms were mastered earlier than the dual form, dual noun forms were 

mastered earlier than plural noun forms. 

Our data also indicate that sound plural forms are acquired and mastered earlier 

than broken plural forms. The results in the collective category indicate an early 

acquisition of feminine forms and a later acquisition of masculine forms. 

Participants gain a command of subject-adjective and subject-verb agreement last; 

they have not been mastered by our oldest children's age group (age group twelve). 

Animacy hierarchy appears to affect the production of nouns, adjectives and verbs, 

where human nouns and adj ectives and verbs referring to humans are produced better 

than animals and inanimate nouns, adjectives and verbs. However, the hierarchy effect 

seems to stop at humans > animals and inanimates, where adjectives and verbs referring 

to inanimates show abetter performance than adjectives and verbs referring to animals. 

This result (inanimate > animal) does not agree with animacy hierarchy, which could be 
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due to language input and CDS, where children and adults are surrounded by inanimate 

objects more than animals, therefore, the use of verbs and adjectives referring to 

inanimates occur more often in a conversation, as a result, scoring higher on inanimates 

than on animals. 

These are some of the main results regarding real word production; in the following 

section we will investigate novel word production and novel subject-verb agreement. 

6.2.2 Production (novel words) 

This set of analyses exarnines the responses to stimuli involving novel nouns. A 

multivariate test was conducted in which the variables tested were age group (6,8,10, 

12, and A), noun gender (feminine and masculine), number (singular, dual, and plural), 

and word type (nouns and verbs). The nouns are novel, while the verbs used are real. 

The test reveals main effects of word type (F(l, 96) = 34.62, p<. 001), noun gender 

(F(1,96) =4.13, p<. 05), number (F(2,192)= 19.7,, p< -001), and age group (F(4,96) 

= 65.68,, p<. 02). (Means and Std. Errors in Appendix 2.2.7). 

In terms of the effect of word type, the test reveals fliat the participants generally 

perform significantly better on nouns (M=. 63) than on verbs (M=. 49). 

In terms of the effect of gender, the participants in general perform better on 

masculine forms (M =. 5 8) than on feminine forms (M =. 54). 
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In terms of the effect of number, the participants perform significantly better on the 

singular forms (A, / = . 
79) than on the dual (M = . 

45) and plural forms (M = . 
43). They also 

perform better on the dual than on the plural forms. 

The effect of age group is shown in Figure 96, These effects indicate that six-ycar- 

olds and adults perform significantly worse than ten- and twelve-year-olds. Eight-year- 

olds perform significantly worse than twelve-year-olds, all pairwise comparisons, ps< 

. 04. This result shows that on novel words, twelve-year-olds perform significantly better 

than all other age groups, including adults. 
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Figure 96. The effect of age group-novel nouns 
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The main effects are moderated by the significant interactions of word type x age 

group (l, '(4,96) = 3.83, /)< . 
006), word type x gender (1, '( 1,96) = 17.27,1,, < . 

001), word 

type x number (F(2,192) = 87.84,1; < . 
001), gender x number (F(2,192), = 33.3 1, p-- 

00 1), and word type x gender x number (l, '(2,192) = 89.95,1; < . 
00 1). 

Performance by word type x agegroup is shown in Figure 97. Simple effects 

analysis for each word type reveals that on novel nouns, six- and eight-year-olds and 

adults perform significantly worse than ten- and twelve-year-olds, all pairwise 

comparison, I; s<. 04. On verbs, participants' performances show no significant 

differences. These results show that novel nouns are produced equi valently by six- and 

eight-year-olds and adults. However, their performances lag behind that of ten- and I 

twelve-year-olds, while on verbs all age groups performances perform equivalently. 
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Performance by word type x gender is shown in Figure 99. Simple effects analysis 

for each word type reveals that on novel nouns, participants perform significantly better 

on feminine forms than on masculine forms, On verbs referring to novel nouns, 

participants perform significantly better on masculine than on feminine forms, all 

pairwise comparisons /)s< . 001. These results show that on novel nouns, feminine forms 

are easier to produce than masculine forms, while on verbs, masculine forinsare easier to 

produce than feminine forms. 
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Figure 98. The effect of word tvpe x gender-novel nouns 

Performance by word type x number is shown in Figure 99, Simple effects analysis 

for each word type reveais that on novel nouns, participants perform significantly better 
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on singulars than on duals, and on duals than on plurals. In the verb category, participants 

perform significantly better on singulars than on plurals, and on plurals than on duals, all 

pair,. "se comparisons /; s< . 001. These results show that tile pattern of mastering novel 

noun-nuniber agreement is sg> du> pl, while the pattern of mastering verb-nuniber 

agreement is sg> pl--- du, indicating that dual noun forms are easier to acquire and 

produce than dual verb forms 
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Figure 99. The effect of word type N number-novel nouns 

Performance by noun gender x number is shown in Figure 100. Simple effects 

analysis for each noun gender reveals that on feminine forms, the participants perform 

significantly better on singulars than on duals and on duals than on plurals. On the 

masculine forms they perform significantly better on singulars than on plurals and on 

word types 
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plurals thari on duals, all pairwise comparisons ps<. 0 I. These results sho", that the 

pattern of acquisition of ferninine form-numbers agreement is s,,, > du> pl, while the 

pattern of acquisition of masculine form-numbers agreement is sg> pl> du. 
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Figure 100. The effect ot'gender x number-novel nouns 

Performance by word type x noun gender x number, means are shown in Figure 

10 1. When examining this interaction we can see that the results show different patterns, 

numbers on both feminine and masculine nouris show that sg> du> pl. The same pattern 

is seen on the feminine verbs, but on mascuime verb forms participants showed betier 

performance on the singular and plural than on the dual. 

1 13 sg m 
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Figure 10 1. The effect ol'word tvpe x gender x number-novel nouns 

Summary: Novel notins 

In terms of the novel noun category, the results of this study indicate that the participants 

perform better on noun forms than on verb forms, and better on masculine forms than on 

feminine forms. The data also indicate that participants perform better on the sinvular 

forms than on the dual forms and on the dual forms better than on the plural forms. Our 

findin, gs also show that adults perform equivalently to six-year olds. 

Discussion: Novel nouns 

The results of the novel word tasks indicate that the participants perform better oii 

nouns than on verb forms, which is not surprising because, as explained before, nouns 

have clearer forms because they are marked for gender and number with suffixes, while 

I III I III 
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verbs take more forms and are marked for gender by a prefix and number by suffixes, as 

well as being marked for tense. 

Gender does have an effect in that participants score higher on masculine forms 

than on feminine. These results are also not surprising, because, as explained earlier, 

masculine forms are not marked for gender while feminine forms are. This result is in 

agreement with both P6rez-Pereira's (199 1) results on the acquisition of Spanish and 

Gathercole, et. at's (2001) results on the acquisition of Welsh. 

The effect of number on the novel words category is that participants score higher 

on singular forms than on duals and higher on duals than on plurals. This result is in 

agreement with our results on the mastery of human and animal real word production 

discussed earlier. This result could be attributed to the fact that singular and dual forms 

are more regular forms created by adding a suffix, making them transparent forms. Plural 

forms, on the other hand, come in two forms--a sound and a broken (irregular), and 

irregular forms are more complicated and therefore acquired later (Smith & Kleeck, 

1986; Dabrowiska, 2001). 

A surprising result emerges in this category regarding age; the findings indicate that 

age group six and adults perform similarly and score lower than all other age groups. Age 

group six's results are not surprising because throughout our research they lag behind all 

other age groups. However, adults' performance in this category is surprising, and might 

indicate that they are not used to dealing with new and novel words, unlike children, who 

might be used to hearing and dealing with many novel words that they hear while 

watching television or playing computer games. Therefore, children might be able to 

apply the correct grammatical form better than adults. 
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In ternis of the effect of word type x age group, the study shows that on noun fonns, 

children of age group ten and twelve perform better than all other age groups including 

adults; however, on verbs, all age groups perform equivalently to each other. These results 

show differences between this category and the real noun and verb categories explained 

and discussed earlier. Real nouns are mastered by age group ten (they perform 

equivalently to adults); on verbs referring to real nouns all non-adult age groups lag 

behind adults, and on the novel category adults lag behind ten-year-olds. This result 

could be due, as argued earlier (p. 218), to the possible fact that adults do not use novel 

words as frequently as children do. 

Performance by word type x gender shows that participants score higher on 

feminine forms than on masculine forms in the noun category, possibly due to the fact 

that the masculine form in this category is created by omitting the gender suffix, while 

the feminine is formed by adding the gender suffix. This result is different from the 

results in the real nouns category, where in general participants perform better on the 

unmarked masculine form than on the marked feminine form. Participants had higher 

marks on masculine verb forms than on feminine verb forms; thi's result is similar to the 

results in the real verb form category, and in both cases the language input and CDS 

could be the reason behind the better performance on masculine than on feminine forms. 

Performance by word type x number also shows that on novel nouns, participants 

score better on singular than on dual novel nouns, and better on duals than on plurals. 

However, participants score better on singular verbs than on plural verbs, and better on 

plurals than on duals. These results are sirnilar to the results in the real noun and verbs 

categories discussed earlier. 
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Performance by noun gender x number shows that on feminine forms, participants 

score as follows: sg > du > pl. On masculine forms, they score as follows: sg > du < pl. 

These results are similar to those in the real word category, and could be due to the 

language input and CDS, where some feminine plural forms (verb forms) do not occur 

frequently in the Saudi dialect, the masculine noun plural forms take broken forms more 

frequently than the sound form, which might explain the poorer performance on these 

categories in comparison to the other grammatical categories. 

6.3 General conclusion 

The results in both the real and novel word categories bear some similarities and 

differences in production acquisition. The age of acquisition of novel nouns is a surprise 

in that adults perform lower than age groups eight, ten, and twelve, and equivalently to 

age group six, while on real words age group six performs worse than all other age 

groups. The performance of age groups eight, ten, and twelve varies across categories, 

but in general it seems that improvement in performance usually happens between the 

ages of eight and ten, possibly indicating that an important development takes place 

ataround these ages. 

In both the real and novel word categories, language input and CDS seems to play 

an important role in determining which forms are acquired earlier than the others, and our 

results show that most of the forms that occur frequently in the language input and CDS 

are the forms produced early. Forms that are not frequent in the input and CDS are 

mastered later; for example, adjectives and verbs and dual forms are acquired later than 
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singular forms. Our results also demonstrate animacy hierarchy in which performance on 

human nouns is better than on animal nouns and performance on animal nouns is better 

than on inanimate nouns. However, in some categories, a different pattern of animacy 

acquisition can be detected; participants score better on inanimate forms than on human 

and animal forms, as in the adjective, verb, collective, and quantified noun categories 

and, as argued earlier, this different result (seemingly inconsistent with animacy 

hierarchy) could be attributed to the language input. According to Moerk (1992), input 

frequency helps the acquisition and mastery of linguistic forms take place earlier than the 

acquisition and mastery of forms that appear infrequently in the input. 

The acquisition of real and novel noun categories also seems to be affected by 

markedenes and unmarkednes of the form; marked forms are acquired earlier than 

unmarked forms as detected in the early mastery of the unmarked masculine noun forms 

compared to the marked feminine form on both real and novel nouns. 

Complexity of flie form also affects its acquisition, and the broken form is 

considered complex because it is formed irregularly and can come in many forms, 

depending on the root of the noun. Therefore, children's performance on broken plurals 

generally reaches the adults' level at around the age of twelve. 

The results also seem to suggestthat the participants pay attention to the end of the 

words rather than to the beginning. This could be the reason that participants produce 

nouns and adjectives that are marked by suffixes better than they produce verbs that are 

marked by prefixes in the novel noun category. 

Our results also seem to indicate that our participants add the suffix to the novel 

nouns better than they omit it. Therefore, they perform better on the singular novel noun 
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feminine forms, which are created by adding a suffix to the masculine form that they are 

given, than on the singular masculine, which is formed by omitting the suffix from the 

feminine form they are given. 

A very interesting result emerges in the novel noun data, where on the noun forms 

adults perform equivalently to six-year-olds and score lower than the other age groups. 

This could be, as argued earlier (p. 218), due to the fact that adults are not used to dealing 

with novel nouns whereas children are. This result does not suggest that the adults have 

not mastered the dual noun forms, but it could imply that because adults do not use these 

novel forms frequently in their daily dialects, they do not see the importance of applying 

the correct grammatical form. However, because children are exposed to more novel and 

new nouns, they might have treated the novel nouns introduced in this study as one of the 

nouns they are exposed to and therefore tried to apply the correct grammatical form. 

On the whole, the results show that mastering of the Arabic gender and number 

system occurs late; some forms are mastered after the age of ten and twelve, while some 

types of agreement are mastered after the age of twelve, where errors still occur. In the 

next chapter, errors produced by the participants on some of the categories tested will be 

examined. 
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Chapter 7 

Error Analyses, Production 

7.0 Introduction 

In this part of the research the errors (a form is considered an error or a non-match 

form if it did not complY with the gender and number of the target form (die form 

encoded in the construction) and the criterion used is the lallbslwhlform, see sections 

(5.1.3 and 6.1.5) produced by our participants while performing on the production tasks 

are examined. Errors examined in the following section are divided into three sections: 

nouns (human and animal nouns in the plural and dual forms), verbs (humans, animals, 

and inanimates), quantified nouns, and errors produced with novel nouns and novel noun- 

verb agreements are also examined. 

7.1 Errors made while Producing Nouns 

The errors are reported as follows: first, errors associated with obligatory plural 

noun forms are considered; then, dual error type forms; then incorrect responses 

insubject-adjective agreement; then incorrect subject-verb agreement forms; and finally, 

errors detected in the novel noun category. For each category tested, errors are reported in 

a table by percentages, and then the incorrect responses are grouped and discussed. 
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7.1.1 Plurals 

Table 19 displays the types of errors produced, by the five age groups that participated in 

our cross-sectional study, when plural nouns were required. 

rable 19 Percentage of correct and incorrect performance on obligatory plural noun forms. 
Forms produced by the participants 

Target forms f-sg f-du f-PI m-sg m-du M-PI-sa m-pl-bi different 

br 

Age group 6 

n-h-f-pl' 48%"' 2% 31%" 12% 1% 6% 4% 

n-h-m-pl-br 14% 47% 2% 25% 12% 

n-h-m-pl-sa 15% 60% 4% 2Q% 1% 

n-an-f-pl 10% 3% 15% 53% --7 2% 171/6 

n-an-m-pl-br 10% 22% 62% 3% 3% 

Age group 8 

n-h-f-pl 3% 73% 16% 7% 1% 

n-h-m-pl-br 4% 25% 21% 44% 

n-h-m-pl-sa 1% 

1 

7% 18% 4% 70% 

r 

n-an-f-pl 1% 52% 13% 33 ̀ /6 

' Throughout this chapter we will be using abbreviations: nouns (n), verbs (v), human (h), animal (an) 
inanimate (in), feminine (f), masculine (m), singular (sg), dual (du), plural (pl), sound (sa) and broken (br). 
Thus, n-h-f-pl would correspond to, noun, human in the feminine plural form. 
'0 All error percentage above 10% in bold. 
" All correct responses are highliahted. 

A tentative acceptable fonn, usually used in the vernacular dialect 
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Forms produced by the participants 

rarget forms f-sg f-du f-PI m-sg m-du M-PI-sa m-pl-bi different 

br 

n-an-m-pl-bi I% 43% 36% 3% 11% 6% 

Age group 10 

n-h-f-pl 2% 1% 81% 1% 7% 6% 1% 

n-h-m-pl-br 7% 15% 4% 11% 61% 

n-h-m-pl-sa 11% 5% 82% 1% I% 

n-an-f-pI 10 34% 7% 1% I% -53%. 2% 

n-an-m-pl-bi I% 36% 15% 6% M 5% 

Age group 12 

n-h-f-pI 91% 5% 2% 1% 

n-h-m-pl-br 5% 3% 87% 5% 

n-h-m-pl-sa 5% 95% 

n-an-f-pI 1% 40% 4% ::: 50% 4% 

n-an-m-pl-bi 24% 14% 1% 2% 491/o 9% 

Adults 

n-h-f-pl 910ý0 4% 2% 

n-h-m-pl-br 7% 93% 

n-h-m-pl-sa 100% 

n-an-f-pl 52% 4% 43% 

n-an-m-pl-bi 24% 9% 2% 64% 

By investigating our participants' incorrect responses as shown in Table 19, we can 

see that they show, in general, a tendency toward observing the gender of the 
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noun, especially masculine forms, more frequently than they do number and feminine 

forms. From the table above, it is clear that when the masculine plural form is obligatory, 

the participants' errors show that they have a tendency to apply a different number form 

within the masculine paradigm. For example, when the obligatory form is in the 

masculine plural /la: Tibun/ ('players') a six-year-old says instead /la: ab/ 

('player') y,,, i in the singular masculine form. Such a result could indicate that by the age 

of six children's ability to produce the correct gender form is higher than their ability to 

produce the correct number particularly the plural). This finding also shows that overall, 

children up until the ages of ten and twelve change the plural form into a singular, but in 

general this error appears more frequently in the performance of age groups six and eight. 

Another finding shows that the participants frequently substitute a masculine in 

place of a feminine obligatory form, while use of the feminine form in place of an 

obligatory masculine form occurs less frequently. For example, one of the participants of 

age group eight says A7whoadk& (engineers') in the masculine plural form 

when the feminine is the obligatory form. This type 

of error seems to decrease around the age of ten. 

The results also indicate that the masculine sound forms are not usually changed 

into broken forms; nevertheless, broken forms are changed into sound forms. For 

example, an eleven-year-old participant says /ýw-sa. 7i-a. 7z/('pirates'-pl-sa), ý_ýL. ýý , in 

place of the correct broken plural form This type of error seems to 

decrease around the age of twelve. 
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The data also show that that masculine sound plural is changed into the feminine 

plural form by age group six. For example, a six-year-old participant says 

('boys'-f-pl) cljj , 
instead of saying in the obligatory masculine plural 

form. By the age of eight this type of error does not appear frequently. 

When comparing the incorrect responses in human plural forms and animal plural 

forms, we can see that across our five age groups up until the adults' performance, 

participants had more errors on animal plural forms had than on human nouns. The data 

show that human feminine and masculine sound plurals are mastered by the age of 

twelve; furthermore, the adult group has mastered the masculine broken plural form. On 

the other hand, on the animal plural forms we detect errors even among the adults' 

performance, especially on the feminine animal forms, which are frequently transferred 

into a broken form. For example, a ten-year-old child says /2Y? a., 17/('wolves'-pl-br) 

.,, Us instead of the feminine form we are looking for This result is not 

surprising because when it comes to animal nouns use of the broken form is acceptable. 

In fact, the broken form might be more appropriate to use with the feminine animal 

nouns, but for the purposes of this research we are examining to see whether these 

different age groups apply the feminine plural form correctly with animals that are 

distinguished for gender by a ribbon (as they are in our study). 

Overall, errors still occur at the age of twelve and adult, although they occur less 

frequently at these ages than at the younger ages. 
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Discussion: Plural 

After viewing the errors that appear in the responses of the participants while 

performing on the noun plural production tasks, we can detect that the incorrect number 

type effor from plural to singular decreases with age; six-year-olds seem to use singular 

forms more often than the other age groups do. However, it appears that by the age of six 

this incorrect number type takes place more frequently with masculine sound plurals, as 

illustrated in Table 19. These findings could be due to the fact that the feminine plural 

form mostly takes one form structure, while the masculine plural form structure occurs in 

two different forms and one of the forms is restricted to human nouns only. 

Gender exchange is another error category that has emerged, and its results show 

that, in general, the participants tend to change the obligatory feminine form into an 

incorrect masculine form. This result could be due to the fact that masculine forms are 

unmarked for gender, while feminine forms are marked; therefore, participants produce 

fewer errors on the masculine form than on the feminine forms in the production task. 

According to P6rez-Pereira (199 1), unmarked forms are more recognizable than marked 

forms; therefore in Spanish masculine forms are acquired earlier than feminine, and our 

results agree with P6rez-Pereira's findings. This could also be the reason behind the 

finding that the participants use the masculine in place of the feminine more frequently 

than they use the feminine form in place of the masculine. 

The data also reveal an overregularizing error pattern, wherein broken plural forms 

are changed into sound forms. The percentage of errors shows that this incorrect response 

decreases vith age. Omar (1969) and Ravid & Farah (1999) detect the overregularizing 

error type, but they observe it at a younger age--around the age of three. Their results also 
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show a U-shaped learning pattern that our data does not show, and this could be due to 

the difference in the age groups we have used in our research vs. the ones used by Omar 

and Ravid & Farah. 

Errors present in the responses regarding the obligatory sound masculine form 

changing into the feminine plural form show that, on human nouns, six-year-olds use the 

feminine form more frequently than all other age groups, and the percentage decreases by 

the age of eight. This error pattern does not appear frequently in the older age groups' 

responses. This result could mean that by the age of eight children learn to differentiate 

between sound masculine plurals and feminine plural forms, and therefore use the 

appropriate suffix at an early stage. This could be due to the fact that the masculine sound 

plural form is restricted to human nouns only. 

On the whole, the incorrect responses appear frequently up until the age of ten and 

decrease by the age of twelve. Some errors on the animal plural forms still occur in the 

performance of adults. 

7.1.2 Dual 

Table 20 displays the percentage of errors produced by the five age groups when 

dual nouns were requested. They are summed by form, gender, and animacy. 
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T. qI)IP, 70 Pp. rnent. icyp of (,. nrrt-. c-. t nnii inanrrent neTformnnee on ohlioqtnrv dilql noun forms 
Forms produced by the rticipants 

rarget 

fonns 

f-sg #+ 

f-Sgl3 

f-du 4+ 

f-du 

f-PI #+ 

f-PI 

M-sg #+ 

M-sg 

m-du # +M- 

du 

M-PI #+ 

M-PI 

Age group 6 

h-f-du 0. 20%/4. 8% 25% 7% 4% 6% 2% 1 3% 1 2% 

h-m-du I% I% 29% 9% 1 32% 1 9% 2% 

an-f-du 9% 13% 5% 19% 7% 15% 3% 3% 

an-m-du 1 2% 1 2% 1 3% 21% 12% 31'ýo 4% 

Age group 8 

h-f-du 1% 2% 71% 5% 7% 1% 3% 2% 3% 

h-m-du 2% 2% 6% 74% 1% 8% 3% 

an-f-du 1% 3% 47% 9% 3% 2% 8% 15% 4% 

- 

3% 
I 

an-m-du 4% 5% 1% 1 1% 

1 

7% 730ýo 1% 1% 1 1% 

Age group 10 

h-f-du 1% 1% 75% 5% 3% 3% 2% 

h-m-du 1% 2% 87% 4% 5% 

an-f-du 48% 1% 1% 1% 1% 38% 1% 6% 

an-m-du 3% 1% 5% 87% 1% 1% 

Age group 12 

h-f-du 1 1% 9q% 1 3% 14% 1 1 12% 1 

13 (# + f-sg) corresponds to for number two +a singular, dual or a plural form. For example, lffthmw bili4l 
(two girl). 
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FormspT ced bv the rticipants 

Target 

forms 

f-sg #+ 

f-sgI3 

f-du #+ 

f-du 

f-PI #+ 

f-P1 

M-sg #+ 

M-sg 

m-du #+ m- 

du 

M-PI #+ 

M-PI 

h-m-du 86% 7% 6% 

an-f-du 1% 62% 2% 2% 1% 27% 2% 3% 

an-m-du 1% 2% 2% 931ýo 1% 2% 

Adults 

h-f-du 7% 71% 5% 9% 2% 5% 

h-m-du 2% 80% 17% 

an-f-du 2% 2% 45% 5% 
1 

10% 33% 2% 

a -m-du n 2% ------ ý5 -0/0 1 1 2% 84% 

The data in Table 20 show a that participants have a tendency toward producing the 

gender paradigm better than the dual forms. As argued with the incorrect responses 

earlier, in general, when the participants give an incorrect response it is usually in the 

correct gender form but vith the incorrect number. For example, instead of the obligatory 

form /yatais-a: n/ ('divers'-du) an eight-year-old child gives the plural form 

tyatws-wn/ ('divers, -pl-sa) ap. U:. ý. This finding may indicate that the gender system is 

acquired earlier than the dual in our participants' Arabic acquisition. 

On the animal noun forms, age group six and adults used the number two with a 

singular noun form. For example, an adult said 1ffa,, avfaqtwb1('two scorpion') instead 

of saying the obligatory /f' ? qmb--,?, 7-'1'Cscorpion'-du) in the dual form. The adults' data 

also show that on the masculine human dual obligatory form, they use the number two 

with the noun plural form. For example, they say /muswir-u: n ? iOn: n/ ('photographer'-pl 
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two) instead of just saying /m uswir-a. n/ ('photographer'-du) . This error does not 

occur as frequently in the performance of the younger age groups. 

The participants also tend to change gender from the obligatory feminine to the 

masculine. This error type occurs most frequently in the animal noun category across age 

groups. For example, instead of saying zýuwý- , they say 

1A-u1Y; 7, y'-ax1'('bat'-du) in the masculine form. On the other hand, using the feminine form 

in place of a masculine does not occur frequently in the data. 

The data also show that our younger age group uses the singular form in place of 

the dual on both human and animal nouns, and that by the age of eight this type of error 

decreases. This incorrect response appears most frequently with the use of singularis; 

however, it also appears with the use of plural forms in place of duals. The frequency of 

use of the plural form in place of the dual is not as high as that of the use of the singular 

form; nevertheless, the use of singular forms with the number two seems to decrease with 

age, and the use of plural forms with two increases with age, perhaps indicating 

improvement in the acquisition of plural forms. 

Discussion: Dual 

Errors detected in the responses across our five age groups on the production of 

human and animal dual forms shows that, at the age of six, children tend to use the 

singular form in place of the dual form; which might suggest that at this age the dual is 

still in a developing stage. However, the results also indicate that some children use the 

plural form instead of the obligatory dual form, though not as frequently as the correct 
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dual form, and that could be due to the fact that the dual is formed by adding one suffix to 

both masculine and feminine forms, while masculine nouns are marked with a different 

suffix from feminine nouns, and the masculine sound form is also restricted to human 

nouns whereas animal nouns are pluralized in the broken plural forms. However, by the 

age of eight, the number exchange from dual to singular or plural has decreased. Overall, 

an improvement in the production of duals occurs between the ages of eight and ten. 

The results concerning the noun dual form also indicate the use of the word 'two' 

and a number form, In this case the children might have been emphasizing the fact that 

they know that what they are looking at is two things. Therefore, they produce 'two' with 

a singular noun form more frequently at the age of six, indicating that they have a 

stronger hold on singulars than on duals and plurals, but when they start developing a 

stronger hold on the plural they start using plural forms with the number instead of 

singular forms. 

Gender exchange can also be detected in the responses, though this is less frequent 

than the number exchange errors. The results indicate that the exchange from feminine to 

masculine is more frequent than the exchange from masculine to feminine, and this may 

be because the masculine noun is marked only for number, while the feminine is marked 

for both gender and number, making it perhaps less easy to produce than the masculine. 

This would explain participants' more frequent use of the masculine in place of the 

feminine. 

Finally, we can tentatively say that by the age of eight, children produce the gender- 

dual agreement as the older age group does, and they perform better on the masculine 

dual forms than on the feminine dual forms. 
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Overall, errors detected in the noun dual category decrease between the ages of ten 

and twelve. Still, errors do occur in the performance of twelve-year-olds and adults, 

particularly in the feminine animal dual category. 

7.2 Errors while producing quantified nouns 

Table 21 displays the percentage of performance by five age groups while 

producing quantified human nouns on the production tasks. These are summed by form, 

gender, and animacy. 

Table 21 Percentaae of correct and incorrect performance on obliaatorV quantified human noun forms 
Forms produced by the participants 

Target forms f-sg f-PI m-sg M-PI Number omitted" 

sg PI 

Age group 6 

h-f-3tolO-pl 11% 35% 1% 33% 1% 22% 

h-m-3tolO-pl 13% 9% 38% 30% 10% 

h-f- II +-sg 301/o 12% 2% 18% 38% 

h-m-ll+-sg 44% 3% 20% 33% 

Age group 8 

h-f-3tolO-pl 2% 83% 1% 1% 1% 11% 

h-m-3tolO-pl 10% 8% 601/o 5% 3% 14% 

h-f- II +-sg 45% 
1 

9% 2% 
1 

5% 
1 

2% 
1 1 

37% 
1 

h-m-ll+-sg 7% YO 56' 3% 34% 

Age group 10 

" In this error category the children omitted the number given by the experimenter, and produced the 
otýjects in the singular, dual or plural form. 
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Forms produced by the participants 

Target forms f-sg f-PI m-sg M-PI Number omitted' 

sg du PI 

h-f-3tolO-pI 76% 4% 4% 17% 

h-m-3tolO-pI 3% 3% 81% 6% 1% 5% 

h-f-I 1+-sg 66% 34% 

h-m-ll+-sg 661ýo I% I% I% 31% 

Age group 12 

h-f-3tolO-pI 85% 15% 

h-m-3toIO-pI 95% 5% 

h-f-ll+-sg 80% 20% 

h-m-ll+-sg 84% 16% 

Adults 

h-f-3tolO-pI 98% 1% 1% 

h-m-3tolO-pI 3% 97% 

h-f- II +-sg 1000/0 

h-m-ll+-sg ý3% 7% 

By examining Table 21 we can see that the most common incorrect response on 

human nouns is omitting the number supplied by the experimenter and producing the 

noun in a plural form; thus, instead of saying Iffft? fqlam mv. Fk&,,,,, vAA('tweIve 

teacher'-f-sg) they say li.,., aralit7i-azll'teachers'-f-pl). This incorrect response present in 

the performance of age groups six, eight, ten, and twelve, and omitting the number and 

using a singular form instead appears frequently in the performance of age group six. 
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Omitting the number and using a singular or a plural form response does not occur 

frequently in the performance of adults. 

Another incorrect response occurs when six- and eight-year-old participants change 

the obligatory plural form into a singular form with the 3 to 10 quantified nouns; thus, 

instead of saying 12,? jYafmaAka. z1('f6ur queens'-f-pl), a six-year-old child says 

lý?, 7tY7, e. fah. l. i, 7altX-. al'('four queen'-f-sg). 

In the next section, participants' performance on quantified inanimate and animal 

nouns is shown in Table 22, The same incorrect patterns that occur on human nouns 

occur on these two animacies. 

Table 22 Percentage of correct and incorrect performance on obligatory quantified inanimate and animal 
noun forms 

Forms produced by the participants 

Target forms num-sg 3tolO-pl I 1+-sg num-pl Number omitted I 

sg I du I P1 

Age group 6 

in-3tolO-pl 21% 32% 39% 8% 

in- II +-sg 721/q 5% 23% 

an-3tolO-pl 27% 18% 31% 3% 21% 

- 
an-I 1+-sg §9% 4% 2% 

r2 
7 1/46 

Age group 8 

in-3tolO-pl 18% 631% 5% 4% 4% 6% 

in- II +-sg 70% 12% 17% 

an-3tolO-pl 32% 20% 25% 1% 22% 

an-I 1+-sg 5% 69% 8% 21% 

Age group 10 
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Forms produced by the participants 

Target forms num-sg 3tolO-pI 1 1+-sg num-pl Number omitted 

sg du PI 

in-3tolO-pl 4% 85% 4% 3% 4% 

in- 11 +-sg 84% 16% 

an-3tolO-pI 11% 67% 3% 19% 

an- II +-sg 800/0 20% 

Age group 12 

in-3tolO-pI 2% 900/0 I'vo 7% 

in- II +-sg 93% 7% 

an-3tolO-pI 8% 75% 9% 3% 14% 

an- II +-sg 911% 9% 

Adults 

in-3tolO-pl 100% 

in- II +-sg 98% 2% 

an-3tolO-pI 7% 83% 10% 

an- I 1+-sg 98% 2% 

As seen in the performance of human quantified nouns, here six-, eight-, and ten- 

year-old participants omit the number supplied by the examiner and produce the noun in 

a plural form. This incorrect response also appears in the data of age groups twelve and 

adults in the 3 to 10 animal nouns category. The results further show that omitting the 

number and using the singular form instead appears in the performance of age group six. 

The results also show that on the 3 to 10 quantified category, age groups six and 

eight produce the number supplied by the examiner but use a singular form for the noun 
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instead of the correct plural form, as explained earlier in relation to the human quantified 

nouns category. In the 11+ category, age group eight sometimes produces the number 

v, rith an incorrect plural form instead of the correct singular form. For example, instead of 

saying li-aj77astalait-saaduql'('fifteen box-sg), one eight-year-old child says Awzuastalar 

-s, az,,, adZy1'('fifteen boxes'-pl) in the incorrect form (plural in place of singular). This error 

type occurs frequently in the inanimate category. 

Discussion: Quantified nouns 

Errors produced by the participants on the quantified noun category shows in 

general that most incorrect patterns decrease by the age of ten. The most frequent error 

detected is use of the plural or singular forms without using the number supplied by the 

experimenter. The singular form is used more frequently than the plural by six-year-olds, 

and this result could be due to the fact that six-year-olds perform better on the singular 

than on the plural (see Chapter 6). Also, because they perform better on the singular 

forms than on the plurals, they use the singulars in place of the plurals. This more 

frequent use of singulars than plurals by age group six could be attributed to the fact that 

singular forms are unmarked while plural forms are marked. This result agrees with the 

work of Robinson & Mervis (1998), who report that the first stage of the plural form is 

the stage at which children use the unmarked singular forrn in place of the plural marked 

form. 

The other main error reported in this category is when six- and eight-year-olds use 

the singular noun form instead of the obligatory plural in the 3 to 10 quantified nouns 
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category. This result is not surprising because of the fact that the singular form is 

acquired and mastered earlier than the plural forms (see Chapter 6). Another interesting 

finding is that children of age group six use the correct singular noun forms with numbers 

I 1+ 72% and 69% of the time, while on the 3 to 10 quantified plural nouns their 

performance is correct only 32% and 18% of the time. This result takes us back to the 

fact that singulars are acquired earlier than plurals, as discussed earlier. 

Overall, the main errors detected in the quantified category are ornitting the number 

supplied by the examiner and using a plural form. The other error is use of the singular 

form in place of the obligatory plural forms and vice versa. The simplicity of the singular 

form plays an important role in the type of errors detected in the quantified nouns 

category. 

7.3 Errors while producing verbs 

Table 23 displays the percentage of performance by five age groups while 

producing verbs, summed by form, gender, and animacy. 
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Table 23 Percentage of correct and incorrect rerformance on Verbs forms 
rarget Forms produced by the participants 

fonns f-du f-P, M-sg m-du I M-PI m ...... .I f 
..... m f-past 

Age group 6 

v-h-f-sg 98% 2% 

v-h-f-du 43% 0 5% : 52%yf 5 20 0 "0 

v-h-f-pl 39% 1% 12% ji 48 0%/, o 

v-h-m-sg 100% 

# 

v-h-m-du 45% 440 0 1 O'YO ý: 44% 

v-h-m-pl 38% 620 0 

v-a-f-sg 46% 54% 

v-a-f-du 21% 2% 35% 42% 

v-a-f-pl 4% 8% 35% 5 0. 53% 3 yl 

v-a-m-sg 5% 95% 

v-a-m-du 5% 47% 7. /0-. 46% 

v-a-m-pl 4% 1 42% 4 K. 0, 

Age group 8 

v-h-f-sg 99% 1% 

v-h-f-du 13% 14% 1% 0 67% 2% 2% 

v-h-f-pl 6% 9% 8 83% 2% 

" Corresponds to a verb marked by a masculine prefix and a feminine suffix, for example 4ja-qfizna/ (m- 

jumping-f-pl). 

16 (f ..... m) Corresponds to a verb marked by a feminine prefix and a masculine suffix 
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rarget Forms produced by the participants 

forms f-sg f-du f-PI m-sg m-du M-PI m ....... I" f 
..... M", f-past 

v-h-m-sg 98% 2% 

v-h-m-du 7% 14% 78% 

v-h-m-pl 5% 3% 92% 

v-a-f-sg 74% 24% 1% 1% 

v-a-f-du 13% 12% 8% 3% 66 31 ý0%46 

v-a-f-pl I% I% 7% 1% 2% 81% 6% 

v-a-m-sg 1,00% 

v-a-m-du 3% 8% 12% 76% 76% 

v-a-m-pl 6% 1% 1% 89% F9 0/. 2% 

Age group 10 

v-h-f-sg 100% 

v-h-f-du 9% 26% V, 5% 59% 9 00 

v-h-f-pl 4% 1% 100 1%92 %Y4 

v-h-m-sg 

v-h-m-du 5% 33% 61 %V48 

v-h-m-pl 3% 1 - 3% f ~940~/o~ 94% f 

v-a-f-sg 68% 30% 2% 

v-a-f-du 9% 12% 14% : 64% 

v-a-f-pl 13% 6% 4% 74% 2% 

v-a-m-sg 1% 99(y. 

v-a-m-du 1% 4% 32% 62% 

V-a-m-pl 
I 

14% 

L 

4% T. /0- so% 

I Age group 12 
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rarget Forms produced by the participants 

forms f-du f-pl m-sg m-du M-PI m ...... . I" f 
..... M", f-past 

v-h-f-sg 100% 1 

v-h-f-du 7% 34% 1% 5% 50% 1% 1% 

v-h-f-pl I % 10% 1% 791%6 38% 

v-h-m-sg 
- 1% 99% 

44 

v-h-m-du 4% 0 00 00 46%yC . 0 50'%'V( 

v-h-m-pl 1% _ F^T 990 00 
99 %Y,. 

v-a-f-sg 70% 30% 

v-a-f-du 10% 20% 5% 19% 44% 1% I% 

V-a-f-pl 32% 4% 1% 

v-a-m-sg 1000/0 

v-a-m-du 5% 2% 1% 5% 38% 49% 

v-a-m-pl 32% 1% 2% 61% 1% 2% 

Adults 

v-h-f-sg 100% 

v-h-f-du 8% 26% 31% 63 19%/D 

v-h-f-pl 2% 7% 88 OVI 88%0 2% 

v-h-m-sg 98% 2 0% 

v-h-m-du 4% 3 

E6% 

60 

v-h-m-pl 

v-a-f-sg 67% 33% 

v-a-f-du 19% 19% 7% 14% 
1 -38% 

: 
2% 

V-a-f-pl 29% 17% 7% 1 2% 1 
If t 1 

5% 
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rarget Forms produced by the participants 

forms 777 f-du f-PI m-sg m-du M-PI m ...... . li3 I f 
..... M" f-past 

v-a-m-sg 100% 

v-a-m-du 5% 2% 3 0'/(' 63% 

v-a-m-pl 52% 
1 1 

1 
1 

"% I 38% P, ^ ý 
l 

I- 

Errors produced by the participants show that, in general, participants score the 

lowest error rate on masculine singular forms on both human and animal stimuli and 

masculine plurals on human stimuli, in comparison to all other subject and number-verb 

agreement categories examined. 

The performance of age group six on verb form production shows that the youngest 

age group examined in this study does not make frequent errors while producing the 

singular verb form. The results also show some similar patterns across the ages examined 

in this study; for example, in most age groups the masculine verb form is used in place of 

the feminine verb form. This error type appears more frequently on plural forms. For 

example, instead of saying in the obligatory 

feminine form, they say, ý/a-tala, /`7/. ii-u, 7z/(m-'talking'-pl) in the masculine plural 

form. This could be due to the fact that masculine plural forms appear more frequently in 

the input than feminine plural forms do. In fact, in the vernacular dialects masculine 

plural forms are used in place of feminine plural forms. This error type--changing 

feminine to masculine--seems to increase with age, while changing the masculine form 

into the feminine is not detected as frequently. 
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The data also indicate that the dual form is not produced as frequently as the 

singular and the plural forms. For example, instead of saying ýja.? ka/-,?. 7z/(m-'eating'-du) 

61SL in the dual form, they say ýYa.? kul-aw/(m-'eating'-pl) ZA . This finding could 

also be attributed to input and CDS, since dual verb forms are not produced frequently in 

the vernacular dialects. In all five age groups participants usually use the plural form 

more frequently than all other number categories, particularly when the dual or feminine 

plural forms are obligatory. 

Verbs referring to more than two animals take the feminine singular form rather 

than the plural form; therefore, the incorrect response is to use the plural form in place of 

the obligatory singular form. For example, in place of saying ffamwu ta-tizsh1aq, 1 

('rnice'-m-pl-br f-'sliding'-sg), participants saylIY2t27,7im. la-tazahlaq-z47,1('mice'-m-pl-br 

m-'sliding'-pl) in the masculine plural form. This error increases by the ages of eight and 

ten, then decreases by the age of twelve, but it still appears 38% of the time in the 

performance of adults. 'Ibis might indicate that the connection between meaning and 

form could have been established at a young age; therefore, when a form does not agree 

with the meaning it takes a longer time to comprehend and acquire for production. 

Infrequent forms are usually acquired later than frequent forms (Moerk, 1992). 

Thus, errors are detected frequently on dual verb forms, where it is usually changed into a 

plural form even in the performance of adults. 

Discussion: Verbs 

After examining the errors produced across our five age groups we can, overall, see 

that language input and CDS has a strong effect on the acquisition and production of verb 
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forms. This could explain why the participants perform better and show fewer errors on 

masculine forms than on feminine verb forms, especially on the plural forms, since, as 

argued earlier (p. 243), the masculine plural verb forms appear more frequently in the 

language input and CDS than the feminine plural forms. This language input and CDS 

factor could also explain the frequent incorrect responses detected on the dual verb forms 

(substituting them with the masculine plural verb form). This result may be attributed to 

the fact that the masculine plural forms appear frequently in the input and CDS, and 

therefore, across the five age groups investigated in this study, participants use the more 

frequent masculine plural form in place of the obligatory infrequent dual form. These 

results agree with the findings of Clahsen, et. aL (2002), which state that low frequent 

forms in the input and CDS generally generate more errors than frequent forms. 

The results also demonstrate that on both human and animal stimuli, participants 

produced fewer errors on the singular verb form than other number forms, which might 

indicate that the verb singular forms are acquired better around the age of six in 

comparison to the other forms. However, singular verb forms are generally used in the 

correct place, except on verbs, %Nith plural animal stimuli where the verb form is not in 

agreement with the noun form. In this case we might be able to say that the children are 

able to comprehend and therefore produce gender number agreement better than they can 

produce forms in which the noun gender and number are not in agreementAith the verb 

gender and number form. There could be another reason behind this late acquisition, 

namely that the situation of non-agreement between the noun and verb is restricted only 

to non-human plural nouns with verbs, and therefore it is not a frequent form in the 

language. Infrequent forms might be acquired later than frequent forms. 
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Overall, the data show that participants score the lowest error rates on singular verb 

forms as compared to duals and plurals. The dual verb form is changed into a plural verb 

form frequently. Feminine plural forms are also changed into masculine plural forms, and 

language input and CDS seems to have played a big role in the errors detected in the verb 

category. 

7.4 Novel words errors 

Table 24 displays the percentage of performance by five age groups while 

participating on the novel word production tasks, summed by form, gender, and word 

type (novel nouns and real verbs vAth novel nouns). 

Table 24 Percentage of correct and incorrect nerformance on novel words 
f-sg f-du said 

twice 

M-sg m-du said 

twice 

M-pl- 

sa 

M-pl- 

br 

different 

br 

repeat num 

+ sg 

Age group six 

n-f-sg 57% 41% 2% 

n-f-du 17% 32% 7% 8% 4% 4% 4% 5% 2% 17% 

n-f-pl 13% 2% 43% 1% 9% 1% I% 11% 1% 18% 

n-m-sg 45% 2% 12% 38% 3% 

n-m-du 10% 8% 10% 15% 25% 2% 1% 3% 1% 25% 

n-m-pl 10% 20% 2% 22% 1% 20% 1% 24% 

V-f-sg 70% 20% 10% 

v-f-du 22% 1% 20% 5% 52% 

V-f-PI 18% 1% 20% 5% 55% 
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f-sg f-du said 

twice 

f-PI num 

+ P1 

M-sg m-du said 

twice 

M-pl- 

sa 

M-pl- 

br 

different 

br 

repeat um 

+sg 

v-m-sg 15% 84% 1% 

v-m-du 14% 32% 9% 45% 

--v--m-Pi 19% 30% 61% 

Age group eight 

n-f-sg 96% 2% 2% 

n-f-du 4% ,C 71% 10% 3% 10% -2% 

n-f-pl 4% 1% 73% 3% 11% 2% 3% 

-- n m-sg 5% -M 
i 83% 12% 

n-m-du 1% 

n m-pl 3% 

16% 1% 

27% 

9%y( 

8% 

00 6 12% 

VI 11% 

5% 

15% 

1% 

9% 

3% 

27*6 

vv -f f-sg 00 8% 1% 11% 

VT ýU 11% 7% - T% 15% 172% 

V-f-PI 15% 4% 3% 76% 2% 

V-M-Sg 16% 94% 

v-m-du 1% 15% 12% 721 

F-v--m-Pl 3% 1% 1% 1% 85% 

Age group ten 

n-f-sg 950/6 

n-f-du 2% 88% 3% 5% 2% 

5% 

n-f-pl 1% -- 5% -- 83% 3% 3% 1% 4% 

n-m-sg 5% 3% 87% T 5% 

-m-du 
- 5% 2% 1% 185% 1% - 12% 1 4% 

n-m-pl n-m-pl 2% 

E 

-I- 251/6 -- Y"/O -- I W/O 1 35% 125% 1% 4% 

V-f-sg 96% 4% 
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m said M-pl- m-pi- different repeat num 

f-sg f-du said f-P, num M-sg 

i + pi twice sa br br + sg 
tw ce 

4% 4% 50% 

v-f-du 11% 31% 

8% 61/b 72% 4% 

V-f-PI 10% 

96% 2% 

V-M-sg NO 

17% 40% 39% 

v-rn-du 3% 1% 

5% 91% 

V-M-PI 4% 

I ge group 12 

-f-sg 9 
5 rIO 

r 
n-f-du 900/0 4% 6% 

1% 5% 

n-f-PI 5% 890/0 

90P/0 
n-m-sg 5% 

85% 4% 2% 

n-rn-du 2% 7% 

12% 4% 43% 3 5'ýo 

U-M-Pl 2% 2% 

10% 9% 
V-f-sg 82% 

v-f-du 8% 3 89/o 2% 6% 1% 45% 

V-f-PI 13% 1% 1811/0 1% 67% 

98% 
v-m-sg 2% 

9% 40% 48% 
V-M-du 3% 

..... ......... ............................. 5% 89% 
V-M-Pl 

n-f-sg 1 100%. 

n-f-du 89% 4% 7% 

a-f-PI 
89% 

89% 
n-m-sg 

'4 18% 

n-m-du 

5% 

2% 

11% 
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f-sg f-du said 

twice 

f-PI num 

+ PI 

M-sg m-du said 

twice 

M-pl- 

sa 

M-pl- 

br 

different 

br 

repeat num 

+ sg 

n-m-pl 14% 7% 14% 65% 

V-f-sg 86% 14% 

v-f-du 4% 21% 7% 68% 

V-f-PI 21% 79% 

v-m-sg 1000/0 

v-m-du 10% 18% 72% 

V-M-pl 4% 7% 89% 

Examining the errors produced by age group six and eight as shown in Table 24, we 

can see that these groups show a tendency toward producing novel feminine noun forms 

correctly more frequently than producing them in the masculine forms. For example, 

when the masculine form 1-WaAzsvx1',,, t, 3 is given to them by the experimenter, the 

feminine form is expected. When the feminine form is given 

to them, the masculine form /ýzz/ z.,, j is expected. It seems that forming the feminine 

form is easier than forming the masculine, possibly because feminine forms are created 

by adding a suffix, while masculine forms are created by omitting the suffix. 

Errors produced by our participants also indicate that some errors occur across ages 

in the number system. Children use singular forms in place of obligatory dual forms, and 

this pattern seems to decrease with age. However, the use of plural forms instead of dual 

forms seems to increase with age. This result could be due to the fact that plural forms are 

not mastered at a young age; therefore, it seems easier for children to apply the singular 
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form than to apply the plural. Nevertheless, when their ability to use plural forms 

increases, the children start applying plural forms in place of duals. 

Incorrect responses also show that sometimes participants repeat the given form. 

For example, when the form produced is in the feminine form Idahlvur-, eliý11and the form 

required is in the masculine forml-dahlazn' this error appears when the participant 

repeats the feminine form after it has been given to her/him. This error type is detected 

only in the performances of age group six. 

Another interesting error detected is when different plural forms are produced, In 

these cases, mainly feminine forms are changed into broken plural forms. This error 

appears more frequently in the performance of age group six and adults. 

The participants also change the broken noun form into the feminine sound form. 

This error pattern increases with age up to the age of ten, and can be attributed to the 

possible fact that acquiring broken plural forms increases with age and that broken forms 

are learned item by item. Given that this category is using novel nouns and therefore the 

broken forms for the nouns investigated do not exist in the participants' memory, the 

participants could be applying the sound form. This type of error then decreases as 

detected in the performance of age group twelve and adults, but does not disappear 

completely from their performance. 

Instead of applying the plural form, our two younger age groups use the number of 

nouns with the singular form. For example, they say l2w6afa. 17 dalylvmfillffour' 

dalylawl., ) instead of saying 1WahVx%?, z/in the plural form. This incorrect response 

indicates that plural forms have not been mastered by the age of eight. 
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In the follovAng paragraphs, errors produced by the participants while they are 

examined on verbs vAth novel noun stimuli is examined and discussed. 

After examining the errors in general, we can see that children of age group six 

have some difficulties with gender subject-verb agreement; they switch between the 

feminine and the masculine verb forms. However, by the age of eight children begin to 

use each obligatory gender verb form in its correct place more frequently. By the age of 

ten, gender subject-verb agreement is produced correctly more frequently, mainly on the 

singular forms and not on the plural forms. Nevertheless, twelve-year-olds and adults 

produce some errors in gender subject-verb agreement, though not as frequently as the 

younger age groups do. 

The results also indicate that the participants in age groups six and ten generally 

switch between the singular and plural forms frequently, and then this error type becomes 

less frequent around the age of twelve. This result can be attributed to the language input 

and CDS as discussed earlier; in the vernacular dialects dual verb forms usually take the 

plural form rather than the dual. Plural forms are changed to the singular form 

particularly by the participants in age groups six and adults. The data also show that the 

participants change the obligatory feminine verb forms into masculine verb forms. These 

results could be due to the language input and CDS as discussed earlier in relation to the 

verb forms referring to real noun subjects. 

Overall, the incorrect responses in the novel category generally indicate that 

participants made fewer incorrect responses on feminine and singular nouns than on the 

other forms. 
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Discussion: Novel nouns 

The results show that forming feminine forms seem to be easier than forming 

masculine forms, and this result could be due to the fact that creating a form by adding an 

affix is easier than forming it by omitting an affix (the feminine form is created by adding 

the feminine gender suffix, while the masculine noun was formed by omitting the suffix). 

The findings also show that the dual form is usually changed into singular in the 

responses of the younger age groups, and then changed into plural forms by the older age 

groups. This result could be due to the language input and CDS, since according to 

Moerk (1992), the language input and CDS influences the acquisition of a form and the 

transfer of it into the long term memory. This result indicates as usual that the singular is 

produced earlier than the plural, probably attributable to the transparency and simplicity 

of the singular form. This result agrees with the work of Gathercole (1986), who points 

out that the interaction of the language input and CDS and the simplicity of the form 

influences its early acquisition. 

Overregularization is also detected in that the broken plural forms are changed into 

sound feminine plural forms. This result is not surprising because the nouns tested in this 

category are all novel; therefore, their plural forms do not exist in participants' memories 

and thus they use the feminine plural form and not the masculine sound plural form 

(which is restricted to human nouns only). Finally, across our five age groups, the use of 

the masculine plural verb form is more frequent than the use of the feminine plural verb 

form. This may be due to the language input and CDS as argued earlier. 
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Overall, the verbs referring to novel nouns contain a similar pattern of errors to the 

verbs referring to real nouns. The nouns show a major difference in that feminine nouns 

are produced with fewer errors than masculine nouns. 

7.5 General discussion 

Across all categories examined for incorrect responses, all age groups show a 

tendency to use the correct subject gender while producing errors in the number. This 

result seems to agree with the results of other studies that show that the gender system is 

acquired earlier than the number system. For example, Mills (1985) reports that the 

German gender system is acquired at around the age of two, while the number system 

continues to score errors at around the age of four. 

Though on the whole the participants tend to produce gender correctly, when they 

make errors they usually change the feminine form into the masculine form. This error 

type appears in the plural and dual, and in verbs referring to real and novel words. This 

result is argued earlier (p. 228,233,245, and 251) to be due to the simplicity and 

transparency of the masculine noun form, because it is not marked for gender while the 

other form is. According to Demuth (2003) learning a transparent form is easier than 

learning a less transparent form. The result is also related to the language input and CDS 

wherein the masculine plural is more frequent than the feminine form. 

Overregularization is one of the patterns detected on real and novel nouns. This 

result is in agreement vAth those of Omar (1969) and Ravid & Farah(1999). 
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The data also show that on the dual forms, children use the number two with a 

singular or a plural form, and, as argued earlier (p. 233), this error type might indicate 

that though children learn at an early age that two things have a special form, they make 

mistakes while producing it because of the fact that dual forms are not frequently present 

in the input. 

Quantified noun errors show that because plural forms are not completely mastered 

by children, age group 6 makes errors more frequently on the 3 to 10 plural category than 

on the I I+ singular category. This can be attributed to their command over singular 

forms at that young age. 

With verb forms referring to real or novel nouns, the participants generally make 

more errors on the feminine plural verb forms. This could be due to the language input. 

Errors are detected more frequently on inanimate and animal-verb agreement. This 

result is attributed earlier to the fact that agreement of animals and inanimates with verbs 

is an opaque form, because verb forms do not agree with the noun number. When the 

noun takes the plural form, the verb takes the feminine singular form. This would make 

this agreement form opaque and complex, and acquiring such forms, according to 

Dabrowska (2001), is usually late. 

On the whole, participants score fewer errors on masculine forms than on feminine 

forms, with the exception of novel nouns, where they score fewer errors on feminine 

forms. As argued earlier, this could be due to fact that feminine forms are created by 

adding a suffix while masculine forms are created by omitting them. 

In general, input frequency, CDS and the transparency of the form are the main 

reasons behind the smaller number of errors detected in this section of the study. In the 
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follov, ing chapter, the language input and its effect on early language productivity is 

examined and discussed. 
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Chapter 8 

Longitudinal study 

8.0 Introduction 

In this section, longitudinal data are reported. Tbree children's production of Arabic 

has been recorded and analysed to gain further insight into young children's productivity, 

language input and CDS, children's grammatical effors, and adults' responses to 

ungrammatical forms. 

8.1 Method 

8.1.1 Participants 

Three Saudi monolingual children--two girls and one boy--and their mothers or 

grandmothers participated in this part of the research. At the beginning of the data 

collection (tape recording), the ages of the children were: 1; 4.0 (child 91 R), 1; 4.14 

(child 42 N), and 1; 5.10 (child #3 M). At the end of the data collection their ages were 

4; 4.22 (R), 2; 6.0 (N), and 2; 7.17 (M). Children were tape-recorded by their mother or 

another adult, usually the grandmother. The children's spontaneous speech was tape 

recorded while they played, ate, looked at a picture book, or engaged in an activity that 

involved talking. 
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8.1.2 Procedure 

The mother or grandmother was asked to tape record the child once every two 

weeks, for three to four hours. The actual data collection was more sporadic. The 

recording for R took place twice a month at the beginning of the study; after three months 

of recording the adult recorded R once a month, and sometimes twice. The recordings for 

M and N took place approximately once a month. While the data for R are the most 

evenly spaced, the data for N and M provide a further glimpse into young children's 

speech abilities. Table 25 shows in bold the sessions for each child and Italics the age 

that the child was tape recorded 

Table 25. Shows the ages of our three participants across the tape recorded sessions. 

Months: child: RNM 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 
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8.2 Results 

All the word types (verbs and nouns) vAth both types and tokens, and the fonns 

used by the participants, are shown in Tables 26,27, and 28. If a form occurred only 

immediately after adult use of that form, it is followed by "[I]" (imitation) in the charts. 

The following section reports on these data, starting with productive use of verbs by the 

three participants, followed by their productive use of noun forms. 

8.2.1 Production of verbs 

R's productive verb forms: 

By examining R's verb forms, types and tokens, as shown in Table 26 we observe 

that R produces a total of 500 verb tokens vAthin 51 different verbs (root type) across all 

sessions. To examine the data of her verb productivity, criteria that have been used in a 

number of studies (Gathercole, el aL,. 2000) were applied at each session: 
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1) the child must have produced at least two verbs in the same morphological form; 

2) at least one of these verbs must also appear or have appeared in another 

grammatical form. Out of R's 51 verb root types we detect only 24 verbs 

produced in two or more grammatical forms. 

Table 26. Shows R's nroduced verbs. and their tvt)es and tokens 
Age and "v: imp/ f Vamp /M v: prcsI f v: pres/ m v: past/ f v: past/ m v: pres/m- Verbs uficd: 

tape PI /Root/ types 

(tokens) 

16.0 Cý6 Fall (2) 2 

month /2/ 
Bring (1) 

'rape 11 (3) 

TYPCE I 

(tokens) (1) (2) 

16.14 .U Sleep (1) Stand (2) [1] cl-I 5 

month 
Jý; Say (3) Fall (12) 

/5/ 

L, ý Come (1) 

Typee 1 2 2 

(tokens) (1) (5) (13) 

cumulad 2 2 2 

ve count (2) (5) (15) 

16.20 Stand f.; Stand (1) - t 

'rape 3 
(2) 

/2/ 

(3) 

Types I I 

(tokens) (2) (1) 

'7 Abbreviations used, verbs (v), imperative form (imp), present tense (pres), past tense (past), plural form 
(pl), feminine form (f) and masculine form (m). 

When the form first met productivity criterion. 
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Age and "v: IMP/ f v: Imp, /M v-pres/ f v: pres/ m v: past/ f v: past/ m v: prcs/m- Verbs used: 

tape PI /Root/ types 

(tokens) 

curnulad 3 2 2 

ve count (4) (6) (15) 

17.2 

Tape 4 

I ypes 

(tokens) 

curnulad 3 2 2 

ve count (4) (6) (15) 

17.15 (23 open -1 (16) rtýfall 3 

Tape 5 /31 
Stand 

(49) 
(9) jjjo turn 

'I YPC6 2 1 t 

(tokens) (32) (1) (16) 

curnulati 4 3 2 

ve count (36) (7) (31) 

18.6 (7) ; Lobring (2)L, -j open-1 cat (1) come (28) rLýfall 11 

Tape 6 /Il/ 
(1) X.; come (7) 1- put (10),. fspill 

(90) 

(2) vS4 open (1) rvgo (30) U sleep 

-2 

TYPCF 3 

S) (token (10) (10) (1) (1) (68) 

cumulati 6 5 1 1 4 

ve count (46) (17) (1) (1) (99) 

18.22 (2) ; L. bring (1), is cat - 1) -Ij so (4) rL6 fal 1 6 

Tape 7 /6/ 
(1) ,; stand 

(10) 

(1) JW come 

'I ypei 1 3 1 1 

(tokens) (2) (3) (1) (4) 
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Age and "v: impl f v: imp /M v: pres/ f v: presY m v: past/ f v: past/ m v: pres/m- Verb& used: 

tape PI /Root/ types 

(tokens) 

cumulati 6 7 2 4 

ve count (48) (20) (2) (103) 

19.0 (3),; L- bring - (2),; -.! come (4) U sleep 5 

Tape 8 /5/ 
(1 z"( fall (2) rl, fall 

(12) 

Type5 1 2 2 

(tokens) (3) (3) (6) 

Ind 6 7 3 5 

ve count 

CUMU 

(51) (20) (5) (109) 

2U. 11 (6) , to stand be quiel fly (2) c-Ij go (1) r_'.; go 21 

Tape 9 1331 
(7) Sý- shut (1) FU sleep (2)C-U sleep (7) FU sleep 

(84) 

(1) (1) Cv go ail (Ij ii, fly 

, ý161 ascend (3) al- shut (3)6ý,. L; -l take (2), ISI cat 

(2), ;ý bring 
, (1). L; -take (1ýý fall (5) CLI, fall 

(1) . jl throw 
(ILJI wear 

open (1) ,V cat 

(1) 1- put (5) j.. ilook 

(2) pi. take 
(16)týl open 

(1) . L; sleep (3) r., istand 

(1) ko say 

(1) Lf cat 

(1) 'S spill 

Type* 12 10 1 5 5 

(tokens) (25) (33) (1) (9) (16) 

cumulad 15 15 2 6 7 

ve count (76) (53) (2) (14) (125) 
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Ageand v: nnp/ f vamp /M v: pres/ f v: pres/ m. v: past/ f V: Pasv m v: pres/m- Verbs used: 

tape PI /Root/ types 

(tokens) 

21.0 (1) . ýA stand (2)CjI open (lk-. L- wea (1) A cat - (1) C14 80 11 

Tape 10 1141 
(1) Sý- shut (3) J-,; l descend r (1) fu sleep 

(25) 

open (4), VI cat 

(1) ýý, Jtastc (3) Cýý fall 

(5) 
ý. dw come 

(1) veýi open 

Types 6 2 1 1 4 

(tokens) (10) (5) (1) (1) (9) 

cumulati 16 16 1 2 6 7 

vecount (86) (58) (1) (3) (14) (143) 

22.27 (6) 1- put (7)CjI open - (1) eat (5) -Ij go (4) rLI, fal 1 16 

Tape II /25J 
(IXk,! look (1) A;. take open (1) ý--Ll, fall (1) . 4.1 take 

(65) 

(3) S- shut (1ý- leave come (1) ý: 4 spill (1) ej so 

(I)V, leave (1) JL.; come (1) FU sleep 

(4) J! r talk to (1) ,w cat 

(address) (1) v4 wear 

(11) , j; -takc 

M,., ýil open 

(4) ýL.; come 

(1) - Bring 

Typef 9 4 3 3 6 

(tokens) (36) (10) (3) (7) (9) 

curnulati 20 P 4 7 9 

Ve count (122) (68) (6) (21) (152) 

23.20 (1),; L& bring I- I- 1 (2) cat M-1., so (2) ri., go 13 
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Ageand "v: imp/ f v: imp/m v: pres/ f v: pres/ ra v: past/ f v: past/ m v: pres/m- Verbs used: 

tape PI lRootJ types 

(tokens) 

'I ape 12 (2),. OA look (2) 3, t answer (3) rLI, fal I /I. S/ 

(33) 
(3),.;. il open (1) FU sleep 

(2),,... i shut (1) . Lt come 

eyes 

(2) v. U sleep 

(2) bjl stand 

(1) ,a 

address 

(4),: ý-l wait 

Type, 8 2 1 4 

(tokens) (17) (4) (5) (7) 

Cumulati 24 17 5 7 9 

ve count (139) (68) (10) (26) (161) 

40.0 carry - (1) 4,.. w do cry (3) go (2) o Lik. come 24 

Tape 13 
(1) stand (4) do (1) 7-U sleep (4) rý. go talk 

/34/ 

(59) 

(1) V"I (2) come (1) (2) tj open 

z-" ascend clean 
open (1) J-.. put (1) jLlook 

(2),, Lý build 
look 

(1) ;J find 

play 
(1) z-SLý soared (1) ; L;. soared 

(1), " enter 
escape (1), W close 

(IO)rL,, -. talk 
(1) z4 come (1). W ail 

(1) ý,, C, be 

(1), U, sleep 

look 

I 
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Age and "v: irnp/ f v: imp im v: pres/ f v: pres/ m v: past/ f v: past/ m v: pres/m- Verbs used: 

tape P1 /Root/ types 

(tokens) 

(1) run 

(3) cat 

'Iypeý 3 1 13 7 8 2 

(tokens) (4) (1) (29) (10) (13) (2) 

cumulad 25 17 2 16 11 Is 2 

ve count (143) (68) (2) (39) (36) (192) (2) 

53.22 (2) *A look (1) w, stand - (1) jL-4 (2) ý; -L; sleep (2) do (1) 13 

Tape 14 
soared (1) ZýýP. (1) ride 

tLý- Was /15/ 

(18) 
h 

prepare (1) accept 
(1) 

(1) zW eat 
1; S1, eat 

(1) ý-. ju die 
(1) 

(1).; 4j ride I. P-Ax 90 

(1) 

t.,;, wani 

Typee 1 5 3 4 

(tokens) (2) (1) (1) (6) (4) (4) 

cumulati 2. Is 2 t7 15 IN 6 

ve count (145) (69) (2) (40) (42) (196) (6) 

On examining Table 26, it is clear that the first verb form meeting both criteria 

appears at 16.20 when R produces the imperative verb /gu. m/ "stand" 
_j 

in the feminine 

form /gu: mi/ and in the masculine form /gu: m/ _j. 
The first criterion is met at an 

earlier age. 
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The second productive verb forrn detected is at 18.22, when R produces the past 

feminine form /rahat/ "go" c. >Ij. This form meets criterion I when she produces "go" in 

the feminine past form and /3at/ "come" at 18.6 in the same grammatical form. The 

second criterion is met because she produces "go" at 18.6 in the masculine imperative 

form. 

At 20.11, the past masculine form meets both productivity criterion when R 

produces /ta: r/ "fly" U, in the past masculine form amongst six other verbs produced in 

the same form. The second criterion is met at the same session when she produces /jati: r/ 

"fly" 
. 
I, in the present masculine form. The present masculine form. also meets both 

criteria at 20.11, when /jati: r/ "fly" 6, is produced; the other verb produced in the same 

form is /jakuV "eat" gý at 18.6. The other criterion is met at the same age when R 

produces "fly" in the masculine past tense form. 

After investigating R's productive forms between the ages of 16.0 and 23.20, we 

detect five productive verb forms: imperative masculine and feminine at 16.20; feminine 

past tense form at 18.22; and the masculine past with the masculine present tense forms at 

20.11. 
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N's productive verb forms: 

By examining N's verb forms, types and tokens, we observe that N produces a total 

of 106 verb tokens within 27 different verbs (root type) across all sessions, as shown in 

Table 27. To examine the verb productivity, the same criteria are applied. 

'Fable 27. Shows N's produced verbs, and their types and tokens. 
Age and v: imp/ f v: imp /in v: pres/ f v: pres/ m v: past/ f v: past/ in v: pres/m Verbs used: 

tape pl /Root/ types 

(tokens) 

16.14 

I ape 

FYPCE 

(token a 

17.1 rL6 fall (2) 

Tape 2 /1/ 

(2) 

TypeF 

(tokens) (2) 

cumulative I 

count (2) 

17.14 EL6 fall (8) 

Tape 3 

(8) 

Type* 

(tokens) 

cumulative 

" munt (10) 

18.0 (3)rIj go 2 

Tape 4 /2/ 
(6) rUo fall 

(9) 
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Ageand v: imp? f v: tmp /M v: pres/ f v: pres/ in v: past/ f v: past/ rn v: pres/m Verbs used: 

tape pl /Root/ types 

(tokens) 

Types 2 

(tokens) (9) 

cumulative 2 

count (19) 

19: 0 (1) ; to bring (2), l. N cat (7).: -Ij go (4) ri, go 6 

Tape 5 /41 
(3),; -Lý fall (1) Cý6 fall 

TYPCS 1 1 2 2 

(tokens) (1) (2) (10) (5) 

cumulative 1 1 2 2 

count (1) (2) (10) (24) 

20: 0 (1), eu sleep - (4),;. u sleep (14)rl, go 7 

'I ape, 6 n1 (1) 

(28) 

(4) ; Lo, bring 

M,, ýjl open 

(3) stand 

Typek 5 1 1 

(tokens) (10) (4) (14) 

cumulative 6 3 2 

count (14) (38) 

21: 0 (4) kA look I 

Tape 7 /1/ 

(4) 

'I ypes t 

(tokens) (4) 

cumulative 7 3 2 

count (18) (14) (38) 

27: 0 (2) ý,; say 

'I ape 8 
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Age and v: iMp/ f v: imp /M v. -pres/ f v: pres/ m v: past/ f v: pasV m v: pres/m Verbs used: 

tape -PI /Root/ types 

(tokens) 

(2) 

Types I 

(tokens) (2) 

cumulative 8 3 2 

count (20) (14) (38) 

28: 0 (2) listen (7) go (1) LL6 leave 

Tape 9 
(3) ý--; 1 (1) Lý, pull 

ascend (5) r14 go 

TyPeE t 2 3 

(tokens) (2) (10) (7) 

cumulative 9 4 3 

count (22) (24) (45) 

30: 0 (2) A- travel 

Tape 10 

(2) 

TYPCE 1 

(tokens) (2) 

cumulative 9 4 4 

count (22) (24) (47) 

30: 14 (1) ý. ji read (1) t-w listen (1) -Ij go - 

Tape II 
stand (1) y.,;.; hit (1) ý--L. cry 

(1) ý- pray 

(1) V3W come 

(1) look 

wait 

(1) . L;, l lift 

up 
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Ageand v: Imp/ f wimp /M v: pres/ f v: pres/ rn v: past/ f v: past/ m v: prea/m Verb% used: 

tape -PI /Root/ types 

(tokens) 

7 2 2 

(tokens) (7) (2) (2) 

cumulative 15 3 5 4 

count (29) (4) (26) (47) 

On examining Table 27 we detect that the first two verb forms that meet both 

criteria appear at 19.0, when N produces /rall/ "go" Clj and /ta,, h/ "fall" [Lý in the 

masculine past tense form, which means criterion I has been met. She meets criterion 2 at 

the same age when she produces /ra,, hat/ "go" z. >Ij and /ta: hat/ "fall" z, >Lý in the 

feminine past tense form, In this case we observe that both forms become productive at 

the same age. 

At 20.0, N produces the third productive form, the feminine imperative. The 

feminine imperative meets criterion 1 when N produces /na: mi/ "sleep",.,. u and /ha: ti/ 

"bring" ,; L, in the imperative form. Criterion 2 is met at the age of 20.0 when N produces 

/na: mat/ "sleep" zU in the feminine past tense form. 

After examining N's productive forms we detect three productive forms; the first 

two are the feminine and masculine past tense forms and they appear at 19.0. At 20.0, the 

feminine imperative form also becomes productive. 
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M's productive verb forms: 

The verb data of the third child, M, are shown in Table 28. We observe that M 

produces a total of 151 verb tokens within 46 different verb types across the sessions. The 

same criteria are applied to examine M's productivity. 

Table 28. Shows IW s produced verbs, and their types and tokens. 
Age and v: imp/ f v: imp /M v: pres/ f v: pres/ M v: past/ f v: pasV m v: pres/m-pl v: imp/m- Verbs used: 

tape PI /Root/ types 

(tokens) 

17.0 (4) tL6 Fall t 

Tape 1 /11 

(4) 

I'ypcs I 

(tokens) (4) 

18.0 (12)C71, Fall (8) tLý Fall 2 

Tape 2 131 
(1) r_'., go 

(21) 

1 YPC6 1 2 

(tokens) (12) (9) 

cumulative 1 2 

count (12) (13) 

19.0 - - 

Tape 3 

Type* 

(tokens) 

cumulative 1 2 

count (12) (13) 

26.5 (2) (2) Cý, open (I) Jz say play (7), 7. &Ij go (9) rf, go 14 

Tape 4 i,. i look 
(1) J.. j look (2) ;3 knock 

/131 

(36) 
(4) If cat ;.. remove 
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Ageand v: imp/ f v: imp /M v: pres/ f v: pres/ m v: past/ f v: past/ m v: pres/m-pl v: imp/m- Verbs used: 

tape PI /Root/ types 

(tokens) 

remove 

bring 

(2) O. J 

stand 

(1) 

4A, J stay 

away 

TYPCE 5 3 1 2 1 2 

(tokens) (10) (5) (1) (2) (7) (11) 

cumulative 5 4 1 2 1 3 

count (10) (17) (1) (2) (7) (24) 

27.0 (1) ko say (1) bring (1) "L- play (1) ride (8) -J so (1) r-I. J so 

Tape 5 
(1) (1) hurt (1) FU sleep 

(20) 
look 

(1) ,, Uheal 

(1) Jý. enter 
bring 

rcleas 

e 

TYPCE 4 1 1 2 1 4 

(tokens) (4) (1) (1) (2) (8) (4) 

cumulative 7 5 2 3 1 6 

count (14) (18) (2) (4) (15) (28) 

29.0 (2) - (1) (1) ý, SA ride (3) z-Ij go (2) . 6; jump (2) /IHI 

Tape 6 ý, z lock t. - swim (2) (1) (2) 
i, ýA look 14 

(1),. S (1), V%; cat tý, swim z-a, stand A. travel 

address 

I I 

(2) r-,,; go 
I 

(2) JA say 
I I 

(4)rl., go 
I I I I 
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Age and v: imp/ f v: iMp /M v: pres/ f v: pres/ m v: past/ f v: past/ M v: pres/m-pl V: iMp/M- Verbs used: 

tape P1 /Root/ types 

(tokens) 

(3) F. Lasii (7) JU say 

(1)qf,.. ý do 

(1) do 

3 6 3 2 6 

(tokens) (6) (13) (5) (4) (6) (2) 

cumulative 9 5 6 6 2 H I 

count (20) (18) (15) (9) (19) (34) (2) 

30.4 (1) say (3) 6.; give (3) J.,. k say (3) J.; jump nl 

Tape 7 4 
(1) Jz say (2) 1, L read (1) ru sleep 

(14) 

L'ype* 1 2 2 2 

(tokens) (1) (4) (5) (4) 

cumulative 9- 5 7 7 2 

count (21) (18) (19) (14) (19) (38) (2) 

31.17 (2) take (1) J-, u say (1) ý. S,, ride (2) go (1), 5. A buy /14/ 

'tape 8 
(2) (3) ;, - do 

It 

(20) 

, k,. t look 
(1), ýj work 

(1) ý. Sj ride 

, S, l Ride 

(1) r-IJ so 
(1) V cat 

(1). 6; jump 

(2) Lr-i 

wait 

Typek 5 6 

(tokens) (8) (2) (8) 

cumulative 12 5 7 7 2 12 1 

count (29) 
1 

(18) 
1 

(20) 
1 

(15) 
1 

(21) (46) 
1 

(2) 
1 1 
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M's data show that the first productive form detected is the masculine past tense, 

which he produces at the age of 18.0. The first criterion is met when M produces /ra: h/ 

"go" e., in the masculine past tense at the same age that he produces "fall". The second 

criterion is met at the same age as well, when he produces /ti. h/ "fall" n4 in the 

masculine imperative form. 

Between session 3 (19.0) and session 4 (26.0) there is a seven- month gap in the 

tape recording of M. The data then show that at 26.0, the masculine and feminine 

imperative forms meet the productivity criteria, when /fu: f/ "look" is produced in 

the masculine form along with three other verbs produced in the same grammatical form. 

The second criterion is met when M produces /fu: fi/ "fall" , j_,., i in the imperative 

feminine form. 

At 27.0, the feminine present tense meets both productivity criteria. The first 

criterion is met when M produces /talTab/ "play" 
, ý- in the feminine present tense Yith 

another verb in the same grammatical form. The second criterion is also met at an earlier 

session when he produces /jalTab/ "play" -, ý in the masculine present tense form. 

However, the masculine present tense meets the productivity criteria at a later session, 

when at 28.0 M produces /jasbah/ "svAm" in the masculine present tense form, and 

by this stage he has produced five other verbs in the same grammatical form. The second 

criterion is met at the same age when he produces /tasbah/ "svýrim" L,.. - in the feminine 
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present tense. The feminine past tense becomes productive as well at the age of 28.0 

when he produces the verb "go" in this form. 

After investigating M's productive forms, the data show that the first form in his 

data that meets the productivity criteria is the masculine past tense form at 18.0. Then the 

masculine and feminine imperative forms are detected and become productive forms at 

26.0. The feminine present tense meets the productivity criteria at 27.0. The last two 

productive forms detected in M's data are the feminine past tense and masculine present 

tense forms at the age of 28.0 

The productivity data of the three children (shovNn in Table 29) suggest some 

differences in the order of emerging productive forms. The results show that both 

masculine and feminine imperative forms are first produced productively in R's speech at 

16.20, and in M's speech at 26.0; however, in N's speech only the feminine imperative 

form is productive at 20.0 while the masculine imperative form is not detected in her 

production. 

Past tense productivity is also detected early in R's production, at 18.2, the feminine 

past tense meets both criteria, yet masculine form productivity is detected at 20.11. N's 

results, however, show that the masculine and feminine past tense are both productive at 

19.0. M's results indicate that the masculine past tense meets the productivity criteria 

earlier than the feminine past tense does. M's results disagree with R's results, since the 

present tense forms meet the productivity criteria for the masculine form in R's 

production at 20.0 and it does not meet them for the feminine form except at a later stage. 

Still, in M's production the feminine present tense is considered productive at 27.0 while 
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the masculine form meets the criteria at a later session--28.0. The present tense does not 

appear productive in N's data. 

Table 29. The nroductive forms detected summed by age and child. 
Age form appeared 

Verb Form R N M 

Feminine imperative 16.20 20.0 26.0 

Masculine imperative 16.20 26.0 

Feminine past 18.22 19.0 28.0 

Masculine past 20.11 19.0 18.0 

Feminine present 20.11 27.0 

Masculine present I- 1 
28.0 

The differences detected in the productivity results could be due to the language 

input and CDS the children are exposed to. Adults' input (types and tokens) will be 

examined and discussed in the folloAing section. 

8.2.2 Adults' language input (verbs types and tokens) 

Language input, CDS and the environment children are exposed to affect their 

language acquisition by supporting or counteracting whatever processing biases the child 

may bring to the task (Tardif, 1996). In this section, adults' language input (types and 

tokens) is examined and compared vAth the children's types and tokens separately. The 

data examined vAll start with child R. 
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R's input and CDS 

Table 30 shows the types and tokens for both the adult and R during each session 

separately. 

Table 30. Shows R's and the Adult's tvnes and tokens 
imp-f imp-M pres-f pres-m past-f past-m W 7pr7s pI n-past-pl 

Tape I (16.0) 

Types R I I 

adult 3 1 1 1 

Tokens R 1 2 

adul t 7 2 4 2 

Tape 2 (16.14) 

Types R 1 2 - - - 2 

adult 8 1 1 1 1 1 

Tokens R 1 5 - - - 13 

adult 40 1 8 14 1 1 

Tape 3 (16.20) 

Types R I I - - - - 

adult 13 3 2 5 1 3 

Tokens R 2 1 

- adult 
12 17 

t1 

15 1 
Tape 4 (17.2) 

Types R - - 

adult 15 3 1 1 3 2 

Tokens R - 
ýadult 

7W 4 
19. I 

3 2 
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imp-f imp-M pres-f I Pres-M past-f I past-m I m-pres-pi 

Tape 5 (17.15) 

Types R 2 1 - 

adult 17 2 2 4 5 - 4 

Tokens R 32 1 - - - 16 

adult 106 5 9i 18 71 -7 --- 
1 

4 

rape 6 (18.6) 

Types R 3 3 - 1 1 3 

adult 21 5 3 10 2 2 

Tokens R 

- - 

10 10 - 1 1 68 
ryu 

it 
i 

146 
i 

9 17 30 7 10 

Tape 7 (18.22) 

Types R 1 3 - I I 

adult 16 6 2 2 2 4 1 

Tokens R 

L2 

3 - - 1 4 

adult 132 1 32 12 13 13 5 4 1 

Tape 8 (19.0) 

Types R I - 2 2 

adult 5 1 5 - 6 

Tokens R 3 - - 3 6 

adult I1 2 5 7 

rape 9 (20.11) 

Types R 12 10 - 1 5 5 

adult 23 13 7 11 10 22 1 

Tokens R 25 33 - 1 9 16 

140 20 10 18 24 45 2 
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iMP-f iMP-M prcs-f Pres-M past-f Past-M Prcs-P, m-past-pl 

Tape 10 (2 1.0) 

Types R 6 2 1 1 - 4 

adult 15 6 4 7 3 9 1 

Tokens R 10 5 1 1 - 9 

adult 73 8 10 26 5 30 4 

Tape 11 (22.27) 

Types R 9 4 - 3 3 6 

adult 26 10 7 24 7 11 3 1 

Tokens R 36 4 - 3 7 9 

adult 101 10 10 34 11 20 3 1 

Tape 12 (23.20) 

Types R 8 - - 2 1 4 

adult 7 1 5 13 10 8 

Tokens R 17 - - 4 5 7 

adult 25 1 7 22 14 13 

Adult's cumulative count 

imp-f imp-m. pres-f pres-m. past-I past-rn m-pres-pl m-past-pl 

Types 59 25 33 24 26 29 5 2 

Tokens 938 76 97 194 78 139 8 7 

By investigating R's verb productivity and the verb input she has been exposed to, 

we detect that the highest frequency (types and tokens) she has been exposed to is the 

feminine imperative form, which is the first form that meets the productivity criterion (at 

the age of 16.20). Looking at the adults' types and tokens when R is 16.20, we can see 

that the feminine imperative forms score the highest types and tokens. 
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The feminine past and masculine present and past tense become productive after the 

imperative forms, which could be due to the fact that they have lower types and tokens 

than the feminine imperative forms. 

Between 19.0 and 20.11 months of age, the types and tokens on the past and present 

masculine tense increase and R's productivity data show that these two verb forms 

become productive at 20.11. This could be due to the increasing input and CDS 

frequency. 

The data show that the present tense exists in the input and CDS, but does not reach 

productivity levels by 23.20 months of age. This could be attributed to the fact that the 

situation in which that form would be used has not arisen by this point. The data also 

show that the masculine plural past and present tenses appear in the input and CDS, but 

not frequently in comparison to the singular forms, and this could be the reason behind 

their late productivity. 

N's input and CDS 

N's language input and her verb production (types and tokens) are shown in Table 

31 

Table 3 1. Shows N's and the Adult's types and tokens. 
I I imp-f I imp-M I pres-f I pres-m I past-f I past-m DrOS-DI Pres P, m-past-pl 

Tape 1 (16.14) 

Types N 

adult 

Tokens N 
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imp-f imp-m pres-f pres-m --I past- 7= 7-pres-pl 
m-past-pl 

adult T 2 2 

rape 2 (17.1) 

Types N - - I 

adult 5 2 1 1 

Tokens N 2 

adult 21 

rape 3 (17.14) 

Types N 

adult I1 1 2 

Tokens N - 8 

adult 37 2 1 6 

rape 4 (18.0) 

Types N - - - 2 

adult 3 1 2 - 

Tokens N 

- 

- - 9 
1 1 [=, 

t 8 1-- 4 - 
t- 

rope 5 (19.0) 

Types N I 1 2 2 

adult II 1 2 - 

Tokens N 1 2 10 5 

adult 20 2 8 

rape 6 (20.0) 

Types N 5 1 

adult 14 - 4 3 

Tokens N 10 - 4 14 
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imp-f imp-M pres-f pres-m past-f past-m m-pres-pl M-Past-PI 

adult 26 16 4 

rape 7 (2 1.0) 

Types N I - - 

adult - 

Tokens N 4 
1777-1 

- 

rape 8 (27.0) 

Types N I - - 

adult 3 2 1 2 1 

Tokens N 2 - - - 

adult 
1 

6 9 1 2 1 

rape 9 (28.0) 

Types n 1 2 3 

adult - 1 2 

Tokens N 2 10 7 

adult - 3 

rape 10 (30.0) 

Types N - 

adult 

Tokens N 2 

adult 

rape 11 (30.0) 

Types N 7 2 2 - 

adult I1 2 1 5 5 

Tokens N 7 2 2 
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I iMP-f iMP-M prcs-f pres-m past-f past-M m-prcs-pl m-past-pl 

adult ý 24 4 1 7 7 

Adult's cumulative count 

imp-f imp-M pres-f pres-m past-I past-rn m-pres-pI m-past-pI 

types 27 3 5 4 9 5 

tokens 142 5 17 4 42 24 

When examining N's input and CDS we detect that the highest verb form produced 

by adults is the feminine imperative form (27 types, 142 tokens), followed by the 

feminine past tense form (9 types, 42 tokens). The language input N has been exposed to 

until 30.0 months of age does not contain any plural or dual verb forms. 

N's verb productivity is also investigated in light of the language input and CDS, 

and the results show that the three forms with the highest type and token frequencies in 

the input and CDS are the same three productive forms detected in N's verb production. 

This result might imply that she is able to produce these forms productively because she 

has been exposed to them more frequently than to the other forms. 

M's input and CDS 

M's language input and his verb production (types and tokens) are shown in Table 

32. 
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Table 32. Shows M's and the Adult's tvDes and tokens. 
1 7 imp-f I imp-M I pres-f I pres-m I past-f I past-m I ýý Pres-P, M-Past-PI 

rape 1 (17.0) 

Types m - - I 

adult 9 1 4 

Tokens M - 4 

adult 6 

Tape 2 (18.0) 

Types M 1 2 

adult 5 2 6 1 3 

Tokens M 2 - - 9 

adult 33 5 8 1 7 

rape 3 (19.0) 

Types M - - - - 

adult 1 13 1 3 

'Tokens M - - - - 

adult 1 73 4 13 

rape 4 (26.0) 

Types M 5 3 1 2 1 2 

adult 2 11 1 8 2 3 

Tokens M 10 5 1 2 7 11 

adult 2 82 1 15 8 19 

rape 5 (27.0) 

Types M 4 1 1 2 1 4 

adult 3 14 8 13 5 11 

Tokens M 4 1 1 2 8 4 

adult 5 50 16 32 16 26 
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7 iMP-f iMP-M pres-f Pres-M past-f past-m m7rcs-pl m-past-pl 

Tape 6 (28.0) 

Types M 3 - 6 3 2 6 

adult 2 8 7 15 3 6 

Tokens M 6 - 13 5 4 6 

adult 2 34 19 28 4 20 

Tape 7 (30.4) 

Types M 1 2 2 - 2 

adult - 3 3 3 2 

Tokens M I - 4 5 4 

5 9 7 2 

rape 8 (31.17) 

Types M 5 - I 1 1 6 

adult - 11 2 5 1 3 

Tokens M 8 - 1 1 2 8 

adult 32 2 10 1 6 

Adult's cumulative count 

imp-f imp-M pres-f pres-m past-I past-m m-pres-pI m-past-pl. 

Types 8 32 13 30 8 19 

Tokens 10 338 56 114 30 87 

M's input data show that the highest frequency of types and tokens detected is in 

the masculine imperative form (32 types, 338 tokens), followed by the masculine present 

tense (3 0 types, 114 tokens), and then the masculine past tense form (19 types, 87 

tokens). Dual and plural verb forms are not detected in M's language input and CDS. 
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With regard to the language input and M's verb productivity, the results show that 

the first productive form produced by M is the masculine past tense; however, the 

masculine past tense in the input and CDS does exist but not as high as the masculine 

imperative. The masculine and feminine imperative forms reach the productivity criteria 

at 26.0, and with regard to the input and CDS, the masculine imperative has the highest 

types and tokens detected. 

Overall, the early productive forms produced by M do not occur hand in hand with 

the CDS as they do vAth children R and N, as seen in tables 31 and 32 the first productive 

forms in the production of each child was one of the frequent forms produced by adults in 

their direct speech to the child. For example, child R reached productivity criterion on the 

feminine imperative form before the other verb forms (and this form was the most 

frequent verb form detected in the adults direct speech to the child) while child N reached 

productivity level on both feminine and masculine past tense, which she was exposed to 

frequently in her input. 

Summary 

In terms of the productivity and language input and CDS for the three children 

investigated in this study, we find that the imperative forms have overall the highest types 

and tokens recorded; therefore, the imperative forms become productive in the three 

participants at an early stage. The findings also show that the feminine and masculine 

imperative forms become productive at around the same age in general. On the other 

forms, both genders reach the productivity criteria at the same age or at a relatively close 

time to each other. For example, in M's production, the feminine present tense becomes 
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productive at 27.0, while the masculine present tense follows in productivity after a 

month at 28.0. 

The order of productive verb forms emerging shows differences across the three 

children. The language input and CDS data also show differences; and these differences 

could be the main reason behind the differences in the rate and order of production and 

productivity between our participants. 

Our results also indicate that the past tense reaches the productivity criteria before 

the present tense. This result could be attributed to the fact that the masculine past tense 

is an unmarked form, while the feminine is marked for gender by a suffix. The present 

tense forms are marked for gender by prefixes (see Chapter 2), and according to Slobin 

(1985, b), children usually pay attention to ends of the words; therefore, the past tense 

might have been easier to produce than the present tense. This result (past tense 

productive before present tense) could not be attributed to the language input and CDS, 

because the present tense in the input and CDS of two of our participants generally had 

higher types and tokens than the past tense, but in this case it seems that the form of the 

past tense is behind the early acquisition of the past tense over the present tense. 

In the following section the incorrect forms produced by the children are examined 

and discussed. 

8.2.3 Incorrect grammatical forms 

Incorrect types produced by our three longitudinal participants are grouped into 

different categories, starting %rith grammatical word types. The children produce mostly 
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subject-verb and subject-adjective agreement incorrectly. We will start vAth R's data 

within the correct use of word types. 

8.2.3.1 Incorrect use of word types 

For R, most of the individual word types used incorrectly are imperative verb 

forms. This is the first incorrect form used by R; at the age of 17.15 while talking to her 

mother she says /hut/ ('put') and /2iftah/ ('open') in the masculine form when it should 

have been produced in the feminine form. We detect this error in R's production up until 

the age of 22.27, and it is always using the masculine imperative form in place of the 

feminine. This incorrect type of error does not occur frequently in N and M's production. 

The data also reveal that infrequently our participants use a plural noun form in 

place of an obligatory singular form; for example, they say /hajawan-a: t/ ('animals'-pl) 

in place of /hajawan/ ('animal'-sg). However, singular noun and verb forms are produced 

mainly in the singular form rather than in plural forms, as seen in Tables 26,27, and 28. 

8.2.3.2 Incorrect syntactical use of subject agreement 

We investigated two types of syntactical agreement produced by our three 

participants: incorrect subject-verb agreement and incorrect subject-adjective agreement. 

a) Subject-verb agreement t5 

Incorrect subject-verb agreement occurs in the recorded production of our three 

participants. In the next section, errors produced by the three children are presented in the 

follo,, Aing order: P, N, and M respecfively. 
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R's incorrect subject-verb agreement errors 

The data from R begin when she is at the age of 16.0. From that age until she was 

17.2 the data do not show any syntactical forins produced. Her first incorrect form occurs 

at the age of 17.15, when she says /ta: h f amT-ah/ ffell'-m 'candle'-f) 'Tbe candle fell'; 

in this case she produces the verb in the masculine past tense form, and the noun 'candle' 

in the feminine form, whereas an adult would say /tah-at. al-farnTah/ ('fell'-f 'candle'-f) 

all in the feminine form. Alternatively, an adult would say / alfamT tah / ('candle'-m 

'fell'-m) vAth both the verb and the noun in the masculine form. 

This incorrect form appears across R's data until she is 23.20, and usually the adult 

with her corrects her error by repeating the sentence in the correct form; for example, 

when R says /if Jams ra. h/ ('sun'-f 'left'-m), the mother immediately says /if -fams 

ra. hat/ ('sun'-f 'left'-O (here the subject and verb are in agreement). Sometimes R repeats 

the correct form after the adult. 

N's incorrect subject-verb agreement errors 

N's first audio tape is at the age of 17.0 and we do not detect syntactical forms in 

her data. At 18.0, she makes her first incorrect subject agreement when she says 

/hama: m-a tah/ ('pigeon'-f 'fell'-m) "the pigeon fell". The correct form should be 

/hama: m-a ta: h-at/ ('pigeon'-f 'fell'-f) with both subject and verb in the feminine form. 

On the whole, we do not detect many incorrect syntactical forms in N's recorded data. 
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M's subject-verb agreement errors 

M's audio recording begins when he is at the age of 17.0, and we do not detect any 

incorrect subject-verb forms up until the age of 28.17, at which point he is explaining a 

picture and says /7arnab ta-kul 3azr/ ('rabbit'-m f-eating carrots'). The correct form is 

/il-? arnab ja-kul 3azar/ ('rabbit'-m m-'eating carrots'), vith subject-verb agreement all 

in the masculine forms. However, this type of error does not occur frequently in M's data. 

On the whole, this type of incorrect production is detected more frequently in R's 

data than in N's and M's data. The data do not show frequent responses to N and M's 

incorrect forms as detected in R's data. However, R's recorded findings include more 

frequent correct forms than N's and M's production. 

b) Subject-adjective agreement 

Incorrect subj ect-adj ective agreement is also detected in the data of our three 

participants. In the next section, errors produced by P, N, and M respectively are 

presented. 

R's incorrect subject-adjective agreement errors 

The first incorrect form detected in R's production is at the age of 20.11, when she 

says /jad wisx/ ('hand'-f 'dirty'-m), whereas the correct form is /jad wisx-ah/ ('hand'-f 

'dirty'-f) all in the feminine form. This incorrect response is understandable at this young 

age because this feminine noun form does not have a gender suffix and therefore might 

be harder to acquire. Still, at the age of 23.20, she produces the incorrect agreement even 
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with a feminine suffixed noun /? uta kabi: r/ ('cat'-f 'big'-m) (the correct form is /7uta 

kabi: rah/ ('cat'-f 'big'-f), all in the feminine form. On the whole, in R's recorded 

production errors in subject-adjective agreement do not occur as frequently as errors in 

subject-verb agreement. . 

M's subject-adjective agreement errors 

The first case of incorrect subject-adjective agreement detected in M's production is 

at the age of 27.0, when he says Sasfu: r hilwa/ ('bird'-m 'pretty'-O whereas the correct 

form is Sa-sfux hilw/ ('bird'-m 'pretty'-m) all in the masculine form. This incorrect 

production is detected across M's recorded sessions; however, it is detected less 

frequently than incorrect subject-verb agreement. 

This incorrect production agreement is not detected in N's recorded sessions. 

In terms of the incorrect forms produced by our participants, in general, the three 

children's incorrect production indicates subject-verb agreement and subject-adjective 

agreement are not fully mastered at this young age, even though correct syntactical forms 

are detected more frequently across their recorded sessions. 
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Follow up on R's productive verb forms (40.0 and 53.22 months of age) 

As shown earlier (Table 26), R's tape-recorded sessions continue until she is 23.20 

months of age. Then the mother resumes recording R's language once more when she is 

40.0, and then again when she is 53.0. Verbs produced by R in these two sessions are 

shown in Table 26 with the data for the other sessions. As explained earlier, the 

productive verb forms detected in R's language production until she is 23.20 are the 

masculine and feminine imperative verb forms, feminine and masculine past tense, and 

the masculine present tense. All these forms are in the singular. 

At 40.0, the feminine present tense in the singular form becomes productive. R's 

late productivity on the feminine present tense could be attributed to the fact that the 

present tense is marked for gender by a prefix. It could also be attributed to the language 

input and CDS, wherein the feminine present tense is not detected as frequently as the 

masculine form. 

The masculine present tense in the plural form also reaches the productivity criteria 

at 40.0. This result could be attributed to the language input and CDS, since this form is 

not detected in the input and CDS as frequently as the singular forms. The late 

productivity acquisition of the plural form could also be due to the fact that at this age, 

the child might have had more opportunities to talk about collective subjects and objects 

thanthey have had before (Rubino & Pine, 1998). 

The same types of errors occur in R's production at 40.0. Yet, we do not detect any 

of the error types investigated in our study in her production at 53.0 months of age. This 

might indicate that by 4; 5 years of age, she is able to produce the gender system and 
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subject-verb and subject-adjective agreement in her spontaneous speech without frequent 

errors 

On the whole, R's productivity results show that by 40.0 months of age, singular 

verb forms reach productivity criteria, while the plural verb forms start to become 

productive at this age. 

8.3 Discussion 

The pattern of producing productive forms differs among our three participants. 

Child #1, R's, pattem. is (f +m imp -> f+m past -> m. pres -> f pres); child #2, N's, 

pattem. is (f + in past -ý f imp); and finally, child 93, M's, pattem. shows (in past -ý f+ in 

imp --> f pres --> f past + rn pres). These different productivity patterns produced by the 

children show in general that imperative forms become productive at an early stage, 

which, accordingly the input and CDS results, could be attributed to the language input, 

since the highest input types and tokens detected in our study are in the imperative forms. 

These results are in agreement with those of Leonard & Swanson (1999) and 

Ragnarsdottir, et. al. (1999). In their studies they have pointed out the effect of language 

input on acquiring English plurals and Icelandic and Norwegian inflections respectively. 

They have indicated that the more frequently a form appears in the input, the earlier it is 

acquired. 

Our results are also in agreement with those of Ninio (1999), who indicates that 

most early verbs produced by children are the same verbs provided frequently in the input 

by mothers. 
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The results of the present study show overall that the verb tense system begins to be 

productive by the age of two. Demuth (2003) reports that the Bantu verbal inflection is 

productive before the age of three. This result shows a later productivity system than that 

found in Arabic. Demuth's argument is that the late productivity found in Bantu is related 

to its rich and complex tense/aspect marking system. 

Children learning the Arabic verb system show some early productive forms at 

around the age of 16.20, but they also use incorrect forms. As explained earlier, we have 

examined two main types of incorrect producfion: the first is the use of incorrect word 

forms, and the second is subject-verb and subject-adjective agreement. The main error in 

word type detected is the use of the masculine imperative form instead of the feminine 

imperative form, particularly in R's data. It is difficult to attribute this error type to 

language input and CDS, because the feminine imperative form is recorded in higher 

frequency of types and tokens in the input as compared to the frequency of the masculine 

imperative. Therefore, it could be attributed to the fact that the masculine imperative is 

unmarked for gender, which might make it easier to master and produce. 

Incorrect subject-verb and subject-adjective agreement is detected, and yet correct 

agreement is also frequent in our participants' data. This result is compatible with that of 

Rubino & Pine (1998), whose data show low overall error rates in the production of 

subject-verb agreement. Our results also indicate a higher frequency of singular forms in 

comparison to plural forms; this result is in agreement with the works of Caselli, 

Leonard, Volterra & Campagnoli (1993) and Rubino & Pine (1998), who have stated that 

singular forms are used with higher frequency than plural forms. 
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The results also show that plural forms do not frequently occur in our recorded data. 

This could be simply because children have fewer occasions to make reference to 

collections of people or things in their speech (Rubino & Pine, 1998) in comparison to 

the chances they have to produce singular forms. 

Overall, the data regarding productive forms and incorrect productions underscore 

the important role of the language input and CDS and its effect on early or late 

production and productive forms. 
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Chapter 9 

General Discussion 

9.0 Introduction 

In this thesis, three studies were conducted with the aim of examining the rate and 

order of acquisition of Arabic gender and number systems in Saudi children. The first 

study investigated participants' comprehension through a picture selection test. The 

second study investigated production through an elicited production test, which included 

both real and novel words. The third study was a longitudinal study, in which 

productivity, language input and CDS, and the errors produced by three children were 

investigated. 

The results indicated by the main effects of the variables tested for comprehension 

and production are surnmarised in Table 33. 

Table 33. A summary of the comprehension and production results, summed by Nouns, Adjectives, Verbs, 
Collectives and Quantified Nouns. 
Comprehension Production 

h& an nouns animacy h>a h>a 

nuinbers sg = du > pl sg > du > pI 

age group 6< 8,10,12 and Adults. 6< 8= 1 0=1 2= Adults 

noun gendex m>j 

Adjectives animacy h>a> in h= in > an 

gender f>m m>t 
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Comprehension Production 

nurnbers sg = du > pl, sg > pI > du 

age group 6< 8< 10: 5'9 12 = Adults. 6< 8: 5 1 O< 12 = Adults 

Verbs gender m>1 m>j 

animacy h= a>in h> in> an 

nuinbers sg > du > pl sg > pI > du 

age group 6< 8< 1 O< 12 = Adults. 6< 8: 5 10 = 12< Adults. 

Collectives word type n> aqj >v - 

animacy in > an in > an 

number m>1 f>m 

age group 6< 8: 5 10 = 12 = Adults. 6< 8= 1 O= 12= Adults. 

f nouns with out word type aqj >v - 

overt gender numbers du > pI sg > du = pl 

age group 6< 8= 10< 12 = Adults. 6=8< 10: 5 12 = Adults 

Quantified animacy - in > an >h 

nouns number 3-10 >I I+ 

age group 6< 8 <10 =1 2 <Adults. 

In the sections that follow, these results are discussed with regard to their overall 

implications for Arabic acquisition in particular, and for language in general. We will 

'9 When this symbol is used (s) we mean that the form has an equivalent mastery with the form (or age) 
immediately following it, but lower than any subsequent form (or age). For example, 10: 5 12 = Adults 
means that the performance of age group 10 is equivalent to age group 12 but less than Adults, while age 
group 12 performed equivalently to the Adult group. 
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start with comprehension results and then production, followed by productivity and 

language input and CDS in the longitudinal study. 

9.1 Comprehension 

In the following section we will examine our hypotheses in light of the 

comprehension results. 

Our first hypothesis, that masculine gender agreement with singular and dual would 

be acquired earlier than feminine gender agreement with singular and dual, but that 

feminine gender agreement with the plural would be acquired earlier than the masculine 

forms, is generally unsupported by the results of this study. On the basis of the noun 

category examined during this study, the results show that the participants perform better 

on the masculine singular than on the feminine singular. For the dual forms they perform 

better on the feminine duals than on the masculine duals. On the plural forms they 

perform equally on both genders. 

The results regarding dual and plural forms are unexpected. It has already been 

pointed out that this is because the masculine dual form is marked only for number, while 

the feminine dual form is marked for both gender and number. Tbus, the reason behind 

the easier comprehension of the feminine form could be that it is more transparent than 

the masculine form, primarily because the feminine gender and the dual suffix are clear 

on the noun. 
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The results do not support the second part of the hypothesis regarding the earlier 

acquisition of feminine plural forms than masculine plural forms. This result could reflect 

the frequency of the broken form for masculine plural forms. This would support the 

position that complex forms that are frequent in the input are not necessarily acquired 

later than simple forms (Gathercole, 1999; Dabrowska, 2001). 

Our second hypothesis, that singular forms would be acquired earlier than dual and 

plural forms is supported by the results. Overall, our results indicate that the participants 

comprehend the singular forms of nouns, adjectives, and verbs better than the dual forms, 

and similarly they comprehend the dual forms better than the plural forms. This result is 

not surprising since both singular and dual forms are considered transparent, and some 

studies suggest that the acquisition of transparent forms usually occurs earlier than stem- 

alternating forms (Dabrowska, 2001; Demuth, 2003). 

The results show that the participants comprehend singular and dual forms better 

than plural forms. This result is as expected; other studies investigating different 

languages have drawn similar conclusions. The singular is acquired earlier than plural 

forms in the case of German (Mills, 1985). The results regarding Arabic plural forms 

might be due to the fact that plural forms take more than one form; that some of its forms 

are restricted to one animacy type (the sound masculine plural is restricted to human 

nouns); and that some forms are infrequent in the vernacular language input and CDS 

(e. g., the feminine plural verb form). In our results we find that the dual form is 

comprehended better than the plural. However, Al-Akeel (1998) found that three-year-old 

children confuse the plural and dual forms and do not distinguish between them. The 
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differences between our results and his might be due to the age differences of our 

participants; our participants are older than Al-Akeel's participants. 

Collective forms are the only exception to this hypothesis. The participants 

comprehend the collective referent better than the unit referent, which could be due to the 

fact that the collective referent form is unmarked while the unit referent form is marked. 

Our third hypothesis, that plural forms would be acquired earlier than dual forms, is 

unsupported by the results. The comprehension test results show that the participants on 

the whole comprehend dual forms better than plurals. This result could be attributed to 

the simplicity of the dual form and to the fact that it is considered a salient form. The dual 

suffix morpheme /ýk7i is similar to the number two ending Lion s, 7,1'. and this might be the 

reason that the dual form is comprehended better than the plurals--which have more than 

one form depending on gender agreement (see Chapter 2). Plural formations also differ 

depending on word type (nouns and adjectives, or verbs). Verbs referring to masculine 

animals and inanimate subjects do not take the plural form (they take instead the feminine 

singular). Although plural forms are more frequent in the language input and CDS than 

duals are, our participants comprehend duals better than plurals. This could be attributed 

to the fact that there is a clear connection between the meaning (dual in Arabic) and the 

clear context (the ending on the number two) (Peters, 1985), while in the plural form 

there is no connection between the form and the sound. 

Our fourth hypothesis, that sound plural forms would be acquired earlier than 

broken forms, is unsupported by the results. We do not find any significant differences 
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between sound forms and broken forms on the comprehension tasks. To investigate this 

hypothesis we have considered feminine plural forms to be the sound form, because all 

feminine forms used in the tasks conducted are in the sound form, while animal nouns 

and some of the human nouns are produced in the broken form. However, masculine 

animal and inanimate verbs and adjectives do not take the plural form; they take the 

feminine singular. For the clarity of the test we use the masculine sound form (which is 

restricted to human nouns) (see Chapter 2), because the feminine singular form could 

confuse participants who might then have pointed to the picture corresponding to a 

female singular. In consequence, for the small number of broken forms used to asses their 

comprehension, we can tentatively say that because broken forms are frequent in the 

input and CDS they are comprehended as well as the sound forms are. These results 

concur with the position that children are usually aware of the distributional 

characteristics in the input rather than the abstract characteristics of an inflectional 

paradigm (Kim, 1997). 

With regard to the questions put forth in this study concerning the means through 

which some of the grammatical forms are acquired and what affects their acquisition, our 

results indicate that the performance of eight-year-olds reaches the adults' level on the 

comprehension tasks for noun gender, singular and dual forms. They reach adult levels 

on the plural forms at around the age of ten. 

The children generally reach adult comprehension levels on adjectives and verbs at 

around the age of twelve. Singular verbs are comprehended between the ages of eight and 

ten, while duals and plurals are comprehended at adult levels between the ages of ten and 
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twelve. The comprehension of collective nouns reaches adult levels at around the age of 

ten on masculine collective referent nouns, while on feminine unit referent forms it 

reaches this level at around the age of twelve. 

Finally, we have argued that form frequency in the spoken language and form 

transparency -the clear connection between meaning and sound-are some of the main 

reasons contributing to the early acquisition and mastering of comprehension of the 

Arabic gender and number systems. We will see that slightly different factors influence 

order and age in production. 

9.2 Production 

In this section we will examine the same hypotheses examined in the 

comprehension section, but we Yvill examine them according to our production results. 

Our first hypothesis was that masculine gender agreement with singular and dual 

would be acquired earlier than feminine gender agreement with singular and dual, but 

that feminine gender agreement with plural would be acquired earlier than masculine 

forms. The results of the study support the first part of the hypothesis. The results do 

show that masculine singular and dual nouns are produced better than feminine singular 

and dual nouns. This could be due to the fact that the masculine singular is an unmarked 

form, while the feminine singular is marked for gender, and likewise, the masculine dual 

is marked only for number whereas the feminine dual is marked for both gender and 

number. Thus, both singular and dual masculine forms seem to be less complicated to 

produce than feminine forms, which are marked. When our participants' errors are 
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investigated we find that, on the whole, very young children replace the dual form with a 

singular. On the plural, up until the age of ten children use the singular forms in place of 

the plural. These results agree with those of Omar (1969) and Hermize (1987), both of 

whom state that young children do not usually inflect nouns for plurals. Ravid & Farah 

(1999) point out that one of the plural acquisition stages is the use of a separate lexical 

item (e. g. /hdx. Taa., a//4nany camel' (see Chapter 3)), with the singular form. Yet, this 

type of error is not found in our data. That could be due to the fact that Ravid & Farah's 

youngest participants are younger than ours. 

The second part of the hypothesis regarding the earlier acquisition of the feminine 

plural forms than the masculine is not supported by the study. The differences between 

feminine and masculine plural forms are not significant. This could be due to the fact that 

even though the masculine form is more complicated, because of its animacy restrictions 

and its sound and broken forms, as compared to the unrestricted and sound feminine 

form, masculine plural noun forms occur frequently in the input and CDS, which might 

compensate for their complexity, thus aiding their early acquisition. 

Kopcke (1998) states that restricted forms and forms having low input and CDS 

frequency are not acquired as early as high-input and unrestricted forms. In the case of 

the sound masculine plural form we detect errors; for example, six-year-olds mostly use 

the singular animacy form or the feminine animacy plural form. Eight- and ten-year-olds 

mainly use the singular form. 

Our second hypothesis, that singular forms would be acquired earlier than dual and 

plural forms, is supported by the data. The results indicate that on all word types (nouns, 
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adjectives, verbs, collectives, nouns with no overt gender, and novel nouns), the singular 

form is produced better than both the dual and the plural. Such a result is not unusual, 

because singular forms are not marked for number, though the feminine form is marked 

for gender. In general, singular forms are used in place of plural forms in obligatory 

plural contexts. Similar results have been reported elsewhere; for example, for German 

(Mills, 1985). This result is also in agreement with the findings of Omar (1969), Hermiz 

(1987), and Ravid &Hayek (2003). 

Our third hypothesis, that plural forms would be acquired earlier than dual forms, is 

unsupported for real and novel nouns but supported for adjectives and verbs. The results 

indicate that dual noun forms are produced better than plural forms, while plural adjective 

and verb forms are produced better than the corresponding dual forms. These results 

could be attributed to the language input and CDS, since dual nouns are used frequently 

in the vernacular dialects, while dual ad ectives and verbs are not produced frequently in j 

the vernacular dialects. Plural adjectives and verbs, on the other hand, areproducedmore 

frequently than duals in the vernacular dialects. 

The earlier acquisition of dual noun forms than plural noun forms could be 

attributed to the fact that the dual fonn is a transparent form, while the plural noun form 

is a more complex form. Our results agree with those of Omar (1969) and Ravid & 

Hayek (2003). 

However, plural adjectives and verbs are produced better than the dual forms are. 

This result could be due to the fact that in the vernacular dialects, dual forms are not used 

as frequently as plural forms. Moreover, the errors detected show that all age groups, 
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including adults, use the plural form in place of the obligatory dual form. These results 

imply the importance of language input and CDS; a simple but infrequent form such as 

the dual produces higher rates of errors than a more complicated yet frequent form such 

as the plural does. This result corresponds to that of Moerk (1992), who claims that high- 

frequency input helps children to acquire and produce complex forms at an early age. 

Leonard & Swanson (1999) and Gathercole el al. (1999) also agree that frequent 

language input plays an important role in determining early acquisition of forms. 

Our fourth hypothesis, that sound plural forms would be acquired earlier than 

broken forms, is supported. The results indicate that the participants perform better on the 

sound plural forms than on the broken plural forms. The errors recorded show that the 

children use the human masculine sound plural form in place of the broken plural form 

and not the other way around. The feminine sound form is also used sometimes in place 

of the broken plural form, more often with animal nouns than with human nouns. Our 

results agree with those of Omar (1969), who states that the feminine sound plural forms 

are overgeneralized, and not the sound masculine forms. They also agree with Herrtiiz 

(1987), who reports that the feminine sound plural is acquired before the masculine sound 

form, while the broken forms are acquired later. 

Our findings differ from those of Ravid & Hayeks (2003) regarding the earlier 

acquisition of the sound masculine form. Ravid & Hayeks report that broken forms are 

acquired earlier than the masculine sound form. They argue that the broken plural forms 

are not semantically restricted, while masculine sound forms are, which should make the 

latter harder to acquire. However, in the present research, the results and errors recorded 
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indicate that, even though the masculine sound plural form is semantically restricted, it is 

a simple and frequent form in the language input. While broken plural forms might also 

be frequent in the language input, they are still a more complicated form and are usually 

acquired item-by-item (Omar, 1969). 

Our fifth hypothesis, that children would overregularise the broken plural to the 

sound plural forms, is supported by the data. This hypothesis is related to hypothesis 

number four. As indicated earlier (p. 228), errors produced by our participants show that 

they mainly use the feminine sound plural form in place of the broken forms. Our 

findings show that the participants tend. to use the feminine sound form, and we have 

argued that this is because it is not semantically restricted. This result is in agreement 

with those of Omar (1969) who states that children always overgeneralize the feminine 

form by applying the feminine suffix /4x/and never the masculine suffix /-ývm/ 

Ravid & Farah's (1999) findings indicate a U-shaped curve. Our findings do not 

show such a curve in which middle age groups overgeneralize a sound form more 

frequently than younger and older age groups. The differences in our findings could be 

due to the age differences between Ravid & Farah's participants and our participants. 

Their older age group is younger than our youngest age group, which might indicate that 

the U-shaped curve in performance occurs around the age of 3; 0 (Ravid & Farah, 1999). 

To summarize, our findings show that children's production of the noun gender 

system in general reaches adults' level between the ages of eight and ten. The number 

system is acquired later; on nouns children reach adults' performance by the age of eight, 
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on duals around the age of ten, and on plurals around the age of twelve. For adjectives, 

children reach adult performance on singular forms around the age of eight and duals 

around the age of ten. On plural forms, twelve-year-olds' performance lags behind 

adults'. For verbs, children master producing singular forms around the age of eight and 

the duals around the age of ten, while plurals are mastered after the age of twelve. 

Feminine collective nouns were mastered before masculine collective forms. The results 

also indicate that transparency, language input and CDS, high frequency input in the 

language, and form restrictions influence mastery of the production of gender and 

number systems. 

Some of the main errors produced by our participants involved turning plural and 

dual obligatory forms into singulars, or duals into plurals, and most of the time these 

errors appeared more frequently at younger ages. Affix exchange and overregularization, 

where sound plural forms are used in place of broken plural masculine forms, also 

appeared more frequently in the younger age groups. Illicit (incorrect) stem change, 

where broken plural forms are changed into different broken plurals, appeared more often 

in the performance of our middle age groups. Before the dual form is mastered some 

children used the number two plus a singular or a plural form instead of just producing 

the dual form. Gender exchange from an obligatory feminine form into a masculine form 

and from an obligatory masculine into a feminine form was also among the errors our 

participants produced. Our findings on quantified nouns also pointed out that the 

participants changed obligatory plural forms into singulars and obligatory singulars into 

plurals, but these errors decreased by age. Our results also indicated that the children 

reach adult level in producing adjective agreement around the age of twelve. However, 
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on verbs our findings seem to suggest that children do not reach the adult level on 

producing verbs until after the age of twelve. 

When examining both comprehension and production results we can detect some 

differences between them. It seems that transparency affects early comprehension. For 

example, comprehension of the feminine dual noun form is better than that of the 

masculine dual noun form. As discussed earlier, this result could be due to the 

transparency of the feminine form, because it is marked for gender and number, while the 

masculine form is marked only for number. However, production of non-marked forms or 

forms marked with fewer suffixes seems to be better than production of forms with more 

marks attached to it. For example, the masculine dual form is marked only for number 

and has better a production level among the participants than does the feminine form, 

which is marked for both gender and number. 

Our findings also show that form simplicity helps children to comprehend forms, 

even if the form is not produced frequently in the input and CDS. For example, dual 

adjectivý and dual verb forms that are not frequently produced in the input and CDS are 

comprehended better than plural forms, which are frequently produced in the language 

input and CDS. This result is attributed earlier to the simplicity of the dual adjective and 

verb forms. In contrast, production is affected by the frequency of a form in the input and 

CDS; for example, plural adjective and plural verb forms which are present in the 

language input and CDS are produced better than dual forms, which are considered 

simple forms but are not present in the input and CDS. 
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Another difference between comprehension and production is that sound and 

broken plural forms are comprehended equally well, probably due to the high frequency 

of broken plurals in the input and CDS. However, in production, sound plurals are 

produced better than broken plurals, which are often used in place of broken forms by 

most age groups in this study, and this result is argued earlier to be due to the clear-cut 

nature of the sound form in comparison to the more complicated plural broken forms. 

Overall, simplicity of a form and language input and CDS or input frequency in the 

language are some of the main factors behind children's comprehending and producing 

some forms better than others. The language productivity and language input that 

children are exposed to bears some similarities vAth comprehension and production as 

explained in the following section. 

9.3 Longitudinal study 

In our longitudinal study, language productivity and the language input and CDS of 

three children are investigated. 

The hypothesis, that singular forms would be acquired earlier than dual and plural 

forms, was supported. Our findings do show that all three children produce singular 

forms before plurals and duals. This finding agrees with those of Omar (1969) and 

Hermiz (1987), whose findings indicate that children of age 2; 6 use singular forms in 

place of plural forms. The findings of the present study are also in agreement with 

hypothesis three, in which plural forms are hypothesized to be acquired earlier than dual 

forms. The results, as shown in Chapter 8, indicate that dual forms are not produced 
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frequently up until the age of 4; 5. This finding is also in agreement'. Nith those of Omar 

(1969), in which plurals are found to be used instead of duals up until around the age of 

5; 6. 

To sum up the longitudinal study, the results regarding verb tenses and their 

agreement with number generally indicate individual differences in verb tense 

productivity (see Chapter 8). However, the first productive verb form detected occurs 

between 16.20 and 18.0 months of age. Dual verb forms are not detected in the 

production of any of the children who have participated in this study. However, plural 

verb forms are considered productive at around the age of 3; 4 in the case of one of the 

participants. 

It is difficult to pinpoint which grammatical form is the first form to be productive 

because the data show individual differences among our participants. Nevertheless, we 

can tentatively say that between the ages of 16.20 and 18.00, children start to produce 

their first productive forms. Still, although they start producing productive forms at a 

young age, they also tend to produce some errors. The highest frequency errors detected 

are related to subject-verb or subject-adjective gender agreement; in these cases the 

children alternate between using the masculine form and the feminine. Generally, we 

detect a rise in the children's errors according to age. Finally, the language input and 

CDS plays an important role in determining early and late productive language forms. 

The results of the three studies show that the grammatical forms examined in this 

study begin to reach productivity levels (in the imperative, past and present tenses in both 

feminine and masculine forms) for children at an early age, between 1; 4.20 and 2; 7.17. 
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However, verb productivity levels across languages do differ. For example, the English 

present tense becomes productive between 3; 1 and 3; 8, while the past tense becomes 

productive a few months later (Akhtar & Tomasello, 1997). Jeschuull (2003) reports that 

both the past and present tense in English become productive before the age of 2; 0. 

Spanish verbs start to become productive around 1; 11 and 2; 1 (Gathercole, et aL 1999), 

while Bantu verbs become productive before the age of 3; 0. Our productivity results 

show that some of the forms we have investigated become productive earlier than those 

in other languages. 

Though the Arabic verb system does show early productivity levels, the results of 

the production and comprehension tests show late mastery in comparison to other 

languages. Our results also show differences between our findings and the results of other 

studies that have investigated the acquisition of Arabic. The differences detected could be 

attributed to age differences, since the participants of the other studies were either 

younger or older than our participants. They may also be due to the fact that we have 

used a different methodology than the ones used in the other studies. For example, Al- 

Akeel (1998) used a picture selection task that had a target word and three distracters, 

while our picture selection tasks had a target word and five distracters. 

Differences could also be a result of the dialectal differences between the Arabic 

dialects studied. More studies are needed on the acquisition of different Arabic dialects, 

to compare these with the acquisition of the Arabic forms in other dialects. 
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9.4 Discussion 

The acquisition of Arabic gender and number systems shows late mastery of nouns, 

adjectives and verbs, and children do not reach an adult level of performance on 

comprehension and production except at a late stage of their development. For example, 

noun gender, singular and dual forms reach an adult level of comprehension around the 

age of eight. On production, the gender system, singular nouns, adjectives and verbs, 

sound plurals and collective forms reach an adult level at around the age of eight as well, 

while forms as plural adjectives and verbs, and the 11+ quantified noun forms seem to 

reach an adult level of production after the age of 12; 0. 

The late mastery of Arabic gender and number agreement is due to complexity, lack 

of regularity, lack of CDS and input frequency, and the existence of some opaque gender- 

number agreement rules. 

Complex, irregular (broken) forms and forms with opaque gender-number 

agreement (such as broken plurals (nouns), plural adjective and verb forms and quantified 

nouns) reach an adult level of production around the age of 12; 0 and beyond. This late 

acquisition of these forms agree with e. g. the acquisition of the German plural system, 

which is mastered according to Nfills (1985) after the age of 11; 0, because of the 

complexity of the German plural system. The German gender system is mastered much 

earlier than the number system, with children learning German as a first language using 

the appropriate gender forms around the age of two (Corbett, 1991), because the German 

gender system is more transparent than the German number system. 
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For our research we predicted that dual forms particularly verb and adjective duals 

were to be mastered after plural forms, because of the fact that plural forms are more 

frequent in the input and CDS. Yet, Our results show that duals reach adults level at an 

earlier age than the plural. As we have discussed earlier this is due to the simplicity and 

clarity of the dual vs. the more complex form of the plural. This would agree with the 

acquisition of German plural system, which that is mastered after the age of eleven 

(Mills, 1985), because of its complexity and lack of regularity. 

In general, such early and late acquisition of two different grammatical systems in 

one language indicate that the structure of the form has a significant role on the time of 

acquiring and mastering that form. However, there are other reasons and factors that 

affect language acquisition. Language input represented in the CDS and input frequency 

influence the acquisition and mastery of grammatical forms as well. For example, the 

animacy hierarchy does not predict all our results. In some categories inanimate forms 

reach an adult I evel earlier than animal forms, as discussed in chapter 6 particularly Mth 

adjectives and verbs referring to animals and inanimates. 

This result is likely to be due to the CDS because inanimate objects surround the 

children at home, school, and everywhere. Therefore, adjectives and verb forms may be 

used more frequently with inanimates than with animals, which are mostly seen in 

pictures, television, books .... etc. Therefore, adjectives and verbs are not used frequently 

in the input with them. Such a result agrees with all the studies that highlighted the 

importance of CDS and language input in the literature (Gathercole, 1986; Moerk, 1992; 

Choi, 1997; Leonard & Swanson, 1999; Ragnarsdottir, et W, 1999; and Nlintz, 2003). 
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Overall, we can say that the Arabic gender system is acquired earlier than the number 

system, because it has a more clear-cut distinction between masculine forms and 

feminine, and both grammatical forms are frequent in the input (CDS). Some of the 

number forms do not appear in the CDS as frequently as other forms do. 

9.5 Conclusion 

The studies conducted in this research aimed to investigate the rate and order of 

acquisition of the Arabic gender and number systems and the agreement of verbs and 

adjectives with them. The main order of comprehension and production of these forms 

are shown in Table 34. 

rable 34. Shows the main order of comprehension and production of the gender and number systems and 
the agreements of adi ective and verbs with subjects. 

Age Comprehension Production 

rhe form rhe form 

8 Noun gender f= /-ah/ Singular nouns f= /-ah/ 

in = /unmarked/ in = /wimarked/ 

Singular form f= /-ah/ Sound plurals f= /-a. t/ 

in = /unmarked/ m= so /-u-. n/ 

Dual form f= /-t-a: n/ Collective feminine f-sg = /-ah/ 

m= /-a: n/ 

Singular adjective f= /-ah/ 

m= /unmarked/ 
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Age Comprehension Production 

The form The form 

Singular verbs f= /ta-/ 

m= 4ja-/ 

8-10 Gender system f= /-ah/ 

m= /unmarked/ 

10 Plural form f= /-a. t/ Dual nouns f= /-t-a. n/ 

m= so /-u: n/ m a: n/ 

br /irregular/ 

Collective masculine m-pI = /unmarked/ Collective masculine M-PI 

/unmarked/ 

Dual a4jective f= /-t-a-n/ 

m= /-a: n/ 

Dual verbs f= /ta- a: n/ 

m= ýja- a: n/ 

12 Adjectives f= /-ah/ Plural nouns f= /-a. t/ 

m= /unmarked/ m= so Awn/ 

br 

/irregular/ 

Verbs f= /ta-/ Broken plurals /irregular/ 

rn = 4ja-/ 

Collective feminine f-sg = /-ah/ 3 -10 quantified nouns 3-10 + pI 

After Plural adjectives f= /-a. t/ 

the rn = so /-un/ 

age of 

12 Plural verbs f= /ta- na/ 

m= 4ja- u: n/ 
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Age Comprehension Production 

The form The forrn 

I I+ quantified nouns I I+ a singular 

Transparency could be the main reason behind the early acquisition of the forms 

acquired (comprehended and produced) by our participants at the age of eight (shown in 

the table above). Most of the forms acquired and mastered early are either unmarked or 

marked by suffixes. These forms are considered to be concrete and transparent; such 

forms are usually acquired earlier than abstract forms (Dell & Gordon, 2003), which in 

Arabic could be the broken plural forms and the opaque subject-adjective and subject- 

verb plural agreement forms (see chapter 2 tables 13,14 and 16). 

The effects of transparency on acquisition are reported across languages. For 

example, the German gender system, N&hich is acquired earlier than English, is considered 

more transparent than the English in that gender is usually established by a different 

lexical (Mills, 1985; and Corbett, 1991). The Turkish gender system (Aksu-Koc and 

Slobin, 1985) and the Spanish gender system (P6rez-Pereira, 1991; and Gathercole, 2002) 

are also acquired early because of their system transparency. 

Less transparent and opaque forms in general are reported to be acquired late across 

languages. Gathercole, et aL (2001) report that the Welsh gender system up until the age 

of nine is not mastered. Our results agree with those of Gathercole, el aL, in regard to the 

late acquisition of the gender system, in that we report that the Arabic gender system is 

mastered between the ages of eight and ten. 
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The number systems across languages also have regularities and irregularities. 

Some of these systems are transparent; others are less so. The Hungarian plural system 

(MacWhinney, 1985), Georgian plural system (Imedadze and Tuite, 1992), and Finnish 

regular plural forms (Toivainen, 1997) are acquired early because their plural forms are 

transparent due to their regularity. Our results seem to follow the findings of these 

studies, since we find that sound and regular forms are generally mastered earlier than 

broken and irregular forms. Opaque grammatical agreement affects acquisition and 

contributes to children's late mastery of these agreement forms in Arabic. Plural subject- 

adjective and subject-verb agreement and subject agreement with the quantifiers II and 

above are not mastered by the age of twelve. However, there are other factors that 

interact side by side with transparency, such as form frequency in the language and 

language input. 

Our results, particularly regarding production, show that the form's frequency in the 

CDS prompts the acquisition and mastery of the sound plural forms earlier than the noun 

dual form, even though adding suffixes forms them both. Nevertheless, dual forms are 

produced less frequently in the vernacular dialects in comparison to plurals. The errors 

detected show that, generally, the plural is used in place of the obligatory dual form more 

often than the dual is used in place of the obligatory plural form. We have pointed out 

that this result could be attributed to the frequent appearance of the plural form in the 

daily input and CDS. 

These results agree Nkith the results of Gathercole (1986), who states that the 

frequency of a form in the input is a major contributor to differences detected in the 
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acquisition of the present perfect between Scottish and American children. Leonard & 

Swanson (1999) also report a similar finding. 

Likewise, Norwegian and Icelandic frequent morphological inflections are the 

easiest to acquire (Ragnarsdotfir, el aL 1999). On the whole, low input frequency as 

pointed out by Moerk (1992) results in slow improvement. High frequency in the input 

and CDS helps children to categorise forms and enables them to master these forms early 

(MinM 2003). 

Our results also point out that animacy hierarchy is affected by the language input 

and CDS as well. Adjectives and verbs referring to inanimates score higher than 

adjectives and verbs referring to animals as discussed in (p. 210), because adjectives and 

verbs referring to inanimates occur in the input more than adjectives and verbs referring 

to animals. 

The language input children are exposed to is also an important factor in 

determining the order in which they acquire and reach productivity levels as seen in the 

production of our three longitudinal subjects. Imperative feminine and masculine forms 

are among the first verb forms that reach productivity levels in the production of two of 

our participants. These forms have the highest types and tokens in the adults' production. 

The plural forms are not frequent in the adults' production and therefore, reach 

productivity levels later than the singular forms that are frequent in the input and CDS. 

However, dual forms do not exist in the input and in the children's production. 

These results agree with the fact that language input and CDS helps children 

acquire grammatical forms at an early age, as well as helping to determine the order in 

which forms are mastered. Choi (1997) and Sandhofer, et aL (2000) state that children 
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exposed to action verb forms in Korean and Mandarin learn verb forms earlier than noun 

forms, which are less frequent in their language input and CDS. However, children 

learning English acquire nouns earlier than verbs, because nouns are more frequent in 

their direct language input. 

Our results indicate that children acquiring Arabic as a first language master noun 

grammatical forms earlier than verb grammatical forms. One of the reasons behind this 

finding is that all noun grammatical forms are frequent in the language input and CDS, 

while verb grammatical forms do not all occur in the language input and CDS as shown 

in matrixes (I & 2) where the vernacular columns correspond to the forms that exist in 

the input therefore, more frequent in the CDS. 

Overall, our results show that early-acquired forms are affected by the language 

input children are exposed to, and the differences we detect among our three participants 

in the longitudinal research are attributable to the differences detected in the CDS. 

As explained earlier regarding language input and CDS's importance to language 

acquisition a limitation seems to emerge in our study, where word frequency in the input 

and CDS was not controlled. Some of the words that were used in the stimuli might have 

been infrequent words in the input and CDS, which might have affected our participants' 

comprehension and production. In this case these words are novel to them, which could 

be the reason behind the errors that occurred. Therefore, future studies should try and 

control the frequency of the words in the input and CDS in the stimuli used. 

Another possible limitation is related to the acquisition of collective nouns. There 

are forms and possibilities for the collective types we did not investigate. For example, 

some collective noun forms in the vernacular dialect could either take the unmarked 
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masculine (unit referent), or the feminine plural form in certain situations, which were 

not part of our aims. These collective type forms and situations should be investigated in 

future research, which might shed more light on the reason behind such late acquisition 

and the type of errors produced. 

Yet, another reason behind the late mastery of the forms investigated in this study is 

the Diglossia situation of Arabic. However, Diglossia has not been investigated or 

controlled in this research, where our participants were left to choose the dialect they felt 

comfortable with. Therefore, in future studies controlling the dialect or instrucfing the 

participants to use a specific dialect might shed light on the participant's acquired 

knowledge of the language and their learrit knowledge of the language. 

Our results show on the whole that Arabic gender and number systems are acquired 

late; some of the grammatical forms are not mastered until the age of twelve, and other 

forms are acquired even after the age of twelve. The late acquisition of these forms, as 

argued earlier, may be attributed to the complexity of the forms, low frequency in the 

language, or the opaque forms and agreement in the language. Other languages also have 

late mastery of some grammatical forms--for example the late mastery of the Welsh 

gender system, which is attributed to the opaqueness and complexity of their gender 

system (Gatercole, el aL in press). 

The German plural system is mastered after the age of 11,0. Nfills (1985) attributes 

such late mastery of the system to the complexity of the form, and to the lack of 

regularities in it. The results of our study agree vith Mills's findings; we have found that 

Arabic plural nouns are mastered at around the age twelve, while other plural forms are 
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mastered at an even later age. Finally, children's production of Modem Greek verb forms 

reaches adults' levels by the age of twelve. Stephany (1997) attributes this late mastery of 

the system to the complexity of its structure as well. Some of the Arabic verb forms are 

produced at adults' level after the age of twelve. 

Across all of these four languages- Welsh, German, Modem Greek, and Arabic, 

the complexity of the grammatical forms is the main reason behind the late mastery of 

these forms. 

Additionally, the results of this study reveal a few unexpected findings. One such 

finding is the earlier mastery of feminine collective forms as opposed to the later mastery 

of the masculine collective forms in the production tasks. Could this be due to the 

meaning embodied in the feminine form (a unit) as opposed to the collective meaning in 

the masculine form? Are children able to produce a unit better than a collective 

depending on the meaning and not simply on the form itself? Studies are needed to 

investigate the possibility that a cognitive factor could be behind the early acquisition of 

singulars: and the later acquisition of plurals in Arabic. Moreover, is it the meaning that 

affects the acquisition of the grammatical form, or the other way around? 

Another unexpected finding is that on the novel nouns, adults perform equally to 

six-year-olds and less well than eight-, ten-, and twelve-year-olds. We attribute this 

unusual result to the fact that there may be frequent situations in which the children might 

apply grammatical forms to novel words they hear; for example, they may be practiced at 

doing this with all the new characters they watch on television or while playing computer 
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games and so on. Further studies are needed to investigate the main reason behind the 

low performance of adults on novel nouns. 

Furthermore, the results demonstrate that it is easier to comprehend a transparent 

form even if it doesn't occur frequently in the input and CDS, though when it comes to 

producing that form it is usually delayed. For example, in Arabic the dual verb form is 

transparent and therefore comprehended better and earlier than plural forms (p. 107), but 

when it comes to producing the dual verb form, there are more errors than in the 

production of the plural form (p. 245), which exists more frequently in the language input 

and the vernacular dialects. 

These findings, overall, agree with the fact that transparency and language input 

(CDS) are two important factors that affect the mastering of grammatical forms, but it 

also seems that transparency affects comprehension and the input influences production. 

Further studies are required to investigate the role and extent of each factor on both 

comprehension and production. 

There are many factors interacting side-by-side and affecting language acquisition. 

When a language has a complex grammatical system embodying irregularities and 

opaque forms and agreement combined with infrequency in the language input and CDS, 

it is acquired and mastered at a late age. 
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Appendix 1: Comprehension. 

Appendix 1.1 Comprehension Stimuli. 

Appendix 1.1.1: Stimuli for the human and animal nouns category. 

Human nouns (feminine - sineular) 
Number Form English Arabic 
40 n-f-Bg Clown 

48 n-f-sg Chemisl 

55 n-f-sg Diver 
59 n-f-ag Cook 

67 n-f-ag Worker 6u 
75 n-f-sg Teacher 

Human nouns (feminine -dual) 
Number Firm EnRlish Arabic 
82 n-f-du Carpenter 

88 n-f-du Woman 
98 n-f-du Photographer 

107 n-f-du Painter (house) )Ulm3 
112 n-f-du Painter (artist) ýA-L-j 
174 n-f-du Student ý, ýL6 

Human nouns (feminina - Ourall. 
Number Form English Arabic 
9 n-f-pl. Sales woman 
17 n-f-pI Child 

28 n-f-pI Speaker 

34 n-f-pI Runner 

121 n-f-pl Doctor 'ZI r2O9 
n-f-pI Employee 

Human nouns (masculine - sineular) 
Number Form Enalish Arabic 
139 n-m-sg Soldier 

150 n-m-sg Archaeologist 
163 n-m-sg Musician 

292 n-m-sg 11 'V presenter 
356 n-m-sg Dancer 

370 n-m-sg Teacher 

Human nouns (masculine -dual) 
Number Form English Arabio 
235 n-m-du Nears 

244 n-m-du Police officer 
255 n-m-du Doctor 
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Number Hwyn - F-F. nelish Arabic 
340 n-m-du Model 
377 n-m-du Singer 
394 n-m-du Player 

Human nouns (masculine - Mural) 
Number HTM English Arabic 
185 n-m-PI King 
199 n-m-pl Chemist 

204 n-m-pl Graduate 

219 n-m-pl I-armer 
308 n-m-pl Cook 
=6 

n-m-pl Painter (artist) 

Animal (fernin; ne nounn - Ainpularl 
Number ý onn English Arabic 
142 n-f-88 Fox A. L. 
154 n-f-sg Bear LI) 
297 n-f-sg Octopus 

347 n-f-sg Cat 
366 

- 
n-f-sg Rabbit 

37 4 n-f-ag Whale 

Animal (feminine nouna - dual) 
Number Hrm English Arabic 
214 n-f-du Dragon ; JLL; %. - 
228 n-f-du Crocodile 

240 n-f-du Snake 
248 n-f-du Chick 

257 n-f-du Giraffe 

390 n-f-du Frog 

Animal (feminine nouns - i3lural). 
Number HTM Enalish Arabic 
137 n-f-PI Donkey zIL. 
166 n-f-PI Squirrel 

183 n-f-PI Parrol 

190 n-f-PI Elephant 
269 n-f-PI Tiger 

n-f-PI Spider 

Animal (maRauline nounit - n; nvulnr) 
Number ortn EnRlish Arabic 
41 n-m-ag octopus 
51 n-m-sg Penguin 

72 n-m-eg Vog 

81 n-m-sg Bard 

83 n-m-sg Wolf 
87 n-m-sg Horse 
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Animal (masculine nouns - duall. 
Num her ýom EnRlish Arabic 
3 n-m-du Elephant 

31 n-m-du Mouse 

266 n-m-du Monkey 

284 n-m-du Eagle 

309 n-m-du Parrol 

321 n-m-du Rabbit 

Animal (masculine nouns -plural). 
Number Form EnRlish Arabic 
10 n-m-pI Mouse 

21 n-m-pI Peacock 

96 n-m-pl Scotpion 

105 
- 

n-m-pl Falcon 
ri 11 5 n-m-pl cat 

1 124 n-m-pl Bird 
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Appendix 1.1.2: Stimuli for the adjective category. 

Human (adiective - feminine - sinRular). 
Number Form English Arabic 
237 Adj-f-sg Fast 

246 Adj-f-sg Energetio 

253 Adj-f-sg Weary 

381 Adj-f-sg Angry 
387 Adj-f-ag Surprised 

398 Adj-f-sg Cold 

Human (adiective - feminine - dual). 
Number Form Enelish Arabio 
147 Adj-f-du With a fever 

158 Adj-f-du Confused 

178 Adj-f-du Terrified 

300 Adj-f-du In a hurry 

345 Adj-f-du Cold 

362 Adj-f-du Strong 

Human (adiective - feminine - ntural) 
Number Fonn Enelish Arabic 
38 Adi-f-pl Happy 

65 Adj-f-pl Firsi 

195 Adj-f-pl Proud 

211 Adj-f-pl Old 

222 Adj-f-pl Annoyed z4L- 

Human (adiective - masouline - singular). 
Numlvr Form Enalish Arabic 
6 Adj-m-sg Arrogant 

15 Adj-m-ag Happy 

231 Adj-m-sg Compassionate 

2M6 Adj-m-ag Pleased 

319 Adj-m-sg Busy 

352 Adj-m-sg III 

Human (nifiective - magouline - cluah 
Number Form English Arabic 
25 Adj-m-du In a hurry 

32 Adj-m-du Firsi 

37 Adj-m-du Uptumed 

208 Adj-m-du Fast 

Human (adjective - masculine - plural). 
Num her P orm Enalish Arabic 
100 Adj-m-pI Happy U- 
109 Adj-m-pI In Pain 

114 Adj-m-pI Cold 

136 Adj-m-pl Soared 
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Number Form English Arabic 
141 Adj-m-pl Fast 
272 Adj-m-pl wet 

Animal (adiective - fcminine - singular) 
Number Form English Arabic 
135 Adj-f-sg In a hurry 

243 Adj-f- sg Cautious 

252 Adj-f- ag Artistic ; Lj 
270 Adj-f- sg Strong 

378 
- 

Adj-f- sg Fast 
r3 8 8 Adj-f- sg Cold 

Animal (adiective - feminine - dual). 
Number F orm English Arabic 
173 Adj-f-du Relax 

193 Adj-f-du Sleepy 

200 Adj-f-du Sweet 

220 Adj-f-du Fast 

314 Adj-f-du Soared 
1 

333 1 Adj-f-du 1 Fat i0 

Animal (adiective - feminine - olural). 
Num her Form English Arabic 
145 Adj-f-pl Ugh zWL& 
156 Adj-f-pI Hungry 

187 Adj-f-pl Alert 

294 Adj-f-pI Relax 
ý6 Adj-f-pl Cold 

1 358 Adi-f-pl. Thirsty 

Amimal (adiective - maRculine - singular). 
Number Form English Arabic 
2 Adj-m-sg Confused 

II Adj-m-sg Astonished 

274 Adj-m-sg Weary 
LAI' 

279 Adj-m-sg Happy 

287 Adj-m-sg Fast 
r=5 Adj-m-sg Thirsty 

Animal (adiective - masculine - dual) 
Numhcr Fom En glish Arabic 
101 Adj-m-du Full 

110 Adj-m-du Sleepy 

143 Adj-m-du Sweel OL, - 
400 Adj-m-du (Ireen 

Animal (adiective - masculine - Mural) 

Number F(Wm English Arabic 
43 Adj-m-pl Agitated 

62 

1 

Adj-m-pI Fast 
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Number Form English Arabic 
76 Adj-m-pl Hungry ; J. '4L- 
78 Adj-m-pl Dirty 

85 Adj-m-pl Suntanned 

91 Adj-m-pl Quite 

Inanimate (adiective - feminine - R; noiilnr) 
Number Form Eneliqh Arabic 
245 Adj-f-ag High 

249 Adj-f-sg Small 

346 Adj-f-sg Round L,; 4 
365 Adj-f-sg Red I, -- 
372 

- 
Adj-f-sg Pink 

37 5 Adi-f-sg Happy 

Inanimate (adiective - feminine - dual) 
Number Form English Arabic 
129 Adj-f-du Rectangle zt-LJ- 
155 Adj-f-du III ZJL-t. - 
167 Adj-f-du Sharp 4, WL. 
264 Adj-f-du Pink 

296 Adj-f-du Open 
Adj-f-du Strong 

Inanimate (adiective - feminine - niumh 
Num her Form English Arabic 
203 Adj-f-pl Green 

216 Adj-f-pl Orange 
230 Adj-f-pl Shui 

307 Adj-f-pl Uray 

325 Adj-f-pl Red 

335 Adj-f-pl Sleepy 

Tnanimate (adiective - inmouline - ainatilar) 
Number Form English Arabic 
97 Adj-m-sg Orange 

106 Adj-m-sg Green 

113 Adj-m-sg Closed J'a- 
122 Adj-m-sg Sad CK.;. 
126 Adj-m-sg Yellow 

IL-j 

Inanimate (adiective - mmouline - dual) 
Number Form Enelish Arabic 
54 Adj-m-du Round 

60 Adj-m-du Broken 

US Adj-m-du Angry 

169 Adj-m-du Hot 

275 Adj-m-du Yellow 

PE Adj-m-du Pink 
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Inanimate (adiective -masculine - n1ural) 
Number Form En elish Arabic 
42 Adj-m-pl Maroon 

46 Adj-m-pl Sharp 

50 Adj-m-pl Blue d)i 
69 Adj-m-pl Open 

r= 
Adj-m-pl Happy U- 

1 191 Adi-m-pl Spotty 
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Appendix 1.1.3: Stimuli for the verb category. 
Human (feminine -verb - sinoular) 
Number Fcm English Arabic 
57 f-v-sg Shouting 

206 f-v-sg Jumping 

233 f-v-ag i Showering 
251 f-v-sg Pullmg 

265 
- 

f-v-sg Sweeping 

29 5 f-v-sg Sitting 

Human (feminine -verb -dual). 
Number Form English Arabic 
77 f-v-du Pointmg 

93 f-v-du Planting 

144 f-v-du Blowing nose 
171 f-v-du 1 Writing Z, L-S. 
242 f-v-du Riding 

304 f-v-du Drawing 

Human (feminine -verb -nlurah 
Number Form English Arabic 
19 f-v-pl Waking up c, -L6; 
44 f-v-pl Examining CILý 
70 f-v-pl Reading 31, u 
133 f-v-pl Laughing 

201 
- - 

f-v-pl Braking 
r 73 4 f-v-pl Carrying 

Human (m asouline -verb -sin aular) 
Numtier Form Enalish Arabio 
13 m-v-sg Banging 

74 m-v-sg Crying 

86 m-v-sg Playing an 
inqtrument 

16H m-v-sg Sleeping 

324 m-v-sg Climbing 

389 m-v-sg Watering 
VL-- 

Human (masculine - verb - dual). 
Number Form FnRlish Arabic 
36 m-v-du Eating 

52 m-v-du Shopping 

119 m-v-du ironing 

217 m-v-du Running A^ 
316 m-v-du Cooking ; JU-ý I 

1 354 1 m-v-du I Surrendenng 
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Wnm- (mAqnnNn8-vcrh-nlurRI) 

Number Kwin English Arabic 
14 M-V-Pl Ridding 

26 M-V-Pl Feeding 

192 M-V-Pl Brushing teeth 

288 M-V-Pl Drinking 

M-V-Pl Sweeping 

376 M-V-Pl Swinging 

&tdi1 c;,.;., e - verb-. ainahllar\ 
Numhcr Form Eniflish Arabio 
5 f-v-sg Drawing ? --" 
99 f-v-sg Carrying ja 

130 f-v-sg Resting ru.,; 
271 f-v-sg Playing -. L; 

ý I f-V-88 Hunting Ak..; 
1 359 1 f-v-sg Kicking 'k; 

Animal (feminine - verb- dual). 

Number Form F. nRlish Arabic 
47 f-v-du Running ýLtoý 
90 f-v-du Tlunking alu 
117 f-v-du Typing L. L-W 

189 f-v-du Biting I ZL.. z 
330 f-v-du Eating 

f-v-du Drummmg C, %I; 

nl, rI\ 
Number Porm English Arabic 
56 f-v-pl Sleeping 

73 f-v-pl Sneaking 

239 f-v-pl Carrying 

311 f-v-pl Aunping wiz 
332 f-v-pI Winking aýý 

&. �:. �l -- 
Numhcr Porm Engligh Arabic 
23 m-v-sg Laughing 

33 m-v-sg Sliding 

66 m-v-sg Smoking 

161 m-v-sg Flying 

263 m-v-sg tt.. g Ktt 8 

303 m. v. sg Arranging 

A n; mnl tmaqoulinfý verb- dual) 

Number ý (win FnRliýh Arabic 
39 m-v-du Singing zL. -, ft 
108 m-v-du Running Z, ý^ 

134 m-v-du Hiding ZA-4 
149 m-v-du I Jumping bIA 

m-v-du 
I 

Playing a 
I musio 
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Number Porm English Arabic 
in-orument 

291 m-v-du Drawing 
-1 

Animal (masouline- verb- nlursh 
Numlicr F(wm Enelish Arabic 
35 M-V-pl Partying 

58 M-V-pl Pulling 
80 M-V-pl Scratching 

125 M-V-pl Standing 
345 M-V-Pl Dancing 

386 M-V-pl inting 

Inanimate (feminine -verh - s; nonlarl 
Num ber FCwm EnRlish Arabic 
247 f-v-gg Drawtng 

256 f-v-sg Drinking 

337 f-v-sg Playing 
373 f-v-sg Singing 

385 
- 

f-v-sg Swimming 
r3 9 1 f-v-sg Crying 

Inanimate (feminine -verb -dual) 
Numb" Form EnRlish Arabic 
128 f-v-du Affanging C)L;.; 
152 f-v-du Eating 6UL- 
180 f-v-du Running Z) L_, j 
184 f-v-du Flying 
260 f-v-du Jumpin 

348 f-v-du Sleeping 

Inan; mato (fem; m; ne-vM%-nbimlN 

Number Form English Arabic 
53 f-v-pl floldmg up 
89 f-v-pl Drawing 

95 f-v-pl JuMpmg 

103 f-v-pl Writing 

Inanimate (masouline- verb- sin2ular), 
Number Porm FnRlish Arnhic 
207 m-v-sg Flying 

213 M-V-gg Jumping 

227 m-v-gg Wiping 

241 m-v-sg Walking 
2ho m-v-sg Crying 

Inanimate (manculine - veib - dual) 
Number ýorm Enelish Arabic 
4 m-v-du Smiling 

2S2 m-v-du Running 
313 im-v-du Sliding 
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Number Hirm Envinh Arabic, 
318 m-v-du Dnnking 

329 rn-v-du StandLng 

Inanimate (masculine - verb - Mural). 
Number ývrm Enallsh Arabio 
8 M-V-Pl Singing zký 
20 M-V-Pl Playing an 

initrument 
30 M-V-Pl Walking 

132 M-V-Pl Dnpping 

277 M-V-Pl Smiling 
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Appendix MA: Stimuli for the collective nouns category. 

Collectiva animal nouns (feminine - sinRular). 

Number Hrm ýnglllh ArRbic 
64 n-f-28 Ant 

94 n-f-mg cow 

104 n-f-IS Duck 

157 n-f-eg Mosquito 

194 n-f-IS Worm "0 
310 n-f-Ig Fly %M 

rnIlective animal nouns (reminine - Mural) 

Num hcr HTM Enthsh Arabic 
146 n-f-pl Buttertly 

175 n-f-pl Goose 

177 n-f-PI Bee 

254 n-f-pl Fish 

278 n-f-PI Duck 

34-1 n-f-PI (ml 

Collective animal nouns (masculine - Plural). 
Numlicr Kwm Fmilifth Arabic 
68 n-m-pl Chus hoper 

221 0-M-pl Pelican 

281 n-m-pl Deer 

327 n-m-Pl Cheep PJ 
M 6: n-m-pl otanch 
1379 n-m-PI Pigeon 

ýollectiva insmimitto nouns (feminine - sinvular). 
Numher Hwm Enalish Arabio 
7 rk-f-mg Banana . 1" 
196 n-f-ag kgg A-; " 
223 n-f-88 rec 
261 n-f-Bg Watcr mclon 
289 n-f-ag ýcathcr 

397 n-f-sg Pcpper 

CnIlnntk, a nnn. nala . lnh. ns (mneui ne - nlurnl'1 

Number ýorm Fngliýh Arabic 
159 n-m-pl Onions 

273 n-m-pl Plant 

301 n-m-pl Orange JL;;, 

343 n-m-pl Lemon z,, -J 
360 n-m-pl Flower b)f 

0-m-PI Date tree 'u. 
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Animal oollective (adiective - feminine - sinouIRr). 
Number ýcorm Enells h Arabio 
186 Adj-fog Urcen 

205 Adj-f sg Shy 

224 Adj-f og Scarcd 

394 Adj-fog Yellow 

396 Adj-f ag i iappy 

Animal oolloctive (adicative - masculino - sinRularl 
Number ý orm Fneltsh ArRhic 
162 Adj-m sg Wicked AA 
176 Adj-m og Weary 

179 Adj-m og lkwed 

302 Adj-m ig Shy 

344 Adj-m og Puzzled 

361 Adj-m 89 In a hurry 

Inanimate collective (adiective - feminine - sinvular). 
Number ýWrn Enal[Rh Arabic 

212 Adj-f sg Soared 
226 Adj-fag Blue 
262 Adi-fog Strong 

276 Adi-fsg ýAmt 

29H Adj-f og Happy 

367 Adj-fsg III 

Inanimate*collcolive (adiective - masculine - sinoular). 
Numher ý nryn EnRlish Arahio 
22 Adj-m eg Puzzled ý11, - 
116 AdJ-rn ag Wicked 

ILA 
209 Adj-m ag Angry 

AdJ-m mg I 
Nice 

, A, > 
Adj-m ig ýIappy I Jý- 
Adj-m og Chopped I 4L 

Animal collective (forninina - verbs - singularý 
Numh" ý orm FnRlish ArAbic 
45 f-v-Bg Boxing tjL-.; 
III f-v-ss l(Lumung 

l2u f-v-sg Flying 
17o f-v-ss Showenng 

197 

- 

f-v-ss Playing an 
instiumcnt 

-Jý-; L3 
1 5 f-v-1s Cariying 

Animal colicetive (fcminine - verba - dual). 
-iýum -hcr KWM Enolush Arabic 

. 
f-v-du Crying ZLý- 

i4 f-v-du Kicking zlý,; 
m 

- 
f-v-du Taking 

3 69- f-v-du Yawning 
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3193 f-v-du singing ZLýý 
392 f-v-du Walking ZL-- II 

Animal oollective (feminine - vcfbe - nlurah. 

Number ýCvm Fnplimh Arabic 
12 f-v-pl Looking 
79 f-v-pl Eating 

215 f-v-pl Singing 

232 f-v-pl Being dizzy 

267 f-v-pl L)rtnktng 
'Apt; 

349 f-v-pl Breathing 

An.,, aI aejIn, Iva (matatrtine - verh - tinolItnr\ 

Number ýCfm Fnelish Arabic 
102 m-v-sg Reading IA 
141) m-v-sg Sliding 

153 m-v-sg Showing 

165 m-v-sg Canrying 

258 M-V-gg Sleeping 

339 m-v-sg Pointing 

Animal collective (masculine - verb - duall 
Number Hrm Enelish Arabio 
27 m-vdu Explaining ý4.4- 
63 m-v-du Dancing ý)L-; A 
192 m-v-du Running 40ý^ 
202 M-V-du Talking zL. S--t 

- 306 m-v-du 
T jumping M17 

-i 

Animal collective (masculine - verb - olural). 
Numher 1- orm FnithAh Arabic 
16 M-V-pI Running ; )X-4 
92 M-V-pl Pointing 

205 M-V-pl Crawling 

353 M-V-pl Playing an 
I inOrtiment 

ýAo. ýft 

Inantmaigi onflactive (fern intne - verb - sinaularl 

Numher ý orm FnjzliRh Arnhic 
151 f-v-sg Dancing 1,01; 
164 f-v-sg Walking VU 
293 f-v-Ig Reading 

339 f-v-sg Blowing 
ý I f-v-sg I Smiling 

371 1 f-v-sg I Winking 
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�___r__. _ __Il_... �i: -- 
... - ......... .. --- Number - --- -I ýnrm Fnahsh Arabic 
172 M-V-18 Playing an 

inRtniment 
INS m-v-sg Watering 

218 M-v-sg Holding 

229 M. Vsg Dancing 

M_v-2g Pointing 

M-V-3s tS imilsng 
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Appendix 1.1.5: Stimuli for the inanimate feminine nouns with no overt 

gender referent category. 

Inanimata (ferninina notins with no twert vender) (s; nvularl 
Number ýnrm Enehih Arabic 
49 n-sg 1%. 
118 n-sg Eye 

-I 
Lt-& 

Tnanimala (fL4n; n; na rinum with no overt oender) (Aural) 
Number ýMim I Enoliqh Arabic 
198 ft-PI Hand CL'I 
331 

1 

n-pl sun 
-, l 

Inanimate (masculine - sinRular). 
Number 1-mm 1-nelmh ArRbic 
148 n-ag Envelop 

160 n-Og Pen 

hanimato (mnsculine - duall 
Numlxr I-cwm Enelish Arabio 
I n-da ý001 ZLj 
24 n-du I hre 

I-Ztu 

I 

Inanimate (masculine - vilurell 
Numix-r Hrm F. nulish_ I Arabic 
210 n-PI cham- 
238 n-PI D1=8 

Tnanimate (fe-minine nouns (adiective) with no ovcit pender) a]). 
Number I ýnrm-- F glish Arahio 
3 so T30 5 

E 

C Adj-f-du SAd 
6; h 36 Adj-f-du Blue 

Inanimate inine ouns (adjective) with no overt gender) (plura4 
L'Imber ýnrm hqh ArRhic 
181 Adlpf-pl 

=S, 
11-1-py N 

239 Adj-f-pl Happy . 7'" 

Inanimate (fornininonounn with no vart gender) (feminine -verb - sinoular). 
Num her ýnrm___ F. nphsh Arabic 
268 f-v-sg Laughing l. 
399 f-V-118 Talking P's- 

Inanimate (feminine nouns with no ved pendcr) (feminine -verb -dual). Numl, 
r ýnrm Fnalish Arabio 

131 f-v-du Dt=stng 
299 f-v-du Crying 
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Inanimate (feminine nouns with no overt 9ender) (feminine -verb -plural). 
Number ýnrm Enfligh Arabio 
236 f-v-pl Cryins 

380 f-v-pl Sleeping 
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Appendix 1.2: Comprehension results: 

Appendix 1.2.1: compreliension, human and animal nouns. (Means and 
Std. Errors). 

Animacy 

Animacy Mean Std. Erroi 
h 5.04 . 127 

an 4.79 . 129 

Number 

Number Mean Std. Error 
sg 5.13 . 132 
du 5.04 . 135 
PI 4.58 . 142 

A8c Group 

Age Group Mean Std. Error 
6 2.69 . 260 
a 5.12 . 230 

10 5.35 . 216 
12 5.67 . 230 
A 5.76 . 417 

Numbcr x ago Group 

Age Group Number Mean Std. Error 
6 Bg 2.78 . 273 

du 3.13 . 279 
PI 2.17 . 294 
sg 5.49 . 241 
du 5.19 . 247 
pi 4.67 . 260 

10 sg 5.59 . 227 
du 5.26 . 232 
PI 6.20 . 245 

12 sg 5.76 . 241 
du 5.73 . 247 
PI 5.52 . 260 

A sg 6.00 . 437 
du 5.93 . 447 
PI 5.36 . 472 

NOun sender x number 

Gender Number Mean Std. Error 
f sg 5.01 . 135 

du 5.17 . 134 
PI 4.66 . 154 

m sg 5.25 . 137 
du 4.93 . 152 
PI 4.51 . 148 
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Animacy x noun Sendcr x age Group 

Age Group Animacy Gender Mean Std. Error 
6 h f 2.93 . 256 

m 2.67 . 292 
an 1 2.69 . 284 

m 2.48 . 273 
8 h f 5.42 . 226 

m 5.09 . 259 
an f 4.75 . 252 

m 5.22 . 242 
10 h f 5.51 . 213 

m 5.49 . 243 
an f 5.15 . 237 

m 5.26 . 227 
12 h f 5.77 . 226 

m 5.75 . 259 
an f 5.58 . 252 

m 5.58 . 242 
A h f 5.95 . 410 

m 5.85 . 469 
an f 5.67 . 456 

m 5.57 . 438 

Noun Sender x number x age Group 

Age Group Gender Number Mean Std. Erroi 
6 f sg 2.58 . 279 

du 3.61 . 277 
-, PI 2.22 . 318 

m sg 2.97 . 283 
du 2.64 . 315 
PI 2.11 . 306 

a f sg 5.30 . 247 
du 5.28 . 245 
pi 4.67 . 281 

m sg 5.67 . 251 
du 5.11 . 279 
PI 4.67 . 271 

10 sg 5.46 . 232 
du 5.29 . 230 
pi 5.25 . 265 

m sg 5.73 . 236 
du 5.23 . 262 , 
PI 5.15 . 255 

12 1 sg 5.67 . 247 
du 5.72 . 245 -, 
PI 5.63 . 281 

m sg 5.85 . 251 
du 5.74 . 279 7 

PI 5.41 . 271 
A f sg 6.00 . 448 

du 5.93 . 444 -, 
PI 5.50 . 510 

m sg 6.00 . 454 
du 5.93 . 505 
pi 5.21 . 491 

Animaoy x noun gender x number x ago Group 

Age Group Animacy Gender Number Mean Std. Error 
6hf SQ 2.94 . 279 

du 3.56 . 295 
pi 2.28 . 335 

m sg 2.89 . 298 
du 2.94 . 357 
pi 2.17 . 331 
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Age Group Animacy Gender Number 
an f Sg 

du 
PI 

m Sg 
du 
PI 

8 h I Sg 
du 
PI 

m Sg 
du 
PI 

an Sg 
du 
PI 

m Sg 
du 
PI 

10 h f Sg 
du 
PI 

m Sg 
du 
PI 

an Sg 
du 
PI 

m Sg 
du 
PI 

12 h Sg 
du 
PI 

m Sg 
du 
PI 

an f Sg 
du 
PI 

m Sg 
du 
PI 

A h f Sg 
du 
PI 

m Sg 
du 
PI 

an Sg 
du 
PI 

m Sg 
du 
PI 

Mean Std. Error 
2.22 . 330 
3.67 . 327 
2.17 . 360 
3.06 . 294 
2.33 . 305 
2.06 . 339 
5.56 . 246 
5.78 . 261 
4.91 . 296 
5.52 . 263 
5.17 . 316 
4.57 . 293 
5.04 . 292 
4.78 . 290 
4.44 . 318 
5.83 . 260 
5.04 . 270 
4.78 . 300 
5.69 . 232 
5.54 . 245 
5.31 . 278 
5.56 . 248 
5.35 . 297 
5.54 . 276 
5.23 . 274 
5.04 . 272 
5.19 . 299 
5.89 . 245 
5.12 . 254 
4.77 . 282 
5.74 . 246 
5.96 . 261 
5.61 . 296 
5.96 . 263 
5.69 . 316 
5.61 . 293 
5.61 . 292 
5.48 . 290 
5.65 . 318 
5.74 . 260 
5.78 . 270 
5.22 . 300 
6.00 . 447 
6.00 . 472 
5.86 . 536 
6.00 . 477 
6.00 . 572 
5.57 . 531 
6.00 . 529 
5.86 . 525- 
5.14 . 577 
6.00 . 472 
5.86 . 490 
4.86 . 544 
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Appendix 1.2.2: comprehension, Adjectives. (Means and Std. Errors). 

Aniamey 

AnImacy Mean Std. Error 
h . 80 . 023 

an . 78 . 024 
In . 56 . 022 

Gender 

Gender Mean Std. Error 
1 . 74 . 021 

m . 68 . 022 

Numhcr 

Nurnber Mean Std. Error 
Gg . 75 . 023 
du . 74 . 023 
PI . 65 . 023 

Age Uroup 

Age Group Mean Std. Error 
6 . 37 . 043 
8 . 66 . 038 

10 . 78 . 036 
12 . 67 . 038 
A 

. 89 . 069 

Animacy x age Group 

Age Group Animacy Mean Std. Error 
6 h . 42 . 047 

an . 39 . 049 
In 28 . 045 

8 h : 79 . 042 
an . 75 . 043 
In . 45 . 040 

10 h . 88 . 039 
an . 84 . 041 
In . 61 . 037 

12 h . 94 . 042 
an . 94 . 043 
in . 72 . 040 

A h . 97 . 076 
an . 97 . 079 
In . 75 . 072 

Animacy x Scrj&r 

Animacy Gender Mean Std. Error 
h 1 . 83 . 023 

m . 77 . 024 
an 1 . 79 . 025 

m . 77 . 024 
In 1 . 62 . 022 

m . 51 . 025 
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Cmndcr x number 
Gender Number 

I sg 
du 
Pi 
sg 
du 
Pi 

Animacy x number x ago Group 

Age Group Animacy 
6h 

8 

10 

12 

an 

In 

h 

an 

In 

h 

an 

In 

h 

an 

In 

h 

an 

In 

Mean Std. Error 
. 78 . 025 
. 78 . 023 
. 67 . 025 
. 74 . 023 
. 69 . 025 
. 63 . 025 

Number Mean Std. Error 
sg . 45 . 053 
du . 51 . 053 
Pl . 32 . 056 
sg . 44 . 055 
du . 42 . 058 
Pl . 34 . 056 

sg . 26 . 056 
du . 36 . 052 
pl . 21 . 049 

sg . 88 . 047 
du . 80 . 047 
Pl . 69 . 049 

ag . 84 . 049 
du . 77 . 051 
Pl . 65 . 049 

sg . 53 . 050 
du . 39 . 046 
Pl . 41 . 043 
sg . 92 . 044 
du . 87 . 044 
Pl . 86 . 046 
sg . 87 . 046 
du . 84 . 048 
pf . 82 . 046 
sg . 69 . 047 
du . 59 . 043 
Pl . 56 . 041 
ag . 97 . 047 
du 97 . 047 
pl . 87 . 049 
sg . 94 . 049 
du 95 . 051 
pl . 92 . 049 
sg . 80 . 050 
du . 76 . 046 
Pl . 61 . 043 
sg . 97 . 084 
du 1.00 . 085 
Pl . 93 . 090 
sg . 99 . 088 
du 1.00 . 092 
Pl . 92 . 089 
sg . 81 . 090 
du 83 . 084 
pl . 61 . 078 
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Appendix 1.2.3: comprehension, Verbs. (Means and Std. Errors). 

Animacy 

Animacy Mean Std. Error 
h . 75 . 022 

an . 74 . 023 
in . 54 . 022 

C, cn&-f 

Gender Mean Std. Error 
1 . 65 . 022 

m . 69 . 021 

Numhcr 

Number Mean Std. Error 
sg . 77 . 022 
du . 74 . 022 
PI . 52 . 025 

Ago Oroup 

Age Group Mean Std. Error 
6 . 36 . 042 
a . 61 . 037 

10 . 73 . 035 
12 . 83 . 037 
A . 86 . 068 

Animacy x ago Group 

Age Group Animacy Mean Std. Error 
6 h . 38 . 046 

an . 40 . 047 
In . 29 . 045 

8 h . 73 . 041 
an . 70 . 042 
In . 41 . 040 

10 h . 81 . 038 
an . 82 . 039 
In . 55 . 037 

12 h . 88 . 041 
an . 89 . 042 
In . 71 . 040 

A h . 93 . 074 
an . 91 . 076 
In . 73 . 072 

Number x ago Group 

Age Group Number Mean Std. Error 
6 ag . 41 . 046 

du A2 . 047 
Pi . 26 . 052 

8 sg . 76 . 040 
du . 71 . 041 
PI . 38 . 046 

10 Bg . 82 . 038 
du . 77 . 039 
Pi . 59 . 043 
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Age Group Number Mean Std. Error 
12 sg . 90 . 040 

du . 89 . 041 
PI . 68 . 046 

A sg . 95 . 073 
du . 92 . 075 
pi . 71 . 083 

Animacy x gender 

Animacy Gender Mean Std. Error 
h 1 . 74 . 023 

m . 76 . 024 
an f . 69 . 025 

m . 79 . 023 
In 1 . 54 . 025 

m . 54 . 023 

Animaoy x number 

Animacy Number Mean Std. Error 
h sg . 87 . 025 

du . 78 . 026 
PI . 59 . 028 

an sg . 84 . 024 
du . 81 . 027 
PI . 58 . 029 

In sg . 59 . 029 

du . 63 . 022 
PI . 39 . 028 

Gender x Number 

Gender Number Mean Std. Error 
I sg . 77 . 023 

du . 75 . 023 
PI . 45 . 030 

M sg . 77 . 023 
du . 73 . 025 
PI . 59 . 025 

Animacy x gender x age Group 

Age Group Animacy Gender Mean Sid. Error 
6 h f . 41 . 047 

m . 36 . 049 
an f . 38 . 051 

M . 423 . 048 
In f . 25 . 051 

m . 34 . 047 
8 h If . 70 . 042 

m . 76 . 044 
an f . 63 . 045 

m . 77 . 043 
in 1 . 38 . 046 

m . 43 . 042 
10 h 1 . 81 . 039 

m . 82 . 041 
an f . 76 . 042 

m . 87 . 040 
In f . 57 . 043 

m . 53 . 039 
12 h f . 86 . 042 

m . 89 . 044 
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Age Group AnImacy Gender Mean Std. Error 
an f . 84 . 045 

m . 93 . 043 
In f . 72 . 046 

m . 69 . 042 
Ah f . 91 . 075 

m . 96 . 079 
an f . 87 . 081 

m . 96 . 078 
In f . 76 . 082 

m . 71 . 076 

Animacy x inumber x age Group 

Age Group Animacy Number Mean Std. Error 
6 h sg . 496 OSI 

du . 371 . 054 , 
pl . 280 OSS 

an sg . 439 . 049 
du . 497 . 056 ' 
pl . 266 . 061 

In sg . 283 . 059 
du . 386 . 046 , 
pl . 219 . 058 

8 h sg . 898 . 045 
du . 804 . 048 
pl . 492 . 051 

an sg . 891 . 043 
du . 792 . 050 
pl . 416 . 054 

In sg . 476 . 053 
du . 519 . 041 
pl . 229 . 051 

10 h sg . 943 . 042 
du . 831 . 045 
pl . 668 . 048 

an sg . 913 . 041 
du . 859 . 047 
pl . 680 . 051 

In sg . 605 . 049 
du . 625 . 038 
pl . 426 . 048 

12 h sg . 987 . 045 
du . 928 . 048 . 
pl . 730 . 051 

an sg . 957 . 043 
du . 950 . 050 
pl . 751 . 054 

In sg . 763 . 053 
du . 809 . 041 ' 
pl . 548 . 051 

A h sg 1.000 . 082 
du . 986 . 087 
pl . 811 . 093 

an sg 1.000 . 078 
du Aso . 090 
pl . 793 . 098 

In sg . 850 . 095 
du . 821 - . 074 
pl . 521 . 093 - 
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Gender x number x age Group 

Age Group Gender Number Mean Std. Error 
6 f sg . 38 . 047 

du . 42 . 047 
PI . 24 . 062 

m sg . 44 . 047 
du . 42 . 051 
pi . 27 . 051 

8 f sg . 75 . 042 
du . 70 . 042 
PI . 27 . 054 

M sg . 76 . 041 
du . 71 . 045 
pi . 49 . 045 

10 f sg . 83 . 039 
du . 79 . 039 
PI . 51 . 051 

m sg . 81 . 039 
du . 75 . 042 
PI . 67 . 042 

12 f sg . 91 
. 042 

du . 93 . 042 
PI . 59 . 054 

sg . 89 . 041 
du . 87 . 045 
pi . 77 . 045 

A f sg . 97 . 076 
du . 93 . 075 
PI . 63 . 099 

rn sg . 93 . 075 
du . 91 . 082 
PI . 79 . 081 

Animacy x gender x number 

Animacy Gender Number Mean Std. Error 
h f sg . 864 . 025 

du . 828 . 027 
pf . 520 . 034 

rn sg . 866 . 026 
du . 740 . 029 
PI . 673 . 030 

an f sg . 820 . 027 
du . 803 . 029 
PI . 461 . 035 

rn sg . 860 . 023 
du . 816 . 029 
PI . 701 . 031 

in f sg . 615 . 029 
du . 631 . 025 
PI . 362 . 037 

rn sg . 576 . 033-, 
du . 633 . 029 
PI . 416 . 030 
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Appendix 1.2.4: comprehension, Collective nouns. (Means and Std. 
Errors). 

Word type 

Word type Mean Std. Error 
n IS . 024 

adl . 76 . 024 
v . 62 . 023 

Animacy 

Animacy Mean Std. Error 
ýn . 72 . 021 
in . 74 . 022 

Gender 

Gender Mean Std. Error 
f . 71 . 

023 
m . 74 . 

022 

Age Group 

Age Group Mean Std. Error 
6 . 36 . 043 
8 . 73 . 038 

10 . 79 . 036 
12 . 85 . 038 
A . 91 . 070 

Word type x age Group 

Age Group W type Mean Std. Error 

6 n . 32 . 048 
adj . 39 . 050 

v . 37 . 050 
8 n . 59 . 043 

adi . 79 . 044 
v . 83 . 045 

10 n . 71 . 040 
adi . 79 . 042 

v . 87 . 042 
12 n . 74 . 043 

adj . 88 . 044 
v . 94 . 045 

A n . 78 . 077 
adj . 99 . 081 

v . 95 . 081 

Animacy x age Group 

Age Group Animacy Mean Std. Error 
6 an . 33 . 043 

in . 39 . 046 
8 an . 70 . 038 

in . 76 . 041 
10 an . 76 . 036 

in . 81 . 038 
12 an . 85 . 038 
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Age Group Animacy Mean Std. Error 
in . 85 . 041 

A an . 92 . 068 
in . 89 . 074 

Gender x age Group 

Age Group Gender Mean Std. Error 
6 f . 38 . 047 

m . 35 . 046 
8 f . 71 . 042 

m . 76 . 041 
10 f . 75 . 039 

m . 83 . 038 
12 f . 84 . 042 

m . 88 . 041 
A f . 91 . 076 

m . 90 . 074 

Word type x animacy 

W type animacy Mean Std. Error 
n an . 65 . 024 

in . 60 . 025 
ad an . 73 . 024 

in . 80 . 026 
v an . 77 . 025 

in . 81 . 027 

Word type x gender 

W type Gender Mean Std. Error 
nf . 63 . 029 

m . 61 . 032 
adj f . 71 . 025 

m . 83 . 026 
an f . 79 . 025 

m . 78 . 026 

Word type x animacy x age Group 

Age Group W type Animacy Mean Sid. Error 
6 n an . 31 . 051 

in . 33 . 052 
adj an . 34 . 050 

in . 45 . 055 
v an . 35 . 052 

in . 39 . 055 
8 n an . 61 . 045 

in . 57 . 046 
adj an . 72 . 04S 

in . 86 . 048 
v an . 79 . 046 

in . 87 . 049 
10 n an . 71 . 042 

in . 70 . 043 
adj an . 76 . 042 

in . 81 . 045 
v an . 83 . 043 

in . 91 . 046 
12 n an . 80 . 045 

in . 67 . 046 
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Age Group W type Animacy Mean Std. Error 
adi an . 83 . 045 

in . 92 . 048 
v an . 92 . 046 

in . 96 . 049 
An an . 82 . 081 

in . 75 . 083 
adl an . 986 . 081 

in . 99 . 087 
v an . 97 . 083 

in . 93 . 089 

Word type x animacy x gender 

W type Animacy Gender Mean Std. Error 
n an t . 66 . 031 

m . 64 . 033 
in f . 61 . 034 

m . 59 . 036 
adj an f . 63 . 024 

m . 83 . 027 
in f . 79 . 029 

m . 82 . 027 
v an f . 79 . 026 

m . 74 . 030 
in f . 79 . 028 

m . 83 . 028 
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Appendix 1.2.5: comprehension, Inanimate feminine nouns with no 
overt gender referent. (Means and Std. Errors). 

Word type 

W type Mean Std. Error 
adi 1.21 . 060 

v 1.01 . 060 

Number 

Number Mean Std. Error 
du 1.31 . 056 
PI . 91 . 061 

Age Group 

Age Group Mean Std. Error 
6 . 53 . 103 
8 . 90 . 

091 
10 1.13 . 

086 
12 1.38 . 

091 
A 1.61 . 165 

Word "x number 

W type Number Mean Std. Error 

adi du 1.30 . 076 
PI 1.11 . 075 

v du 1.31 . 075 
PI . 77 . 078 
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Appendix 2: Production. 

Appendix 2.1 Production Stimuli. 

Appendix 2.1.1: Stimuli for the human and animal nouns category. 1110 

Human nouns (feminine - singular). 
Nurntvr Porm English Arnhic 
12 n-f-sg Queen 

109 n-f-sg Graduate 

217 n-f-sg Nurse 

298 n-f-ag Singer 

331 n-f-sg Painter (artist) 

369 n-f-sg Sails woman 

Human nouns (feminine - dual) 
Number Form EnRlish Arabic 
33 n-f-du Soldier 

38 n-f-du Teacher 

55 n-f-du Bride 

197 n-f-du Chemist 

235 n-f-du Broadcuter 

357 n-f-du Fire fighter 

Muman nounq (feminine - olural) 
Number Form Enelish Arabic 

27 n-f-pl Doctor 
42 n-f-pi Instrument player 

123 n-f-pl. Witch 

176 n-f-pi Teacher 
FLO9 n-f-pl 

- TArchitect 

389 n-f-pt I Boxer :, LAU 

T-Tum an nouns (masculine -singular) 
Number ýOrm Enelish Arabic 
II n-m-sg Baker ; L--;. 

182 n-m-sg Carpenter JLi 
204 n-m-sg Chemisl 

294 n-m-Bg Cook t" 
ý j n-m-sg Doctor --6 
1 390 1 n-m-sg Broadcaster 

Human nouns (masculine - dual). 
Number ý orm En, vlish Arahic 
78 n-m-du _ Swimmer Z, ý. L- 
131 ti-m-du Plumben ýLn- 
132 n-m-du Diveri; i ý, l ILL 
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Number ýOrm English Arabic 
156 

1 

n-m-du Boxers 

195 n-m-du Photographers 

1-ihn, an an, 1n 'n, ncrtiflne - nlt, rnl\ 

Number ýOrm Enelish Arabic 
62 n-m-pI Player 

86 n-m-pl Singer 

207 n-m-pI Pirate 

257 n-m-pI Fire fighter 
ý I n-m-pI 

TStudent 

1 361 1 n-m-pI I Pilot 

A, d.,,. I - 

Number Form English Arabic 
129 n-f-sg Penguin 

234 n-f-sg Shark 

256 n-f-88 Parrol J. " 

310 n-f-sg Bat 

355 ý n-f-sg Elephant 

389 n-f-sg Falcon 

Anmnl (fen, nh. a nnun - dtinfl 

Number Porm Fnglish Arabic 
8 n-f-du Spider 

96 n-f-du Tuttle 

117 n-f-du Bat 

188 n-f-du Octopus 

n-f-du Mouse 
I 

k; lu 

1 306 1 n-f-du Dinosaur I) 

_. �i.,. -1\ 
Number Form Enelish Arabic 
10 n-f-PI Bird 

89 n-f-PI Crocodile 

121 n-f-pl Wolf 

194 n-f-pl Monkey 
ý j n-f-pl ox QUJ 
1 336 1 n-f-PI (Xtopus 

A -: - A 

Number ýorni Enelish Arabic 

22 n-m-Bg Tiger 

25 n-m-sg Eagle 

118 n-m-Bg Hog 

245 n-m-sg Chick 

274 n-m-sg Elephant 

307 n-m-sg Scorpion 
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Animal (masculine nouns - dual). 
Number Form Enelish Arabic 
61 n-m-du Fox 

85 n-m-du Bear 

108 n-m-du Dog ; JUf 
177 n-m-du Penguin 

216 n-m-du Rabbit 

278 n-m-du Parrot 

An; mal (mmouline nounq - nlural) 

Number Form Enelish Arabic 
37 n-m-pI Whale 

153 n-m-pl Dragon 

237 n-m-pi Spider 

293 n-m-pI Peacock 

321 n-M-pI Turtle 
r 

3-6 8- n-m-pl, Donkey 
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Appendix 2.1.2: Stimuli for the adjective category. 15 

Human (adjective -feminine -singular). 
Number Porm Enelish Arabic 

Noun Adjectiv /targel Noun Adjective 
tarRet 

100 Adj-f-sg Woman In a hurry di- 
113 Adj-f-sg Woman Late 

128 Adj-f-sg Woman Old 

200 Adj-f-sg' Woman Hot 

311 Adj-f-sg Woman Proud 

376 Adj-f-sg Woman Sleepy 

Mum an (adiective- feminine -dual) 
Number Form Enelish Arabic 

Noun Adjective / targel Noun Adjective 
tareet 

158 AdJ-f-du Clown Overturned 

239 Adj-f-du Girl I-rozen 

266 
1 

Adj-f-du Girl poor ; JUq C. ". ý- 

313 Adj-f-du Woman Upset C, ý 
323 AdJ-f-du Woman III Z. U. L- 
374 Adj-f-du Woman Tied Zt- 

Human (adiective - feminine - rtural). 
Number Form Enelish Arabic 

Noun Adjective I target Noun Adjective 
target 

44 Adj-f-pl Girt Shy 

184 Adj-f-pl Woman With pain 

284 Adj-f-pl Girt Punished 

Adj-f-pl Woman Soared eLk- 
Adj-f-pl Woman Pregnant 

Adj-f-pl Woman Fast 

Human (adiective - masculine - singular). 
Number Form Enelish Arabic 

Noun Adjective targal Noun Adjective I 
tareet 

39 AdJ-m-sg Man Puzzled Wý- 
56 Adj-m-sg Man Strong 5. J 
82 Adj-m-sg Man Angry 

AdJ-m-sg Man 

Adj-m-sg Man Upset 
; 7, L- 

Adj-m-sg Man ýrozen 
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P,, - I. A-t; - -- dunh 

Number P orm EnOish Arabic 
Noun Adjective / target Noun Adjective 

tarect 

14 Adj-m-du Man Terrified 

48 Adj-m-du Man Broke 

90 Adj-m-du Man Late 

262 Adj-m-du Man Bored 

297 Adj-m-du 130Y Cold aw 

I 

330 Adj-m-du Man Exhausted a, ) tj 

14iiman latte. r. flve - mmouline - nlurah 

Num her Forni EnRlish Arabic 
Noun Adjective target Noun Adjective 

tarvet 
114 AdJ-m-pI Director Happy ajý, P 
190 Adj-m-pl Man Old JL-J A- 

209 Adj-m-pl Man Fat ZPL- 
241 AdJ-m-pI Clown Sad 

248 AdJ-m-pI Man Hot 

338 Adj-m-pl Man Hungry JL-J 

An; mal fýd; -. f; ve - fý; n; ne - Rinvular). 

Number Form RnOish ,I 
Arabic 

Noun Adjective I targel Noun Adjective 
tarect 

16 Adj-f-eg Shark Wicked ". J &AA 

45 Adj-f-sg Cat Elegant 41J &LL. 

145 Adj-f-sg Dog wet 'J" 
169 Adj-f-sg Bear Sad 

19H Adj-f-sg Turtle Sleepy U. L. 

Number . ........... Form English Arabic 
Noun Adjective / targel Noun Adjective 

tarvet 
101 Adj-f-du Elephant Big Zt, -s 
t16 Adj-f-du Monkey Tired zfw" 

210 Adj-f-du Frog In a Bhock ZAA1. 

334 Adj-f-du Giraffe I-figh 

343 Adj-f-du Dog Tied 

379 Adj-f-du Tiger Fast ; JLL-" 

A.; -. 1 - f-,.;.. - nlilrAll 

- ---------- Number FOM En. alish Arshic 
Noun Adjective I target Noun Adjective i 

tarvet 
70 Adj-f-pl Dog Sleepy . U...; 

215 Adj-f-pl Cat Red 

250 Adi-f-pl Bird Cold 

263 Adj-f-pl Elephant Arrogant 

269 Adj-f-pI Elephant Tied 

380 Ad f-PI Elephant Broken 
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Animal (adiective - masculine - sinRular). 
Number Form Enelish Arabic 

Noun Adjective Y targel Noun Adjective 
tarvet 

63 AdJ-m-sg Mouse Late JU 
159 AdJ-m-sg Dog III 

212 AdJ-m-sg Elephant Scared 

267 Adj-m-sg Mouse Hungry 3U 
333 AdJ-m-sg I- rog Blue tý 
394 AdJ-m-sg Penguin Sad clý 

Animal (adiective - masouline - dual) 
Number Form Enelish Arabic 

Noun Adjective target Noun Adjective 
tar2et 

17 Adj-m-du Monkey Thirsty 

57 Adj-m-du Bear Cold 4ub, 
92 Adj-m-du Tiger Caged 41 1 -. 0- 
181 Adj-m-du Eagle Strong 0. -: zt. -J 
270 Adj-m-du cat Dizzy aW 
285 Adj-m-du Dog Wicked 

An imni (nd; ective-mmouline-niurall 
Number P orm English Arabic 

Noun Adjective / WSW Noun Adjective 
tarpet 

18 Adj-m-pl Snake Rapt around 4Nw 'Lil" 
19 Adj-m-pl Rabbit wet 

93 AdJ-m-pI Mouse In a burry 

191 Adi-m-pl Elcphantý Sad ALi 

224 AdJ-m-pl Vog Hungry 

7ý .. ;_t. (. A, -f 4- - f-;. ;.. - .; ý 
Number Form Enelish Arabic 

Noun Adjective / targel Noun Adjectivo 
taivet 

72 Adj-f-sg Ball On fire 

88 Adj-f-ag Paper Soared 

126 Adj-f-sg Car Exhausted 

172 Adj-f-sg Spoon Full "-J 

327 Adj-f-ag Lamp Broken 

337 Adj-f-sg Roller Black 

Inanimate (adiective - feminine - dual). 
Nurn her orm Enefish Arahic 

Notm Adjective / targel Noun Adjectiva 
target 

46 Adj-f-du Soup Hot 

137 AdJ-f-du Sharpener Green 

162 Adj-f-du Car In love 

164 Adj-f-du Pre ni Open 

244 Adj-f-du Faucet Angry ;, I - 
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Number Fonn English I Arabic 
272 Adi-f-du Candle --r -Closed I ZL. - 

I 

Inanimate (adjective - feminine - plural). 
Number P orm Enelish Arabic 

Noun Adjective ? targel Noun Adjective I 
taract 

174 Adj-f-pl Paust Broken "V16 
252 Adj-f-pl Watch Tired 

299 Adj-f-pl Receiver Hot 

381 Adj -f-p I Shiý H py 

Inanimate (adiective - maqouline - sineular). 
Number Form English Arabie 

Notm Adjective / target Noun Adjective 
target 

161 Adj-m-ag Computer In a huffy 

201 Adj-m-ag Television ill 

271 Adj-m-sg Mcrophone Angry 

Adj-m-sg Drawer Open 

Adj-m-sg Notebook Sad 

Adj-m-sg Tee pot Hot 

Inanimate (adiective - masculine - dual). 
Number Form Enelish Arabic 

Noun Adjective/ target Noun Adjective 
tarect 

179 Adj-m-du Microphone Happy 

199 Adj-m-du Ladder High 

236 AdJ-m-du Plug Red 

Adj-m-du Scissor Closed 

Adj-m-du Pen Broken ZW 
Adj-m-du Pen I-rozen ZW 

Inanimate (adiective - m&qculine - Mural). 
Number Form Enelish Arabic 

Noun Adjective / target Noun Adjective 
tarvet 

21 Adj-m-pl Teeth Decay ; JL. 1 

119 Adj-m-pl Hart Puzzled -JU 
Adj-m-pl star Blue 

Adj-m-pl Computer Upset 4L- 
Adj-m-pI Sword Angry 

Adj-m-131 Television Happy 
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Appendix 2.1.3: Stimuli for the verb category. 

Human (feminine -verb - sinoular). 
Number Form Enalish Arabic 

Noun Verb / taniet Noun Verb/tanict 
30 f-v-sg Woman Smelling P= 
49 f-v-sg Girl Reading 

107 f-v-sg Woman Swimming 

246 f-v-sg Woman Thinking 

281 f-v-sg Woman Raiding 

344 f-v-sg Woman Sleeping 

Human (feminine - verb - dual). 
Number orm EnLIish Arabic 

Noun Verb I target Noun Verb / target 
I f-v-du Woman Carrying 4. U6. - ZN-Ii 
64 f-v-du Woman Planting zW- ýL,,; 
135 f-v-du Girl Pushing ZL; L-j ZLw 
314 f-v-du Girl Sawing 

'Azq ZLkri.: 
318 f-v-du Woman Crying zsw- 

I 

ZLA; 
341 f-v-du Woman Eating ZU. c, 'ASL- 

Human (feminine - verb - ntural) 
Number Enelish Arabic 

Noun Verb I tarýiet 
- 

Noun Verb / twvet 
24 f-v-pl Woman Working zL,. w i: A- 

68 f-v-PI Woman Pulling zU, C)AA 

254 f-v-pl Woman Photographing ý:, U- z1jp- 
276 f-v-pl Woman Talking L..; CAL-a 
279 V-PI Woman Sliding CIZ-A 
351 f-v-pl Woman Hanging Z)IW I 

T4nman (mmmiline - verh - R; noulnr) 
Numher P orm Endish Ambic 

Noun Verb / target Noun Verb I target 
69 m-v-gg 130Y Drawing it 

95 m-v-sg 130Y Watering , J, 

139 m-v-gg Man Caring J-. 

185 m-v-sg Boy 
I 

Writing 

277 m-v-sg Man Looking 

365 mf-v-gg Man Paying 

Human (mmeuline - verb - dual) 
Number Foffn Enelish Arabic 

Noun Verb / target Notin Verb I tarvet 
170 m-v-du Man Pealing Z06i 
213 m-v-du Man Miling 

218 m-v-du Man Singing A-j 
230 m-v-du Man Showering a%tj 
282 m-v-du Man Driving ;, u 
316 m-v-du 1).. tr Examining 
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T-T,, - (--,, I i-. - V&A - n1lim h 

Number Form Enplish Arabic 
Noun Verb / tareet Noun Verb I taract 

60 M-V-Pl Man Hammering JL-j 
105 m-v-Pl Man Cleaning JLýj 

12U m-v-Pl Man Falling ittj 

168 M-V-Pl Man Calling JL-j 4jstk 
211 m-v-Pl Boy Raiding 

226 m-v-PI Man Talking ilk-i 

Ann, nl (femir er - verb - 
inci, Iar\ 

Number Form English Arabic 
Noun Verb I target Noun Verb I target 

50 f-v-sg Turtle Walkmg L. " 1 

98 f-v-sg cat Playing an 
inqtrument 

4e; 

122 f-v-gg Chick Sleeping 

140 f-v-sg Elephant Potntmg 

265 f-v-sg Mouse Holdmg ., U 

347 f-v-sg Frog Swimmmg 

Aý; -. l - -4, - 
A-IN 

Number Form English Arabic 
Noun Verb / target Noun Verb / tarect 

41 f-v-du Cat Dancing ýL; I; 4-L-J; 
146 f-v-du Horse Flying 

295 f-v-du Tuille Laughing 

317 f-v-du Bear Smelling 

326 f-v-du Penguin Skating 

370 f-v-du Bear Showering Zt-j 

Number Form Enelish Arabic 
Noun Verb / target Nouri Verb I target 

142 f-v-PI Bird Yawning 

148 f-v-PI Monkey Covering ý;, Isj 

178 f-v-pI cat Running 

192 f-v-PI Vog Eating 

359 f-v-PI cat Sleeping "L. U 

395 f-v-PI Bear Singing :, w "L- 

An; mal fmnqoiil; ne - verb - Atnoular) 
Num ber Form English Arahic 

Noun Verb / target Noun Verb i tarvet 
2 m-v-sg Monkey Carrying 3, J J--4 

52 m-v-sg Crocodile Crying 
VC. 

77 m-v-sg 
--- 

Bull 
' - - 

Driving 
110" 

1 283 1 M-V-sg 
r Er o c4Td Crocodile , Open ng I 

LL-j i ýit 

A.; mRf rm&qculine - verb - dual) 

373 

Number Form Enoli,, l I Arabic 
rý. u 

1:: ý Verb I target Nom 
-- 

I Vert, ý mrvctýj 
110 m-v-du Donkey I Shouting 1 ýIlj+q 
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Number Form Enelish Arabic 
173 m-v-du Monkey Boxing ZIsj 
186 m-v-du Rabbit Holding 

228 Tn-v-du Mouse Eating 

303 m-v-du ý'rog Running 

392 rn-v-du Mouse Hiding 

Animal (masculine - verb - nlural) 
Number ýOrni Enalish Arabic 

Noun Verb / tamet Noun Verb / tareet 
133 M-v-pl Bear Riding 

136 M-v-PI Mouse Sliding Z";.; 
160 M-v-PI Frog Composing L. -L" JJ4 

18U M-v-pl Turtle Sitting 
11-W 1 

[-ý83 M-V-Pl Rab it Shopping 
- -- 

.; I'l jp-;; 
1 366 M-v-PI Ct -I g-g sl- Wa 

Tnnnin, a*e (femtnne - verh - tinoulari 

Number Forin Fnplish Arabic 
Noun Verb / target Noun Verb f tafvct 

125 f-v-sg Receiver Running 

259 f-v-3g Ball Ju-P-8 . 6f AC 
305 f-v-sg C4r Standing 

396 f-v-sg Auplanc Smiling 

-- 

............. Number Forin Enelish Arabic 
Noun Verb / tamet Nouri Verb / target 

76 f-v-du Brush Walking 

102 f-v-du Airplane Smiling ;, t;, U 

112 f-v-du Lamp Pointing 1 :, L41 

202 I-v-Qu Feeding bottle Going out -ýL-L-j 
348 f-v-du Druin Drumming ZLLI, AI; 

360 f-v-du Paper Running ZOW'I zlý 

I- -- 

------------- Number ýorm English Arabio 
Noun Verb / target Noun Verb / target 

4 f-v-pl Star Shooting PJA 
5 f-v-pl Fork Walking 

34 f-v-pl Handbag jumping 

75 I-V-pi Hal Crying 

f-v-PI Lamp Rurming 

f-v-pl Airplane Screaming 

Tnan; mnte (maqculine - veen - sinaular). 
Numbcr Form Enplish Arabic 

Noun Verb ý larvet Noun Verb I tarvet 
28 m-v-sg Sword wzmg ýL. . LA 
32 m-v-sg Tooth 13rushmg 

231 m-v-sg Hart Eating 
lulý 
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Number Form 
, 

Enelish Arabio 
268 M-V-sg Finger Pressmg -1 

-- 1 -ý-- 
286 m-v-sg Computer Explainmg ; "-! r 
367 mf-v-sg Microphone Dancing 

Inanimate fmaer. nNne -vprh - A-IN 

Number Form English Arabic 
Noun Verb / target Noun Verb I target 

53 m-v-du Scissor Cutting ZPL-" : A-4 
59 m-v-du Pen Writing ;, L. U 
79 m-v-du Pen Dancing ý, LU 
147 ni-v-du Notebook Jumping -. 1 ý. 
287 -v-du Box Can-ying 
300 m-v-du Computer Thinking 

Inanimate (matmil; n& - -4% - n1-11 
Number Orin EnRlish Arabic 

Noun Verb / tarect Noun Verb I taruct 
225 m-v-pl Phone Rmging 

aj 
288 m-v-pl Book Flying 
328 m-v-Pl Screwdriver Turning :, L" 
349 

- 
m-v-Pl 

- 
Scissor Standing 

372 M-v-pl 
t 

Radio Dancing 
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Appendix 2.1.4: Stimuli for the collective nouns category. ft 

Colleotive animal nouns (feminine -singular) 
Number P orfn Enelish Arabic 
94 n-f-ag Swan 

106 n-f-sg Chicken 

203 n-f-sg Owl 

214 n-f-sg Bee 

222 n-f-sg Deer 

229 n-f-sg Butterfly 

Collective animal nouns (masculine - pluralý 
Num ber Form Enelish ArRbic 
31 n-m-pl Duck . 1. 

54 n-m-pl Fly IU 
150 n-m-pl Ant Ju 
243 n-m-pl cow IL 

FL64 n-m-pl Worm S93 

1 377 n-m-pl Fish 4L- 

rnllýt; ve *man; mnte nounn (ferninine - sinaular) 

Number P'orm Enelish Arabio 
40 n-f-ag Orange 

84 n-f-sg Date tree 

292 n-f-sg Plant ". L 
304 n-f-sg Lemon Aýý 
320 n-f-ag 

-T watermelon I" 
386 n-f-ag I Apple -L;; 

; -; -t, mi- (mAqntil; ne -nlural) 
Number Form Enelish Arabio 

7 n-m-pl Egg 

144 n-m-pl 'I rce 
163 n-m-pl carrot 

223 n-m-pl Flower 

255 n-m-pt 
-- TBanana 

354 n-m-pl I Feather 

A ; -1 ý11-f; - faA; &. r. t; v&- fem; ninc- singular) 

Number porm EnLIish Arshic 
Noun Adjectiva targel Noun Adjectiva 

tarvet 
154 Adj-fsg Bee Sad 

166 Adj-f sg Cow Dirty 

280 Adj-fsg O%Vl Upset 

342 Adj-fsg Butterfly Puzzled &Lli 
352 Adj-fsg Ucer Tired 

356 Adj-fsg Worm Happy 
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-11-tive. (mlientive - masculine - niural) 
Number Form English Arabic 

Noun Adjective targel Noun Adjective 
taract 

29 Adj-m-pl Cow Puzzled 

47 Adj-m-pl Bee Nice J- 
67 AdJ-m-pI Bee Angry 

1. ). - 
MI Adj-m-pl Butterfly Happy 

138 AdJ-m-pl Duck Wet 

387 Adj-m-pl Fish Strong 

tI. tk, -- inaiiIar'l 

Numher Fom Enelish Arabic 
Noun Adjective target Noun Adjective 

taract 
9 Adl-fag Candle Puzzled 

167 Adj-fsg Banana Sad 

206 Adl-fag Candle Burning 

253 Adj-fsg Apple Rotten 

315 AdJ-fsg Flower Happy 

350 Adj-fsg Flower I Seared 

1lIs,. (- nlnr, t'l 

Number Form EnRlish Arabic 
Noun Adjective I targel Noun Adjective 

tarvet 
20 Adj-m-pl Apple Happy 

91 Adj-m-pl Limon Sad 

130 Adj-m-pl Apple Eaten PU; 
Adj-m-pI Apple Hot 

Adj-m-pl Egg Happy 

Adj-m-pl Egg Broken 

rAlýf- -; mnl ff~; n; -. -verh -ainaularl 
Number Form Enalish Arabic 

Noun Verb / target Noun Verb / tmvct 
36 f-v-gg Bee smcllkng 

P= 
115 f-v-sg Duck Reading I'D 

233 f-v-sg Cýw Jumping 

240 f-v-sg owl Writing 

339 f-v-sg Sheep Driving 

397 f-v-sg Fish Fishing 

Collective animal (masculine -verb - Oural). 
Number Fmn 

- 
Enelish Arabic 

- Noun Verb I tarect Noun Veiii, I laroct 
73 M-V-Pl Fish Scrcamtng j: _ C'-C 
149 M-V-Pl BuUcrfly Standing 

301 M-V-Pl Duck Skiing 

302 M-V-Pl Sheep Jumping 

383 M-V-Pl Sheep Sitting 
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ii,:... _�... h_; nn,, lr 

Number Form Fnglish Arabic 
Noun Verb / tarvet Noun Verb / tarvet 

65 f-v-sg Apple Singing -U: 
74 f-v-sg Banana Dancing kw 

1 227 f-v-sg Egg Turning I A-ý 
290 1 

f-v-sg 
I 

Apple Smiling 
I -W , P- 

I f-v-sg I Egg Sleeping I 
.; " 

I 
'w 

I 

rAlo-ntivm; nAn; m. te (mmouline- verb - olumh. 

Nulml ber rr 1 cirm Fneligh Arabic 
Noun Verb I tamet Noun Verb I tarvet 

175 175 M-v-pl Banana Running 44^ 
63 3 363 

E 

M-v-pl Apple Climbing F-U; 
37 5 M-v-pl Cloud Blowing A. 

3 3M4 84 m-v-pl Candle Singing 

398 398 M-v-pl Flower Laughing 

378 
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Appendix 2.1.5: Stimuli for the quantified nouns category. ks 
Ouantified human feminine nouns (3 - 10) 

Number ý offn Enelish Arabic 
87 Num - n-f-pt 9 painters % 

141 Num, - n-f-pl 10 composers ; 'U'L, I 
155 Num - n-f-pl 5 bndeE ,, & 4 
232 Nurn - n-f-pl 4 queens :. Jsl. L 

OuRntified human feTnin; ne nouns (I]+) 
Number Form En. elish Arabio 
26 Num - n-f II giris z.:, %% 
157 Num -n-f 13 photographer %r 

189 Num - n-f 12 teacher 
332 Nurn - n-f 17 singers 

Ouantified human masculine nouns (3 - 10) 
Number orm Enelish Arabic 
15 Num, - n-m 3 fwa fighters 

80 Num -n-m 7 photographers a I,, -- y 
III Num - n-m 6 boys ei 91 % 

219 Num - n-m 8 officers A 

371 Num - n-m 5 divers I 

Ouantified human masculine nouns (11+) 
Number Form Enelish Arabic 
43 Nurn - n-m 15 piunters t- -L-j Ia 

127 Nurn - n-m 12 composers IT 

205 Num -n-m 16 clowns 
247 Nurn - n-m 14 cook 

Quantified animal feminine nouns (3 - 10) 
Number Orm :: ýEnelish Arabio 
35 Num - n-f-pl 13 octopuses 

Quantified animal feminine nouns (11+) 
Number Hrm Enelish 
51 Num - n-f 17 Gwaffcs 

Ouantified animal masculine nouns (3 - 10) 
Number Forin Enelish Arabic 
104 Num - a-m-pl 9 birds 

187 Num - n-m-pl 7 donkeys 

1% Num - n-m-pl 6 whales 
362 Num - n-m-pl 8 dogs 

208 Num -n-m-pl 4 sheep jl. ý- L 
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Ouantified animal masculine nouns M 1+) 

Number Porm English Arabic 
3 Num - n-f II dino-auts 

97 Num - n-f 12 spiders 
124 Num - n-f 14 elephants 
238 

- - 
Num - n-f 18 chicks zAS- %A 

I T 11 Num - n-f 20 rabbits 

-.;, I T. I 
Ouantified inanimate feminine nouns (3 - 10) 
Number Form Enelish Arabic 
296 Num - n-f-pl 4 um brel las :, [ ,, 
358 Num - n-f-pl 6 faucets 
382 Num - n-f-pl tO lamps 

Ouantifted inanimate feminine noun% (11+) 
Number Form English Arabic 
58 Num - n-f II cameras !, -IS %% 
249 Num - n-f 20 glasses "U.; V. 
312 Num - n-f 18 sharpeners ýI, %A 

Ouantified inanimate masculine nouns (3 - 10) 
Number Form ArabiC 
13 Num - n-m 5 bells 4, 
308 Num - n-m 9 television zU., AL; 
391 Num - n-m 5 books -S a 

Ouantified inanimate masculine nouns (11+) 
Number Form English Arabic 
99 Num - n-m 15 boxes 
134 Num - n-m 17 scissors 
171 Num - ti-in 13 rings 

380 
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Appendix 2.1.6: Stimuli for the inanimate feminine nouns with no overt 

gender referent category. 

Inanimate (feminine nouns with no overt gender) (adjective - singular). 
Numbcr Form Enalish Arabic 

_ Noun Adjective / target Noun Adjective 
tareet 

23 AdJ-f-sg Earth Exhausted 

329 Adj-f-sg Earth Rapt PI 

Inanimate (feminine nouns with no overt gender) (adjective - dual). 
Number Form English Arabic 

Noun Adjective / targei Noun Adjective 
tarpet 

71 Adj-f-du Fool Red ý, Lj 
151 Adi-f-du Fire Happy al, U 

Inanimate (feminine nouns %Nith no overt pender) (adjective - plural). 
Number Form EnRlish Arabic 

Noun Adjective / targel Noun Adjective 
tamet 

66 Adj-f-pl Hand Green ; JO 
103 Adj-f-pl Eye Angry Z4 wL-. i 

Inanimate (feminine nouns with no overt aender) (feminine -verb - sinpular) 
Numher Form English Arabio 

Noun Verb / target Noun Verb / target 
6 f-v-sg Sun Dressing 

242 f-v-sg Hand Writing 

Inanimate (feminine nouns witb no overt vender) (feminine - verb - dual). 
Number Form English Arabic 

Noun Verb / tareet Noun Verb/ tareet 
221 f-v-du Earth Walking zX-) 

I 

399 f-v-du Fire Running ; j,, U 

Inanimate (feminine nouns witb no overt eender) (feminine -verb -plural) 
Number Form--T -Enplish Arabi 

I Noun Verb / tareet_ Noun Verb / target 
260 f-v-pl ýool Crying 

353 f-v-pl Sun Showering 
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Appendix 2.1.7: The story used for the (nouns and verbs) novel nouns 

category. 

The story used for this task starts with (I will need you to help me to complete some of 
the blanks ... the astronaut did not write, so the story started when a space shuttle left 
earth to explore the wide space, after a long time in space the astronaut saw a strange 
planet, so he landed the shuttle on that planet, and went down to explore the place, and 
there ha saw a very strange creature, and that creature was dahshur2ý and then he 

saw dahshurah then dahshurat and dahshuran and dahashir 

-L. then dahshuratan after that he saw dahshur cooking &L and 
dahshuratan running while dahshuran are playing a musical 
instrument OUA and dahshurat whistling and dahashir 

riding bikes o_, So. i63 , 
but when he was leaving that part of the planet he saw 

dahshura cryung . 5ý; after that he saw rakah and rak J- 1, then he saw 

rakatan OUSI utý_, and rakatzuri. ) and rakan ZLfl _, and rakarik & j. And when he wm 

walking he saw another strange creature and that was zarug ;., and zaruqah Ajj, ý and 

zaruqan OUj, ý and zaruqat zuj, ý , and zarariq pjljý and zaruqatan OLzjjjý , then he 

saw zaruqah driving 3,. j Ajj.. and zarariqat playing zryb :, Uj 
. and zarariq IM .j 

running while zaruqatan are carrying O%a )Lajjý , then when the astronaut 
af th was leaving that part of the planet he saw zaruqan crying ZL, 5ý,. e ZU , ter at he saw 

gjLrah and qur., _, 
j , and quratan zU-tj , and qararir and qurat cjI., _4 , and quran 

ol, _, 
j , then he saw qurat sleeping C,. z and qararir sting tong out ; j_. XLW 

then he saw tarimah a, t. 6 . and tarim ,, L6 , and fakur, and fakurah 6,, ýj , he also saw 

allunah and allun ý, J! , thin he saw allun screaming o_ji and allunan waving 

_ýI and allunatan drinking OL-,, Ji 0ýý while allun is dancing,, OA 01jjL4 ýU , 

And the last group of creatures the astronaut saw were Lit and qitah .; -j , and qitatan 

where cooking OUI4 ZL;, ý and qiyatah eating v, 4 OA and qitah sliding 

while qitan drumming zL;: tj z; ýLlj and qitat swimming :, L4; 

and qit playing a musical instrument j.; ju. :., j After that the astronaut left that 
strange planet and returned to earth with the pictures of the things he saw on his journey 
in space). 

20 All the words in the story used to test the novel words production that are underlined are the novel words the 
experimenter will produce in front of the child, and the bold words are the words expected from the child to produce. 
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Appendix 2.2: Production results: 

Appendix 2.2.1: Production, human and animal nouns. (Means and Std. 
Errors). 

Animacy 

Anlamcy Mean Std. Error 
h . 70 . 02 

an . 48 . 02 

Noun Gender 

Gender Mean Std. Error 
f . 52 . 02 

m . 65 . 01 

Number 

Number Mean Std. Error 
sg . 713 . 021 
du . 600 . 026 
PI . 453 . 020 

Age Group 

Age Group Mean Std. Error 
6 . 31 . 03 
8 . 56 . 03 

10 . 63 . 03 
12 . 71 . 03 
A . 72 . 06 

Animacy x age Group 

Age Group Animacy Mean Std. Error 
6 h . 38 . 03 

m . 24 . 03 
8 h . 67 . 03 

m . 45 .0 
10 h . 75 . 03 

m . 51 . 03 
12 h . 83 . 03 

m . 59 . 03 
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Ah . 86 . 06 
m . 57 . 06 

Noun gender x age group 

Age Group Gender Mean Std. Error 
6 f . 24 . 03 

m . 38 . 03 
8 1 . 53 . 03 

m . 59 . 03 
10 f . 57 . 03 

m . 70 . 03 
12 f . 68 . 03 

m . 73 . 03 
A f . 60 . 06 

m . 84 . 06 

Number x age group 

Age Group Numbei Mean Std. Error 
6 sc . 45 . 03 

du . 32 . 04 
PI . 15 . 03 

8 sc . 73 . 03 
du . 59 . 04 
PI . 35 . 03 

10 sc . 75 . 03 
du . 68 . 04 
PI . 47 . 03 

12 sj . 78 . 03 
du . 76 . 04 
PI . 58 . 03 

A sc . 83 . 07 
du . 64 . 08 
PI . 68 . 06 

Animacy X noun gender 

Animacy Gender Mean Std. Error 
h1 . 67 . 02 

m . 72 . 02 
an 1 . 37 . 02 

m . 57 . 02 

Animacy x number 

Animacy Number Mean Std. Error 
h sg . 85 . 02 

du . 66 . 03 
I PI . 58 . 02 
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an sg . 57 . 02 
du . 53 . 02 
pl . 31 . 02 

Noun gender x number 

Gender Numbet Mean Std. Error 
f sc . 60 . 02 

du . 50 . 02 
p! . 47 . 02 
sc . 82 . 02 
du . 69 . 03 
Pi . 43 . 02 

Animacy x number x age Group 

Age Group Animacy Number Mean Std. Error 
6 1 sg . 55 . 04 

du . 39 OS 
pl 18 . 04 

m sg . 35 . 05 
du . 25 . 05 
pl . 12 . 04 

8 sg . 89 . 04 
du . 64 . 05 
pl . 47 . 04 
sg . 58 . 05 
du . 54 . 05 
pl . 23 . 04 

10 sg . 88 . 04 
du . 73 OS 
pl . 64 . 04 

m sg . 61 . 04 
du . 62 . 05 
pl . 30 . 03 

12 sg . 92 . 04 
du . 80 . 05 
pl . 75 . 04 

m sg . 64 . 05 
du . 71 . 05 
pl . 41 . 04 

A 1 sg . 98 07 
du . 73 10 
pl . 87 OB 

m sg . 68 . 09 
du . 55 . 09 
pl . 07 

Animacv x n; un Qender x riumber 

Animacy Gender Number Mean Std . Erroi 
h1 sg . 84 . 02 

du . 58 . 04 
pl . 59 . 03 

m sg . 85 . 02 
du . 74 . 03 
pl . 58 . 03 

an sg . 36 . 03 
du . 42 . 03 
pl . 34 . 03 
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sg . 78 . 03 
du . 65 . 03 
pl . 28 . 02 
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Appendix 2.2.2: Production, Adjective. (Means and Std. Errors). 

AnImacy 

Animacy Mean Std. Error 
h . 51 . 015 

an . 39 . 016 
In . 50 . 014 

Gender 

Gender Mean Std. Error 
f . 42 . 013 

m . 52 . 015 

Number 

Number Mean Std. Error 
sg . 83 . 016 
du . 25 . 024 
PI . 33 . 015 

Ago group 

Age Group Mean Std. Error 
6 . 31 . 023 
8 . 42 . 023 

10 . 48 . 022 
12 . 55 . 023 
A .6 . 042 

Animacy x age group 

Age Group Animacy Mean Std. Error 
6 h . 34 . 028 

an . 24 . 030 
In . 33 . 026 

8 h . 46 . 028 
an . 36 . 029 
in . 45 . 026 

10 h . 56 . 026 
an . 39 . 027 
in . 49 . 024 

12 h . 62 . 028 
an . 47 . 029 
In . 55 . 026 

A h . 59 . 050 
an . 51 . 053 
In . 69 . 047 

Number x age group 

Age Group Number Mean Std. Error 
6 sg . 71 . 030 

du . 06 . 045 
PI . 15 . 029 

8 sg . 88 . 029 
du . 18 . 044 
PI . 21 . 028 

10 sg . 84 . 027 
du . 28 . 042 
PI . 31 

. 026 
12 sg . 86 

. 029 
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Age Group Number Mean Std. Error 
du . 39 . 044 
pi . 39 . 028 

A sg . 86 . 053 
du . 32 . 080 
PI . 59 . 051 

An im acy x gender 

Animacy Gender Mean Std. Error 
h 1 . 45 . 016 

m . 58 . 020 
an 1 . 34 . 019 

m . 44 . 018 
In 1 . 47 . 016 

m . 53 . 017 

Animaoy x numbcr 

Animacy Number Mean Std. Error 
h sg . 89 . 020 

du . 27 . 028 
PI . 37 . 023 

an sg . 71 . 022 
du . 21 . 027 
PI . 26 . 020 

In sg . 89 . 021 
du . 25 . 027 
pi . 36 . 020 

Animmy x numbcr x ago group 

Age Group Animacy Number Mean Std. Error 
6 h sg . 81 . 037 

du . 06 . 053 
PI . 16 . 043 

an sg . 57 . 042 
du . 05 . 051 
PI . 01 . 037 

In sg . 75 . 040 
du . 07 . 051 
PI . 18 . 038 

8 h sg . 95 . 037 
du . 15 . 052 
PI . 29 . 043 

an sg . 76 . 041 
du . 20 . 050 
PI . 12 . 036 

in sg . 95 . 039 
du . 19 . 050 
pi . 21 . 037 

10 h sg . 89 . 034 
du . 33 . 049 
PI . 44 . 040 

an sg . 71 . 039 
du . 24 . 047 
PI . 20 . 034 

In sg . 90 . 037 
du . 25 . 047 
PI . 31 . 035 

12 h sg . 94 . 037 
du . 43 . 052 
PI . 49 . 043 

an sg . 75 . 041 
du 

. 34 . 050 
PI . 32 . 036 

In sg . 89 . 039 
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Age Group Animacy Number Mean Std. Error 
du . 39 . 050 
PI . 36 . 037 

Ah sg . 88 . 066 
du . 40 . 094 
PI . 48 . 077 

an SQ . 76 . 075 
du . 23 . 090 
PI . 54 . 066 

in sg . 97 . 072 
du . 34 . 090 
PI . 77 . 067 

Animacy x lendcr x number 

Animacy Gender Number Mean Std. Error 
hf sg . 86 . 028 

du . 27 . 029 
PI . 22 . 029 

m sg . 93 . 022 
du . 28 . 036 
PI . 52 . 036 

an f sg . 59 . 027 
du . 028 
PI . 25 . 024 

m sg . 82 . 032 
du . 25 . 031 
PI . 26 . 025 

In sg . 89 . 027 
du . 19 . 028 
PI . 33 . 027 

m sg . 89 . 027 
du . 31 . 036 
PI . 39 . 025 
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Appendix 2.2.3: Production, Verb. (Means and Std. Errors). 

Animacy 

Animacy Mean Std. Error 
h . 51 . 012 

an . 35 . 013 
In . 48 . 015 

Gcndcr 

Gendcr Mean Std. Error 
1 . 38 . 010 

m . 52 . 014 

Numhcr 

Number Mean Std. Error 
sg . 85 . 014 
du . 19 . 023 
pi . 30 . 013 

Age Group 

Age Group Mean Std. Error 
6 . 32 . 021 
8 . 39 . 020 

10 . 44 . 019 
12 . 50 . 020 
A . 59 . 037 

Animaoy x qa group 

Age Group Animacy Mean Std. Error 
6 h . 39 . 024 

an . 22 . 024 
In . 33 . 028 

8 h . 48 . 023 
an . 31 . 023 
In . 38 . 028 

10 h . 50 . 022 
an . 34 . 022 
In . 49 . 026 

12 h . 57 . 023 
an . 43 . 023 
in . 51 . 028 

A h . 61 . 042 
an . 46 . 043 
in . 72 . 050 

Gcnds. r x age group 

Age Group Gender Mean Std. Error 
6 f . 27 . 019 

m . 36 . 026 
8 f . 33 . 019 

m . 46 . 025 
10 t . 36 . 018 

m . 52 . 024 
12 f . 42 . 019 

m . 59 . 025 
A f . 50 . 034 

m . 69 . 046 
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Numbcr x age group 

Age Group Number Mean Std. Error 
6 sg . 75 . 028 

du . 03 . 044 
PI . 16 . 025 

8 sg . 87 . 027 
du . 043 
Pi . 19 . 024 

10 sg . 84 . 025 
du . 24 . 040 
PI . 25 . 023 

12 sg . 85 . 027 
du . 32 . 043 
Pi . 33 . 024 

A sg . 94 . 049 
du . 27 . 078 
PI . 58 . 044 

Animsoy x Sandor 

AnImacy Gender Mean Std. Error 
h 1 . 39 . 011 

m . 64 . 018 
an f . 27 . 016 

m . 45 . 015 
In f . 48 . 015 

m . 49 . 019 

Animaoy x numbcr 

Animacy Number Mean Std. Error 
h sg . 93 . 021 

du . 21 . 026 
PI . 39 . 019 

an sg . 73 . 020 
du . 15 . 022 
PI . 18 . 015 

In sg . 89 . 019 
du . 23 . 029 
PI . 33 . 022 

Gender x number 

Gender Number Mean Std. Error 
f sg . 79 . 017 

du . 15 . 019 
PI . 18 . 013 

m sg . 91 . 016 
du . 24 . 029 
PI . 42 . 019 

Gender x number x ago group 

Age Group Gender Number Mean Std. Error 
6 f SQ . 65 . 033 

du . 03 . 036 
PI . 12 . 025 

m SQ . 86 . 031 
du . 03 . 056 
PI . 19 . 036 

8 1 sg . 81 . 032 
du . 07 . 035 
PI . 08 . 024 

m sg . 92 . 030 
du . 15 . 055 
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Age Group Gender 

10 f 

M 

12 1 

M 

A I 

M 

Animsoy x landar x number 

Animacy Gender 
h f 

M 

an f 

M 

In f 

M 

Number 
Pl 

sg 
du 
Pl 
sg 
du 
Pl 
sg 
du 
Pl 

sg 
du 
Pl 

sg 
du 
pl 
sg 
du 
Pl 

Number 
sg 
du 
pl 
sg 
du 
Pl 

sg 
du 
pi 
sg 
du 
pl 
sg 
du 
pl 
sg 
du 
pl 

Mean 
. 30 
. 77 
. 17 
. 15 
. 91 
. 30 
. 36 
. 83 
. 24 
. 19 
. 88 
. 41 
. 48 
. 89 
. 24 
. 39 
. 98 
. 31 
. 78 

Mean 
. 95 
. 15 
. 06 
. 91 
. 27 
. 73 
. 51 
. 11 
. 15 
. 94 
. 19 
. 22 
. 91 
. 19 
. 34 
. 87 
. 26 
. 33 

Std. Error 

. 035 

. 030 

. 033 

. 023 

. 028 

. 051 

. 033 

. 032 

. 035 

. 024 

. 030 

. 055 

. 035 

. 058 

. 064 

. 044 

. 054 

. 099 

. 064 

Std. Error 

. 021 

. 025 

. 014 

. 026 

. 035 

. 037 

. 035 

. 018 

. 017 

. 017 

. 032 

. 023 

. 022 

. 029 

. 026 

. 026 

. 035 

. 025 
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Appemlix 2.2.4: Production, Collective nouns. (Means and Std. Errors). 

Animacy 

Animacy Mean Std. Error 
an . 50 . 011 
In . 55 . 012 

(knda 

Gender Mean Std. Error 
1 . 85 . 012 

m . 20 . 018 

A$* Group 

Age Group Mean Std. Error 
6 . 47 . 018 
a . 49 . 018 

10 . 54 . 017 
12 . 56 . 018 
A . 57 . 033 

Gondar x sp Imup 

Age Group Gender Mean Std. Erroi 
6 f . 72 . 023 

m . 23 . 034 
8 1 . 85 . 023 

m . 13 . 033 
10 f . 89 . 021 

m . 19 . 031 
12 f . 89 . 023 

m . 24 . 033 
A f . 91 . 041 

m . 23 . 061 

Word I)T, @ x an 6nacy 

W type AnImacy Mean Std. Error 
n an . 52 . 013 

In . 56 . 014 
acq an . 52 . 013 

in . 56 . 015 
v an . 47 . 012 

In . 53 . 015 

Word lypo x londar 

W type Gender Mean Std. Error 
n 1 . 83 . 015 

m . 26 . 020 
adj f . 83 . 015 

m . 25 . 020 
v f . 90 . 015 

m . 10 . 020 
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Animacy x loadgr 

AnImacy Gendor 
an f 

m 
in I 

m 

Word IM x maimwy x gon4" 

W type Animacy 
n an 

In 

v an 

In 

acq an 
In 

Mean Std. Error 
. 86 . 014 
. 14 . 017 
. 84 . 015 
. 26 . 023 

Gender Mean Std. Error 
f . 86 . 017 

m . 18 . 021 
f . 80 . 020 

m . 33 . 025 
f . 86 . 017 

m . 18 . 021 
1 . 80 . 021 

m . 36 . 025 
f . 86 . 018 

m . 07 . 019 
1 . 93 . 017 

m . 13 . 026 
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Appcndix 2.2.5: Production, Quantified nouns. (Means and Std. 

Errors). 

Animacy 

Animacy Mean Std. Erroi 
h . 63 . 019 

an . 67 . 022 
In . 74 . 020 

Numhcr 

Number Mean Std. Error 
3 to 10 . 74 . 025 

11+ . 62 . 017 

Age lrcmp 

Age Group Mean Std. Error 
6 . 43 . 030 
8 . 57 . 030 

10 . 74 . 028 
12 . 77 . 030 
A . 89 . 054 

Animacy x *go gfoup 

Age Group AnImacy Mean Std. Error 
6 h . 34 . 035 

an . 44 . 042 
In . 51 . 039 

8 h A . 035 
an . 55 . 041 
In . 67 . 038 

10 h 66 . 033 
an . 77 . 036 
In . 79 . 036 

12 h . 77 . 035 
an . 76 . 041 
In . 78 . 038 

A h . 90 . 063 
an . 82 . 074 
In . 96 . 068 

Num bar x o8a Iroup 

Age Group Number Mean Std. Error 
6 31olO . 59 . 047 

li+ . 27 . 032 
8 3 to 10 . 57 . 046 

11+ . 55 . 032 
10 3 to 10 . 76 . 043 

11+ . 71 . 030 
12 31olO . 82 . 046 

11+ . 72 . 032 
A 3 to 10 . 94 . 083 

11+ . 85 . 057 
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An imacy x leader 

AnImacy Gender Mean Std. Error 
h f . 59 . 022 

m . 67 . 022 
an f . 68 . 032 

m . 66 . 021 
In 1 . 74 . 025 

m . 74 . 021 

Animmay x nwnher 

AnIrnacy Number Mean Std. Error 
h 31olO . 63 . 031 

11+ . 64 . 020 
an 3 to 10 . 80 . 028 

14 . 53 . 032 
In 3 to 10 . 78 . 030 

11+ . 70 . 024 

Gender x number x ago I-P 

Age Group Gender Number Mean Std. Error 
6 f 3 to 10 . 58 . 054 

11+ . 29 . 042 
M 3 to 10 . 60 . 048 

11+ . 29 . 034 
8 1 3 to 10 . 53 . 053 

11+ . 61 . 041 
M 31olO . 64 . 047 

11+ . 50 . 033 
10 f 3 to 10 . 75 . 049 

11+ . 69 . 039 
M 3 to 10 . 76 . 045 

11+ . 73 . 031 
12 1 3 to 10 . 82 . 053 

11+ . 71 . 041 
rn 31olO . 82 . 047 

11+ . 74 . 033 
A f 3 to 10 . 91 . 095 

11+ . 81 . 075 
m 3 to 10 . 96 . 086 

11+ . 89 . 060 

Animaoy x Sander x number 

Anlrnacy Gender Number Mean Std. Error 
h 3 to 10 . 599 . 036 

11+ . 589 . 026 
m 3 to 10 . 663 . 036 

11+ . 682 . 025 
an f 3 to 10 . 833 . 041 

It+ . 525 . 050 
M 3 to 10 . 774 . 030 

It+ . 540 . 026 
In f 3 to 10 . 724 . 036 

11+ . 754 . 032 
m 3 to 10 . 833 . 030 

It+ . 647 . 027 
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Appendix 2.2.6: Production, Inanimate feminine nouns with no overt 

gender referent. (Aleans and Std. Errors). 

Number 

Nufter Moan Std. Error 
sg 1.6 . 057 
du . 24 . 040 
PI . 81 . 060 

AS@ group 

Age Group Mean Std. Error 
a . 54 . 065 
a . 62 . 064 

10 . 90 . 060 
12 1.1 . 064 
A 1.3 . 116 

Number x as# group 

Age Group Number Mean Std. Error 
6 sg 1.30 . 108 

du . 09 . 076 
Pi . 32 . 114 
sg 1.40 . 106 
du . 11 . 075 
pf . 33 . 112 

10 sg 1.69 . 100 
du . 27 . 070 
Pi . 75 . 105 

12 sg 1.78 . 106 
du . 50 . 075 
PI . 89 . 112 

A sg 1.93 . 192 
du . 21 . 136 
PI 1.78 . 203 
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Appendix 2.2.7: Production, Novel words. (Means and Std. Errors). 

Word type 

W type Mean Std. Error 
n . 63 . 023 
v . 49 . 018 

C)cndcr 

Gender Mean Std, Error 
1 . 64 . 019 

m . 58 . 020 

Numbcr 

Number Mean Std. Error 
sg . 79 . 021 
du . 45 . 027 
PI . 43 . 017 

Age group 

Age Group Mean Std. Error 
6 . 50 . 036 
8 . 54 . 035 

10 . 63 . 033 
12 . 65 . 035 
A 47 . 063 

Word type x ago group 

Age Group W type Mean Std. Error 
6 n . 53 . 044 

v . 47 . 034 
a n . 62 . 043 

v . 46 . 033 
10 n . 72 . 040 

v . 54 . 031 
12 n . 75 . 043 

v . 54 . 033 
A n . 51 . 078 

v . 44 . 060 

Word type x gender 
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W type Gender Mean Std. Error 
nf . 70 . 025 

m . 55 . 025 
v1 . 37 . 018 

m . 60 . 021 
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Word t)lm x ownbcr 

w type Number Mean Std. Error 
n sg . 79 . 030 

du . 68 . 031 
PI . 41 . 022 

v sg . 80 . 021 
du . 22 . 033 
PI . 44 . 017 

(lender x number 

Gander Number Mean Std. Error 
I sg . 83 . 025 

du . 47 . 027 
pi . 31 . 020 

m sg . 75 . 024 
du . 43 . 033 
PI . 54 . 022 

Word tM x Sender x number 

W type Gender Number Mean Std. Error 
nf sg . 83 

. 029 
du . 73 

. 034 
PI . 55 . 031 
sg . 74 

. 036 
du . 62 . 039 
PI . 27 . 024 
sg . 84 . 030 
du . 21 . 031 
pi . 07 . 019 

m sg . 77 . 028 
du . 24 . 041 
PI . 81 . 028 
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